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SUMMARY

ln this study, we trace the evolution of Karl Marxrs theory of

surplus value and its appllcatlon În his analysis of the essential

nature and 'rlaws of rptionrr of the capi tal Íst system.

An integral part of this evolut¡onary process was Harx¡s

sustained crltique of antecedent pol itical economy. ln this critique,

the theory of surplus value played a crucial role as the rpst

fundamental category of the alternative paradigm from which Marx

worked.

The tv,¡o key sources for our study are Marx's 1857-58 Gmtndrisse

manuscript and the part of the l86l-63 "Critique of Political Economy'l

manuscript published as Theories of SuYpLu's VaLue. Our approach is to

work through these manuscripts in order to provide a detaîled textual-

exegetical analysis of Marxrs evolving thought on the political econorry

of capital ism.

gur study is divided into four Parts. Part I provides a prologue

to the main text. ln it, we review Marx's intellectual background,

including his early contacts with polítical economy. The prologue also

contains an analysis of Marxrs many plans for hisrrEconomicsrr. This

analysis sets his developing political economy in its methodological and

b¡bl ¡ographical context.

ln part ll, we consider the Gmytdriss¿ in detaÎl and exPose the

core of analysis that it contains. lt was in this work that Marx

drafted hîs initial methodological and substantive thoughts on his

alternative understanding of capital ism. ln so doing, he introduced

several new and revÍsed categories into political economy, including

labour pohter, surplus value, and constant and variable capital. These

categories made a profound diffei.ence to the portrayal of the essential
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nature of capitallsm relat¡ve to that found in received political

economy, especially with respect to the capital-labour relatlonship,

the nature and role of the labour theory of value, the articulation

between value and distribution, and the several dimensions of therrlaws

of motionrr.

The Gzanãriese ls not without its limitations, though, and our

study documents these. Especially was the value-price-distribution

articulation issue constricted by Marxts'rcapital-in-generalrr approach

and the category price-of-production did not appear in the work.

Moreover, in the Gmutåfisse, the treatnent of the I'laws of rption'r was

impressionistic, although as our study shows, many of the dimensions ¡

of rrrptionttthat would be developed later urere adumbrated therein.

IheorLes of Stnplus VaLue involved Marx in a sustained critique

of antecedent pol itical economy. ln the Gt'tmdrisse, the role of such

critique v{as mînimal. Part I ll of our study shot'¡s how this critique

was facilÍtated by the alternative paradigm formulated in the GzwnãrLsse,

with special reference to the application of the theory of surplus value.

It was the Physiocrats who, in Marxts view, provided the essential

origins of the political economy of capitalism. Several ideas crucial

to Marxts analyses emerged in their work, including the generation of

the economic surplus in production, the role of capítal in production,

and the structural requirements for reproduction through circulation.

The last of these ideas was neglected by later writers, but the other tbro

Marx found to be fundamental in the work of Adam Smith and David Ricardo,

the two nain antecedents upon whom Marx focussed his critical attention.

Marxrs critique of writers after Ricardo generally served to reinforce his

view that Ricardots fuLneipLes represented the apogee of Classical

pol itical economy.

tle go on to show how, through this critique, Marx was able to raise
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the level of sophisticatlon of his analyses relative to the Gvund.rieee.

lndeed vle are able to docurnent that the essentlal content of Harxrs

revlsed paradlgm of the polltical econorrry of capltallsm, as found in

the t'final" drafti.ngs for CapitaZ, was present ln Theoriee of Suryhrc

VaLue.

Part lV ls an epilogue to the study and draws together the features

of Marx's pol i tical economy prior to Capital.
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCT I ON

I. I THE PRESENT STUDY

This is a study in inteìlectual hístory. lts theme is the

evolution in one manrs thought of an idea designed to explain observed

phenomena.

Karl Harx studied at great length the received explanations of

the distr¡bution of incomes generated in production between class

groups in the capitalist economy. He found these explanatíons, to

varying degreás, superficial. They lacked analytical penetratíon and

consequently failed adequately to reflect the essential contradiction

ridden nature of capîtalism and its form of distribution' These

explanations also did not reveal the dynamics of change which

capitalism would experience through time as a result of its

contradictions.

Empirically it was clear to Marx that much of the produced value

hras appropriated by property owners, the capitalists who owned the

produced means of production and the landov'rners who provided land and

other natural resources. The per capita share of real income accruing

to the members of these classes hras extreme relatÎve to that enjoyed by

the working class members. Moreover, Marx had observed the unstable

nature of capitalist economic activity and this, he felt, forewarned of

an inevitable r^rorsening of the workersr social and economic pl îght.

Labour, Marx argued, was the driving force of production and the

origin of all exchange value and the economic surplus. How was it, then,

that labourts per eapita share of the value produced was so míserable?
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Pol itical econorrry had fai led satlsfactorl ly to answer thf s question.

There exlsted, Ín llarxrs vlehr, no adequate explanatlon of lncome

derlved from non-labour lnvolvement ln productlon. Hls theory of

surplus value was to be the foundat¡on for an alternatlve paradlgm of

polltlcal econonry which would provÍde explanations of the essentíal

nature of the capitallst distributlon process and the role of thís

process in the cris¡s prone t'laws of motionrtof the cap¡tallst economy.

ln a letter to Friedrich Engels dated 24 August 1867, l4arx wrote

of what he considered to be the two nìost significant achÍevements În

his nagw,tn opß, Cqital: A Cwíùiqrc of Politieal Eeortomy:

The best things in my book are l. (on which aLL understanding of
the facts is based) the ü'tofold ehæacter of Labour, emphasised Ín
the very first chapter' expressed, as, Ít is, În use value or
exchange value; 2. the treatment of'swplu,s uaLue independent
of its pæt\eu1an forTns' like profit, interest, ground rent etc.
This is shown in the second volume lwhÎch was to contain Books I I
and lll at this stagel in particular. (læw, 3l , 3261

These two facets of Marxrs work were highly interdependent, the

first being the essential basis for the formulation of the second, the

theory of surplus value. This theory then became the centrepiece of all

Ì4arx' s pol i tical econorlry.

As recent research has emphasised, the prinaiple upon which Marxrs

theory of surplus value was based had been present in politícal econorrry

since the middle of the eighteenth century. lt emerged in the rarork of

the Physiocrats, hras apparent in Adam Smith's WeaLth of Nations and

reached ¡ts hîghest point of evolution prior to Marx in Ricardors

fuincipLes. This line of thought about the surplus has been explicated

by Maurice Dobb, Pierangelo Garegnani and Krishna Bharadwajl, their

general objective being to emphasise the change that the theory of value

and distríbution unden¡ent in the 1870s when the supply and demand

approach becarne dominant. Krishna Bharadwaj summarises the themes which

pervaded political economy prior to the l87Os in the followÎng terms:

The central question that challenged Íþst speculative mÎnds was:

0n what does the general progress and wealth of a nation depend?
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The genera I ly acceptabl e answer v.Jas : the !surpl us I that i s

available to it. The notion of surplus thus constltuted the baslc
îdea around which theorlzing set about. The maJor questions were:
(a) what does this surplus conslst of and what determines lts
slze? (U) where does lt orlglnate? (c) ariþng whom ls lt
distributed? (d) hæ¡, l.e. by what prlnclples, ls lt
dlstributed? (e) what determlnes lts grovuth over tlme? (f) wtrat
happens to the relative shares of surplus accrulng to the
different classes of approprÍators as the slze of the surplus
I ncreases?2

It was I'larx that first exposed these themes ln polftlcal economy

from the PhysÍocrats or¡wards, his crÍtical stance being that the

potential that they held for a comprehension of capitalísm bras never

fully realised. lndeed, the analysis involved served to generate a

fallacious portrayal of capitalism as an harmonious and essentially

stable system.

The essential principles involved in the surplus based theories of

distributÍon and value are outlÍned by Pieroangelo Garegnani3. The

origin of the surplus is the production process. lJhat emerges from

production is the aggregate socÍal product. Crucial to the production of

thís social product is the input of labour. The vital role of labour

involves a capacity embodied Ín a person whose life must be sustained in

order to preserve that capacity. This need for sustenance directly links

production to a form of distribution based on social classes. The

difference between social product and the product required for the

reproduction of the labour capacity becomes the surplus expropriated by

the owners of the rneans of production.

Two components are crucial in determining the size of the surplus:

first, the real wage cornprising essentially the commodities required

(biologically and socio-historically) for the ongoing reproduction of

the labour capacity, and, secondly, the social product, i.e. the aggregate

periodic production of conrnodities. lt follo¡rs that in order to find the

surplus as a residunZ base for non-wage incorlìes, the real wage has to be

determined prior to and independently of the non-wage share. The basis

for this independent determination is the rrsubsistence" of labour in
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historical context. The social product is the outcotne of productlon.

Its size depends upon the stage of capital accumulation reached, upon

which the relatlve employment of labour is based, along with the

technology in use and the productiv¡ty of that labour.

The principle of the surplus is complicated by the need for a means

of rneasuring the heterogeneous quant¡ties involved. lt ls oalue which

provides this rneans, although not without some analytical ambíguity.

Our study is concerned with the part¡cular formulation of this view

of distribution and its associated value requiiement posited by Marx and

the implications which he drew from the analyses for the comprehension of

the¡tmotÍonttof capitalism through time. lJe focus especially upon Marxrs

analysis of the critical origins of his formulations and their historical

setti ng.

The general theme of our study is indicated by Paul Sweezy in the

fol lowing passage:

I have long been greatly impressed by the fact that Karl Marx,
though using a conceptual framework derived from and in many ways
very simi lar to classícal economic theory, nevertheless reached
conclusions radically different from those of the classical
economi sts .4

It is our intention to provide an elaboration of this notion of

Sweezyts by tracing the evolution of Marxrs "conceptual frameworkrr for

pol itical econorrry. ln doîng this, we shal I emphasise the central role

played by the theory of surplus value and its application to a sustained

crÍtique of classical theory. lt was through this critique of political

economy that Harx reinforced and formalised his ideas about the essential

nature of the capital ist econorry and ¡ts ttrþt¡ontt through tirne, setting

his analysis at al I tirnes in the context of social relatÍons broadly

considered. Trent Schroyer cogently summarises this general vÍew of

Marx's political economy and its relatÍonship to classical theory as

fol lot'ls:

... Marxrs critique of political economy proceeded to reflexÍvely
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reconstruct leiel the fundamental societal comPonents (and

economic categories) and their dynamic relations as an analytlc
franework for the systematlc analysis of capítal lsm. By

reunlting within a cr¡t¡cal theory of the social totality the
proc.ts.i that classlcal political economists had separated and
by comprehending the economic categories-as referrlng to the
h'lstorical ly ernergent soclal forms of value' conmodity' nþney,
etc., Marx created a nev,, type of theory. The lmpossib¡l¡ty of
treatlng Marx as Just another polltical economist could be

tIIustrãted by polnting to the difference between the economic
categor¡es, which always must be related to the genesis of
econõmic social forms, and the logical categor¡es which make the
critlcal comprehension of economic categories possÍble, e.9.,
quantity, qual ity, essence, appearance.c

It will become clear as bre proceed that the logical categorÍes

mentioned in this passage r^rere crucial in the formulation of Marxrs

pol itical economy.

By way of detaíled textual exegesis of the relevant original texts'

we aim to present Marxrs developing theses as he himself saw them- The

use of quotations wÍth careful attention to context, especially in a

chronological sense, are an essential means of achieving this objective.

The categories used are those of Marx and the form of analysis presented

is largely confined to the scope of techniques that he was inclined to

use. To use nrore sophisticated analyses' hte argue, would impede

comprehension of his evolving thought. lt is our view that historÍcal

relativism is an important basis for intellectual history.

gur interpretation of what Mææ achieved analytical ly is presented

and documented in the study which follows. lJe take a crÍtical stance

only where Marx¡s ourn critique bras unfounded and where previous secondary

Ínterpretations differ significantly from our ovrn. lt is not our

intention to rrput Marx right'r. His thought and its evolution are

presented in their original, rough-hewn form. Nor is it our intentÍon to

reconcile the multitude of interpretations of Marxrs political economy

that are extant. Qur interpretations are our own and only a small role

for intel lectual disputation is al lowed in the study. ì'lhere secondary

literature is discussed, it is generally in order to provide a backdrop

for our work Ín which we add to the existing Ínterpretations the often
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neglected crit¡co-h¡storical orígÍns and evolution of Marxrs analyses.

l,lhile deal ing with this aspect of our study, one piece of

secondary I iterature v,rarrants a special mentÎon. Angus bJalker has

presented a remarkable set of obì.ter d\eta in whlch the lnterpretations

pertinent to our theme are representative of the sort that we do hope our

work will help to eradicate, wherever they may appear.

It is a comrnonplace of Marxist exegetics that Marx was a classical
- economist.

It is curíous that Marx himself appears never to have gÍven much

thought to the nature and methodology of the discipline of which
he was to become an exponent.

His [Marxrs] appraisal of Political Economy was historical, not
analytical.

For not only did Marx accePt the validity of Political Economy as

expounded by SmÍth and RÍcardo ....

Marx would not have been unhappy to know that he was to be thought
of as the last great classical economist-

Harx found nrost of his economic problems, not in the real world,
but in the teachings of the British classical economists.

TheIttransformatÍon problemttposed by the labour theory of value is
solved by Marx in strictly Ricardian terms ..-.Þ

gne constraînt to which our study is subject should be mentioned

before we proceed. lt is that ure use only source materials in English

translations. Two consequences of this constraint should be noted. First,

some source materials have not been included in formulating our

interpretations. Fortunately, th¡s aspect of the constraint is not

especially serious, for all of the source materials which contain the core

of l'larxr's political econorrry, and whÍch are gene?aLLy aztaiLabLe, have been

translated. Secondly, the translations used have been taken to be

ilcorrectrr except where writers have subsequently po¡nted out changes

which are reasoned to improve the interpretatÍon of Marxrs argument.
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lhere have been very few such changes suggested, so again this aspect of

the constraint is not likely to lead to any substantive dlstortions in

our work.

1 .2 MARX ' S I NTELI. EC TUAL BACKGRO UNDT

I'larx began reading pol itical economy in 1844 whi le in Paris' By

this time, he had behind him a complex background of intellectual

influences whÎch helped to shape the evolution of his thought in

political economy. He had been influenced by his mentors and

contemporaries and he had independently studied law and phílosophy in

some detail. His erLtLcaL assessments of the latter were to become

methodologically very important in his work on political economy.

tn addition to these intellectual influences, Marx had been able

to observe and write critical commentaries on the social, political and

economic realities of the German States during his 1842'43 sojourn as a

journalist.sMarxrecalledinls5gthathiscontactst^,ith'h¡aterial

issues during this period had induced him to study political economy.

ln the year l8\Z-43, as editor of the RheírtLseVte_Zeittrtg., I first
found myself in the embarrassÍng position of_having.to discuss
what is known as material interèsts. lhe deliberations of the
Rheni sn fmdtag [parliament] on forest thefts and the division of
landed properti; the official polemic started by Herr von Schaper

"g"inrl the Rheirvisclte Zeitttng about the condition of the
Mosseile peasantry, and finally the debates on free trade and

protective tariffs caused me in the first instance to turn my

attention to economic questions. (cpu, l9-20)'

prior to 1844, Marx had studied post-Aristotlean Greek philosophy

in depth whi le preparing his doctoral thesîs.9 More significantly for

our theme, he had also begun to graPple with the mysteries of Hegelrs

works. H¡s contacts with the ilYoung Hegeliant'critics of Hegel and his

ourn critique of the phitosophyl0 wer. to har¡te a lasting ínfluence upon

hîs nrethod as ¡t af fected pol i tícal economy. Joseph 0 ¡Mal ley has
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sunnarised Marxrs early critique of Hegel Ín this way:

it was Marxrs first effort to expose and critfcfse Hegelrs
phllosophy in general and his politlcal philosophy inpartícular; and through thís effort both to crít¡cise existingpolitical lnstitutions and, with the help of research lnpolitical theory and h¡story, to clarify the relatlonship betweenpolitical and economic aspects of society.ll

Beyond 1844, the criti.que of Hegel was fortified by the work of

Ludwig Feuerbach. Marx found Feuerbachrs reinstatement of man as the

hub of phi losophy in accord with h¡s ourn thought. He wrote that ¡rit is

only with Feuenbaeh that posítiue, humanÍstic and naturalistic criticism
beginst' (çW, 3, 2321 . tn Marxrs thought, the ldeal ism of Hegel was

converted to a rrDialectical Materíalísm¡' in which hîstorical change was

the conseguence of immanent contradictions that exîsted in the economíc

base of any particular stage in the evolution of human society.12

ln 1859, I'larx wrote of these nethodological beginnings:

The general conclusion at which I arríved and which, once reached,
became the guidi.ng principle of rry studies can be summarised as
fol lo¡rs. ln the socîal production of theî r existence, nìen
Ínevitably enter Înto definite relations, which are independent
of their will, namely relations of production appropr¡ate to a
given stage ín the development of theÍr material forces of
production. The total íty of these relatîons of production
const¡tutes the economic structure of society, the real foundation,
on which arises a legal and politícal superstructure and to which
correspond defînite forms of social consciousness. The mode of
production of material life conditions the general process of
social, polÍtical and intellectual life. ... At a certain stage of
development, the rnaterial productive forces of society come Ínto
conflict with the existing relations of production From forms
of development of the pr'oductive forces these relations turn into
theÍr fetters. Then begins an era of social revolution. The
changes in the economic foundation lead sooner or later to the
transformation of the whole imrnense superstructure. (Cpt, pp.2}-2ll .

It was Marxrs view that economic relations were at the root of

understanding the dynamics of society. His life-long concern to

reformulate the politÍcal economy of capitalism stenmed from thÍs view.

Marxrs first real contact with political economy was his readíng of

an article by the young Engels called'routlÍnes of a critique of

Political Economy.ttl3 Marx was impressed w¡th the approach and substance

of Engelsrwork and he referred to it in 1859 as a ilbrillÍant essay on
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the critique of economic categoriesrr (Cpt, 22r. lJe have argued elsewhere

that it was thls readíng which acted as a catalyst in Harx's first study

of pol itícal econonry. lh

I'larxrs f Írst studíes in pol itical economy ln 1844 resulted in sorne

notebook transcription of passages from and conmentary upon the r+ork of

many Britísh and Continental wríters.l5 'lhe studies continued throughout

most of 1844 and included the rough drafting of theEeonomie ætá.

PhiLoeophie Mø¿useripts.16 tn these manuscripts, Harx examined the

premises of political economy as a reflection of the operations of

capitalism, especially with regard to the production and distribution

Processes. He proceeded then to establish the status of man in this

economic regíme and found hÎm alienated from his own economÍc activity
and its products. Such was this alienation that it left man less than

completely fulfilled uis-a-uis hís potentÍal as a human being. At the

root of this alienatíon was private property in the means of production.

To survive, man was forced by his propertyless status to sell his labour.

For the working class there h,as no alternative. Marx concluded:

0n the basis of political economy itself, in its own rarords, we
have shown that the uorker sinks to the level of a cormodity and
becomes indeed the most wretched of conmodities; that the
wretchedness of the v'¡orker is in ínverse proportion to the power
and magnitude of his production (CW,3,270')

ln these early studies of pol itical economy, Marxrs purpose uras to

use its own terms to portray the nature of capitalism and its effect on

the bulk of people. At that stage, he was not undertakÍng an øtaLytieaL

cr"itique of polltlcal economy itself. lJhat he was critical of was what

it stood for. However, it was not long before Marx recognised the

significant role of political economy as a theory of capitalíst society

and the basis for explaining its immanent contradictions. He saw the

public presentation and comprehension of an adequate theory of capítalism

as a necessary precondÎtÎon for socÍaf revolution and his reformulation
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of pol itical econorrry had this as its rlost fundamental rationale'

Some degree of cr¡tical reformulation was evident in two works of

1847. ln the Pouetty of PhiLoeophy (CW, 6, lo5ff) Marx was concerned

to reveal the inadequacies of Pierre-Joseph Proudhon's crltique of

capital ism.17 Marxrs a,rgument showed a rnore profound awareness of the

importance of political econorrry per se in this book, although the tenor

was basical ly polemical. The set of articles known as rrl'Iage-Labor and

Capital,rv,ras based on a series of lectures given by Marx to the German

l,lorkersr Soci ety i n December 1847. 18 ln the I ectures , l'larx presented to

the workers a theoret¡cal outline of how capitalism worked to their

detrîment. The thenre of exploitation v,ras prominent in formulating the

rel ationshi p betvueen capi tal and labour and Marx showed sorne ab'areness

that the value of labour to the capitalist exceeded the value received

by the worker (CW, g, 218). This principle v,,as later to be developed

into the theorY of surPlus value.

ln all of the writings on politÌcal economy that we have considered

in this section, Marx was fÎrmly locked into the categories of received

pol itical econorrry. H¡s critical stance was developing, but he did not

transcend the Classicat paradigm which he had absorbed in his studies'

It was in the Gyan¿drùss¿ manuscripts of 1857-5819 that Marx, on the

basis of his theory of surplus value really began reformulating the

paridigm of political economy. This new paradigm was such, he argued,

as to reveal the esssntíaL nature of capitalism. For this reason' our

study proper begins in Chapter 3 with this work'

t.3 THE METHODOLOGTCAL RATTONALE FOR MARX'S CRITIcAL REFoRMULATI0N

OF POLITICAL ECONOMY.

The predominant nrcde of development of Marx's thought in political
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economy uras critique. ln spite of his general reJection of the premises

and analyses of received pol itical economy, Marx devoted a prodigious

amount of time and effort to absorbing its content. The comprehension

that he gained provïded the basis for his critique which led to the

generatÍon of his ov'ln theorÍes.

For Harx, critique had a specÍal sense. Ufhile the destruction of

false notíons was intended, intellectual advances unashamedly involved

the preservation and extension of received ideas considered to be

soundly based. Thus it was that Marx's critÍque of politícal economy

had both negative and positive components. lan Steedman expresses the

idea in thïs r^ray: 'tThe term 'critiquer is used [Uy l'tarx] ... not

in the sense of totally negative dismissive críticism but rather to mean

criticism leading to a new theory embodying the strengths of the old but

shedding its weaknesser.tt20 ln subsequent chapters, we wÍ I I shov,r Marxrs

use of critique in formulating his ideas. The present sectÍon is

devoted to a general outlíne of Marxrs rationale for rejecting received

political economy, especially its core component, the theory of

distribution.

ln a passage of notebook XV of the l86l-63 "Critique of Political

Economyrrmanuscr¡pts, 21 Marx commented upon the state of th¡s theory.

The form of revenue and the sources of revenue are the most
fetishistie expression of the relations of capital ist production.
It is their form of existence as it appears on the surface,
divorced from the hidden connections and the intermediate connectÎng
links. Thus the Lærd becomes the source of rent, eapitaL the
source of profit, and Lobour the source of uages. The distorted
form in whîch the real inversion is expressed is naturally
reproduced in the views of the agents of this node of production.
(rsv, n t, 453r.

The rragents of this nrode of productionrr were the pol itical economists.

Their presentation of revenues (or income formsl as generated by the

physical phenomena v,,¡th þrhich these revenues were nppæentLy assocÍated

provided a wholly inadequate understanding of the capitalÍst dîstributÍon
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process. Such analysls impìied a harmony of value sharing by the

partÍcipants in the production Process. ln this sharing out Process'

al I part¡cipants r^rere equal ln status. Marx argued that this viev', was

distorted and failed to present the-.eesenÞiaL nature of the process.

The source of this distort¡on was the basing of interpretation and

analysis on appeorqnees alone. Marxrs objection to this nrethodological

approach to analysis was fundamental and represented the raison d'etre

of his critical reformulation of the paradigm of political economy.

The politícal economists, were, hovuever, classified by Marx as

either Classical or Vulgar in thei r analysis of the distribution

process. Not all political economîsts were deceived entirely by the

appearances. ln 1865, Marx wrote of this classification in the main

draft for CapitaL, Book l l l. The subject hras the "trinityil formulation

of distribution which linked inconre genenatio¿ to the inputs to

production as the price of their services. This mode of distribution

appeared in politÍcal economy as the linked category set comprising

capital-profit, land-rent and labour vrages.

It is the great merit of classical economy to have destroyed
this false appearance and i I lusion, this mutual independence
and ossification of the various social elements of wealth, this
personification of things and conversion of production relations
into entities, this religion of everyday life .... Nevertheless
even the best spokesmen of classical economy remain flþre or less
in the grip of the world of illusîon whÍch their criticism had
dissolved, as cannot be otherwise from a bourgeois standpoint,
and thus they fall more or less into inconsistencies, half-
truths and unsolved contradictïons. 0n the other hand ... vulgar
economy, which is no more than a didactic, more or less dogmatic,
translatíon of everyday concePtions of the actual agents of
production, and which arranges them ín a certain ratíonal order,
should see precisely in this trinity, which is devoid of all
inner connection, the natural and indub¡table lofty basis for
its shallow pompousness. This formula simultaneously corresponds
to the Ínterests of the ruling classes by proclaiming the physical
necessity and eternal justification of their sources of revenue
and elevating them to ãogma . (x, I ¡ l, 830)

The basis for this division of the pol itical economists r^ras argued to be

their handl ing of non-labour incomes. The Classicals (most especial ly
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the Physiocrats, Adam Smith and David Ricardo: TSY, lllr 453) had

attanpted to. grasp the inner connections of the phenomenà. Both rent

and interest had been related to a cornon revenue called profit in the

case of Smith and Ricardo. Each of these writers had only just fallen

short of recognising that essenÞial non-labour income which l4arx

called surplus value.22 The Vulgar group had not. As apologists for

the system they were confined to the world of appearances and presented

distríbution as an harmonious and natural process.23

Novl the methodologÍcal and epistemological implícatÍons of Marxrs

rejection of the received theory of distribution are clearly formulated

by Georg Lukacs. He argues that empïricalrrfactsrronly take on the¡r

full import when placed in a framework of analysis and that the

selection of "facts" impl Íes sorrìe theoretical stance. What was requi red

of Marx was that he provide the appropriate analytical framework within

which the true meaning and origin of therrfactsil of distribution could

be comprehended. As Lukacs put it,r\nre need the dialectical nrethod to

puncture the social illusion... and help us to glimpse the reality

underlying it.tt He went on:

lf the facts are to be understood, this distÍnction between their
real ex¡stence and theîr inner core must be grasped clearly and
precisely .... Thus we must detach the phenomena from the form
in which they are inmediately given and discover the intervening
links which connect them to their core, their essence. ln so
doing, we shall arrive at an understanding of their apParent
form . .. .24

Marx used his theory of surplus value in this ì^ray. lt provided an

essence distílled from observed reality which he linked to his

understanding of the phenomena of that reality.

tlhile surplus value was most obviously a category of distribution'

Marx was able to apply it to the comprehension of the essential nature of

other capital ist phenorrìena. ln subsequent chapters of our study, we show

how the theory of surplus value enabled Marx to develop analyses of the
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articulation of value and prÎce, of the generation of a general rate of

profits, of the nature of capitalist reproduction, of the potential

impediments to that reproduction, of the nature of capital accumulation

and its effects, inten aL'La, on the rate of profits and the economlc

status of workers, and of the short-run and long-run, secular crises to

which, in Marxts view, capitalism was prone. Qur brief is to trace the

evolution of these analyses to their stage of development prior to the

"finalrf drafting of CøPitaL-

I.4 PREVIOUS STUDIES OF THE THEME.

There are tv,ro main components of our study which we consider

contribute to the developing comprehension of Marxrs work in political

economy. First, ure provide an analysis of the core themes of the

Gnm.driss¿ manuscripts as foundations for the writing of Capital'

Secondly, our study of the "Theories of surplus valuerrpart of the

l86l-63 manuscripts reveals the critico-historical basis for the

development of the GYtnãrisse themes into their form immediately prior to

CayitaL.

There exists no comPrehensive study of these themes which provides

the detail found in our work belor¡¡. There are, though, three books which

deal with the evolution of Marxrs political economy and some corrnents

upon them w¡ll serve to emphasise the need for our study.

vitali vygodski's book The stozg of a Gneat Diseooezg: Hou IØtL

Maræ Wrote t'Capita7rt2í y¿¿5 first published in German in 1967' ln that

year also, Ernest Mandel published in French The Fonna,tion of tVP Eeonomie

Thought of KæL Mææ LB43 to "Cayito7tr.26 one year later, Roman

Rosdolsky,s massive study T?e Making of I,Iææts tCqitaL' appeared În

German.27 Each of these has recently been translated into English.
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These three works paral lel our study to varying degrees. Hov'rever,

each falls short of the sort of evolutionary study that we consider

would facilitate a Íþre complete understanding of the develoPment and

critico-hÍstorical orÍgins of Marx's pol itical econorrry. The present

study is an extension of the work already done by these writers.

More specifically, the books by vygodski and I'landel lack the

textual-exegetical detaÎl that we have used to clarify some of the

complexities involved in the formation of Marxrs pol itical econorrry.

Vygodski's book is rather brief, and Ít only provides an outline of the

issues to be considered. M¡ssing is any detai led consideration of the

Gmmàrisse and the significance of ít in the progress tovuards Capital.

Moreover, the eritieaL origins of Marxrs pol itical econorrry receive very

l¡ttle emphasis. For Marx, the essence of intellectual progress bras

dialectical, the crucial operational elernent being critique as the tneans

of transcending ideas interpreted to be false.

very simi lar comments apply to Mandel¡s book, altho.ugh whi le

Vygodski does make sorne references to the rrTheories of surplus valuerl

manuscr¡pt, Mandel chooses to .Îgnore ¡t alrrþst completely. The strength

of Mandelf s work is its attention to the pre-GYtntårisse development of

Marxrs thought in political economy and in this sense it makes an

excellent contribution to our comprehension of these matters. This,

ho,vever, leaves the title of the work as an over-statement of its content.

Rosdolskyrs study is far rnore comprehensive than the above two

books. He deals at length with the role of ín" Cor*aoisse in the

formation of Marxrs pol itical economy and uti I ises the t'Theories of

surplus value" manuscript extensively. Rosdolsky also provides a great

deal of textual material , al though ïn our view, the quoted passages r sorne

very long, are not subjected to as much exegetical analysis as is

required for proper interpretation. ln providing the textual material in
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the way that he does, Rosdolsky obscures the euoLutionatA-dialectieaL

process of developnnnt involved by a lack of attention to the critical

core of Marxrs methodology and by the practice of quotlng from the

Gvtmdtisee, I'Theories of surplus val uet' ttd. CaVitaL in aå ltoe mixtures.

0n many pages of the book, al I three works are referred to and /or

quoted from with no regard to chronological and hence evolutionary

sequence. The progress ín the formulation and application of Marxrs

crucial categories of analysis is not revealed as clearly as ls

possible when an evolutîonary approach to reading Marx is taken. ln this

regard, our study is quite different from that of Rosdolsky.

ln passing we should mention the more, general book by Michael

Hor¡rard and John King, The PoLitieaL EeortamA of Mææ.28 These writers

adopt a critico-evolutÍonary approach to their exposition of Marxrs

political economy, although theïr book does not purPort to be a major

study of our theme. Especially have Howard and King kept their

interpretation of Marxts poìitical economy in contact with its critico-

historical roots and they utilize th¡s contact to convey understanding of

the contributions made by Marx to our comprehension of capitalÎsm. To

this endrr,Theories of surplus valuerris given the consíderable attention

that it brarrants and the result is a significant contribution to

Marxology. our study comprises a much more detailed treatment of this

aspect of Howard¡s and Kingts book.

ln addition to these works, there are numerous, nþre special ised

interpretations of Marxrs work in political economy which give some

attention to ¡ts evolutionary dimension. Some of these deal with

particular themes in his work, sorne deal with particular works that Marx

v,rrote (most especial ly the Gnmfu,isee with rrTheories of surplus value"

quite neglected in thÍs sort of I iterature), and some treat ltiarxrs

critiques of particular antecedent pol itical economists. These
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contributions, whlch vary widely

fundamentals, wi I I be considered

study to which they pertaln.

in their grasp of Harxological

in the context of those parts of our

I.5 OUTLINE OF THE PRESENT STUDY

Our study takes up the evolution of Marxrs pol itical econorrry,

with emphasis upon the core category of surplus value, from its first

comprehensive outline in the Grunåyiese manuscripts of 1857-58. lt was

in this work that the idea of surplus vras adumbrated and we analyse the

initial use that Marx made of this all important concept. The evolution

of the Ídea and its application in the context of a sustained and detaÍled

critique of antecedent politícal economy is then followed through the

'rTheories of surplus value" manuscript of 1862-63. These tv,ro manuscript

pieces formed the main preparatory writings for CaVitaL and thus are the

appropriate source documents for our study.

Part I of the study deals br¡th matters prelimÍnary to our main

thenæ. ln chapter 2 we give attention to the fact that, b¡bl ¡ographical ly,

l,larxrs writings on pol itical economy, especial ly from the Gnrt'drisse

onwards, r,\rere exceedingly complex. The period 1857-63 marked a major

transition period Ín the formulation of Marxts plans for histrEconomícsrr,

as his projected magnwn opus was called for a long tirne. To ensure

precision ¡n tracing the context and substance of the evolving theory of

surplus value and its application, we begin by undertaking an analysis of

the chronological and structural features of Marx's bibliography in

pol itical economy during this period.29 lncluded wi I I be a discussion

of his changing plans for the'¡Economicsil about which there is some

controversy between Marxologists. lt is our conclusion that Marx

narrovled considerably the scope of his work during the preparations for
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Capita\. This lnterpretation does not enjoy universal suPport and we

present as much evidence as þre can in order to substantiate our view'

ln part ll of our study, the Gm,ttdyLese is the centre of attention.

Marx began this initial attempt to draft hls I'Economlcs¡'with a

discourse on methodology in political economy. This piece is unique in

Marxrs writings, as far as is known, and bre consider it in detail in

Chapter l.
0n the basis of this methodological dÍscussion, Marx wrote the

two substant¡ve rrchapterstt of the manuscripts and we outline their

analytical core in Chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 4 deals with the formulation

by Marx of the theory of surplus value and its application to the theory

of profit. This formulation was based upon Marxrs analysÎs of value and

the capital-labour relationshíP, with the emergence of the concept of

labour power being crucial in this regard. lnvoìved too was Marxrs

interpretation of the nature and role of capital and this receives

special attention in our Chapter. ln Chapter 5, we analyse the application

of the theory of surplus value to the idea of therrmotionrrof the

capital ist econonry through tirne. To complete thís chaptert v\'e incl ude

sofrìe consideration of the interim development of the Gnmdrisse as ¡t

appeared in.Marxrs 1859 publication A Contributiort to the Cvitique of

PoLitieal Econorny (CPE).

The reformulated paradigm for pol ítical econorrry v,,as I inked by Marx

to its critico-historical roots in the sustained critique of received

political economy found in the 'rTheories of surplus valuett manuscript.

This critique is the subject of Part lll of our study. Chapter 6 deals

with Marxrs critîcal assessment of value and d¡str¡bution theory Ín

writings before Ricardots fuí,neipLes. Adam SmÍthrs work was emphasised

by l,Larx, but he also dealt briefly with the British and Continental

forerunners of Smith. Chapters 7 and 8 are devoted to Marxrs compìex and
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detailed critique of the theory of value and distribution found in

Ricardo's fuirtciples. The former chapter deals with method and the

value-prlce art¡culation problem while the latter chapter is concerned

with R¡cardo's analysis of surplus value forms Ín the phenonnnal

interpretation of di stri bution.

Marx found much material for his critique Ín those writÎ.ngs which

fol lowed the publ ication of Ricardots tuitwipLes. ln Chapter t, we are

concerned with the more-or-less trmainstreamr¡ critics and pseudo-

disciples of Ricardors theory of value and distributíon. Marx included

Malthus, Torrens and Bailey as examples of cr¡t¡cs, and James Mill and

McCulloch were nìost prominent amongst the pseudo-disciples. The case of

Marxrs interpretatÍons of John Stuart Mill is considered separately as

it has been the subject of some controversy. Chapter l0 deals with two

other categorÍes of post-Ricardo writers. First, those writers who, to

some extent, applied Ricardors theory of value and distribution to a

cr¡t¡cism of capítalism as it affected the interests of workers (the so-

called nRicardian Social iststt). The flþst prominent of these writers ureret

for Marx, Ravenstone, Hodgskin and Bray. Secondly, those writers whose

ideas in some way parallelled those of Harx and to whom he ascribed a

special, but still critical, status as a consequence. These were Ramsay,

Cherbuliez and Jones.

ln chapters ll, 12 and ll, we move Ínto Marxrs application of the

value and distribution theory based on surplus value to the ulaws of

nrctionrt of capitalism. Marx was impressed with the Physiocratic idea of

a capital ist reproduction process as presented in the TabLeau Eeonomique-

He ultimately ut¡ I îsed it as the basis for his ov,rn reproduction schema.

Hov,¡ever, he was critical of the harmonistic argument that such

reproduction necessarily reflected the reaLity of capitalism as suggested

by the ub iqui tous use of ItSay¡s Lavutt as an analytical premÎ se. These
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aspects of capitalist rrmotionrt are examÍned in Chapter ll. Chapters 12

and 13 proceed to a consideration of the capital acgtmulation process and

Its consequences for capitalism and lts partlcipant classes ln the form

of crises. Special attention is glven in these Chapters to clarifying

the several dimensions of the accumulation and crisls phenornena, and to

the limitations of Marxrs preliminary thoughts on these subjects'

PartlV, thettEpilogue'r to our study, comprises one chapter only.

Chapter 14 presents a surmary statement of the paradigm of political

econorry that Marx had formulated by the end of 1863 and just prior to the

"final" drafting of the magnwn opus, by then to be called CayLtaL.SO

It is significant to note here, though, that we do not have access to all

of the relevant prel iminary wrÍtings for CapitaL up to this time' ln

part¡cular, those parts of the l86l-63 "Critique of PolÍtical Economyrr

manuscripts which included material forTapitaL Books I and lll are thought

to be extant but have not been published.31 Our sunrnary statement thus

cannot be definitive. This must awaît the full publication of the I86l-63

manuscr¡ pts.
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NOTES
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These articles have been reprÎnted in CW, l, 109 ff. A very
detailed analysis of them Ís provided in A.F. McGovern, t¡Karl

Marxf s First Political tlritings: The Rheirtisehe Zeikmg, 1842-
1843", in F.J. Adelmann (ed.) , D ntythoLogieing Mæsism: A Series
of Sktåies on Mærism, (Martinus NÍ jhoff , The Hague, 1969).

Marxrs preparatory notes and the doctoral thesis have been
reprinted in CW, I at pp.4O3 ff and 25 ff respectively.

See David Mclel lan, The Iouztg HegeLians øñ xarL Mææ, (Macmí I lan,
London, 1969), and Karl Marx, Cz,itique of HegeL's 'Philosopha of
Rightt, ed. with an lntroductlon and Notes by Joseph 0rMalley,
(Cambridge University Press, London , 1972').
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p.xiii.
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CHAPTER 2

MARXIS BIBLIOGRAPHY IN POLITICAL ECONOMY:

PROJECTIONS AND CHANGES 1857.63.

2.1 rHE GRUNDRTSSE AND rrs RESULTS (1857-59).

As we have seen, Marx had been studying political econorry since

1844 and bras r^,riting some I imited cr¡ticism of received theory durïng

the l84Os. tn August 1849 f¡e moved to exile in London and there found

conditions which induced him to reneb, his studies with added

enthusiasm. He recalled in 1859:

The publÍcation of the Neue Rheinisehe Zeikmg in 1848 and 1849
and subsequent events cut short frry economic studies, which I

could only resune in London in 1850. The enorÍnous arnount of
nnterial relating to the history of pol itical econorm/ assembled
in the British Museum, the fact that London ls a convenient
vantage point for the observation of bourgeois socÍety, and
finally the neu, stage of development which this society seemed
to have entered with the discovery of gold in California and
Australia, induced me to start again from the very beginning and
to work carefully through the new material. (Cm, 22-31 .

The npve to London, then, v,ras intel lectual ly fortuitous as far as the

development of Marxrs thought in political economy was concerned. He had

direct access to the wealth of theoretical and empirical literature in

the British Museum LÍbrary. Moreover, he was well placed to observe at

first hand the workings of bourgeois capitalism. From both these poÎnts

of view London r^ras an ideal base. The literature on political econorrry

and the actual operation of the capitalist system were in a much more

advanced stage of development in England than elsewhere in Europe.

The details of Marxrs work on politÍcal economy duríng the early

years in London prior to the drafting of the Gmatåvzlsse manuscripts in
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1857-58 are not knovln. Only a very limited output aPPears to be

extant and rnost of ít remains lnaccessible. This gap in our knowledge

of Marxrs writings is especially s.ignificant. lt means that we cannot '

explain with any degree of satisfaction hovl Marx was able to achieve

the level of nrethodological and analytical sophistlcation found Ín the

Gmvtãyisse. This level far exceeded that whlch he had reached in any

prior knov,¡n writing on pol itical econorrry.

A summary of what Ís known about the pre'Gnntdrí,sse períod can be

brief. During 1850 Marx reviewed empirically the recent cycles of

economic activity that England had experienced in an endeavour to

identify some pattern of events that would indicate the inminent onset

of a future crisis. The results of this research were published in the

Neue Rheini.sehe Z,eitung during the year.l Subsequent theoretical

studies over the period l85l-53 complemented this work. His 24 notebooks

of the period attested to the wide range of themes that were studied most

of which centred upon aspects of political economy broadly considered.2

Only two articles containing original analyses are thought to have been

written in the early l85Os, although some uncertainty remains about this.

One written in l85l was entitledrrThe Money System as a l,lhole" and the

other dated from 1854-55 and carried the title "Money System, Credit

System, Crî ses". Nei ther piece has been publ i shed.3

A signîficant aspect of Marx's dealÍngs with political economy in

the early 1850s was the emergence of the idea that he would prepare a

work referred to inîtial ly as the "Economicsrt. Three volurnes were

projected at that stage. These would cover'rA Critique of Economicsrr,

rrsocial ism", and rrHistory of Economic Thought¡'. Attempts to f Índ a

publisher interested în the project faíled and Marx lost interest in its

irmediate completion in spite of encouragement from E.ngels and other

colleagues. There are no manuscripts which support Marxrs repeated
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assert¡ons that the work v,ras to be completed wlthin weeks.4 The task

evidently proved to be greater than expected. Marx referred to the

,'many damned ramificatlonsrr whfch political economy lnvolved indicating

difficulty in ascertaini.ng the scope of the work that would be appropriate.

Engels remarked to him perceptively on this problem: rras long as you

have still not read a book that you think ¡mPortant you do not get down

ro writing". (Engels to Marx, 3. April l85l, MEW, 27, 233-4). Marx,

indeed, d¡d not get dov,ln to writing very much in the early l85Os. The

only real indication that we have of the progress that he made and felt

conf ident in r^Jas his unsuccessful offer to the German publ isher Brockhaus'

in the sunmer of 1852 of a manuscript for a book to be entitled Modern

Eeornmie LiteraLure in EngLanå from 7830 to 7852 (Marx to Brockhaus,

19. August 1852, M1l,tr, 28, 546'). No such manuscript is extant, but ure may

conclude that up until th¡s time Marx was still clarifying in his ourn

mind the work of his antecedents in political econoÍry'

During the period from 1844 to 1857, Marx became acquainted with

the literature of pol itical econorrry. He acquired a grasp of Îts main

principles but his critical abilities had not been applied to these

principles. As a conseguence his paradigm was that of received theory.

However, in one relatively short burst of intellectual effort in 1857-58

he was able to reformulate the paradigm and Present a deeper understanding

of the operations of the capital ist econorrry.

Since his l85O studies of economic fluctuations in England, Harx

had been observing the statistics. 0n many occasions he detected signs

of the onset of a crisis but his prognoses v\tere each tirne unreal ised. lt

was in 1857 that the evidence of an inrninent crisis became so oven¡helming

that it induced him to renew his efforts on the't\eotnmies't.5 H¡s

objective was to provide a sound theoretical basis upon which the social
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revolut¡on that would neeessay|Ly ensue as a consequence of a severe

economic depression could proceed. Such t'ras the degree of pressure

that llarx felt himself to be under, that ln less than a year, from

August 1857 to about June 1858, he v,rrote a prodigious manuscript of some

800 printed pages. Rough drafted though it was, with many digressions,

the Gvwúrilse represented Marxrs first large scale attempt to set down

his independent critical thought in political economy. The sophÍstication

and novelty of the analyses reached well beyond that which he achieved

in any known earlier writing. However, the significance of the work

must be kept in perspective. Profound though his advances may have been,

much room for development remained. This assessrnent is pursued further

in Chapters 4 and 5 below.

The Grurúrí,ss¿ manuscr¡pts comprised seven main notebooks together

with an rrlntroductionrr found in a separate notebook marked rrMrr. The

rrlntroductîonrturas nrethodological and the remainder was divided into two

rrchaptersrr, thettChapter on Moneyrrand the far longer "Chapter on Capital'r.

ln the manuscripts, Marx urrote down several plans for hÍs future

work on therrEconomicsrrand these were amplifîed in his letters and

later manuscr¡pts.6 From these plans we are able to trace the developing

conception that Marx held of the scope and method of hÍs rrEconomicsrr.

The first of these plans bras brritten down as part of the

'¡lntroductionr¡ to the Grunãr|sse during September 1857 (c, 108). The

format of this plan followed on from Marxrs discussions of methodology

in which he advocated¡lascending'r in abstract analysis from the simplest,

a-historical categories of political economy through to those appropriate

to the rrìore complex and compound analysis of bourgeois real ity, both Ín

the national and international sett¡ng. Five topic headings were

included and these reflected this procedure. VJe may summarise them thus:
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(l) simple, a-historical categories which are coltmon to the understanding

of any economíc system presented ln the abstract; (2) bourgeois

categories of pol it¡cal economy; (l) the bourgeo¡s state;

(4) international pol i tl cal econorrry; (S) the world market and cri ses.

tlhen Marx began writing the r¡Chapter on Moneytr, and indeed

throughout the GmtnãyLsee and after, he found it appropriate to consider

only bourgeois categories. He deleted the first of the above topic

headings from the second of his plans (C, ZZ7l. A new'rfirst sectionrr

was substituted in whichttexchange value, nþney, prices" were to be dealt

with on the presupposition that commodities had already been produced.

These rþst apparent and superficial categories of pol itical econorry brere

only a starting point and Marx revised the second topic of the plan to

blend with the first. He urrote: rrBut by itself, ¡t lthe exchange-

circulation process] poínts beyond itself tot+ards the economic relations

which are posited a,s neLatioræ of pz,o&rctí,on.. The internal structure of

production therefore forms the second section" (G, 227r. This approach

very much reflected the framework within which Marx worked În the

Gnnårí.sse and can be traced even in Cqítal. The t'thirdr¡, rrfourthrt and

"final" sections of this second plan followed closely those proposed in

the first plan.

ln the "Chapter on Capitalrr, Marx wrote do¡¡n two further plans before

the end of 1857 (C,26\ and 2751. These were similar to each other but

departed to some extent from those just outl ined. The opetatiornL

categoríes exchange-circulation and productíon were now npved out of

prominence to be replaced by those categories basîc to the appeæartees

of bourgeois class division and incorne distribution, viz. CapÎtal, Landed

Property and llage Labour.

Harx had already given notice, even before the finst of the above

plans was brritten down, that he considered eapitaL to be the n¡ost
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important structural category.with which he would have to deal. He

urrote that rrcapÍtal is the al l-dominat¡ng economic power of bourgeois

society. lt must form the starting-polnt as well as the finlshlng-

point ...rr (C, 107). After writi.ng sorne of the '¡Chapter on Capital",

it must have beconre clear to him that to give capital the major emphasis

and to follovr this with an examinatÍon of landed property and brage

labour would be the most appropriate structural framework for the

rrEconomi cst'.

ln these plans, it was the dominant category eapitaL which received

nþst attention. The projected section on this topic was outlined at

sorne length. l,rhi le there were di fferences in the detai ls of expression

of the eapitaL plans, the maín topics íncluded urere rnoney capital , capital

in general, capÍtal in its particular forms (cÍrculatÍng capital and

fixed capítal at that stage), capital and profit (nô surplus value concept

as yet), ínterest, competition of capitals, accumulation of capital, share

capi tal and credit. These themes fornred the basis of Marxrs preparations

for CapitaL, his magrutm ophs.

The third plan comprised six sections in all. Three of these we

have mentioned, CapÍtal, Landed Property and I'lage Labour. The rest urere

similar to those of the earlier plans, the State, the State Externally,

and I'lorld Market and Crises. L¡ttle elaboration of the projected

contents of these latter sections bras ever provided by Marx.

As Marx developed his theory of capital, some revision of the above

rrCapital" framework was to prove necessary. Especially was this required

in order to separate the theory of surplus value from the phenomenal forms

of non-labour incomes, profit and interest, and to separate the dichotonry

constant capital - variable capital, appropriate for production analysis,

from circulating capital - fixed capital, appropriate for the analysis

of post-production ci rculation. ln addi tion, sorne treatrDent of wage labour
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and cr¡ses was undertaken ln thettCapltalt'discussion. As we shall see

ln Section 2.3 of this Chapter, these ¡ntruslons were retalned ln

CaVí.taL.

Three letters of 1858 gave more detalls of the plans for Ha¡'x's

,,Economics". He wrote to Lassal le on 22. February (tEtt, 29, 550f) and

presented a tv,ro-part outl ine of the project. Fi rst, and much along the

lines of the l85l 'rEconomics" proposal, he posited three separateuonks

to be wrÍttenr (l) a critique of economic categories or the system

of bourgeois econonry critÌcally presented; (Z) a crÍtíque and history

of political economy and socÍalism; (¡) a short hÍstorical sketch of

the development of economic relat¡ons or categories. Nor^r whÍ le the

Gmutåyisse contained material that could be related to each of these works,

the emphasis was very clearly upon the first.

The second outline which Marx described to Lassalle provided more

details of the fÍrst work. lt was to compr¡se six ilBooksrrrespectively

covering the sections of the third Gmvtdrisse plan. Beyond informing

Lassal le that Book I rrCap¡talrr would include ttseveral introductory

chaptersrr, Marx gave no other details of the rrBooksrt: Further information

on rtCapÍtaltr was provided Ín another letter to Lassal le on I l. l'larch

(lg¡,/r 29,554). lt was to contain sections on the production process of

capital, the circulation process of capital, and their unity in capÍtal,

interest and profit.T

It was in a letter to Engels of 2' April 1858 that the nature of

the previously rnent¡oned rrintroductory chapters" was revealed (lnW, 29,

312 ff and MEC, 126 ffl. I,that had been mÍssing from the plans posited

after the second in the Gnwúríssewas any explicit mentíon of the topics

dealt v,r¡th in the I'Chapter on Money" of that work. Now ther¡first

section¡rof the second plan reemerged and Book I ttCapitalrrwas to comprise

the fol lowing structure:
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A. Capital in General
(l) Val ue.
(z) Money.
(3) Capi tal .

B. Competi tion.
C. Credit.
D. Share Capi tal .

Marx keyed the Gnrtdyí,ese materíals to this format in two indexes

written in notebook rrM' in June 1858 (C @Ð, 855 ff). The emphasis,

though, vras on part A above with Book I rrCapitalrrcomprised of three

trChaptersrr: rrl. Valuet', "ll. Moneyr', and ttll l. Capital in Generalrr,

much as had been suggested to Engels. Thettthird chapterrrbras to be

divided into two of the sections mentioned to Lassalle, "(l) Production

Process of Capitalrr, and "(2) Circulation Process of Capitalr¡. The third

section on the uníty of these tv'ro v\,as not mentioned in the present context.

Lassalle had found a publisher for this first Book of therrEconomicsrl

and l{arx agreed to have it ready by May 1858.. Th¡s was not to be and Marx

could only finish the first two chapters.S These were publíshed as

A ConL;,ribution to the C?Ltíque of PoLitíeaL Eeortomy În June 1859 @pt'1.

Marx undertook to prepare the "third chapterrras a second volunìe as soon

as possible.

Prior to publ ication of the CrLtique, l{arx made one subtle but

important change to the chapter headings. The first chapter was given the

titletrThe Commod¡tytt ín lieu of the planned I'Valuer'. The reason for

this change u,as suggested at the beginning of a piece on value drafted at

the end of the Grw¿dyisse. Marx wrote of the fundarnental status of the

commodity in the bourgeois capitalist economy. "The first category in

which bourgeois wealth presents itself ís that of the cormodLty. The

corrnodity itself appears as [the] unity of two asPects lof value, viz.

use value and exchange value]." (C,881.) "Commodity", t'Money" and

'fCapitalft in the chapter titles hrere, then, all phenonnna whose essenÞLaL

nature had to be revealed. ln the case of the conrnodity, Íts underlying
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value status was significant, but thÍs had to be revealed by analysis.

Thus the new chapter title was rnore appropr¡ate than the original.

ln a notebook datÍng from February or Harch 1859, l4arx had set

out ¡n sorne detail the projected contents of the I'third chapterrrkeying

each topic to the Gmmdrisee material. (c @Ð, 969 ff .l The three

part treatrnent of "CapitalI adumbrated to Lassalle in March 1858 emerged

agaín. The parts r^rere to be the production process of capital, the

ci rculation process of capital and the relationship betv'reen capital and

prof it. A fourth part cal led rrMiscel laneoust' uras appended for the

considerable amount of Gmmår|sse material left over. The ultimate

destinatíon of these topics evidently remained uncertain.

Marxrs endeavours to get thettthird chapterrrto the publisher duríng

1859 were not successful. Moreover, there is no extant manuscript

evidence to indicate how far he did progress, if at all. From early in

1860 until August l86l Marx gave vïrtually no attention to his'rEconomics".9

He returned to hisrrEconomicsttwith renewed enthusiasm once again, as in

1857, late in 1861. The period l86l-63 vras especially productive as we

shall see in the next Section.

2.2 THE POST.GRUNDRTSSE BIBLIOGRAPH¡CAL DEVELOPMENTS;

Marx began in 186l by renewing his attempt to fínîsh the "third

chapterrron capital. Houlever, it must soon have become evident to him

that somcwhat nrore development of his work was required beyond that Ín the

Gmtndrisse. The manuscr¡pts ¡tCritique of Pol itical Economyr', which was

Marxrs title, grew to a massive 23 notebooks (approximately 3000 printed

pages). lts subject matter reached far beyond that designated for the

Itthird chapterrr, especial ly with respect to its critico-historical content

which occupied about half of the work. (publ ished as ?^97.)
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The first f¡ve notebooks were related directly to the ilthird

chapterrr preparatlons.l0 Marx began work on the production process of

capltal and completed three parts dealing wlth "(l) conversion of Íþney

into capital", "(2) absolute surplus value", and "(3) relative surplus

val ue". Part (4) vuas to cons i der the combinatÍon of absol ute and

relative surplus value but was not written at that stage. lnstead Marx

r^rent on with t'(5) Theories of surplus value" which grew to occupy

notebooks Vl to XV, wîth sorne additional critico-historical essays in

notebooks XVI I I and XX to XXI I l.

The sustained critique of received political econorm/ which Marx

undertook in these notebooks enabled him to re¡nforce with satisfaction

the basic substance of the analyses from the Gmtnárisse and to make son¡e

considerable advances in these analyses. Marx had always found the

critique of hîs antecedents a useful intellectual stepping-off point and

the present return to critique was perhaps the npst useful of all.

ln the remaining notebooks of the ttCritiquet' manuscripts, the bulk

of numbers XVI to XXlll, Marx prepared additÍonal material for the sectÍon

on the production process of capital together with sonre material for the

section on capital and profit.

llarx wrote to Kugelmann on 28. December 1862 (¡,nw,, 30, 639) and

announced that the work he hras preparing on political economy would be

entitled CøpítaL. The original general title woúld remain as a sub-title

only, viz. A CrLtique of PoLitíeaL Ecornnry.rr CqitaL would be divided

into three parts corresponding to those projected for the Itthi rd chapter'l

on capital. ln notebook XVI I I of the "Critique" manuscripts, written

during January 1863 (rSV, l, 414 ff), Marx gave details of the Chapters

for Part l: ¡rProduction Process of Capitaltr and Part I I I : rrCapital and

Profitr'. No details of Part ll on circulatÍon werå given at that stage.

For Part I a nine chapter structure was outlined and for Part lll twelve
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chapters. Marx also gave a detailed breakdown of Chapter 2 of Part lll

which uras to deal with the relationship between surplus value and profit,

the generat¡on of a unlform rate of proflts În the presence of variations

in capital composítÍon in sectors of production, and the value-príce

tiansformati on .

Two points of sÍgnificance emerged ín these plans. FÎrst, ltlarx

integrated the critico-historical material into the chapter layout of

Parts I and lll. The critique of political economy was to be an integral

part of his overall analysis at that stage. Secondly, Part I contained

an important revision of the project. A new Chapter I was included with

the titlerrlntroduction. Conmodity. I'bney.'r These topics had

previously been published in the 1859 C?í.tiq*, but now l4arx had

decided to rework them for inclusion in CapitaL. He noted to Kugelmann

in a letter of 13. October 1866 that that v,,as done ín order to preserve

the wholeness of his work and to clarify the meaning of the earlier

presentation which Marx felt had not been well understood. ?nW,31r 534).

ln the years after 1863 until his death in 1883, Marx endeavoured

to bring his proJect CqitaL to its final form. This was not achieved.

Marx himself published Volume I and Engels prepared Volumes ll and lll

from the manuscrÍpts which Marx left.

Harx outl ined a four Book structure for CapitaL to Engels in a

letter of 31. July 1865. QWW,31 ,132). This format was reiterated in

a letter to Kugelmann of 13. 0ctober 1866 (¡mW, 31 , 534) with the added

feature tltal; uoLwt,es were to be used to break uP the work physîcal ly.

The whole work is divided as follows:

Book 1-. The tuoduetíon Process of CayitaL.
Book LL. CincuLation tuocess of CapitaL.
Book 77L. Eov,m of the Pz'oeess as a Wlple.
Book 7V. ContrLbution to the Eistory of Eeononrie Theozg. The
first volume contains the first two books. The third book will, ¡

think, f¡ll the second volume and the fourth book the third.

During 1864 and 1865 Marx worked on the drafting of Book lll. His
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hope was that all four Books of CapítaL would be published together and

he made some lnitial attempt to prepare Book ll as well in these years.

Book lV, we assune, tñras to be assembled from therrTheories of surplus

valuetr sectlon of the ¡rCrltiquet' manuscripts. Thls objective was not

achieved and, in spite of the projection of the Kugelmann letter cited

above, Volume I of CapitaL was published in September 1867 with only

Book I included.

l,farx continued to work on CapitaL after 1867 and by 1878 he had

prepared seven more manuscr¡pts for Book ll and one rnore for Book lll.

tlhile he continued to work on political economy and related toplcs until

the end of his life, the relevance of his writÌngs to the completion of

Capital gradual ly decreased. His concern for the project faded away.

2.3 THE TRANSITION FROM THE GRUNDRTSS-E TO CAPTTAL,

lle have no\^, traced in outl ine the main bibl iographical development

of Marxrs t'Economicst' Pertinent to the theme of our study. Two further

bibliographical issues are considered in this section. FÎrst, what

status should be accorded the Gmçtfuiss¿ in the evolution of Marxrs

thought? Our treatment here is only by way of introduction to the

detailed analysis of the work undertaken in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 below.

Secondly, what are ure to make of Marxrs changes in the projected format

and scope of his t'Economïcs'r? ln the ultimate unfinished state of Marxrs

project, what üas the status of CapítaL?

Received opinion has, in the main, given a status of considerable

importance to the GmmãrLsse in the development of Marxrs thought

generally. Two main advocates of this opinion have been David Mclellan

and Ì.lartin Nicolaus. McLellan refers to the work asrrthe most fundarnental

work that Marx ever wroter'; and, in the context of Marxrs thought as a
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cont¡nuous rtmeditation on central thenes broached ln 1844r!t he writes

rhat ¡'rhe high point of lttrisl meditation occurred ¡n 1857-58."

Thus, Marxrs intellectual development as lra process of self-clarificatlon

is described by Mclellan ln these terms:

The central point of this process is neÍther the Pæí.e Møtuseripte
nor CapítaL, but the GntndrLsse ..., the work which' nþre than any

otherr-contåins a synthesis of the various strands of Marxrs
thought ln a sense, none of Marxrs works is complete, but
the ðompletest of them is the Gmm'driese'tz

Nicolaus expresses a similar opinion when he writes of the Gmrtã'tf,sse

that it hras "the only truly complete work on polÍtical economy that Marx

ever wrote.rr He goes on to add that

... several npre volumes of CapitaZ would have been necessary before
Marx could catch up with the pãint he had reached in the outline of
his system in the GrunãyLsse. Capital is painfully unfinished,
like a mystery novel which ends bãfore the plot is unravelled. But

the Gnurtãyisse contai ns the authorts plot outl ine as a whole' 13

Now there are grounds only for a limited and qualified accePtance

of such laudatory views of the Gvunáriss¿ rnanuscripts. They were written

in the context of a six-part plan and, as a consequence of their rough-

draft nature, were bound to contain digressions which pertained to most

components of the overall project. Marx himself v,,rote of the work to

Engels: "ln the manuscript (which could rnake å sizeable book if printed)

everything is topsy-turvy and there is much [in it] that is intended for

later parts'r (letter of 3l . May 1858, l,ßlt, 29, 330). The rrlater partsrl

were those beyond 'rcapÍtaltr and it was clear from the layout of t'Book l:

0n Capitalrrthat the manuscripts were meant primarily to be a draft of

this part of the |tEconomics". ìfJe can thus see only a very I imited case

for the significance given to the work by McLellan and Nicolaus' As we

shal I argue in some detai I in Chapters 4 and 5 belov'1, this qual if ication

is strongest in the case of the political economy per se of the Gmtrt'drLsse'

Nicolausr assessfnent is just too strong when the analyses of the work are

considered in the light of subsequent advances made by llarx.l4
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Rosdolskyrs assessment of the Gmûtdrisee is more sober.l5 He notes

that a cursory reading of the Gmtndrtsse may s.uggest that it contains

the basic structure of CayitaL. This ls evidenced by the rough sequence

of argument that Marx followed in the work. He began with the

production process of cap¡tal, rpved through the circulation Process to

the analysis of capital and profit. Such an apPearance' though, is

deceptive Rosdolsky argues. The GmttåtLes¿ does not apProach the status

of CapitaL in at least t!.ro senses.

First, its analysis is confined largely to the level of capital in

general. This means that Marx was not requîred to consider capital

composition, variations in production and the consequent problem of

explaining the uniform general rate of profits t^rhich competition would

generate. Secondly, the substantive seope of the GzartdrLsse is not as

great as that of CayitaL. Then¡es are developed in the latter which do

not appear in the former.

Nor^r Rosdolskyts second point real ly only conf uses the issue.

Mclellan, with some justice, would probably argue the point the other way

around. The GnvtÅyLsse contains themes which were not taken up in

Ca?LtaL for the reason that in the six-part view of therrEconomicstt,

CapitaL had a narrobrer purpose. The first poînt made þy Rosdolsky,

though, needs some further consideration. The analytÎcal limitation

noted is largely valid as we shall argue further in Chapters 4 and 5

belor. Be this as it may, the Gnwúr|sse must still be considered a work

of profound analytícal significance in the evolution of Marxrs thought in

pol i ti cal economy. Th i s i s emphas i sed nrore by compari.ng what went before

than what came after it.

Turning now to the second issued to be raised in this section, viz.

what significance can be ascribed to Harxrs changing scope and format of

hisrrEconomicsr'? As we have seen, the Gm.rtdrLsse v.ras drafted in the
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context of a six part project. . The ilfinalrroutcqne of that project was

CapítaL. }ltrat, then, happened to the six part proJect? Vas CayitaL the

first of six Books or uras it a revlsed, self-contained version of the

rrEconomicsrr? The evidence on this Íssue has allovled son¡e difference of

opinion to be generated about the appropriate interpretation of ltiarxrs

evol vi ng rrEconomi csrr project.

The puzzles evidently originated with Karl Kautskyrs expressed view

that Marx changed his.mind about what the ItEconomicsrr should contain.

This change r¡ras argued by Kautsky to have taken place between 1859 when

the six-book plan was last referred to în the Preface to the Critique and

1865 when Marx announced to Engels a four-book format for Cayí'taL. That

l'larx rejected completely.the original plan was rncre fully analysed and

upheld by Henryk Grossman in 1929.16 ln his view, there bras a

nethodological shift already evident Ín the plans of early 1863 found in

the I'Critique" manuscripts. Marx pointed to thîs shift in the change of

title for the "Economics" to CayLtaL and in his statement to Engels that

he had found it necessary tottshift everything around" in hÎs economic

analyses (letter of 15. August 1863, MEW, 30, 368). V¡tali VygodskirT

expresses support for this view and so does Keith Triber8 arguing that

any other view is unsoundly based

By contrast to this interpretation, s(,me writers take the view that

the six-book project was never abandoned or n¡odified in any substantive

v{ay. ln this view, CayitaL retains the status of beíng but the first Book

of six. Maximí I ien Rubel and his co-worker Margaret Hanale are perhaps

the strongest advocates of this viewpoint.19 A similar stance Ís implied

by Martin Nicolaus in his l¡Forewordrr to his Engl lsh translatíon of the

Gtnntãrisse, even though he grants that the development of the Books was to

be f lunevenrr (c, 54-Ð. ln two places, David ttclel lan also argues this

interpretation, citing earlier work by Otto Morf in support.20 He makes
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the point that any change was one of size only, not of methodology.

In Mclellanrs work we also find a third possible lnterpretation of

this issue, which perhaps serves to emphasise the ambigulty of the

evidence. The b¡bliographical table posited by HcLellan2l shovls that the

projected Books l-lll on capÍtal, landed property and wage labour were all

absorbed into CayítaL while the remaining Books comprised the unwritten

continuation of the rrEconomicsrr. This table is similar to that presented

by Rosdolsky who states that Marx never abandoned the idea of completing

the last three Books of the origínal project.2z He argues that the change

involved Book ll being absorbed into Volure lll of CagitaL and Book lll

into Volume l. ln addition, the original sections of Book I "Cap¡taltl

dealing with competition, credit and share capital were absorbed into

Volume lll of Capital. This third interpretation has also been espoused

by Ben Brewster, Salo Ryazanskaya and Ronald Meek.23

It is our contention that the original Kautsky-Grossmann

interpretation is correct. VJhile the evidence cannot be conclusive, we

consider that the weight of it must be taken to support this view.

I,le have noted that Marx had adhered to the six-book plan at least

until early ì859 when the 'rPreface'r to the CYitíqtte was wiitten. At that

stage, the overall title for his "Economics" bras to be,C?itíque of

PoLiticaLEeonomy. rrBook l: 0n Capital" was to be but one of the sÍx,

albeit a very important one and clearly the dominant object of Marxrs

immediate intellectual concern. By January 1863 ttre project with t^rhich

Harx was concerned had the following structure:

CapitaL: A CrLtique of PoLitieaL Eeornrny
Part l: Production Process of Capital

- nine Chapters.
Part ll: Circulation Process of Capital

- no draft plan extant.
Part I I I : Capi tal and Profi t

- tr¿elve Chapters.24

Novl this format for the |tBookrr deal ing with rrCap¡taltt provides no immediate
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substantiation of our vievl that I'larx.changed the overal I plan of hii

nEconomicsrr. lt could have been his intention merely to change the

layout of the first book of the six. There ls a clear associatlon betb'een

the above format and that previously proJected for Book I "Capita|r,

Chàpter lll in the 1858 plans. There are several reasons why thls

possibility should be heavily discounted'

The f irst point to note is that v,,hat vras earl ier the title for the

uhole of tlrc "Eeortomiestt appeared in the revision as a subtítLe'

Moreover, as it was stated to Kugeìmann in the letter of 28. December 1862,

the ti tle capitaL: A Cvitique of PoLítteaL Eeonorny became too general to

be applied merely to one Book of a total project which would involve

Critique of political economy throughout.

Beyond this, ¡t is readily established initially that at least

fflanded propertyr,and r'UJage Labour'¡ were absorbed into CapitaL as several

writers have argued. As early as 2. August 1862, Marx had written to

Engels of his intention "to bring the theory of rent already into this

book [r'Book l: 0n capital,'],' (lnw, 30, 263\. The contents of the capitaL

manuscr¡pts later confirned thís intention and Marx reported to Engels,

in the eonteæt of preparí,ng CaYitaL, on 13. February 1866, that the

rrdiscussion of ground rent alone is, in its present form, alrnost book

lengthr' (lnw, 31, 178). No mention was nnde of this analysÍs belonging to

another Book. subsequently, Ín a letter to Kugelmann dated 6. March 1868,

Marx reiterated that therrsecond volume" (goots ll and lll) of CøpitaL

would include the analysis of Landed Property (MEW, 32, fi9).

There is, in addition, also some methodological evidence for the

view that Marx dissolved the landed property and wage labour Books into

CapítaL.2s 0f the methodological relationship between the first three

Books of the original six-book project, .Marx urrote in 1858 that:

ln the whole of th¡s section l"Book l: 0n capÍtal: A. capÍtal in
General] it is assumed that the wages of labour are constantly
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equal to their lowest level. The movement of wages and the rise
or fall of the-minimum come under the consideration of wage
labour. Further landed property ís taken as = o; that is,
nothing as yet concerns landed property as a particular economic
relation. This ls the only possible way to avold having to deal
with everythlng under each particular relatlon. (Marx to Engels,
2. April 1858, MEW, 29, 312 fl

Nouì, th¡s approach was preserved in Capital, l,lages and labour relations

were discussed as an addÍtion to the basic assumption of Book I that

labour pov,rer was sold at Íts value, and Books I and ll abstracted from

land and rent although these topics emerged in Book lll. Moreover, in

the four-book format for CapitaL announced in 1865, Marx included a

separate Book for the critical hístory of political economy. lt is

significant that he wrote of this Book to Engels:

there is still the fourth book to write - the historico-
líterary one. This is relatively the easiest for me as all the
[theoretical] problems are solved in the fîrst three books and
thus this last one is more of a repetition in hîstorical form.
(¡1. July 1865, Ißw, 31, 132.')

I'le note here that it was ttaLLt' the problems that were solved în the

first three Books of CapitaZ Ímplying that Marx saw the work as an

analytical, self-contaÍned whole. Also, if the rnanuscript "(5) theories

of surplus valuett is any guide to what the fourth Book bras to contaÎn,

and it 7s the only indication available, then therrrepetition in historical

formrr included much on wage labour and land rent

So far, we have argued through the evidence for the contention that

Marx intended to absorb Books ll and lll into CapitaL. I.Ie turn now to the

evídence pertaining to the fate of the last three Books.

The crucial factor here is that although the analysis was incomplete,

l4arx dí.d, consi der erises as an integral part of ih. th"r. of CapitaL.

Yet, from the tÍme that he drafted the f irst |toutl inett of his rrEconomics'l

in the Grmãrisserrlntroduction", Marx had placed this topic at the very

end of his work. Not until the complete analysis of bourgeois capitalism

in both national and Ínternational sett¡ngs had been worked through could
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crises be considered. Th¡s was clearly stated in the second of the

fuLaúrisee r¡outlinesrt where, referrlng to the f inal sectlon of the

project, ltlarx u'rrote:

the world market the concluslon, in which production is
posited as a totality together with all its rpments, but withln
which, at the same time,-aLL eonbtadieþLotts eome infu pLaA' The

world market then, .a9ain, fomtg
as wel I as i ts substratum. CYie
í,nþLr¡øti'on uhieh Pointe beYon'd
uhieh dYhtes tot¡æd's the aãoPti
(G, 227f, emphasis added.)

Clearly, the theory of crises was to be the culnrirtat^ort of Marx's

rfEconomics,,. During the writing of the G?tmãt'iss¿ manuscripts, it became

evident to him that crisis analysis followed ìmnediateLy fron the theory

of capital and accumulation. This must have become even rnore obvious as

he worked through the critique of political econoÍry in the early t86Os.

The theoretícal base needed to expose the contradiction and crisis prone

nature of capitalismrs rrlaws of nptionrrproved to be significantly less

extensive than Marx originally envisaged. However, had he intended to

pursue the original project, in part or in full, after 1862, the

'inclusion of crises analysis in CqitaZ would have been grossly premature'

Ulhile his work on crises is the least well developed facet of the book,

there is no evidence that this was due to ¡t be¡ng approached with an

incomplete analYtical base.

There exist in Marxrs writings sone, obiter dieta which at f¡rst sight

provide evidence that CayitaL was not the complete project that he

envisaged. Three of these appeared in the manuscripts for capitaL.26

At the beginning of Chapter XX dealing with brages in Volume l, Marx b'rote:

rrlJages themselves again take on many forms . An exposition of al I

these forms, however, belongs to the special study of wage-labour, not

therefore to this work." (/(, lr 5o8). ln Volume lll, when considering

ground rent, he wrote a note of simi lar tenor about landed proPerty:

,,the analysis of landed property in its various historical forms is beyond
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the scope of this work....rr (x, lllr 614). Also in Volume lllr l.larx

mentloned the credit system and world market in passing and noted that

these topÍcs did '¡not come within the scope of thls work and belong to

its eventual continuation.rr (x, lll, ll0).

tn the fírst tvuo of these dieta the expression used by Harx was

simply that these topÍcs were beyond the scope of the work that he was

writing. For a writer to use this expression, he does not have to be

planning to write a work which would include such topics. lt is a much

more corunon expression than that. The reference by Marx to an r¡eventual

continuationt'of the work in the last passage does complicate the issue

a I ittle. However, there is no evidence that Marx ever expressed any

intention on his pott to work beyond CryitaL after 1862. lndeed, he

suggested in the letter to Kugelmann of 28. December 1862, in whÍch the

CapitaL project was announced, that these future developrnents might

appropriately be carried out by someone else on the basis of the analyses

already provided. He noted that Capítalwas to be based upon the subject

matter intended originally for the "third Chapterrr continuation of

ItBook l: 0n Cap¡tal'r, and he went on:

The content of this volume consists of what the EnglÎshman calls
tthe principles of pol itical econorryr. lt is (together with the
first bÍt lthe two chapters on conrnodities and mqney]) the
quintessence and the development of what follows would be easy to
compl ete, eÐsn. by othens on the basis of ulnt has been dpne-
(læw, 30, 639, emphasís added.)27

VJhile we have argued that therrquintessence" expanded in its scope to

include material beyond the 'rthird Chaptert' plus the rrfirst bit",

louhere in the eætø¿t uork dpne by Mææ after 7862 uas there GnA sqgestíon

tlut the project that he uas uorking on uos øtything beyond CapitaL.

We conclude, then, that the available evidence, on balance, supports

the argument that Marx abandoned the six-book rrEconomicstt project after

1862. CapitaL became his magntnn opus. lt was never completed, but it was

self-contained and represented the necessary revised paradigm of political
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econorrry requ¡red to comprehend the r¡laws of motionrr of capltal ism. Thus,

in our study, the evolution and analytlcal slgnlficance of the theory of

surplus value ls set ¡n the context of Marxrs polltlcal econorry

developing towards the nrethodologÎcal and substant¡ve structure of Capital

as its rrend'r. No speculatlon about the role of unwritten pooks ls needed

to present an integrated argument.

t
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NOTES

Reprinted ln K. Marx Tlp RettoLuùiorte of 7848, ed. D. Fernbach,
(Penguin Books, Harnondsworth, 19731 r pp.265 ff.

These notebooks are extant but unpublÍshed in full. Those
pertaîning to Ricardo, numbers lV and Vll of the series have
Le"n reprlnted în an appendix to C(tV), PP.768 ff.

See Martin Nicolausrt'Foreurord" to G, p.12.

Such hopes v,,ere expressed in Marx to Engels, 2. Apri I 1851,
(¡øw,27,228') and in Marx to l.leydemeyer' 27. June l85l ,
(tøw, 27, 559) .

5. Marx referred to the stimulus he receÍved from the apparent
economic dovlnturn in his letters of 1857. See especially those
to Engels, 8. December 1857, and to Lassalle, 21. December 1857,
WW, 29, 225 and'548 respectivelY.

6. Roman Rosdolsky lists l4 outlines of Marxrs projected rrEconomicsrl

that were written between September 1857 and AprÍl 1868. These
varîed widely in theÎr detail. Eight were found in Marxrs
manuscripts and six in hís letters. See The Makírry of Maræts
,capital,, p.55. My discussion is based upon Rosdolskyrs líst.

7. Marx had hinted at such a breakdown for the discussion of capital
earl ier in the Grund.rLsse text, notebook lll written late in
1857 (c, 3201.

8. 0n Marxrs various stated reasons for not finishing the ttthird
, Chapter'r see rrry "A B¡bl ¡ographical Analysis of Karl Marxrs

llritings in Pol itÍcal Econonry", PP.3l-2.

9. The period was one of oven¿helmingly bitter polemic with Karl
Vogt which preoccupied Marx. See McLel lan, KarL Mææ: His Life
and. rhought, pp.310 ff .

lO. 0n l4arxrs post l86l bibliography in political economy see Engelsl
ttPrefêce,, to /(, ll and Salo Ryazanskayats tlPrefacett to ?^97, l.

ll. The sÍgnificance of this change wíll be discussed in section 2.3
be I ow.

12. D. Mclel lan, Maræìs GnatdyLsse, (Pal ad i n, St. Al bans , Herts, l97l )
p.2O, p.22, p.25.

13. t4. Nicolaus, "The Unknown Marxrt, Nai I'eft Reoían, \8, 1968,
p.43 and p.55.

14. I have sunmarised the I imitations of the Grtnúrisse in my

'¡Aspects of Marxts GnmåyLsse as lntellectual Foundations for a

tlajor Theme of Capital", HistorA of PoLitieaL Eeortarny, ll:2,
Summer 1979.
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The Making of Mææ'e 'Capitalt, passim'

See K. Tribe, rrRemarks on the Theoretical Slgnlficance of Marxrs

Gmaúrissd), Eeononry avtå, Soeiety, 322, 1974, pp'200-l '

The Sf.ozg of a Gveat Diseouery, 9.118.

frRernarks on the Theoretical Sîgnificance of Marxts GVm'drigge",
p. I 98.

Expressed to rne in private correspondence, 19. July 1975.

Mææ,s Gmmd.rLese, p.Zl and I{orL Maræ: His ÛLfe øtá últought,

P.294 nl.
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CHAPTER 3

I,IETHODOLOGICAL PREMISES FOR A REFORMUI.ATED POLITICAL ECONOMY

3.I PRELIMINARY RE},IARKS

The f f lntroductionil to the Gm,rtdy|see which Marx drafted in August

and September of 1857 marked the begínning of his first large-scale

presentation of a reformulated paradigm for the analysis of capitalism.

He began nethodologically and critically examined the received

categor¡cal structure of pol itical economy. Out of thís critique, he

devised an analytical framework of categories which he thought appropriate

for the understanding and presentation of the essential nature of the

capîtal ist economy. I

James Mill had been most explicit about the main operatiornL

categories of political economy. ln M¡lltsElqrtents of PoLitiealEeonomy

(1826), Marx had read the following outline of these categories:

It appears that four enquiries are comprehended in this
sci ence.

lst. lJhat are the laws, which regulate the production of
conn¡odities:

2nd I y. t^that are the I aws , accord i ng to wh i ch the
connpd¡t¡"i, produced by the ¡abour of the community, are
distrÍbuted:

3rdly. l,that are the laws, according to which corrmodities
are exchanged for one another:

4tn f i. blhat are the I aws , wh i ch regul ate consumpt i on l?1 .2

Marx argued in the rrlntroductionrr that these categorîes were logically

interdependent . fuodttction was the dominant operational function În

capitalism. As a consequence it was production which determined the form

of distribution. Exchange, and circulation, were necessary extensions of

the production process too. LJithout them exhibiting specific

qual îtat¡ve and quantitative features, ?eprodtrctiort could not be real ised.

The I ink to consumption r^ras not as obvious, 'but'it was essential that the
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use value of the connrodities produced met certain needs' This was a

neee1¡af,A condition for reproductlon, but by no Íìeans a euffieiørtt one'

Thus l,tarx saw capltalism as a unity of functions, a unity which had to be

the basis of his analysis and which uras to be reflected in the paradigm

of categories that he intended to devise'

ln the Grunåyiss¿ rrtntroductionlr it was eayitaL which formed the

centrepiece of the paradigm. lt was the existence of capital which gave

form to the mode of production, and its associated operations, and to

the social reìations of production under capital ism' l'le have seen in

chapter 2 above hc¡r¡r this category dominated the basic framework of Marxts

,,Economics,,. ln Subsequent chapters we will sho¡¡ how this dominance

mani fested i tsel f analYtical lY'

one further feature of therrlntroductionrrwas that ¡t included a

statement of Marxrs basic methodology of analysis' He argued that by

nìeans of "logical synthesis¡rcomplex reality could be represented in the

abstract. This involved the formulation of a set of categories abstracted

.from 
the reality and their intellectual re-assembly into an organic whole'

The complexity of the t'model" of reality so formed could be increased'

and with it the approximation to the details of reality, by adding rnore

categories.. This methodological stance can be identif,ied in the analyses

of the pol i t i cal econoffry of capi tal i sm whi ch Marx developed '

The three facets of the ¡rlntroductionrr that we have considered

represented significant trmethodological innovation'rr 3 They are

significant in our study for two reasons. First, they give aome

explanation of how Marx was able to write the GrwúrLsse at such high

level of analytical sophistication by comparison with his previous

writings. The clarification of these three issues which he achieved

through writing the rrlntroductionrr enabled him to formulate more clearly

the direction of development needed to generate the alternative paradigm
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that he sought. Secondly, the¡tlntroductionrris Marxrs only knovln

exposition on method ln politlcal econoÍry. Consequently, the piece

prov¡des us with the only reference point for ascertalning the implled

rethodological foundations of the analyses ure are to consider belorn¡. A

careful analysis of therrtntroductiontris thus an essential part of our

s tudy.

3.2 BASIC METHODOLOGY.

VJhat Marx considered to be the fundamental object of political economy

has been stated by Roman RosdolskY:

it is the specific social forms of production and distribution
which, in Marxts view, constitute the real object of economic
analysis; and it is ... ltfre] 'lack of theoretïcal understanding
needed to distinguish the different form of economic relationsl
combined twith a crude obsession with the materialr which
characterises previous economics, even in its best representativ"s.4

Marx recognisedrrthat the anatoÍry of... cÎvil society... has to be

sought in political econonry" (Cpu, 20). lndeed, his analysis of

capi tal i sm went beyond revelations in t'anatorryt'. Hi s revi sed paradÎ gm

enabled him to assess íts "physiology" also (fSV, ll, 165 and 166).

The functioning of the capitalíst society was based firmly upon manrs

productive activity, a form of productive activity which was determined by

the existence of capital. Comprehension of the nature of the capÍtalist

society depended upon an intellectual process employing eategorLes as raw

material. This process involved the generation in the mind, in the

abstract, of a faithful intellectual replica of the esserttùal facets of

the real. Two stages urere necessary to achieve this. First, the

categor¡es to be used had to berrdistilled" in effect from the observed

real ity of the cap¡tal ¡st society.

is nothing nnre than the theoretical
relations which are their lord and

The abstraction, or idea,
expressíon of those material
master (c, 164).
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l.lhat Marx did not explain in this argument was how categories that

reflected the unobserved yet essential relations of capitalism, e.g.

value and surplus value, þrere formulated. The lngenuity of the

analyst must play a role in this process too. Secondly, once the

category set had been devised, a process of LogieaL synthesãs would re-

assemble the I'distilledt¡ mental components of the abstracted real ínto

the intel lectual repl ica. This repl ica would provide a comprehension of

both the eseentiaL and phernmenaL functionÍng of the capitalist socÍety.

Marx sunmarised the above processes Ín the following Passage:

The concrete lreality] is concrete because it is the concentration
of nnny determinatÎons lconstituent componehts], hence unity of
the diverse. lt appear!; in the process of thinking, therefore' as
a process of concentration' as a result, not as a point of
departure even though ¡t is the point of departure in reality and
hence also the point of departure for observatÍon and
conception. (C, lOl.)

He gave aS an example of the concrete t'popuLat\on". To comprehend

population, its component determinants fírst must be discovered by

analysis. Comprehension would then follow by logical synthesis of

component categor¡es with the degree of comprehension dependïng upon the

number and complexÍty of categories assembled. The full intellectual

replica of "populationtt can thus be approached progressively. For Marx,

this process of synthetic cognition was therrscientifical'ly correct

methodrrfor political economy to use. (G, IOO-1.)

The process of illogical synthesistr raised the issue of the '

appropriate meaning of "logicalt' ín ordering economic categories. Marx

denied that the historical evolutionary sequence associated with a

concrete real Íty would necessari ly be suitable.

It would ... be unfeasible lsiel and wrong to let economic
categories fol low one another in the sarlìe sequence as that in which
they were historically decisive. Their sequence is determined,
rather, by their relation to one another Ín rnodern bourgeoÍs
society (c, 107.)

Not only, then, must the analyst 'rdistill'r the necessary categories from
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the concrete, but he must also be able to discover their correct ordering

nþre or less ø prLorL. Marx called again here for considerable

I ngenui ty.

As an example to illustrate his point here, Marx observed that in

drafting his f rEconomicsrr nothing seems npre .natural than to begin wi th

ground rentrr (c, 106). This follovued from the hisf.o?ieaL logic that

because the earth had.been the general source of rnan's survival from the

beginning of hurnan history, and because agricultural production and

subsequently landed property v,rere at the root of mants organised survival ,

then this was where the process of comprehensíon of the bourgeois

economy should begin. There v,,as an element of this in both the

Physiocratst and Ricardo's portrayal of agriculture as dominant in

economic affairs. Marx rejected this approach for it was eapitaL which

dominated bourgeois cap¡talism and ít which had to be given intellectual

priority.

Capital is the all dominating economic power of bourgeois society-
It must form the starting-point as well as the finishing-point,
and must be dealt with before landed Property. (C, 107')

This priority given to the category capital was reflected in all of Marx's

subsequent writings in pol itÎcal econorrry.

Because the status of categories was peculiar to a particular stêge

of history, interpretations of such status could not immediately be

transferred through time.

Although it is true that the categories of bourgeois economics
possess a truth for all other forms of society, this. is to be

taken only with a grain of salt. They can contain them in a

developed, or stunied, or caricatured form etc.' but always with
an essential difference. (G, 106.)

This assessment, Marx argued, aPPlied to sonìe especially significant

categories of political economy.

Money uras an example cited. lt was a category which had appeared

in economic writings since ant¡quity. lt took a dominant role in the
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comprehension of trade, reaching a peak of significance during the

rrMercantll ist" era. ln the subsequent emergence of bourgeois capital ism

in which productlon was emphasised, money took on a nþre mlnor role in

political econorry (c, l02).

Moresignificantly,thecategorYLabourhadalonghistoryalso.

It seemed a quite straightforuard category, Marx argued, and this may

have been the sort of status.it had prior to production dominated

capitalism.. However, once value was argued to have its origins in the

activityoflabour,lbgstatusofthecategorychanged.Anditchanged

in ttlo senses. Homogeneous abstractrlabour was conceptualised in the

explanation of exchange value in order to give conunodities with different

use value forms soflìe coflÙlþn substance. ln this process, al I particular

forms of labour were abstracted from. ln addition to this, Marx argued

that this simplification of labou¡" concePtually had its dual in reality'

under capitalism, the machinery based nrode of production required mostly

only simple oPerator labour'

Marx argued, then, that the historical relativity of categories

v,ras a signif icant element in analysis. lJhi le the narnes might remain the

same, the meanings of categories would not over historical time' Socio-

economic orders were under the cont¡nuous pressure of irmanently

generated dialectical change. The categories used to comprehend them must

also change in concert. Political economy had not recognised this

generally (some writers being excepted, ê,9. Richard Jones, TSV, lll'

3ggfilandthusremainedunablefullytocomprehendthe||lawsof

motionil of caPitalism.

The objective of Marxrs "logical syntheticrr method of analysis in

political economy uras to provide a comprehension of capitalism which went

beyond that available in received theory. He wanted to reach behind the

phenomena of capitalism to expose its esser¿tiaL nature' VJhatever might
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be thought of the epistennlggícal vlabiìity of such a methodology, we

shall proceed on the understanding that this was what Marx hÍmself

envisaged as his objectlve. tthÍle he never returned to any formal

statement of his methodological premises, he did provide a number of

obiter ùLeta, in support of our understanding.5

The first of these appeared in the Gnndriesez

ln present bourgeois society as a whole, this positÍng of prices
and their circulation etc. appears as the surface process,
beneath which, however, in the depths, entÍrely different
processes go on, in which this apparent individual equality and
liberty Iin exchange] disappear. (C, 247.1

ln the l86l-63 ttCritiquert manuscripts, Marx cormented upon what he

ínterpreted to be a dual ity în Adam Sm¡thrs method, the rnore approprÍate

facet of which Smith had failed to develop. Again the methodological

message was the same.

One of these conceptions [of method] fathoms the inner connection,
the physiology, so to speak, of the bourgeois system, whereas the
other takes the external phenomena of life, as they seem and
appear and merely describes, catalogues, recounts and arranges
them under formal def initíons . (rSV, I I , 165.)

The latter descriptive form of analysîs could not comprehend the inner

éssencg of capitalism. Moreover, rrall science would be superfluous ¡f

the outward appearances and the essence of things directly coincídedrl

(x, ul, 8t7).

For the context of our study, this methodological stance adopted by

Marx is of fundamental significance. The theory of surplus value was

perhaps the most ¡mportant manifestation of its application. The theory

provided the eseentiaL root of the phenomena of capitalist distributïon

with which political economy had to deal. At the very beginning of "(5)

Theories of surplus valuerr Ín the 1861-63 "Crítique" manuscripts, l'larx

wrote:

All economÍsts share the error of examining surplus value not as
such, in its pure form, but in the particular forms of profit and
rent. I,Ihat theoretical errors must necessari ly arÍse from this
will be shown more fully in Chapter lll [that which became Book lll
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of cqitaLl, ln the analysis of thg greatly-changed form which
surpl-us val ue assurnes as prof i t. (rsv, I , 40. )

The same idea was présented later ln the follovlÍng passage even nþre

explfcitly:

Surplus value and the rate of surplus value are the invisiblè
and unknov,ln essencè that wants investigating, whi le rate of prof it
and therefore the appearance of surplus value in the form of
profi t are revealed.on the surface of the phenoÍnenon [of
äapitalisml. (x, lll, 43.)

tn virtually all of our subsequent analysis of Marxrs evolving politícal

economy, th¡s methodology will be evident.

3.3 CATEGORIES 0F PoLlTlcAL ECoNoMY RECoNSIDERED.

Marxrs method required that he formulate a body of categories

approprÍate for the comprehension of the cap¡tal¡st economy. His study

of polîtical economy had revealed to him those which were in orthodox

use. These provided him with a framework of phertomennL analysis. At

this point ît is necessary for us to emphasise that Mææ did rtot questíon

thp er\sterrce of ætd neeessity for these phenomenøL eategories. They

would have to remain an integral part of the completed comprehension of

capi tal Ísm.

hr¡th, regard to the categorÍes of political econoriry, Marx did three

things in the GmtrúyLsse il lntroductÍon.rr Fi rst, he re-presented the

logical interdependence of the orthodox categories in order to project the

capital ¡st econorrry as an organic whole. Secondly, and fol lowing on from

the first point, he reviewed the ordering of the categories necessary in

order that a logical synthesis would represent accurately the determÎnants

of the nature of capital ísm in its nrode of production and social

relations'of production. Marx complained of the political economists that:

ln bringing things [as catego.r.ies] which .are o?gØtíeaLLy related
into an o"á¿deitaL relation, into a merely reflective connection,
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they display their crudity and lack of conceptual understanding.
(G, 88, emphasis added.)

Thirdly, he probed the relationships between these orthodox categor¡es

in order to reveal the underlyÍng eesenttal categories and relatlon-

ships which reflect the true nature of capitalism. ln penetrating

beyond appearances, Marx felt that his rnethod was rrscientificallyrl

objective and not subject to the obscurant¡sm practised, wittingly or

unwittingly, in receÍved pol itical economy.

tn the rrtntroduction'r, Marx emphasised that it was the node of

production which dominated in determining the nature of a socío-economÍc

order. Marx opened the discussÍon with the heading "(l) Production"

and began: f'The object before us, to begin with, lisJ materiaL

prodtrctLon". (c, 83) .

The process of production inv olved inåitsidlnL act¡v¡ty desÍgned

at least to sustaÍn life. But there the indivÍdual side of production

ended for Marx. He went on immediately to emphasise the soeíaZ. nature

of the process which determined the individual involvement În production

under capitalism. ln its emphasis on the individual, political economy

had not explored the social ramifications of capÍtalist production.

LJhen a feudal order domÍnated, the social aspects of production

were obvious in their formality. ln the capitalist econonry, the

indivÍdual appeated to have become autononìous, free willed and equal to

all others in the dominant process of competitive exchange. But, this

appearance obscured a structure of interdependencies which, when

revealed, enabled the sociaL relations of production to be presented.

The appeatarrce of harmony hras thus translated into an essentíaL conflict.

gnce it had been established thai the subject of production was a

soeiaL subject, Marx decided which concept of production he should adopt.

Four options initially presented themselves. These were production in

its histor¡cal evolution, bourgeois capitalist production, an abstract,
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ahistorical production-in-general, and production as a technological

Process.

It was clear to Marx that rrnpdern bourgeois production is

indeed our particular themerr (G, 85). He accepted that the history of

production uras important, but i t would be treated separately.6 The Ídea

of analysing a nrodel of production-Ín-general was part of the first of

the GnnãyLsse plans for the "Economícsr' (C, 108). Such an analysis was

never developed as that part of the plan was omitted in the second

formulation (C, 227\.

lnitially Marx rejected also the technological concept of production-

It was a necessary'presupposition to his study, but the analysis of

technology did not form part of polÍtical economy (C, 86). Later he was

to realise that the changes of capital composition reflecting technological

change üere an integral part of thertlaws of motionil of the capitalist

economy and could not be omitted.

3.\ DISTRIBUTIoN lN ITS C0NTEXT.

lmportant though production bras in determÍning the form of capitalist

economy, Marx recognÍsed that:

Befole going further in the analysis of production, it is necessary
to focui on the various categories which the economists line up

next to it. (a' 88).

Rather than merely,'lining upil these categor¡es, MarX intended to shovl

that they r^rere an integral part of the analysis of capital ism as an

organic whole. There r^ras necessarily a high degree of interdependence and

Í nterdetermi nation between them.

ln this section ure analyse that part of thetrlntroductÍonil which

Marx entitled "(2) The General Relation of Production to Distribution,

Exchange, Consumptionrt. lJe shall concentrate mainly upon the production-
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distribution relation but recognise that the context in which it ís set

includes exchange and consumptlon as well.7 ThÍs treatment is consistent

w¡ th the theme of our study.

Although the following Passêge sumnarises a conception of the

interdependence of the operational categor¡es of political economy that

Marx labelled asrrtr¡tetr, it does present an Ímportant basic framework.

Production creates the objects which corresPond to the given
needs; d¡stribution divides them up according to social laws;
exchange further parcels out the already divided shares in accord
þr¡th ¡ñ¿Ív¡¿ual needs; and final ly, in consumption, the product
steps outside its social n¡overnent and becomes a direct object and

servant of the individual need, and satisfÍes ¡t in being
consurned. Thus productÍon appears as the point of departure,
consumption as the conclusion, distributÍon and exchange as the
mi dd I e (G89. )

Distribution bras posited as a social mediation between production and

consumption, while exchange bras also a mediation which reflected

individual preferences rather than being socÍal. Once distributive shares

were determined, exchange follotued to allocate the partícular use values

to consurners within the constraints presented by the distribution. The

distinctive feature of consumption noted by Marx was that it ínvolved an

individual act which took place outside of the soeì,aZ context of

product i on-d i s t r i but i on-exchange .

Received political economy had failed to recognise the essential

unity of these operational categories. lt had suggested that each v\tas nþre

or less autono6ous and Marx was especially concerned with the cleavage

betv,reen production and distribution that this Ímpl ied. Hîs favourite

target of criticism in this matter was J.S. Mill who had argued that

production followed a natural law índependently of distríbution whîch was

a function of social determinants. lt was, Marx wrote:

As if this rupture had made its way not from reality into the
textbooks, but rather from the textbooks into reality, and as if
the task [of political econonry] were the dialectic balancing of
concepts án¿ not the grasping'of real relations. (c, 90.)
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A correct logical synthesís required the presentation of the categories

in their essential unity, ordered according to the reality that they

reflected. No artificial admíxture of categories could be adequate.

0f consumption Marx wrote that it was an essentÍal precondition

of the production process. The production-consumption unity was not

inrnediate and a full appreciation of their interdependence required a

knowledge of the particular conditions of distributÍon and exchange which

mediated between them.

The ímrnediate unity in which productíon coincides with consumption
and consumption with production leaves thei r imrnediate dual ity
intact. (C, 9l .)

So, although the two categories represented components of a sÍngle process

of cap¡tal¡st reproduction as a whole in which production dominated, in

the socÍal setting the links between them were not direct.

DLstrLbution steps between the producers and the products, hence
between production and consumptÍon, to determine in accordance
with social laws what the producersr share will be in the world
of products. (C, 94.)

For Marx, the rrproducerstt were the workers . The "soci al I awstt that they

faced operated through private property whích was an integral part of the

capitalist order. PrÍvate property in the nìeans of productîon wÍth which

labour worked gave rise to pr¡vate property in the products of labour.

The form of the distribution of produced value was determined by the

o!ìrners of the means of productÍon to whom the totaL value initially

accrued. D¡stribution proceeded upon the basis of ensuring reproduction

of the capitalist regime from period to period. Marxrs response to the

question "does distribution stand at the sîde of and outside production

as an autonornous sphere?" rn¡as to be a def inite negative (C, 9Ð.

At the phenomenal level of analysis, production involved the inter-

actíon of cap¡tal, labour and land. These categories had a dual

existence in the capitalist reproduction process. They were agents of

production while concurrently appearifig as the sources of income, i.e. the
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determinants of a specific form of distribution (C, 9Sl. The category

eapitaL was a case in point. lt was clearly an êgent of production, the

dominant and determining one ln the capitalist econonry. The forms of the

labour process and the use of land both depended upon the form of

application of capital to production. ln additîon to thfs, the innate

nature of capital was to strive to sustain and expand itself through

accumulat¡on. Accumulation required the payment of profit and ínterest.

As a consequence, these tbJo components of distribution vrere an integral

part of the reproduction process. S¡milar reasoning could be applied to

the paynrent of r^J.ages and uage labour and rent and landed pnoperty.

The relations and modes of distribution appear merely as the
obverse of the agents of production The structure of
distribution is completely determÍned by the structure of
productÍon. DistrÍbution is itself a product of production, not
only in its objeet, in that only the results of productÍon can be
distrÍbuted, but also in Íts form, in that the specÍfic kind of
participation in production determÎnes the specific form of
distribution (C,95.)

Marx dismissed the argument that the distribution form preempted the form

of production, in spite of what might have appeared to be the situation

(c, g6-98).

l4arxrs treatment of the lÎnks between exchange and production was

brief but produced a result that-was analogous to the unity of the

production-distribution relation (C98-9). He began by troting that the

totality of exchanges comprised circulation. The effect of this was to

identify exchange with circulation such that where exchange Ì^ras referred

to subsequently in thÍs discussion, the category cÍrculatÍon was also

implied.

Marx argued the productÍon-exchange (circulatÍon) link vÍa

consumption. lf, as he had asserted, consunlption was to be consîdered as

a npment of production, then exchange (circulation), which ensued as a

consequence of production determined distribution, must also be a moment

of production. Exchange (circulation) was, as Marx saw it, the íntegrated
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mediation betueen production and consumption. The detail of Marxrs

analysls of this point rnentioned four components of the exchange

(circulation) totallty, viz. excha,nge within productlon, exchange of non-

final comnrcdities rnving through separated stages of production, exchange

betvleen dealers in conrnodÍties, and exchange involving final consumption.

Only the last of these, he argued, appeæed to be independent of

production. But it was an appearance only, for the existence of this form

of final exchange presupposed division of labour in production, a private

enterprise production form, and generally reflected the stage of develop-

ment of the production system.

VJhat is evident in this part of Marxrs methodological discussion,

besides its lack of rigour, is an absence of any recognition of the

crucial status that the interdependence and unity of production and

exchange (circulation) would acquire in Marxrs analysis of reproduction,

the first stages of which emerged in the Grwtårisse (see below, Chapter 5).

The Íssue received rather light treatment here where Marx was not

concerned imnrediately with its operatiornL significance for capitalism.

From his discussion of the logical interdependence and inter-

determination of the main operational categories of pol itical econorrry,

Marx drew two main conclusions. The categories had to,be presented as a

unity for they represented an organic whole and within this unity,

production had to be recognised as the domínant and determining category.

Marx made these conclusions clear in the fol lov,¡ing passage.

The conclusion we reach is not that production, distributÍon,
exchange and consumption are ídentical, but that they al I form the
members of a total ity, distinctions within a unity. Production
predominates not only over itself ... but over the other moments

as well .... A definite production thus determines a definite
consumption, distribution and exchange as welI as definite reTntions
beh¡een these different momønts. Admittedly, however, in its one-
sided forTn, production is itself determïned by the other
moments
moments. This is the case wïth every organÎc whole. (C, gg.l
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3.5 THE FATE OF THE "lNTRoDUCTloNrr.

From the extant evidence, Marx never redrafted the methodological

ideas developed in the ulntroductionr'. Methodology remained implicit in

his future writings on polÍtical economy. The issue raised in this

section is that of the lasting significance of the ideas adumbrated in

I 857.

ln the,,prefacen to the l85g C?Ltíqte, Marx.mentioned a I'general

introduction,, which he had prepared. There being no evidence to the

contrary, v,re Proceed on the assumption that it was the above

"lntroductionrr to which he referred' He v"rote:

A general introduction, which l had drafted, is omitted, since on

further consideration it seems to me confusing to anticipate
resulrs which still ¡"u. iã-Uà substantiated .... (Cpt, l9')

Therrresults" that are mentioned were not detailed' llJe can suggest three

aspects of the "resultst' in the I'lntroductionrrwhÎch Marx may have had in

mi nd.

First, he had developed the structural and operational interdependence

of the rnain categories of political economy. lnstead of stating these

logical premises at the outset, he must have decided to build them up as

an integral part of the'rEconomicsrr. These t'resultsrrwould then have been

progressively,rsubstantiatedr¡ in the context of the analysis they were to

serve.

secondly, the level of analysis in the trlntroductÎon'¡ was pTenomertaL

only. The categories used wererranticipatedil in the sense that they had

not been shown to be rooted in their essences. categorically, phenomena

could not exist in isolation in Marxts analysis. Moreover, he could Well

have viewed his discussion as implying to his readers an uncritical

acceptance of these bourgeois categories. ThÎs ïmpression he would have

been reluctant to risk conveYing'
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Thirdly, the r¡resultsil that it was capital which dominated the

relations of productÍon and production which dominated distribution,

exchange and consumptÍon had been asserted to be true. Harx had provided

no arguÌnent to substantiate these assertlons and consequently they were

tranticipatedtr in the way suggested.

For these reasons, Marx probably felt that lt was apPropriate to

omit therrlntroductÍonrrin the form drafted from the published work. ln

spite of this suptpression of the piece, we would argue that the

methodological ideas adumbrated were not rejected. The basic methodology

discussed in Section 3.2 above was adhered to in the Gvt¡ttdrisse itself

and in CøpitaL. tle can trace the logical process of synthesr's in these

works as additional categories are progressively included in the analysîs

to render it more complex and a closer approximation to the replica of

capitalist reality. Ul¡thin this logical synthesis, production relatÎons

were dominated by capital. These relatÍons determined the essentiaL

nature of distribution which Marx linked to the phenomenal forms.

Exchange (and circulation) and consumption were also treated as integral

components of capÍtal ist reproduction as a whole. This reproduction was

represented as a unity of productÍon, distrÍbution, exchange and

consumption and Marx!s analysis of capitalism was set vgry clearly in this

framework. The inherent contradictíons of the system brere exPosed as

failures of the unity învolved, either qualitatively or quantitatively.

That Marx suppressed the rrlntroduction'r ín its drafted form did

not, then, detract from his use of the methodological premises formulated

therein. That this was the case will become more evident after we have

outlined the analysís which he developed in the GrtntãrLss¿ manuscripts.

This outl ine is provided in the next tv,lo Chapters.
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NOTES

Although the.discusslon belotu w¿s drafted before the appearance
of Teriell Carver¡s erudÎte analysis of. the rrlntroduction" in
his IØrL Mææ: Teæts on Method, ielackwel l, Oxford , 1975),
I have nrodified it to take account of his arguments. A general
debt of influence and guidance is thus acknowledged.

Quoted by Carver, I{fr'L Ì,fuæ: Teæts qrt Method, p.ll4.

Cf. Carver, I(æL Mææ: Teæts on Method, P.28.

úe Makíng of Mææ's 'CapitaLt, PP.79-80-

This discussion follows the second note in
and the Transformation Probl emtt, Eeononriea,
pp.414 ff.

ffry
\

ItTwo,Notes on Harx
3;'172, November 1976,

This was s
(tEW, 29,

G,88 ff. A more detailed analysis of the whole part is provÎded
in Carver, KæL Mææ: Teæts on Methodr PP-tl4 ff .

2.

3.

\.

5.

6

7

uggested in a letter to Lassalle of 22. February l8!8
550 f).
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CHAPTER 4

'FORHULATION OF THE THEORY OF SURPLUS VALUE AND PROFIT

4.I INTRODUCTION TO THE GRUNDRTSSE

I'lartîn Nicolaus writes of the Gvwàrisse that:

It Ís a demanding text to read and a hazardous one to quote, since
the contextr' the granmar and the very vocabulary raise doubts as
to what Marx rreallyr means in a given passage. Let the quoter,
the excerptor, beware. Beneath these choppy waters are reefs to
sink many'a hasty cargo of interpretat¡on. ("Forewordrt to G, 25-')

Therrcargo" of this Chapter and the next, while not hasty, Ís at risk for

these reasons. The Gnnåyisse has a "ìabyrinthine naturettl comprÍsing a

multitude of t'passagewêystt, some of which are incomplete and lead nov'rhere.

LJe have worked through the ¡rlabyrinthrr and our tbro Chapters deal ing

with the n¡ain text of the Gm,a¿drisse contain the core of theoretical

analysis discovered. This core formed the fi rst erperimqntaL formulatÍon

by Marx of his alternative paradigm for the politícal econonry of

capitalism. As we will proceed to show in subsequent Chapters, it was this

analytical core which was developed further În the critico-historical

context of the ¡'Theories of surplus Value" manuscript. The Gmmå.risse

must therefore be interpreted as the foundation piece for CapitaL.

The Gmmãt"Lss¿ analysis outl ined below lacks analytical sophistícation.

tt is rough hewn, but a coherent thread of logical development can be

traced. Marx was often careless in his expressÎon and interpretation does

need care. ln some places he was evidently quite confused about just what

results he expected to flow from the often tedious díscussÍon. We have

avoided interpretation in these situations and taken an intellectual "side

steprr and proceeded. Similarly, we have.ignored the many digressions

whîch would have taken us abray from our endeavour to reveal the core
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analysis onìy. overall, our Chapters do not represent a definítive study

of the GVundy\ese. They do, however, present an. out¡ lne of the

contributlon the work made to the erplution of Harxrs polltical econorry

wÍth emphasis upon the theory of surplus value as the hub of the

evolution.

l,Je have placed the Grunãyisse at the beginníng of à elmartaLogieal

evolution of the theory of surplus value in Marxrs political economy.

Keith Tribe has rejected this chronological use of the Grm.drísse.z lt

is our v¡ev,, that the development v,,e are dealing wÎth üq^s chronologÎcal .

It is ¡mportant that thÎs be recognised in order to overcome the very

problem which Tribe discusses. There do exist in Marxrs work what Tribe

calls ttersatz,t categories which may appear as logical substitutes in

different stages of íts evolution. The potential for interpreters of

Marx to be misled by these categorÍes, v,re a.rgue, arises from the common

practice of treating Marxls work as an aclPortplogieaL ahoLe. That Marx

did change his categories and their meaning and sÍgnificance for his

analyses can only be revealed by conscious recognition of the

chronological context within which the categories occur. our study serves

to emphasise this feature of Marxrs political econoÍry.

4.2 OUTLINE OF THE GRUNDRTSSE ANALYSES.

ln the second of his GhntárLsse plans for ther¡EconomÌcstt, Marx

posited five sections. For the analyses of the GmmdrLsse itself, it was

the first two of these that became significant. (C, ZZ7.) He ptanned

to deal fírst with analysis at the level of simple circulation. This

analysis would presuppose that cormodÍties had been produced and the focus

would be on exchange. ln effect, this would portray capital ism as ¡t

appeared to a superficial observer. The second stage of the analysis
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vlould then be concerned with the Itinternal structure of productlonrr, the

production relations of the economy one stage removed from the aPPearances

of simple circulation.

The G?tmdyisse drafting initial ly proceeded wÍthln this f ramework.

Marx first analysed simple circulation phenomena. This discussion was

recognised by him as nerely preliminary and the second stage of the

analysis soon emerged. Marx presented the transition in this v''ay:

CirauT.aþLon ... does not eamg ttLthin itseLf the prineipLe of
self-reneuaL. The momønt" of t'lte T,atter æe p?esupposed to it"
not posited by ¡t Circulation which aPPears as-that which
is immediately present on the surface of society, exÍsts only in
so far as it is'constantly mediated lts immediate being
is therefore pure sembl"nä.. It is the p\ternmsnon of a proìeess

takìng plaee behiná it. (G, 254'5.)

Continued cÍrculatïon required that the production process renew the

conmodÍties to be exchanged. Production was, in this sense, prior to,

more fundamental than, circulation. However, the two processes really

presupposed each other under capital ism and v\rere' in effect, a unity'

lle have ... reached the point of departure again, production
which posits, creates excha.nge value_s; -but this time produetion
u\yieh þo""rrppo"es eirc+tLation as a deue@ga momertt and which
appears as ã-constant process; which posits circulation and

cänstantly returns from it into itself ín order to pos¡t it
anew .... production itself is here no longer present in advance

of its products, i.e. PresupPosed; it rather aPPears as

simultaneously bringÎng forth these results; but it does not
bring them foith, as iñ tne first stage, as merely leading into
circilation, but as simultaneously presupposing Circulation
(c, z5i-6.)

This passage set the stage for the analyses which were to follow.

After analysing the production process of capital, Marx proceeded to

consider the cÍrculation process of capitat. As we shall show, this latter

analysis was an integrated extension of the production analysis and

together they comprÍsed the neprcdnetíon process with distribution

¡nediating between them. Throughout, the emphasÎs was upon capital as tît'e

determining element of capitalism. This dominance of capital was

reflected in the third and fourth plans Posited in the Gm'rtárisse
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(G, 264 and 275r. Hovuever, the format of these tv',o plans did not

influence Marxrs analyses ln the Gvunårisee very much. Some of the topics

did appear ln that raork, but some re-ordering and conslderable extensÍon

would have been required to meet the demands of the first section,

ItCapitalrr, of the revised plans.

\.3 coMMODITIES AND VALUE IN SIMPLE CIRCULATION

ln order that cormodities could be exchanged, could circulate in a

sequence of exchanges, Marx argued that their individual and subjective

use values had to be complemented by a commonrrsubstancettwhÍch would

render them comparable in excha,nge. The thing that all comrpdities had

in comnon was that they had been produced by human labour. 0n this basis,

exchange value could be expressed ¡n terms of embodied labour, abstract

homogeneous labour.

Under capitalÎsm, value generation was a soeiaL process; lJith

division of labour, producers r^rere în an essential interdependence via

exchange in order to meet their material needs. TÍñrrys were produced and

exchanged. The exchange of social labour that this implied was obscured.

It was clear to Marx at the outset that comrnodities did not

aettnLLy excha.nge in terms of these embodied labour values. ln the

capitalist econonry, exchange involved prLees În r¡onetary units, I'lhile he

was not concerned, at th¡s stage, wÍth the quantitative relation between

value and prîce, he did emphasise the qnLitatLue d'tfferentÍal.

tt was clear to Marx that value and price were not inmediately

identical. The mediation of noney between them, at leastr uras required.

Price in simple circulation seemed to be merely the monetary expression

of value. ln later analysis, he would recognise that much more than mere

nþney mediated between value and price.
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Even at thls elementary stage of the analysis, Harx was able to

comprehend the contradiction of conrnodîtÍes being simultaneously exchange

value and use value. The former was the consequence of production, the

latter would be realised Ín consumption. The unity of the tuto v'ras

essential for capitalist reproductíon. ln order for this to be realised,

stringent mediating conditions, both qualitative and quantitative, had to

be present. The analysls of distribution and exchange (círculation)

would provÍde details of these necessary conditions. lt was clear,

though, that the potentÍal for the disruption of capitalist reproduction

v{as consîderable.

The realisation of commoditÍes in exchange took the form of a

translation of an ideal value based price into an actual quantity of

nþney. Such real isation depended upon the existence of nnney backed

effectÍve demand for the commodity concerned. Circulation Ínvolved an

organised system of excha.nges in which every realisation of money was

immediately follovred by the use of this nrcney Ín a further exchange. But,

as Marx noted, the separation of purchase and sale by the mediation of

nþney allowed a break in the circulation sequence to occur if money were

hoarded. Reproduction depended on such breaks not occurring.

The vehîcle of conunodity circulation was rnoney. 
,Marxrs 

analysis

of nnney posited three functions for it in the capitaìist economy.3 Most

obvÍously, it provided the price expression of exchange value and ¡t

acted as a medîum of exchange. The ideal expressÍon of nþney prîce had

actually to be realised in circulation Íf reproduction was to ensue.

Money acted as a mediating element in both of these functÍons.

The third function of nþney considered by Marx þras rnoney as

monetary wealth. Money hoarded as wealth dropped out of circulation,

stood aside from it as an independent material entity. lts relationship

to circulation was now a negative one in that in thÍs form it impeded the
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ci rculation process and thus reproduction. Hov'rever, in spite of the

inmedÍately negative implications of the decision to hoard in the

absence of a credit system, l,larx recognised that accumulated rpney had the

potenti,aL to become capîtal. As he put it, the hoard|tlatently contains

its quality as eqitaL" (e,216). For this potential to be realised, for

the rnney to re-enter circulation, it had to be exchanged for means of

production or advanced as wages. lt fs to the category capÍtal and Îts

relatÍonship with wage labour that we turn in the next sect¡on.

4.4 cAPITAL AND U,AGE LABOUR

4.4.1 THE AppEARANcES oF HARMoNY tN EXcHANcE.

H¡storÍcal ly, the hoarding process of tnoney marked the initial

precondition for the emergence of a capital based npde of production. lt

v,ras a necessary precondi tion, not a suf f icient one, for the weal th

accumulated had to be used actively in circulation. A money hoard was

not, in itself, capital ín any sense.

Labour was vlewed by Marx as both the source of all produced value

and its measure. tt follo¡red that in order to realise itself as capital,

at least part of the noney hoard would have to be used to employ labour.

This involved the advancing of wages to workers and, at first sÎght,

appeared to be an innocuous process of exchange. Marx was soon to expose

the relation between capital and labour as one of crass exploitatÍon of

the latter by the former.

One precondition for the existence of capitalist production was that

"free" labour be available. Marx usedttfreet'in the sense that labour had

been separated from its objective conditions of production which had come

under the command of those who possessed rnonetary wealth. The worker bras
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then rrfreett to offer his labour servlces to those in such possession.

Failure to do so, of course, htas tantaÍþunt to self-destruction.'

Survival dépended nou, upon worklng with the rneans of productlon owned by

others who, by virtue of such otnrnership lnitially appropriated the totaL

value produced. The worker was thus eonrpeLLed by way of his so-called

ttfreedonft to produce eæehange value rather than ímmediate use'value for

himself.

Marx did not, În this present context, mention the concept of

T.ahottn poüev. His concern v,ras witlt appearØ1ßes, and what was aPparent

in the capital-labour relation was the exchange of money for living

labour services. The.basis of exchange was always the harmonious and

equïtable balancing of self-¡nterests. As Marx put it, Ín excha.nge

"each makes use of the other reciprocally as his means" (C, Z\3). tlhy

should the exchange between the cap¡tal ¡st and the worker be any

excepti on?

Further to this, it was possible also to seeprofiú as a paynrent for

the services which capital provided to the product¡on process: ln this

way, profit and wages r^rere the same sorts of incorne. tlhat could possibly

be wrong with such an arrangement?

Marx completely rejected such superficial a.rguments. The

appearances of exchange v,rere not the keys to an understanding of the

essential nature of the capital-labour relation. ThÎs could only be

revealed by an analysis of the relation in the context of prodtrction,

4.\.2 BEYOND HARMONY TO PRODUCTION

In formulating his views on the capital-labour relatÍon at the level

of production analysis, Marx had to clarify inÎtÎally his concept of

capital in this context.
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Marx argued that the conversion of a money hoard to capital

involved its active use in furnîshing inputs for the production process.

These lnputs comprised, superficially, either past embodied labour

('deadr labor.rr) or present I iving labour. This view of capital left the

concept nþre or less at the technologÍcal level. For l.larx, the concept

was to be drawn rnore widely. CapÍtal r^ras rnore than a thing, an

interpretation that had not been pursued by received pol itical economy.

The dimension of capital added by Marx was that capítal v,ras a

soeial-reLatiortaL category. tts existence presupposed a particular form

of the reLat\ons of production. Capital and capitalists were effectÍvely
identical Ín Marxrs vÍeur as one could not exist without the other. The

oPerat¡on of capital in the nrode of production presupposed that rrfreet¡

labour bras avaí lable. üJage labour was, then, another consequence of

capital. CapÍtal engaged w.age labour and the relatîonship between them

formed the key element of the capital ist production process.

By paying wages to the uorkers, capítal was able to nrobílÍse

I iving labour in the production process. The rrf reerr worker presented

himself to capital as a potential capacity to perform this living labour

and so generate exchange value. Harx hinted at the concept of Tnboyy

pouen here (e, 267) but did not use the term.

The relationship between urage labour in the abstract and capital

involved tbro components. Fi rst, the worker h,as able to sel I the use value

of his labour to the capitalist at a price called the wage. This appeared

to be a sÍmple exchange transaction. Secondly, the capitalist obtained în

this exchange a use value whích took the form of the ability to create

value. üJhat was purchased wast¡the productive force which nraintains and

multiplies capital'¡ (C, Z7l+'). lt was the second component which had not

been analysed by political economy. ln it, Harx found his concept of

labour pourer and hi s theory of surpl us val ue.
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Marx went on to explaln how this duality Ín the capital-labour

relation could, and generally would, Învolve a separation of the

components în time. The purchase of the use value of the labour by the

capitalÍst uras quite a separate act from the utilisat¡on implied ln the

second stage of the relation. Such a duality existed in ordinary

cormodity exchange also. The difference þras, hot\¡ever, that ordinari ly,

the second stage would involve consumption which was an Îndividual,

physical act which stood outside of the circulation process. Thus it was

of no eeonomie concern.4 ,

Here, by contrast, the u,se ualue of tltat u-hie-h is eæehartged fo!-
ears a^s a ap eeortpnrie relntion, and the speaífie
on of tha s eæeVtøtged for money forrns -the
aim 

-o¡ bo ses {sta-ges of the excha.ngel.
, this is a distí-netion of forrn beü'teen the

eæehøtge of caVitaL Øú. 1a.botæ" artd síntple eæeVtmtge - h¡o
diffe,nent proeesses. (c, 274-5.)

Both stages of the capital-labour relation had the same objective, that

of generatÍng exchange value for the capÍtal íst: But the two stages were

quite different in their implications. Marx was prepared to grant that

the f irst r^ras effectively an exchange. By contrast, the second stage,

fnom uhíeh the fírst eould rtot be separated, htas not an exchange

transaction at all. Rather it involved exploitation, the nature of which

Marx was soon to consider.

The nature of the capital-labour relation was developed further by

Marx arguing that the value of labour as it appeared in the first

component of the exchange, hras not a functÍon of the u'se to which the

labour could be put. Just as r^ras the case for a material conrmodity whÎch

could be reproduced, the value of the labour could be linked to the

embodied labour value which had to be devoted to the reproduction of the

labour. At its most fundamental level, the reproduction of the labour

involved the restoration of "the capacity of bodily exÎstencerr (Cr 282)

of the worker to perform I iving labour.
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From this point it was but a short step for Harx to devise the

category Tnbotæ poüe?, the corrnodity which the capitalist actually had to

pay for ln his ¡rexcha.nge" with labour'

The labour objectifled in that use value [wtr¡ctr the worker
;;"åi;;i ¡i it. objectif ied labour necessary bodl lv t9 *intain

. the general substance ïn which his labour power exists, i'e'
the worker himself .... This, in general terms, is the-measure

of the anpunt of value, the súm of-nroney, which he obtains in
exchange lwith the capitalist]. (c, 282-3")

tlhat the worker sold to the capitalist bras a temPorary disposition over

his capacity to perform livÎng labour, in exchange for the rþnetary

(value) equivalent of the commodities necessary to maintaïn that capacity:

This value hras more or less fÍxed while the exercise of the living

labour in extent and intensity was open ended.5 Potentially, the

capitalist could obtain value created by living labour in excess of the

value he outlayed on the capacity to perform the labour. lt b'as not to

be very long before Marx used this extension of the argument as the

basis for his theory of surplus value'

4.5 CAPITAL IN PRODUCTION AND VALUE GENERATION.

Marx began his more detailed consideration of production with an

analysis of the pltysieaL aspects of the process'

llJe now proceed to the relation of capital to labour as cap¡talrs
use value. Labour is not only the use oaLue which confronts
capital, but, rather, it is the use uaLue of capital itself.
(c, 297.)

ln isolation, the worker represented a potential capacity onlyr "â

resource in the bodiliness of the uprker" (Cr 298). This capacity could

only be turned into real activity through labour being conrnanded by

capital. But it was only LitLng Labow which could activate capital '

Through the exchange with the worker, capital has appropriated
labour itself; laÉour has becqne one of its moments, which now

acrs as "-i.uåtifying 
v¡tal ¡ty_lpgn its merely existent and

hence dead objectivitY. Gr 298-)
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Raw materials were the object of the "form-positing purposive activity

of labour" (G, 2981, whi le instruments of labour were "the objective

rneans whlch subJectÍve actlvity lnserts between itself as an object, as

its conductorrr (G, 298-9).

It should be emphasÍsed that these materiaZ aspects of productíon

had no neeesxarU connection with the capital based node of productÍon.

The exercise of IÍvîng labour on passive objectified lab our in the form

of raw materials and instruments of labour vras not necessarily eapítaList

production in Marx's view. The obieetified Lobow ùas not, in itseLf'

eapitaL. Marxrs point in analysing the material basis of productÍon was

to demonstrate'¡the simple production process itself... as the self

propelling content of capital." (C, 3O5). Ur¡th th¡s given, his concern

was with capitalist production of conmodîties nrotivated by theÎr exchange

va I ue.

The immanent motivation of capital in production, as Marx saw it,

v,ras to preserve and mul ti ply i tsel f both quantitatively and qual itatively.

As use uaLue labour exists only for capital, and is itself the use
value of capital, i.e. the mediating act¡v¡ty by ¡neans of whÍch ¡t
valorises [ven¡¡ertet] itself. Capîtal as that which reproduces
and increases its value ... as a process, as the proeess of
oaLor\sation fVem'terttngsprozessT. Therefore labour does not exíst
as a use value for the worker; for him it is ... not a poüer
pro&rctiue of uealth . . . . (c, 305. ) 

6

Capital used labour as the means by which Íts motivatÍon could be

fulfilled. lJith the aid of the instítution of private property, the

capitalist could ensure that for the worker the labour process had quÍte

different results. His use value, the generation of exchange value,

could only be exerci sed foz' eapitaL.

At this point, Marx began to consÍder the generated value result of

the productíon process; His initial analysis lacked sophistication, e.g.:

the price of the product is equal to the costs of production, i.e.
= to the sum of the prîces of the corm¡oditïes consumed in the
process of production. (c, 313.')
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This naive assertion did not allovl for the nrotive of valorisat¡on at all.

Thettprices of the conunoditles consumedtrwere a.rgued to be the oalu-es of

rav,, materials and that part of the ¡nstrurnents of labour destroyed in

the production process; together with, simply, the nvalue of labourrl

(Gr 3l3l. Marx did not use the labour Po\^rer category here, and its:

relation to the rrvalue of labourtr was not discussed. However, it was

possibly only wÎth the basic ability of capital to repzodaee itself that

Marx was concerned at this point, for he added:

the production process- is a production process for capi tal onLy

to the extent ti¡at it Preserves itself ín this process-value ""
The staternent that the necessary price = the sum of prices of the
costs of production is ... purely analytical. lt is the
pr"rupporit¡on of the produttion of capital ¡tself. (C,3'13.)

But, that capÎtal should onlY p?eserÙe ítself În the production

process omitted its eeonpm\c ratiornLe. This Marx Înnrediately

recogn i sed:

if the act of Production is me

of capital, then it would hav
not an economic change, and. s
ualu.e contna&iets its eoneePt

It was in the very nature of capital to strive to multiply its value'

(¡tàrx,s earlier discussion on greed and wealth, G, 222-4' u,as pertinent

to this point.) Marx went so far as explicitly to exclude from

eapitaLíst production cases in which the object was not valorisatÍon'

(C,317). A detailed analysis of the valorisation process had to be his

next concern.

4.6 CAPITAL AND THE GENERATION OF SURPLUS VALUE.

4.6.I THE qUALITATIVE THEORY OF SURPLUS VALUE

Marx began his analysis of valorisation with a simple arithmetical

example which corresponded to the qppealaræes of the capitalist economy'
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lf an original advance of capital was vaìued at 100 units of value and

comprised materiaLly raw material = 50 unlts, labour = 40 units, and

¡nstruments of labour consur¡ed = l0 units, then the irrunedlate apparent

cost of production of the resultîng cornnditÍes was 100 units of value.

l{,arx rejected thís approach:

tt is clear that it Ís not in fact thls to which the economísts
refer when they speak of the determination of price by the cost
of production. (c, 315.)

Rather, the cost of production would include some revenue for the

capitalÍsts, say 5 unîts of profit and 5 units of Ínterest. The cost of

production in the example would then be ll0 units of value. But, ulnt

uas the origin of these 70 tmits of oaLue aÅåed to the ínput eost? As Marx

put it, how could it be explained that "the productÍon cost is ... greater

than the cost of production"? (G, 315.)

Received opinion, Marx noted, was that in eLneu1ation the improved

use palue consequent on production was realised as a higher eæeltmrye uaLue.

This retreat by sorne political economists from production into circulation

was pointless for only pre-existing value could be realised in exchange.

l{arxrs interestÍng conclusion was that:

It îs clear even empirically that if everyone sold for l0% too
much, this is the same as if they all sold at the cost of
production. T'he stæpltæ zsaLue Íaehtc')ert] would then.be purely
nominal, artificial, a convention, an empty phrase. (C, 315,
emphasis added.)

Here, for the first time, although in passing, Marx used the category

ntryLus uaLue to refer in general terms to non-labour income. The oz'igin

of this surplus value did not I ie in circulation.

An alternative opînion espoused by some political economists was

that surplus value had some capLtaLíst Labow equivalent. The cap¡talist

was f'paid for the Labotæ of throwing the 100 thalers Înto the production

process as capîtal, instead of eating them up." (e, 317). lmplicit in

this assertion was a further alternative pseudo-explanation of the

surpl us val ue, the trabstinencett theory. Harxr s rhetorÍcal retort to these
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ldea was: r'But wlth what is he to be paid?tt (Gr 3l7l. The origir¿ issue

had not been approached, and Marx concluded:

It ls easy to understand hor^, labour can lncrease use value; the
difficulty is, hovl it can create exchange values greater than
those with which it began. (e, 317-8.)

Itlarx gave the first hint of an explanatÎon for this essentlal result

of capital Íst production in the fol lowing Pass¿¡ge:

Suppose that the exchange value which capÎtal pays the worker were
an exact equivalent for the value which labour creates in the
production process. ln that case, an increase in the exchange
value of the product would be impossÎble. (C, 318.)

Valorisat¡on, then, depended upon a differential between what the worker

was paid and what he created. l'lore expl icitly:

The suzplus uaLue uhieh eqital .hars at tVp end of the ptodtrction
p?oeess s.ignifies, expressed in accord with the general concept
of exchange value, that the labour time objectified În the

. product is. greater than that which was present in lhe original
components of cãpital. This ín Atrm is possibLe onLy if the
T.abour objeetified ín tVte p;v¡a¿ of Labow ís srø'Llen tlnn the
Liuing Labap time purehased uith it. (c, 3zl, latter emphasÍs
added. )

For Marx, therroriginal components of capital[ had thus far been

argued as raw materials and instruments of labour consumed together with

the value of labour itself. Foreshadovrîng a category of capital that had

not been formuleted so far, Marx noted that the first two of these

components trremain unchanged as valuestt during production (e, 321l- in

spite of any materLaL change involved. These components would later be

classified asrrconstant cap¡talrr for this reason.

ttith respect to the third component the situation was quite

di fferent.

No matter that for the worker the exchange between capital and
labour, whose result Ís the price of labour, is a simple exchange;
as far as the capitalîst is concerned, it has to be a not-
exchange. He has to obtain rlìore value than he gives. Looked at
from the capitalistsr sÎde, the exchange must be only appatenti
i.e. must belong to an economÎc category other than exchange' or
capital as capital and labour as labour.in opposition to it
would be impossible. (e,322.1
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The problem posed, then, v,,as to explain the differential between the

value of labour employed and the labour value generated. Marx stlll d¡d

not apply the term T.abouy poùev, but the conception was lmplied. ln the

exchange wÍth capital, the rrprker gave up the Pourer to use his living

labour independentìy ln return for a certain arnount of objectified

labour, the value of the rrnecessaryttwage goods. The capitalist then

exercised thls living labour for as ìong as possÎble each working day'

subject to some biological, institutionaì and, perhaps, social

constraints. Thus the worker "exchanges value posÍting activity for a

predetermined value, regardless of the result of'his activity."

(c, 3n)
The rrpredetermined valuetr involved here was the value of the

commodity which the worker sold to the capitalist, viz. the value of

his T.abour poúe?. This value v,ras basical ly that of the commodities

needed by the worker to sustain his capacity to perform I iving labour

from day to day, plus a margin for family survival Ín order that th¡s

capacity would continue to be available in the longer term.

Now if one dayrs living labour was, on average, required to meet

this -subs¡stence requirement then the valorisation process could not

proceed. The potential for valorisation would only exist ¡f less than one

day¡s livÍng labour was, on averêge, needed to produce thettnecessaryt'

wage goods. The surplus labour above this was the source of surplus value.

\.6.2 soME tMMEDtATE qUANTtTATtVE ASPECTS 0F SURPLUS VALUE GENERATI0N.

ln quantitative terms, Harx saw capital as str¡ving to generate the

neximum possible surplus value. Any developments in the production process

- changes !n the nature and composition of material capital employed -

would be di rected towards this objectíve. Capital v'ras nþt¡vated to
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transcend any impediments to the maximum generation of surplus value

durlng the development of the productlon process (C, 134-Sl . These v'rere

lmportant aspects of the dialectical evolution of the capitalist soclety

as Marx would later show. For the present, he analysed the effects on

surplus value generation of such developments in a quite. general way.

gne consequence of development might be a progressÎve increase in

the productivity of labour. This would cause a shÍft in the proportions

of surplus labour and necessary labour in production and surplus value

could be increased. Marxrs arithmetic on this issue revealed that the

multiple of the labour-productivity increase exceeded the multiple of the

surplus value Íncrease to an extent which depended upon the initíaL

quantitative relation of surplus to necessary labour (A, fis ff). The

greater was this initial rat¡o, i.e. the npre developed the forces of

production were to begin with, the smaller would be the marginal additions

to aggregate surplus value which flowed from any gïven increase în labour

productivity. The following analysis illustrates in a more general way

the arithmetical examples presented by Marx.7 'Let the total workÍng day

be fixed. The development of the forces of production proceeds such that,

beginning from a. given initial value of the ratio of surplus to necessary

labour time, the productivity of labour În each successive period is

double that in the previous period. Our concern, then,'is to relate this

productivity process to the ratios of the proport¡ons of surplus labour in

total output in successive periods. The followíng identity framework is

used to establish this relatíonship:

sa = l-N
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From this vre argue that:

sa

q-l
where:

: Nr) il(vt
ut=l -N

v

v
t
t

N- = proportion of necessary labour time în outputt ¡n period t.

t = proportion of surplus labour time in output in
period t

v* = multiplier of labour productÍvÍty in perlod t
' relative to productivÍty Ín period l.

ur = l'

I,li th labour productivi ty doubl i ng each period,
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The effects of the prog.ressive doubl ing of labour productivity on

incren¡ental increases in the proportion of surplus value in output are

illustrated in Table 4.1 beginning from two different inÍtîal values of the

rat¡o of surplus to necessary labour tíme:

s
N 0.9

Case A

Case B
s

N 0.8

(v - tr)

I
9

I
T

N

Nr

I

Case B is, then, an economy beginning from a higher stage of productivity

developnrent than Ín Case A.

This analysis establíshes that the potential for additions to aggregate

surplus value decreases with the stage of development of productivity

already reached where the additions are to corne from further ¡mprovernents în

productívity alone. There is thus an immanent constraint on the capitalist

objective of maximising aggregate surplus value to the extent that it relies

upon this approach.
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Another feature of developrnent might be a change ln the length of

the working day. ln the prevlous case, the length of the working day was

held constant. The change in labour productlvlty bro.ught about a ?eLatioe

change in surplus value. generáted. An increase in the worklng day, with

productivity constant, would also increase the surplus value generated

in any period. Marx a.rgued this to be an absoLute increase in surplus

value. The distinction between relative and absolute surplus value was to

become an integral part of Marxrs theory of surplus value and its

appl îcations.

In analysing the effects of capital accurnulation on the generation of

surplus value, Marx noted that they depended upon which components of the

capital stock were increased and in what quantitative relativity. lt was

in the course of this analysis that Marx applied for the first time hÎs

distinction between capital which acted as anttinvariable valuert, a

ffconstant valuer' (er 377-8), and capital which was used to employ labour.

He soon made the distinction between constant capital and varÍable capital

clear (G, 389) and recognised from that point onwards that for the attaLysis

of prcduet\on it uras this dichotomy which þras appropriate' Subsequent

analyses in which the fixed-circulating capital dichotonry was retained

were dealing with the post-production circulation effects on surplus value

generation. For this purpose, the turnover time basis of the latter

di chotonry bras aPProPri ate.8

The capital-accumulation effects on surplus value were not analysed

in much detail at this stage of the Gvntnårisse. lndeed, Marx did not

seem to have clarified the connotations of therrrate of returntton capital

idea to any great extent. He bras abrare that two such rates of return

would be relevant, the general rate of profits, in which aggregate surplus

value was related to aggregate capital-in-general, and the rate of yielding

surplus value in relation to productive (lâbour employing) capital only,
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later to be called the rate of surplus value. The relatlonship between

these two rates was suggested ln the follourlng Passage:

lf capitals whose comPonent Parts are În different relatlons,
incluäi.ng therefore tireir fórces of production, nevertheless yield
the same percentages on total capltal, then the real.surplus value
has to be u"ry Jiiferent în the b¡tferent branches. (G,395.,

l,larx used a simple example to make this relationship clear. A capîtal of

lo0 units comprisi.ng 50 constant and 50 variable capital units must

yíeld 50 percent on îts variable component in order to return 2J gercent

on total capital. By contrast, with a comPositíon of 75 constant and

25 variable, the yield on variable capital would have to be 100 percent if

a return of 25 percent on total capital was required'

Novu whi le this analysis r^ras correct as far as it went, Marx did not

clarify the different significances that it would have in facets of his

analysis of capitalism. The relationship between these two rates of

return, he would later recognise, concerned both the vaìue-price

articulation in a situatîon of competition between capitals in dífferent

sectors of production and the dynamics of the rate of profits in the

analysis of capital accumulation. Marx¡s initial thoughts on the first of

these two issues are consÍdered in the next section of this Chapter. The

latter issue will be taken up in the next Chapter'

4.7 CAPITAL, SURPLUS VALUE AND PROFIT.

l.larx had establ ished that surplus value was generated in production.

This was so because of the special social relations of production that

existed în the capital ist econorrry, especial ly that relation which al lowed

the capitalîst to appropriate aLL produced value initially by vÎrtue of

his property in the means of production. Now as far as the capitalist was

concerned, it was profiþ that came from advancing capital in production'

Marx¡s surplus value was not an empirical category in this sense;



The transformation of surplus value into the form
method by which capital calculatés.surplus value,
from the standpolnt of capital , regiardless of 

-hot'r
on an illusion about the nature of surplus value,
th I s nature. (C, 767 .l

Marx intended to lift the r'veíl'¡ and dlspel the I'illuslonrrin order to

eipose what he saw as the real or.ÎgÎn and nature of surplus value, the

basis of capÎtalist non-labour lncomes. The resulting analysis was to

provide the foundation for his prognoses about the Ínevitable fate of

capi tal i sm.

ln the Gmaúrùsse, most of the analysis of surplus value and profit

vúas argued aroundtrcapital-in,-generaltt. That is, Marx abstracted from

the fact that the economy comprised a multitude of different sectors of

production involving capitals of varying compositions. But, as Marx made

clearr t'Capital-in-general'r v,ras lnore than a convenient abstraction for

analytical purposes. lt htas a way of looking at capital which had sorne

substance in real ity but which had not been used to aPproPriate advantage

in classical pol itical econorry.

CøpitaL in genqrqL, as distinct from particular capitals, does

inãeed app.ãr (l) onLA as ØL abstraction; not an arbitrary
abstractiãn, but an abstraction which grasps the-specìfic
character¡st¡cs which dístînguish capital from all other forms of
wealth - or modes in which (ãocial) Production develops (Z)

hovrever, capital in. general as disþinet from the particular real
capîtali, i; itsel f á reaL existence. Th¡s Îs recognised by

ordinary economics, even ¡f ¡t is not mãenstood', and forms a very
importañt npment oi ¡ts doctrine of equilibrations etc. For example,

."þit"l in thÍ s generaL forrn, although belonging to individual

""þit"l isis, in its eLementaL fotTn as.capÍtal, forms the capital
which """urúl"t., 

în the banks or is distributed through them, and,

as Ricardå says, so admirably distributes Îtself in accordance with
the needs of production. (e , 4\l.l

Novu as vle sab, ín Chapter 2, Secti on 2.1 , above, this Înitial emphasis

upon,,capital-in.-generalttwas in accordance with Marxrs plans for the

,rEconomicst,. Competitîon of particular capitals v.lâs to be treated in a

subsequent "sectionì' ot. ttchaptertt. This arra.ngement meant that at the

present stage some of the more complex aspects of the surplus value-

profit, and the associated value-price relationships could be by-passed'

84

of profit, this
ls necessary
much ¡t rests'
or rather veils
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Hovlever, as hre shall show, he was stlll av,rare of some of the ramifications

of the analysls beyond I'capital-in-general" and these emerged in the

Gmtndríese.

ln the fol lovuing passage, llarx sunmarised his lrrnediate concerns

in this Íssue:

Profit as we st¡ll regard it here, i.e. as the profit of capÎtal
as e1trch, not of an individual capital at the expense of another,
but rather as the profit of tfe eayifuList eLass, concretely
expressed, e6n neien fu gteater thøn the æm of the swplus oaLue.
As a sum, Ît is the sum of the surplus value ... as a proportion
relative to the total value of the capital, instead of to that
part of it whose value really groì^rs, i.e. is excha.nged for livÍng
iabour . In its i¡¡mediote foiln, profit ís nothing but the swn of
the swpLus oaLue eæpressed as a pnoportion of tlæ total oalue
of the bapitaL. (G, 767.')

Surplus value acquÍred the status of profit simply by being related to

totaL capital. Ì,lhat was not so evident was that ¡t had been generated,

in effect, by only one part of the total capÍtal, that advanced to purchase

I abour pou,er.

This view of the surplus value-profit articulation did not carry Marx

very far in his analysis. He recognised that once different sectors of

production were considered, the dimensÍons of the issue increased. The

different capitals would have varying ratios of constant and variable

capital and therefore dîfferent rates of profit would appear on total

capital in each sector. This would arise because only the variable part

of capital generated surplus value and its proportion În capital employed

varied. Ur¡th the assumption of capital mobility induced by competïtÍon

this situation could only be sustained in the short run. Adjustment

tov,rards a uniform rate of profits was assumed by Marx to be an axiom of

the capital ¡st economy.

The general idea of thÍs problem was first broached in the following

sÍmple arithmetical example (C, \1il. F¡ve branches of production v'rere

posited each having the inrnediate rates of profit on total capital shown

as percentages.
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The average rate of profits was thus l0 percent and long-run adJustment

would ensure that thls rate was returned ln each branch. lt was clear

to l{arx that sore redistribution of the surplus val ue ùis-a-Ùie its

pattern of generation uould be requlred.

Ageneralnate ofpzvfit as such Îs possible only ¡f ... a part of
the surplus value Ís transferred from one capitalÎst to
another .... The capitalist class thus to a certain extent
distributes the total surplus value so that, to a certain degree,
¡t [shares in it] evenly in accordance with the s,íze of its
capital, instead of in accordance with the surplus values actually
created by the capitals in the various branches of business.
(c, 435-6.)

lJhat he r^ras not clear about was the meeltartism through which this

redistrÍbution would take Place.

lnitially he recognised that it would involve the prÍces as whÎch

the produced cornpdities were sold. These prÍces would, in some way yet

to be determined, diverge from the values of the commodities.

This [general rate of profîts] is realîsed ÍreaLisiertl by means

of the relation of prices in the dÍfferent branches of business,
which fall be1pt¡ the oaLue in some, rise abøue it În others.
This makes it seem as if an equal sum of capital in unequal
branches of business created eqtnl surplus value. (C, 436.1

Later in the GyuztåtLss¿ manuscrípts, Marx argued that profit r^ras a

traræfozrned nanifestation of surplus value because it was realised in

exchange by nreans of prices which were not proportional to values. The

analytical process by which this transformation may be explained was hinted

at thus:

Presupposing the same [rate of] surplus value, the sØne surpLus 
-

Labotæ' in ploportion to npeessæA Labotæ, then, the rate of plo_fut
depends on tþè relation between the part of capital exchanged for
living labour and the-part existing in the form of raw material and

means of production. (c, 747.')

The ideas of a unÍform rate of surplus value and a varying organic

composition of capital were to be two key components in Marxrs later

attenpts to resolve analytically the surplus value-profit transformât¡on.
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ln the GnndÅese the argument bras carrled no further than this'

tlhat was mlssing in part¡cular in the present context v',as the

concept of the priee of pro&teþion. Thís transformed value was such that

a connpdity, when sold, would yield the general rate of profits on the

total capital involved in its production regardless of its constant-

variable composition. Now Marx realised that the rrmarketrr price that he

sought would be different from value, but he could not demonstrate that

this difference would be a systematie one. He seemed to be aþrare of the

problem involved in the follor^ling Passage:

price... appears ... merely as a formal modification of value;
as value expressed in noney; but the magnitude of thÎs príce is
presupposed in the production process of capital.- Capital thereby
appears as a determinant of price' so that price is determined by

the advances made by capital + the surplus labour realised by it
in the product. We shall see later that price, on the contrary'
appears as determining profít. And, while here the total real
präduction costs appear as determining price, Price apPears later
äs determining the'production costs. So as to impose the inherent
laws of capitãl upon it as external necessity, competition
seemingly iurns "il of them over. Intterts them. (G, 761 .)

Prîces and the general rate of profits uJere, Marx argued here, mutually

interdependent. The competition between capitals inverted the apparent

relationship of costs, including the rate of profits, to price' As hìs

later analyses of the transformation of surplus value to profit and

associated transformation of values to prices of production would shov'r,

this simultaneous methodology was the basÎs of solving the problem'

¡t is interesting to note that Marx was aurare in the GVtnårLsee

that when considering price formation, the inpruts to production would

already be in priee terms. This is evident in the following passage:

ln so far as capital obtains raw material, instrument, labour,
through exchange, ... íts elener¿ts æe tløïßeLues aLready present
in thá form oìf prLees The comparison of the market price of
its proàuct with the prices of its elements then becomes

decisive for it. (c,762, emphasis added.)

Had ltarx remembered the principle posited here and applied ¡t În his

ultinrate analysis of the'rtransformation problemrrr then this analysis
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might have been less controversial.9

one rnore.feature of the fumd.risse analyses that ls worth not¡ng

is that they contalned virtually no conslderation of non-labour lncome

forms other than profit. Marx vlewed profit as his most lrmediate

cóncern because, accordi.ng to his plan, he was only dealing with capital-

in-general. The analysis of interest concerned capital as credit and the

analysis of rent concerned landed property. Both of these topics were

projected for future treatment in theÍr turn. As we have shovln in

Chapter 2 above, revisions of the plan meant that these topics did appear

in the preparations for CagitaL, with rent receiving much rpre attention

than interest. l,le shall return to these aspectS of Marxrs work in

Chapter 8 below.
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NOTES

Tribe, r¡Remarks on the Theoretical Significance of Marxrs
Gttntdrissê" , p. 182.

f f Remarks on the Theoretical Signl f icance of Marxrs fuintdyilae",
pp. I 82 f.

Rosdolsky, Tle MakíVg of lrQææts tCapitaLt, chapters 6, 7r 8 
-provides a much more detailed analysis of money in the Gmrtdrisse.

l'larx did not note here that conrnodities may be destined for
unproductive or productive consumption. The latter uas part of
the cÍrculation process and was thus eeortonr\ealLy signifÍcant.
This does not affect the point beÍng made, though, for the
consumptíon was of no uaLue-generating s.ignifÎcance. lt was this
significance with which Marx was actually concerned here.

Qualified by biological, Ínstitutional and, perhaps, social
constraints.

2

3

4

5

6. ln translating Veruentwry, Nicolaus has used neaLisation. This
is perhaps too narrouJ În its meaning and can be confused with
ReaLisieyt. I have therefore followed Pete Burgess, the translator
of Rosdolsky¡s TIE Making of Iúææ's tCayí.talt, and used
oaLorisation and reaLisation resqecti vely.

7. This illustration was devised by PhÍllip 0rHara in his ilA Critical
Analysis of Marxrs Theory of Crisis", unpublished B.A. (Hônours)
thesis, Murdoch University, VJestern Austral ia, 1978, pp.35-6.

8. Marx¡s continued use of the fixed-circulatîng dichotonry of capital
did not represènt a confusíon as Keith Tribe has suggeste{, cf.
f rRemarks on the Theoretical Sígnîf icance of Marx's Gmttdrissett,
pp. l9l ff.

9. The issue of value-price of production articulation Presents Íìore
complex analytical problems than this, though. lt has been shown
by Anwar Shaikh (although Heinz Kurz asserts that the procedure was

first suggested by A. Brody in fuoportíorrc, tuiees attå PLmtning,
(North-Holland, London, l97O), P.90: see the reference to Kurzrs
article below in this footnote) that Marx's ourn solution of the
trproblem" may be interpreted as the first step in an iterative
procedure from which the above principle emerges: see t'Marx's

Theory of Value and the rTransformation Problemr," in J. Schwartz
(ed.)', T'lte tubtLe Arntomy of CapitaLism, (Goodyear, Santa Monica,
California, 1977). Hourever, Heinz Kurz has'now revealed that there
is the additional problem to be resolved that the cornposition of
constant eapital in the different sectors of production may vary'
generating a variety of sets of prices of production. lt Ís
Kurzrs view that:

lf all we know are the value aggregates of the constant
capÍtals, it is impossîble even to begin to rrtransform" values
into prices since the same value system is compat¡ble with an
infinite number of quantity systems and thus an infinite
number of price systems. ilence Shaikhts (and Marx's) approach
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only makes sense ¡f ¡t ls Implicltly assumed that the cormodity
composition of the dlfferent constant capitals are identical.
Marx!s value analysls prevents :¡ proper treatment of the
"transformation problemrr, slnce It merges the different
elements of a sectorrs constant cap¡tal lnto a single
magn f tude.

See: ¡fSraffa After l,larxrr, AustraLim. Eeottorùie Papens, l8zj2,
June 1979, p.55 n3. Geoffrey Harcourt and Prue Kerr refer to KurzrS
point and go on to argue that the most general solution to the
'rproblemil is that provided by Piera.ngelo Garegnani in rrOn the
Theory of Dlstribution and Value in Harx and the Classical
Economistsrr, Section Vl: see Harcourt and Kerr, t'On Some Central
tssues in lan Steedmanrs Matæ Aften Staffa", mimeograph, Adelaide,
1979, pp.l3-14; a revised version of the paper first presented at
the Seventh Conference of Economists, Macquarie University, Sydney,
August 1978.
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CHAPTER 5

SURPLUS VALUE AND THE IILA}'SII OF MOTIONII OF CAPITALISM.

5.I INTRODUCTION TO MARX¡S INTERPRETATION OF THE ''MOTIONII OF CAPITALISM.

prior to his formulat¡on of the principle of surplus value in the

GmmÅyùsse, l4arx had read of the dynamic nature of the capitalÍst econonry.

His attentÍon was drawn to the idea of capitalísmtst¡motionrtthrough

historícal time from hîs earliest readings in political economy. This

rrÍþtionff was presented in Adam Smith's WeaLth of Nation's as the general

principle of economic groù,rth and development. ln Ricardo's Pv'inciples,

the analysis of "motÍon" ráras Íþre formalísed wÎth the relationship between

growth and distribution receivÍng attention. For Ricardo, the falling

rate of profits r^ras.linked to the possible statÎonary-state fate of

capitalism. The Physiocrats had also made "motÍon'r explicit, but in a

quite different sense from that in Smithrs and Ricardors work.

Physiocratïc concern bras to present the interdependence between expendÍtures

and product¡on in the different sectors of the econorry and the consequent

nþney and connpdity flovrs required 
-to 

sustain the system. ln all of these

analyses of rrmotiont', a key role was implied or explicated for capital

and the economic surplus. lt was Marxrs belief, though, that the role was

not adequately comprehended by these writers.

This notion of the historical rrmotion" inherent in the capitalist

system v,ras I inked by Marx to the philosophical principles of dialectical

analysis whÍch he had absorbed from Hegelrs work. Marx substituted a

nnteriaLisú dialectÎc for Hegelrs idealism, and, instead of the

metaphysical rrtdearr being the subject of historical rrnotionrr, man was

given thís role. lt was this dialectical mater¡alism which províded the
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philosophlcal foundations for Marx¡s ideas about therrlaws of nptionrras

they applied to the political economy of capitalísm;

ìlarx (wlth Engels) approached th¡s facet of his work in most detall

in the Gemtan fdeologg of 1845-S, especially in Sectlon I which was. given

the tîtle I'Feuerbach. Oppositlon of Materialist and ldeallst Outlooks'¡

(CW, 5, 27 ffl. The fol lowÎng passage from the work reflects the

philosophical rnethodology which Marx brought to hÍs crítique of political

econoily:

ln direct contrast to German philosophy which descends from heaven
to earth, here Ít Îs a matter of ascending from earth to heaven.
That is to say, not of settíng out from what men say, Îmagine,
conceive, nor from men as narrated, thought of, inngined, conceived,
in order to arrÍve at men in the flesh; but settÍng out from
real, actÍve men, and on the basis of their real llfe-process
dernonstrating the development of the ideological reflexes and
echoes of this lÍfe process. The phantoms formed in the brains of
Íren are also, necessarily, sublimates of their material life
process, which is empÍrically verifiable and bound to material
premÍses lt is not consciousness that determines life, but
i¡fe that determines consciousness. (cw, 5, 36-7.)l

Political economy hras one of the fundamental ttideologÍcal reflexes and

echoes of this life processtrand expressÍons of manrs "consciousnessttof

his life. Thus, an understanding of mants current social system could

only come, in Marxrs vier^r, from a thorough critícal comprehensÍon of the

political econorrry that man had generated Ín order to convey the nature of

the system. For Marx, received pol itical economy embodied a 'rfalse

consciousnessrr whÍch should be exposed.

Against this philosophical background we proceed to consïder the

dinensíons of the illaws of motion'r of capitalÍsm that Marx adumbrated in

the hnndrisse. He had undertaken an analysis of examples of therrmotÍon'l

of Britîsh capital ism prior to the Gntnãz,isse drafting. These analyses

for the Neue Rheinisehp Zeì,tung Reuue dated from the early 1850s and

dealt essential ly with rrmotÎonrr at the ph.erømerta1. level .2

Theoretical ly they were constrained by received pol itical econorrry at this

stage and l¡ttle critical penetration to the essqr¿tiaL rtahpe of rrmotion'l
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in capitalism was eviden t. The abstractr, generalised analysis eme.rged

as a consequence of the formulation and appllcatlon of the principle of

surplus value ln the fuwtÅyteee. Thls is establlshed in thls chaPter

and is further explored in the context of the crÍtícal history in

Chapters I | , l2 and l3 belov'r.

For'Marx, the concept of the rrmotÍonrr of the capitalist econorrry

arose by virtue of the nature of capital itself. Capitalrs involvement

in production was dynamic in the sense that time bras expl icÎt in any

analysis of the issue. Man¡s productive activity took place in historical

time. lndeed, this activity was, in Marxrs vîew, the very basÎs for the

path of history rþre generally considered. ln the case of the capitalist

rnode of production, the root of its historical progress was tò be found in

the inmanent process by which capital preserved and expanded itself by the

generat¡on and appropriation of surplus value (G, 7\51-

The ttmotÍont' of capital Ísm, then, r^ras engendered by capitalts desi re

to maximise the production of value and surplus vaìue. This desire could

only be achieved through an effective system of exchanges in which

produced value and surplus value were reaLì,sed. Part of this realÍsed value

was for replacement capital formation while the remainder was surplus value,

much of which could be saved and devoted to the formatïon of additional

capital. ln Marxts view, the desire to accumulate cap¡tal, besides

flowÍng from the avarice of the capitalists, also arose in the process of

survival by ì,ryåiví,ifual capi tal i sts. Competi tion between capÍ tal i sts

generated a constant search for cheaper production methods. The dominant

means to achîeve this was through qualitative changes in the additions to

capital, that is, through embodied technological change

But, Marx reasoned, the¡rmotionttof capital through tirne was unlikely

to be disruption free. lmpediments to therrnption" hrere an immanent part

of the "motionrr itself in that the disruptive barriers which capitalism
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faced in production and circulation were a consequence of capital

accumulation. Capital ism would , for a tïme, be able successful ly to

transcend these barriers to its progress as they arose. There was, though,

a limit to the life of capitalism and ultimately the continuing disruptions

would lead in some way to the transcendence of the system itself'

Thus, for Marx, the rrnption" of capital ism was simultaneously self

perpetuating and self-destructive. ln striving to sustain themselves as

individuals, capital ists were inevitably bringing about their own

collective demise. This fate of capitalism was discussed by Marx under

the rubrîc of the "laurs of motionrrof the system. The components of these

f f lav,,s'f v,,ere, as adumbrated in the GnntdrLsse, the fol lowÎng. FÎ rst, there

was the possibility that, as qn ideaL, capitalism could reproduce ¡tself

without impediment through appropr¡ate qual itative and quantitative

integration of production and circulation. This motìon led Marx to his

endeavours to formulate the reproduction schema. Secondly, however, he

b1as concerned to refute "Say's Lawil that general overproduction was not

possible under capital ism by reveal ing the inherent impediments to the

operation of the reproduction process' especially as they affected

circulation. Thìrdly, Marx considered the tendency of the rate of profits

to fall to be an important and necessary feature of capitalist production.

His analysis revealed it to be associated with the technological changes

embodied in capital accumulation. Fourthly, the consequence of

capitalismrs reproduction problems and the fallÎng rate of profits would

be a crisis of depressed economic activity which would lead inevÎtably to

the replacement of cap¡talism by an alternative mode of production.

Now in the Gmmdtisse, none of these dimensions of capital ismrs

motion received very complete treatment. The arguments sketched În were

largely experimental and impressionistic as we shall show in the subsequent

Sections of this Chapter. Especially did this apply to the discussion of
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of the cr¡sis. This phenotnenon was, for I'larx, the culminatlon and ultimate

manifestation of therrmotiontrand lts analysis would have to lnvolve the

integration of the other dimensions Into a coherent relatíonship. The

present analysls fell well short of thls requirement.

5.2 THE UNITY OF THE PRODUCTION AND CIRCULATION PROCESSES.

As we saw in Chapter 3, Section 3.4 above, when Marx drafted his

methodological rrlntroductionrr to the Gmutãrisse he treated rather I ightly

the relationship between production and ci rculation. l,ltren it came to the

analysís of the I'laws of motionil of capitalism, the simple logÍc applÎed

earlier bras no longer adequate. The relationship had to be analysed more

thoroughly in order to ascertain its operational significance in the

process of capital ist reproduction.

ln the second of the GVtmdyisse plans for his rrEconomicsrr (G, 2271 ,

Marx hinted at the need for an operational articulation between production

and circulation in his analysis. lmmediately pr¡or to the formulation of

this plan, his focus had been upon the concept of sirnpLe eiteulation.

Production was not directly relevant to this level of analysis and ¡t

received little explicit attention. Value had its origin in production,

but for this analysis it was taken as given. lt did have to be reaLised

in exchange, though, and this implied that production of value was

necessarily interdependent with the exchange of commodities under

capitalism. The former bras the fundamental nøison dtetre of that rnode of

production whÍle the latter mediated in realising it. Marx made the point

initial ly in this hray when describing the f irst tv'ro sections of his

projected work:

ln this f i rst section, where exchange valuesr rnoney, Prices are
looked at, commodities appear as already present ..r. We knov'¡ that
they express aspects of socÍal production, but the latter itself
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is the precondition lExcha.nge of connpdities] presents
itself ... on the surface of developed society as the directly
available world of cornpdities. But by itself, it points beyond

Itself towards the economlc relations which are posited 'ae

reLations of pno&ption. The internal structure of productÎon
therefore fór;E the second section (G, 227 -l

At the opening of the GmtndrLsse, Marx bras concerned with simple

circulation of connroditíes already in existence. As soon as he began to

consider nroney in its form as wealth (C,215 ff) he turned his attentíon

to accumulation and capital formation. This provided the initial link

between circulation and production at the analytical level. rrln the case

of nnney as eaptitaLtt, Marx wrote, rrmoney itself is posited

... as ... an ilstrwnent of produetion, sínce circulation no

longer appears Ín its prÎmitive simpl icity, as 'quantitatÌve

"*.ñ".ng", 
but as a process of production, as a real metabol ism

Þroduction is not only concerned wlth simple determination of
prices ... but r^rith the creåtion of exchange valres (C, 217.)

l,bney as capîtal interacted with wage labour as the basis of capÎtalist

production (G, 223, 2251 .

gnce the analysis went beyond presupposing that value existed, the

circulation of that value comprised its generation as well. Thus:

... exchange value itself ... has to appear as a presuPposition
posited by-círculation itself The process of circulation must

also and equally appear as the process of the production of
exchange values . (c, 235.')

And l'larx cont¡ nued:

t.,ith circulatÍon, the determin d price is presuppose_d, and

circulation as money posíts it only formally. the detenftí'rtnta"¿ess
of exchange value iiself... must now itself appear as an act of
circulatíón. PosÍted in this way, exchange value is eapitaL, and

circulation is posîted at the same time as an act of production.
(c, 235.)

After this, Marxrs references to the relation betl^reen production and

circulation became increasingly significant in his analyses. ln the

f 'Chapter on Capital" (G, 239 ff), where capital in production was

explicitly considered, he emphasised repeatedly that this process was to

be treated as a unity wÍth circulation. lndeed, Michael Lebowitz goes so
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far as to assert thatrtone of the clearest characteristics of the Gmmdrisse

is the extent to which Marx developed the concept of capital as a unity

containing two elements: productlon and circulation.rt3

ilarx noted that circulation pe? se could not support ltself as a

continuous facet of therrmotiont'of capitallsm. Therrend" of cÎrculation

was the exercise of a final connpdityts use value by a consumer. 0nce this

occurred, tnore conmodities had to enter into exchange for circulatíon to

proceed. Buts

It cannot ignite itself anew through its own resources. Citc+flation
therefone dies not cdruA tyithin itseLf th.e VriltcipLe of seLf renet'taL.
The ntoments of the Latt-e? dre pnespposed to it, not posÎted by ¡t'
Conynodities cônstantly have to be thrown into it anew from the
outside, I ike fuel inio a f ire. (e , z5\-5.)

Thus, while the production of value required the mediation of circulation

and realisation of value, circulation itself was a surface manifestation

of capitalistrrmotÍon" which required the mediation of production in order

to be sustained (C, 255\.

The necessary unity of production and circulatÍon that this reasoning

implied was initially expressed in the follov'ring passage:

lJe have reached the point of departure agaín, prodtrction which
posits, creates excha.nge values; but _this time, pr9þ9tion uhieh
presupposes eí.ratLation as a d.eoeLoped_momerzt and which appears as

a constant process, which poslts circulation and constantly returns
from it intò itseli in order to pos¡t ¡t anev',. (e,255'l

Much later in the manuscripts, Marx related the unity nrore explicitly to

the idea of capital ist trmotionrl:

The total production process of capital includes both the circulatÍon
process proper and the actual production process. These form the
tv,ro great säctions of its movement, which appears as the total ity
of these tvro processes And the whole of the movement apPears
as unity of labour time and cÍrculat¡on time, as unîty of
production and circulation. This unity itself is nption, process.
öapital appears as th¡s unity-in-process of production and

ci rculation (c, 6zo, cf . 52o-')

Now it r^ras in this necessary uníty that the n¡ost fundamental

contradiction of the capÎtalist mode of production was to be found

ln order for the renewal of capitalist production to proceed, that

4t5).

for

(c,

lSt
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cap¡tal to valorise itself, there had to exist a sPecific qualltative and

quantitative relationship between production and circulation. However,

the essentÍal nature of capltal was such that it strlved for the

nraximisat¡on of production of value without due regard for this speciflc

relationship. ProductÍon decisions were taken by individual capital ists

with no concern for the abilÍty of the circulation Process to realise the

aggregate of values which resulted. Marxrs analysis of this negative

aspect of the production-circulation unity is considered Ín rnore detail in

subsequent Sections of this Chapter.

5.3 THE CTRCULATTON PROCESS 0F CAPITAL AND ITS IMMANENT CoNTRADICTIoNS.

ln the context of hÍs developing av,Jareness of the crucial inter-

dependence of production and circulation, Marx considered the phenomenon

of circulation in some detail in isolation from production. This was but

the first stage in the formulation of the I'laws of notion" of capitalism

in the Grtmårisse, for the analysis of circulation could only be separated

artîf icÍal ly from the other dimensions of rrrþtionrr.

An Ímmediate consequence of the complexÍty of post-production

exchanges in capÍtalism was the need to rely on money as a means of

circulation. Money facilitated circulation by acting as a universal and

homogeneous manifestatÍon of exchange value. lt was not constrained in

íts circulation by being embodÍed in any particular use-value form

(c, 145'6).

The exchange value of a thing is nothing other than the quantitat-
ively sp..ific expression of its capacity for serving as a medit'¡n
of ercVtange. tn money the me&iwn of eæehange becomes 9 thlng' or'
t-he exchañge value of the thing achieves an independent existence
apart from the thÎng. (e, 199-200.)

For Marx, the consequence of the need for capitalism to rely upon

a complex circulatîon process, and the need for that circulation to be
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facilltated by money as a separate entity, was the existence of certain

immanent contradlctíons whlch had the potential to disrupt the systemrs

historical progress. Especially were these contradictions llkely to

impede the complete and continuous valorisation of capital through

circulation. The immediate result of production was a comrnodity with an

ideaL value, part of which uras transferred from capital inputs and part of

which was surplus value added by labour. The valorisation process required

that this ideal value be converted to a Íìoney form through exchange such

that subsequent exchanges could be undertaken to replace and expand

capi tal .

Valorisation comprised three components in an essentÍal unity.

First, by means of ttexcha,ngerrwith labour, capital was able to command

living labour in production to an extent which preserved the value of

capital advanced in employing Ìt. Secondly, because of the special form

of the capital-labour relationship, the capitalist could con¡mand Iiving

labour services beyond those needed for the capital replacement. The

surplus labour uras potentially available to expand capital. Thirdly' the

¡¡aterí,aL result of production, the conmodity with use value and exchange

value, which embodied the valorisation potential, had to be realÍsed in

money form through exchange. Marx commented upon these three components:

The three processes of which capital forms the unity are external;
they are separate in time and space. As such, the transition from
one into the other, i.e. their unity as regards the individual
capital lsts, is accidental. 1C, 403.)

The completion of the valorisation process, and thus the on-going

preservation of the capitalist mode of production, depended upon ehartce

cirewnsf,arrces. The potential for fai lure uras, as a consequence' quite

evident to Marx.

Marx went on to elaborate upon the potential imped¡ments in the

ci rculation process; lt was, rnost essential Iy, the únL natt'Pe of the

comnpdity which presented the problem (G, 147-8). The comrnodity was a
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un¡ty of excha.nge value and use value, the latter being a 1gcesgæA

precondition for the neali\ation of the former. Use value was not a

euffieient conditlon for the realisation of exchange value because such use

value, anå the needs for lt to sat¡sfy, could exist wlthout excha.nge

pioceeding. As Marx Put it:

... whether or not the cormodity Ís transposable into Íþney'
whether or not it can be exchanged for nþney, whether lts exchange

value can be posited for it - this depends on circumstances which
initially have nothing to do with it as exchange value and are
independänt of that. (G, l\7.)

For as he went on to recognise, t'ineffectÎver nlon-paAing needs, i'e' a

need which does not itself possess a comrpdÍty or nìoney to give ín exchangerr

(C,404) were not relevant in the valorisation of capital' Not only did

the qnLítatLue demand Pattern have to be approprÍate, but also it had to

be quøntitatiueLy effeetiue in its relationship to actual production'

Thus demand, which orÎginated in the incomes generated by production, was

a crucial factor Ín the valorisatÍon Process. Any impediment to the

exercise of potential demand would leave unrealised part of the value and

surplus value produced with consequent dÍsruption to capitalist reproduction

and growth.

Capitalism faced, then, the potential hazard that Ít would not reaìise

in circulation the full value of all cornnodÍties produced in any particular

period of time. The key to understanding this problem v{as, Marx argued,

that noney separated the act of sale from the act of purchase (C, I48,

197-8). tthat money did, in its capacity as the medium of exchange' v'ras to

facilÍtate the exchange process. But once one particular exchange was

completed, nìoney provided its holder with the opt¡on of not proceeding to

a subsequent exchange. That is, Íìoney became an end in itself and was able

to be held as a store of value (C,215'6). ln this sense nþney had the

ability to inpede circulation as an on.-going sequence of exchanges'

rrThusrr wrote Marxrrralready in the quality of nþney as a medium, in the
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spl¡tting of exchange into two acts, there lÍes the germ of crises r

at least their possibiIity... " (G,198).

The capitalist form of circulation, in which money allowed the

separation of purchase and sale, would, Marx argued, inÎtiate the rise of

a merchant estate (Xaufnormsstanå) which wouìd mediate în the purchase-

sale sequence (C, l4B-9, 2OO). As a result, the circulation process

became detached from production to some extent and an added potential for

disruption was introduced through the increased complexity of getting the

comnpdity from production to its ultimate consumer. Marx made the point

in the fol lowing passage.

This doublÍng of exchange - exchange for the sake of consumption
and exchange for exchange - gives rise to a neu, disproportíon.

circulation, i.e. exchange within the mercantile estate, and

the point at which circulation ends, i.e. exchange between the
mercantî le estate and the consumers - as much as they must
ultimately conditÍon one another - are determined by quite dÍfferent
laws and motives, and can enter into the Íìost acute contradiction
with one another. The possibility of commercial crises Îs already
contaîned in this separatíon. But since productíon works dírectly
for commerce and only indirectly for consumption' it must not
only create but also and equally be seized by this incongruency
between corTmerce and exchange for consumptÍon. (C, 149.)

Marx did not elaborate to any great extent upon the ramifications of

the merchant estate, but the prLneipLe implied was quite clear. Here was

a capitalist development designed, as hras the case with money, to improve

the process of circulation. ln this case the motive was the gains which

would accrue to the merchants. The signifÎcant consequence as Marx saw

it was that the development also ingendered further immanent contradictions

within the process which could disrupt its operatîon. This accentuated

the potential instabÎ I ity in capÌtal ist rrmotion'r.

l4arx also mentioned in passing that credLt could have some effect

upon the dynamics of circulation. lt was his view that one means by which

capital endeavoured to ensure adequate circulatíon for full valorisation

r^ras through the development of a ere&Lt system (G' 416).

It thus appears as a matter of chance for production based on

I

z
3
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capital whether or not its essential conditÏon, the continuity of
the d¡rf.rãni-processes which constitute its process as a whole,

is actually bràught about' The suspension of this chance element

by capitat'¡lrlli ls ere&Lt . lJhich is why eredit in any

developed form appears in no earlier npde of production' (G', fis')

At this stage, though, Marx wrote littte flþre than this on the subject'

He returned to it in

Ecorømy and we shal I

the I 859 A ContrLbution to the Critique of PoLitieaL

considertheideaspresentedthereînSection5.7

below.

By its very nature, in its striving to maximise the valorisation

process¡ capital would take steps to transcend any impediment or barrier

to that process. Thus Marx wrote that "capîtal is the endless and

limitlessdrivetogobeyonditslimitingbarrier.Everyboundary

lcrenzel is and has to be a barrier ÍSeVnarke] for ¡t. EIse it would

cease to be capital ..." (G, ß4). This was an important principle in

Marxrs formulatïon of the 'rlaws of nption" of capital ism'4 The barriers

to be transcended would constantly reappear as a consequence of that

transcendence. The fate of capitalism was sealed in this barrier -

transendence-barrier theory of rrmotion'r and Marx elaborated this prLneiple

in the following Passage:

Butfromthefactthatcapitalpositseverysuchlimit.asa
barri.r "nJ 

hence gets idbaLLy beyond it, it does not by any means

follow tf,ai ii t as-z,eaLLy ou.'r"ot" it, and, since every such

barri"r .ontrådîcts ¡ts äharacter, its production ßþves in

contradictions which are constantiy overcome but;iust as constantly
posited. 

-f"ltn"i*t.. 
lsicl The universality towards which it

irresistibly strives encouni.tt barriers in lts own nature, which

will, at a åertain stage'of its development, allow it-to be

recogn¡s.J "r beîng itãelf the greatest barrier to this tendency'

and hence will drive towards Îti own suspension. (C, 4lO.)

Having stated this principle, though, Marx stilì had a long way to go in

his endeavours to formulate from it a coherent, operatÎonal analysÎs of

the ilnption,,and fate of capitalism. This wîll become clear as v''e proceed

in this Chapter and in Chapters ll, 12 and 13 below'

The barriers with which Marx was initially concerned were those

external to production.
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lnside the production process, realîsation lVetwettung) aPpeared

totally identical with the prodr"ction of surplus ìabour (the
objectifícation of surplus tÎme), and hence appeared to have no

øoi2ás other than those partly presupposed and partly posited
br¡th¡n this process itseif, but which are always posited wïthin

.it as ban"iers to be forciúly ov.rcome. There novú aPpear barriers
to it which lie outside it. (c, 404.)

LJe see in this passage that Marx was concerned also with the barriers that

were internal to the production process. These especially involved the

dynamics of capital accumulation and will be considered in Sectïon 5.6

be I ow.

For the present, it was eonswnption demaná. whîch was viewed by Marx

as the root of the barriers to adequate circulation in support of

production. This barrier had tvro dimensions. First, the use value of

comrnodities must be apProPriate to extant needs, keeping in mînd that

such needs may be quantitatively finîte. Secondly, the value equivalent

must be available for expendíture on consumption (C,404-5). But, just

as this barrier might aPPear due to failure of one or both of these

conditions, so capital had to overcome it.

gne way ïn which full valorisation might be achieved in spite of this

consumption barrier uras for capital to expand its sphere of circulation by

entering new markets. Especially was this required where capÎtal

accumulation and gror^rth were occurring. As Marx saw it:

A precondition of production based on capital Îs therefore the
pobduotion of a constantLy uidewLng .sp.here of circuTntíon, whether 

-

the sphere iïself is direätly.rp""na"ã or whether more points t|thin
it ay'e eyeated øs points of pnodtrction. vJhile circulation
appeared at first ãs a constant magnitude, it here appears as a

nroving magnitude, being expanded by production itself.
Accorãingíy, ¡t álready appears as a moment of production ¡tself'
(c, 407. )

ln formulating his ideas on the "excess conrnodity"5 form of potential

crisis in the GrunãyLsse, Marx gave some attention to a critique of

received political economy¡s handlíng of the issue. The main point of

argument was sumrn¿¡ri sed by Marx as fol lows:
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The whole dispute as to whether oUerprodtrction is PossÍble and

necessary in cap¡talist production revolves around the point whether
the process of the realisation of capïtal wíthin production
di rectly posits íts real Ísation in cí rculation; whether its
realisation posîted in the produetí.on pyoeess is its reaL
real isat¡on. (c, 4lo-1.)

He began by drawi.ng an interesting critical comparison between the work

of Ricardo and Sismondi (G4lO-l). ln Marx's view, neither writer had

captured the scope of the "laws of motÎon" adequately. For Ricardo, the

objective of political economy was to explain the distrÍbutional effects

of capital accumulation and development (C, 597.) ln this analysis,

Ricardo remaíned unconcerned with the potential problems for capitalism

which v,rere revealed when the analysis of productíon was extended to include

circulation. His focus r^ras onrrsupply without regard to demandrrand he:

conceived production as directly identícal with the self-
valorisation of capítal - and hence [was] heedless of the
barriers to consumption having in view only the development
of the forces of production and the growth of the industrial
population (c, 4t0. )

Marx commented, though, that in approaching political economy in this way,

Ricardo had',grasped the positive essence of capital rnore correctly and

deeply" than Sismondi had done (C,410). Ricardo had encapsulated the way

in which the capitalists themselves behaved in theír production oriented

decision making.

Sismondirs interpretation of capital ism gave less emphasÎs to thís

basíc nature of the production process from which capÎtal ist 'rmotion"

emanated. But, he was tnore abrare of the tenuous nature of the "rotionrl

which did appear. Unlike Ricardo, he '¡emphasised the barriers of

consumptionttandrrbetter grasped the limited nature of productÎon based on

capital, its negative one-sidedness.r' (C, 410). Furthermore, Sísmondi

comprehended that the barriers h/ere created by capítal itself and that

they may ultimately lead to the I'breakdownt'of capitalist production in

sofiìe sense. Sismondi went on to argue that the solut¡on to this problem of

capitalism was artificîally to restrict production, but in Marxrs vîew of
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the nature of capital any such attempt would "necessarily be dernolished

by capi ta l" (c, 4l I ) .

However, Marx was able to find in Ricardors uork some aþJareness of

the existence of barriers in the capitalist circulation process.

Ricardo ... has a suspicion that the eæettange oalue of a connnodity
is not a value apart from exchange, and that it proves itself as

a value only in exchange; but he regards the barriers which
production thereby encounters as accidental, as barriers whîch are
overcome. He therefore conceives the overcoming of such barriers
as being in the essence of capital, although- he often becomes

absurd in the exposition of that view (C, 4ll.)

VJhat remained'rabsurdil in Ricardots exposition of 'rmotion" was his dogmatic

acceptance of the dictum posited by Say and James MÎll that generaL otser-

pno&rction was prevented by the erLstence of supply and its immediate

consequential equivalence as demand. Marxrs attitude towards this dogma

was made quite clear.

This nonsense about the imposs¡b¡lity of overproduction (Ín other
words, the assertion of the immediate identity of capital¡s
pro..rr of production and its process of realïsation) has been

expressed in a manner which is at least sophÍstÎcal, i:..
ingenious, by James Mill, in the formula that supplY = its own

demand, that supply and demand therefore balance, which means

the same thing as that value Ís determined by labour tÍme, and
hence that ei.æeVtnnge adds npthing to it, and which forgets only that
exchange does havã to take placã and that this depends (ín the
final instance) on the use oaLtte. (C, \23.)

Marx found some limited merit în the understanding of capitalism

which t'Say,s Lawil impl ied. This merit had two dimensions. Fi rst, it uas

the case that production of value was the potential source of demand for

the commcdities involved when that value was distrÎbuted as incomes and

for replacement of means of production (although Marxrs present emphasis

was on consumptíon demand only) (C, 411-2). Secondly, the a.rgument

implicitly recognised that value came from production and that exchange

itself added nothing to the value in circulation. This point was made by

Marx in the above passage. Both of these dîmensions gave the dÍctum its

rrsophisticalrr and "ingenious" content. They ref lected a I imited

comprehension of two împortant facts about capitalism as Marx saw it.
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lJhat was not included was the additional fact that the harmonious operat¡on

of capitalism depended upon the eæercise of demand rather than simply

upon the potential for it. This, Marx stressed, depended upon the use-

values being produced and these brere unrelated to exchange values. Thus,

therruse value [of a commodityl is absolutely not measured by the

labour time objectifíed in it, but rather a measuring rod is applied to

it which lies outside its nature as exchange value" (Gr 4l2). This

"measuring rod" uras the existing needs of consumers. ì'Ie note that Marx

is assuming in the present argurrìent that the incomes are avai lable to make

the needs based demand effeetiue (C, 404¡.

It was also the case, Marx argued, that thettSayts Lawil expression

of these basic features of capitalism revealed a better comprehension of

the nature of the system than the "vu.lgar" ideas posited by some writers

who followed Ricardo. lt uras their approach, in endeavouríng to portray

the harmonious progress of capitalism, to obscure the overproduction

malady by denyîng the specific nature of cap¡tal ¡st production. Marx

wrote on this that:

The attempts made from the orthodox economic standpoint to deny

that there is generaL ouetproduction at any given nìoment are
indeed childishl Iln] or¿er to rescue production based on eapitaL
(see e.g. MacCulloch), all its specific qualities are ignored and

theÍr specific character as forms omitted, and capital is-conceived
as its inverse, as simple production for irnnediate u,se ualue.
Totally abstracts away the essential relations. ln fact, in order
to cleanse it of contradîctions, it is virtually dropped and

negated . (c, 4l I .)

No supporting evidence uras given for this assertion, but ít did serve to

emphasise agaÍn the crucial role that Marx saw for the basic nature of

capital in understanding capitalism. lf this nature was not interpreted

,rcorrectly¡', the subsequent analysis of the system would be inaccurate.

The ilSayrs Law'r princÎple, Marx noted, d¡d allow for the emergence

pf specific disproportions between sectors of production and patterns of

demand. Thus pattiaL overproduction þras possible while genenaL
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overproduction v,ras not. Marx reasoned that thi s view merely dodged the

issue. Any faiIure to realise the values of conmodities produced through

exchange constituted ouenprodttetion per se. Only a nratter of degree was

involved (C, 412). Moreover, the exÎstence of overproduction in any

degree highlighted the contradictions of capitalism as Marx saw them.

That partiaL overproduction could be corrected by a redistrÍbution of

productive resources p?esupposed disharmony (C, 413) and implied that the

disharnrony could be perpetuated and exacerbated by decisions involving

"overcorrectionrr. Competition, the basis for this corrective mechanism,

was not constraîned by the specifics of the disproportion that existed-

Political economy had failed to comprehend the implications of

competition as the manifestation of the rrinner natttne of eapitaL",

învolving as ¡t did the continual interaction of indeperúent capïtals

(C, 413-4). Marx's conclusion was that the operations of capÌtal in

productïon and circulation could not prevent a continuous overproduction

disequilibrium. For Marx, then:

conceptually, competition is nothÌng other than the inner nah'we of
eapítaL, iti .ssent¡al character, appearing ìn and realised as the
r"tìpro."l interaction of many apitals wïth one another, the
inner tendency as external necessity. Capital it just as much

the constant positing as the suspension of pt'oportíonøte prods'tetion-
The existing proportion always has to be suspended by the creation
of surplus u"iues and the increase of productive forces. But thïs
demand, that production should be expanded sirmtLtaneousLy and at
once in the søne proporÞLoz, makes external demands upon capital
which in no way arísê out of itself; at the same time, the
departure from the given proport¡on in one branch of production
drives all of them õut of it, and in unequal proportions. (Gr 414.)

The insight contained in this passage exposed clearly the folly of the

naive bel ief that partial overproduction vlas sîmply a temporary aberration

which would be self-correcting through competition. The very nature of

capital mi I itated against th¡s outcome. Surplus value generation meant

capital accumulation and consequent changes in the forces of production.

These effects constantly fed the disproportïonate state of the system.

The interdependent nature of the capitalist mode of production ensured
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the spread of any sectoral disproportion, and competitíon served to sustain

this state by encouraging further capïtal accumulation and changes in the

forces of production.

According to Marx, both Malthus and Sismondi had 'rcorrectly remarkedrl

on the point that the aggregate demand generated by workers bJould not be

sufficíent to purchase the aggregate supply of conmodities (C,413, \2O1.

Proudhon bras also credited with this realisation, although hîs reasoning

was inappropriate for it depended upon ¡'added-on" non-labour incomes in

va I ue.

Proudhon, who certainly hears the bells ringìng but never knows
where, therefore sees the origin of overproduction in the fact tthat
the worker cannot buy back his productr. By this he understands
that interest and profit are added on to Ît; or that the price of
the product is an overcharge on top of its real value. (C,424.1

tn rejecting the embodied labour theory of value, Malthus and Sïsmondi

had also seen the issue in much the same way. By contrast, Marx always

adhered to the labour theory of vaìue in hís dÍscussîons of overproduction.6

Recognition of this constraint upon demand led Marx to consider

further the capital-labour relation. Labour related to caP¡tal most

directly as the exchange value of labour po¡rer purchased and the use value

of living labour exercîsed to generate value. An additÍonal consideration

whîch now came to lÎght was the relation of capital to labour as a

consumer. (C,419-22). The nature of capital was such that it would want

to maximise consumption by workers ît did not employ as an indîvidual

capital whîle minimising the consumPtion of workers ît did so employ.

Capital, then, embodied the further contradiction that, în striving to

minimise the value of labour po\^rer as dictated by real consumption

patterns, it also reduced the aggregate demand for commodities produced.

ln the foregoing discussion of this Section, Marxrs posîtion on the

,'excess conmodity" crisis potential of capîtal ¡sm bras concerned almost

completely with "underconsumptÎon".7 At this stage, though, Marx was not
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0n this he

v'Jrote that:

The point here, of course, is not yet to develop overproductÎon
rp."ificallyr.úut only the predisposition to ft, such as lt is
päsited ¡n ór¡mitive iorm in ttl. äapital relatlon ltself. (G' 419.)

The most obvious andttprimitivetrform of overproduction was indeed under-

consumption. The develoPment of thi s pattieulæ forn of overproduction

was suff Ícient to dernonstrate the potential În capital ism for the rnalady

to appear Íþre, generally. And, as Marx argued in the followi.ng passaget

overproduction generally was a vital component in comprehending the

¡rnþtionrr of capital Îsm.

It is enough here to demonstrate that capital contains a pot'ti.c+flæ
restrictioñ of production - whîch contradicts its general tendency
to drive beyond every barrier to production - in order to have
uncovered the foundai¡on of otserprodttction, the fundamental
contradiction of developed capitãl; in order to have uncovered,
nþre generally, the fact that :apital is not, as the economists
believe, the 'aisoLute form for the developûent of the forces of
production (C,415.)

There was, hovlever, no further developrnent of this npre general analysis

of overproduction in the Gnmdrisse, although Marxrs initial thoughts on

the reproduction schema pointed in this direction by implication (see

Sectíon 5.5 below).

5.4 THE PRODUCTION-CIRCULATION UNITY AND THE GENERATION OF SURPLUS VALUE.

ln Section 5.2 above, bre considered Marxrs view that the valorisation

process of capital could only be fully explained if production and

circulation were treated as a unity. one particular consequence of this

treatment was Marxrs recognition that the periodÍc generat¡on of surplus

value depended upon the characterÍstics of circulation, especially the

circulation t¡me and the rate of turnover of capital embodied in the rlìeans

of production. His idea was that:
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... r^rhi le cîrculatÎon does not itself produce a moment of paLue-
deterwLrntLon, for that I íes exclusively in labour, its speed does
determi ne the speed h/i th t^rh¡ ch the product íon process ï s repeated,
values are created - thus if not ualues, at least to a certaÎn
extent the mass of values. Namely, the values and surplus values
pos¡ted by the production process, multiplied by the number of
repetitions of the production process in a gÎven period of time.
(c, 538. )

The fundamental principle that Marx applied in analysing this aspect

of therrmotionil of capitalism was that during any períod that part of the

aggregate capital advanced was not embodied in forms actually Ínvolved in

pz,oúrctioz it was effectively "devalued't. As Marx put it, "lwhile] labour

time appears as value-positing activity, this circulatîon tTme of capital

appears as the time of detsaLuatLon" (Cr 538). He v,,ent on to elaborate on

this ìmportant thesis:

Capital exists as capital only in so far as it passes through the
phases of circulatÍon, the various nþments of its transformation,
in order to be abÌe to begin the production process anew, and these
phases are themselves phases of ïts valorisation - but at the same

time, ... of its deuaLunþLon. As long as capital remains frozen
in the form of the finished product, it cannot be active as caPital,
¡t is negated capîtal. lts valorisation process is delayed in the
same deg-ree, and its value-in-process lptozessiev'ender Wev'tl
negated. This thus apPears as a loss for capîtal, as a relative
loss of its value, for its value cons¡sts Precîsely in its
valorisation process. Thîs loss of capital means that time
passes by unseized, time during which it could have been
appropriatíng al ien labour, swpLus Labow tíme through exchange
w¡tr', i iving Tabour, if the deadiock had not occurred. (G, 546-)

The sígnifícance of cÍrculatíon time for capital was that it acted as a

bayier,, a "deadlock", to the maximisation of value and surplus value

generation. ln part, this was a consequence of capÎtal's development, its

endeavours to seek out more eætensiue markets (C, 539, 545).

Marx developed this ídea of arrcirculation barrier[ more fully later

in the manuscript. His analysis first of all was devoted to the nature of

capital in this particular context. This led him to formulate the

categories "circulatíng" capital and "fixed" capital în a special way

(G, 618 ff). C¡rculation, movement through phases of form, was the

essence of capîtal 's involvement in the production-cí rculatÏon unity. In

this sense, all capital was circulating capital and Marx explained the idea
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as fol lows:

Circulating capital is therefore initially not a patticuLor forn
of capital, but is rather eøpitaL itself, in a further developed

"rp..i, âs subject of the movement Iin productÍon-circulation]
... which it, itself, is as its own valorisation process. .ln this
respect, theiefor", åu"ty capítal is cireuLating eapítaL. (c,6zo.¡

There v,ras a time dimension to circulation which was determined in part by

the time period that capital spent in any one phase form, e.9. as means

of production or as finÍshed commodities. During these periods it was

fiæated and deaetiuateÅ.. Thus:

... while capital ..., as the whole of circulation, is cireuLating
eapitaL, is the process of goíng from one phase into the other,
iC is at the sarne time, within each phase, Posited ¡n a specific
aspect, restricted to a particular form, which is the negation of
itself as the subject of the whole movement Not - circulatîng
capital. Fiæed capitaL, actually fiæated capital, fixated in one

of the different partícular aspects, phases, through which it must

Íìove. As long as Ít persists in one of these phases - las long asl
the phase itself does not appeer as fluïd transition - and each of
them has its duration, Ithen] ¡t is not circulatíng, [butl
f ixated . (c, 620-1.)

l,lhile fixated or circulatíng outside of the fLou process of production,

capital was not ínvolved in generating surplus value. The periodic

generatÌon of surplus value by a given capital depended very much upon

these characteristics of the cycle of capital.

ln the following passage, Marx presented the aspects of capital in

circulation which he utilised more formally to analyse the generation of

surplus value in the present context.

Since capîtals are (l) divided into fixed and ci rculating capi tal
in unequal portions; (2) lhave] an interrupted or uninterrupted
production phase and return from more dístant or nearer markets,
it.nc", unequal ci rculation time; it fol lows that the determination
of the surplus value created in a given time, e.g. annually, must
be unequal because the number of reproductïon Processes in the
given per¡od is unequal. The amount of value created appears
ãetermîned not simply by the labour employed during the immedîate
production process, but by the degree to which this exploÎtatÎon
of labour ""n be råpeated within ã given period of time. (C,741.)

The cîrculation constraint on periodic surplus value generation, then,

comprised two components which Marx analysed npre formally in turn. First,

the effect of the time durations of production and circulation processes
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themselves; and, secondly, the effect of the ProPortîonal division of

capital advanced into circulating and fÌxed components (on the usual

criterion of one or more than one Period return cycles resPectively)

will be considered in the remainder of this section.

l4arx posited the following tïme period seguence which comprised the

production-ci rcul at ion cYcle:

(ì) Creation of surplus value, or immediate production Process.
Its result, the product. (2) Bringing the.pfoduct to market.
Transformaiion of product into commodity. (¡) [o) Entry of the
commodi ty i nto ordi nary ci rculation I ts resul t: transformation
into money. This appears as the first moment of ordinary circulat-
ion. Retransformation of rnoney ïnto the condÍtions of
production: rnoney ci rculation (4) Renewal of the production
process, which appears here as reproduction of the origînal capital,
åna proåuction process of surplus capital. (c, 619.)

The number of tÍmes that surplus value was generated in any particular

period depended upon the duration of the two summary components'

production time and circulation time. From this, the aggregate surplus

value generated în the period could be computed once rate of generation in

each produetion period was known.

After struggling with some arÎthmetical computations, Marx devised

an algebraic analysis of the problem (an approach rarely used in his

wri ti nss) . (C, 652'7 .)

Let:

particular perÎod of analysis = T days.

productionperiod = pdaYs.

circulation period = c daYs.

surplus labour time Per
production period = S daYs.

The surplus value generated in period T is:

(l) s' = s. T

Ip +?
on the assumption that the production period equals the labour time, i.e.

that there were no interruptions within the production process ¡tself.
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c > o, is

given by:

(2') STc
p(p + c)

ST
p

and from this S' may be re-expressed as:

(¡) s' = Irr- c 1.p \! p * c''

ln this expression, c/p+c is the fraction of the total production-

circulation tÍme which is occupied by the circulation process. lle can

deÍþnstrate Marx's point that an increase in production and/or circulation

time would reduce the aggregate surPlus value generated by applying some

simple calculus to equation (l)t

(4) ig' = Ð' = - , sr .,,âP âc (P + c)'

Thîs expression is always negative, given positive values for S and T.

ln consideríng the effect of the dîvision of capital into Îts fixed

and cÍrculating proportions on the aggregate períodic generation of

surplus value, Marx analysed two aspects of the problem: first, the

effects of variations in the fixed-circulating capital proportions, and,

secondly, the effects of variations in the durability of the fixed capÌtal

component. These had a joint impact upon the turnover of capÍtal and

thus upon surplus value generated.

The analysis which Marx began in algebraic terms nny be developed

along the following lines in order to demonstrate the poínts that he made.

Let:

particular period of analysîs = T years

total capital employed = K money units

fixed capital proportion = Ux

circulating capital proportion= K/y

þ
+(+where



fixed capital durabi I ity =

circulating capital turnover =

in period T:

5 capital turns over T times
xd

! capital turns over T times
yt

+

il4.

example given by Marx

d years

t years

(> l)
(. l)

Then,

The total capital turnover in period T is given by:

rK'T + 5'L\tã v t'
lf the surplus value generated on each unit of capital turned over in

perÍod T îs given by S, then the aggregate surplus value, generated is:

(¡) s'

fro* (| þ = r, th¡s becomes:

K.T.
- -tyt''ç'å 

+

. -l-rJ
I_'sKr (

(6) s' =:sKrç+ + i #
This formulation is consistent with an arithmetical

in the course of his analysis (C' 6gq).

total capÎtal K = 100 thalers

analysïsperiod T = lYear

Case (l), no fixed capital, with t = | r""r.

.t_
x

I=0, =l
v

let S = 0.05 and substitute in equation (S)

s' = o.05. too.l 1o + t.l/t )
T

= l0 thalers.
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Case (Z): introduce fixed capital, with d = I year

s' o.05.too.t( +
t/,'l

,2

= 7.5 thalers.

The effect of increasing the fixed capÍtal proportion of total capital was

to reduce the surplus value generated in the perÍod because of reduced

capital turnover. This result can be generalised by applying calculus to
equation (6):

0) as' S ri -r¡

l=l_y2
¡l

=x2

+i

âx

t^r¡th | /, , | la u, def inition,
positive values of S, K and T.

fixed capital in total capital

also.

thÍs expression is always positive for

Thus, as x decreases and the proportîon of

rises, the surplus value generated decreases

(8) as -
âd

This express ion

împlying that an

reduces surpl us

-SKT
x7

is always negatíve for positive values of S, K, T and x

increase in the durabÍlity of the fixed capital employed

val ue generated.

(g) âs'
ât

SKT7 (* t)

This expressÍon is always negative for posïtive values of s, K and T
I

because J < I by definition implying that an increase in the círculatïon
period of circulating capital reduces the surplus value generated.

The result of including fixed capital in production was to reduce

the effective capital turnover in a given period. Marx went on to make

the point that such a calculation of turnover did not mean that the fixed

capital element was repLaeed in the turnover period. Replacement cycles

were determined by the durabílity of the fixed capÍtal concerned. He did
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not, hoì^rever, fol low through the impl ications of these cycles for

aggregate demand in any detaí1, although he suggested a relationship with

long-term, ten-yearly fluctuations of activity (C, 72O).

ln these analyses of aggregate surplus value generation and Íts

circulation constraint, Marx recognised that he was dealîng with

production and circulat¡on at the abstract level of capital-in-general.

Further development of the analysis of capital ismrs lrmotíonrr required that

he penetrate to the "many-capitalsil level of analysis in which the inter-

dependence between the operations of the capitals had to be consÍdered.

ln the next Section, we discuss Marx¡s first efforts to develop this

necessêry extension of his analysis.

5.5 PRODUCTION AND THE ESSENTIALS OF REPRODUCTION.

It was indicative of Marxrs emphasís on capital-ín-general În the

Grmåyisse that when he considered the contributions of the Physiocrats

to political economy, he gave little recognition to their understanding

of the inter-sector interdependencies in the reproduction process of

capitalism. Rather, his concern was u/¡th theír treatment of capital În

the analysis of production, especial ly as they had distinguished capital

from money which had been the focus of the earlíer¡rMonetary" and

lfMercantile" systems of pol ïtical economy.S (G, 327'8, 517.,

ln spite of thÍs, however, Marx v\,as aware of the need to analyse the

production-circulatîon process at a level which included the separation of

capital-in-general into components associated with the different sectors

of production. As he expressed it, the analysís of circulation at the

aggregate level was "a haze under which yet another whole world conceals

itself, the world of the interconnections of capîtal ..." (C,639). ThÍs

"sirm,tLtaneíty of tVæ different orbits of eapitaL" could only become evident
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once many cap¡tals were presupposed in the analysis (Cr 6lg),

Once he moved to this level of analysis, Marx approached quite close

to the formulation of a reproduction npdel in the Gz,mdrisse which allowed

for the relatíonships between the sectors of production. This came Ín the

context of his considerations of the general rate of profits which were

also affected by the explicit inclusion of many capitals. (See above,

Chapter 4, Section 4.7.) The analysis required the presentation of the

production process as involving several different trbranches of business"

(C, 4y ftl. These branches all employed capital and competitíon between

them ensured that a uniform general rate of profits bras generated.

However, in spite of this competition, the branches were also híghly

interdependent and Marx inrplíed this in his analysis of the five-branches

npdel, although he qualified the presentation as only possíbLy to be

contÍnued later and as not belonging to the present stage of his work

(c, 442).

Marx presented the schema shown in Table 5.1 as the basis for his

discussion (C,441).9 th¿ significant point was that each sector A to E

(where the Table ordering îs Marxrs own) depended for its reproduction on

the other Sectors in the sense that the înputs to each, viz. workersl

necessaries (and thus labour), rah, materials and machinery, v',ere the

outputs of other sectors. ln addition, it was initially assumed that the

surplus generated by each was completely spent by the capitalists on

consumption of the commodity produced for them in sector O (laUelled as

rrsurplus-product"). This interdependence could only be real Îsed ful ly Íf

the productíon-ci rculation unity comprísed a qual itatively and

quantitatïvely appropriate set of commodities and exchanges between

capitalists and cap¡tal¡sts and between capitalists and workers. Marx

demonstrated that this was possibLe by means of some sÎmple arithmetíc,

puttîng aside for the moment any impediments to the actual operation of
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the required conditions. Later Marx would refer to th¡s case astrsimple

reproductionrrand the data ín Tabte 5.1 are consistent with such a model.

20 40

4o

40

40

40

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

A Raw material
manufacture I

B Raw material
manufacture 2.

c Mach i nery
manufacture

E I'lorkersr
necessar î es

D Surpl us-
product

Mach Í nery
Raw

Material Labour
Surpl us
P rod uct

TABLE 5. I

Marx concluded that in the above case, the cap¡talists would not

be serving their objective of valorisatÎon of capital. ¡'lf they consumed

the entire surplus, then they would have come no further at the end than

they were at the beginning, and the surplus value of their capital would

not grow.,, (G, 441). This led Marx to consider a second case ín which

half of the surplus generated by each capitalist was saved and applied to

capital accumulation (G, 441-3). This case would later be called

"expanded reproduction'r.

ln considering capital accumulation and the reproduction requÎrements,

Marx did not at this stage formulate the model very clearly. He did,

though, elicit some principles of the analysis which would be buílt upon

later. The effect of the decision by capitalists to save out of surplus

value would affect directly the quantitatïve interdependence requirements
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between the sectors of production. First of all, the demand for the

production of sector D would be halved. At the same time, the demand for

the outputs of the remaining sectors would be increased, with the quantit-

ative assumption bei.ng that the replacement and additional capital

compositÍons for each Sector would be the same as those already ín

operation. For this extension to be consistent with reproduction, again

the quantitative and qualitative structure of production-circulation had

to be appropriate. Marxrs arithmetic on thÎs point only went part of the

way tor¡,rards a formul at ion of the preci se cond i t ions requi red .

Marx drew from his analysis sonìe significant dynamic impl ications

for capitalism (C, \\3-\'). lt was evídent to him that the reproductÍon

conditions that applied depended upon what happened to the composition of

capital in use from period to period. This ïncreased the complexity of

the valorisation process and reduced the probability that it would proceed

such as to generate stable growth. Moreover, the sectors would develop

independently in spite of their dependence upon each other in collective

operation. Such development would Íncrease the complexÎty of the

valorÍsat¡on process even further and Marx concluded that capítalism would

experience crises as a consequence. The crisis would appear as a barrier

to the progress of the system and would have to be transcended. This

could occur, Marx argued, because the capîtalists would be forced to

recognise the interdependence of sectors and change theïr short-run

decisions to compensate for the imbalances that had emerged. lt followed

for Marx that thisrrcorrectionil process would be virtually continuous as

each crisis, when transcended, generated the independent behaviours of

sectors which would lead to another.

Recognition of the role that changing capital compositÏon could have

in expanded reproduction led Marx to a more detailed analysis of the

qualitative effects on capital of the accumulation Process. His analysis
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of th¡s important dimension of the "motiontr of capital ism v,,as carried out

at the level of capital-in-general. VJe consider ¡t in the next Section.

5.6 THE DYNAMICS OF CAPITAL CoMP0S|T|oN AND THE RATE 0F PRoFITS.

At the level of production per se, abstracting from any circulation

influences, Marx reasoned that the generation of surplus value per unit of

capital advanced, the uaLue rate of profits, depended upon two dÎmensions

of the production process (c, 387 n,7\6-7\. First, the tate of

generating surplus value per unit of uaviabLe capÎtal, expressed as the

rat¡o of surplus labour to necessary labour and later to be called the rate

of surplus value, was important and any change Ìn this rate would change

the rate of profits. The second factor which affected the rate of profits

was the relative proportion of constant capital and variable capital

comprising the capital advanced. ThÍs ratio, later to be called the

organic compositÍon of capital, was expressed În vague terms by Marx at

this stage. Especîally did he not consider the ramifications of the

alternative use of a pVtysieaL ratio or a oaLue ratio in the analysis of the

determination of the rate of profits.

Quite early in the GvmÅtLsse manuscr¡pts, Marx expressed the idea

that for a capital of given size, the surplus value that it. generated

(per period) depended upon îts composition in terms of the proportions

advanced to employ labour and to purchase raw materials and machinery. He

v,,as immediately abrare also that this idea would have to be appl ied in the

setting of capital accumulatíon (C,385,387,394) with the capital stock

i ncreas i ng.

The argument at this stage was based loosely upon Marxts perception

of some relationship between the constant and variable capital proportions

employed and the 'rproductÍve force" available. As he put it:
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if the totaL uaLue of the capitaL reman)ns the søne, an încrease
in the productÍve force Íìeans that the constant part of capital ...
grows relative to the variable.... This means at the same t¡me
that a smaller quantity of labour sets a larger quantity of capital
in n¡otion. (G,389.)

Marx contínued by considering this larger capital aspect further:

lf the totaL oaLue of eapítaZ entering into the production process
increases, then the wage fund (this variable part of capital) must
decrease reLatitseLy, compared to the relation if the productivity
of labour, i.e. the relation of necessary to surplus labour, had
remained the same. (C, 389.)

The interdependence between the trend of the organic composition of capîtal

and the trend of the rate of surplus value v,ras of considerable sígnificance

in the rrmotÍonrr assocíated with capital accumulation. As Marx real ised,

this interdependence involved a contradiction for cap¡tal. The

accumulation of capital reflected capitalrs drive for maximum valorisation.

The shift towards an increased proportion of constant capital in total

capital and the improved productivity which resulted was the necessary

outcome of the competitive process which each capitalist faced. But, ín

terms of surplus value generation, the falling proportion of variable

capital upon which the surplus depended offset to some degree the rising

rate of surplus value. Marx argued that:

It is a law of capital ... to create surplus labour ...; it can do
this only by setting neeessary Labow in nptÍon - i.e. entering
into exchange with the worker. lt is its tendency, therefore, to
create as much [surplus] labour as PossÎble; just as it is equally
its tendency to reduce necessary labour to a minimum. (C, 399.)

This interpretation of the development of capital had ïmplications for

both labour and capîtal itself.

As far as labour was concerned, the progressive substÍtution of

machinery for labour in production would reduce the proportion of the

growing population that was required as workers. The result was a growing

"reserve" of labour (C,400). More than this, though, the alienating,

dominating force of capital over labour became more pronounced in the

development process. The human conditions in production thus became

progressively more depressing for those still engaged in work (Cr 693-5,
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7OO-l). These effects on labour of the ilnption" of capital were

significant in Marx's view of the evolving socio-political force of the

proletariat which accompanied the economic development of capitalism.

It would be this force, born of the conditions of production, which

ultimately would manifest ítself in the revolutionary transit¡on to

social ism. As Marx put it: t'At a certain point, a development of the

forces of material producti on - ühieh is at the søne time a deueLopment

of th-e foyces of the üoyk¿ng eLass [emphasis added] ' suspends eapitaL

itseLf' (G, 543).

For capital, the contradictory development of productive force and

capital composition was to present it w¡th a continual impediment to the

valorisation process. The major manifestatîon of this impediment was

argued by Marx to be the tendency of the rate of profits to fall. He

found this to be a profoundly significant aspect of the|tmotion" of

capital. By its very nature, câp¡tal¡smrs endeavours to expand would be

accompanied by changes which induced the falt. Marx stated hÎs belief

quite baldly that the dynamics of capital accumulation and the rate of

profï ts represented:

în every respect the most important law of modern pol itical
econonry, and the nrost essential for understanding the most
d¡fficult relations. lt is the most important law from the
historîcal standpoint. lt is a law whích, despite its simpl icity,
has never before been grasped and, even less, consciously
articulated. (C, 748. )

He went on to provide some brief discussion of previous endeavours to

explicate the falling rate of profits as a comPonent of the dynamics of

capital.

Adam Smith had argued that as capital accumulated, there would emerge

increased competition between capÎtal ists for I imited investment

opportunities. This would drive down the rate of profits. Davîd Ricardo

had responded, Ín criticism of Smith, that while compet¡t¡on would act to

generate a uniform rate of profit in the various branches of production,
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it could not itself reduce the general rate. Marx agreed with R¡cardo

on this principle.

Competition can permanently depress the rate of profit in all
branches of industry, i.e. the average rate of profít, only îf and

in so far as a general and permanent fall of the rate of profit,
havÍng the force of a law, is conceivable prioz'to competîtion and

regardless of competition. Competition executes the inner laws
of capital; makes them into compulsory laws towards the individual
capÍtal, but it does not invent them. lt realises them. To try
to explain them sîmply as results of competition therefore means

to concede that one does not understand them. (C, 752.1

ln spite of this agreement w¡th Ricardo, Marx did not think Ricardo¡s

explanation a viable one. The squeeze on the rate of profits in Ricardots

theory was the result of decreasing productÍvity of labour working to

produce corn, the main wage conunodity. Marx denied that there uras any

empirical evidence that such a decrease in productivity ensued wîth the

increased output of agriculture. His reading of agricultural science had

shown Ricardo's assumption to be false (Cr 75\). Moreover, Ricardots

explanation was one-sided in that ît took no account of the r'ísíng

productivity of labour in non-agricultural industry.

ln contrast to Ricardots discussion of the tendency of the rate of

profits to fall, Marx saw his own interpretation as more fundamental,

direct and general. He did not have to work through agriculture or apply

a theory of rent ín order to explain the phenomenon. Hîs theory bras rooted

firmly in the processes of cap¡talist production in general and capital

accumulation. As Makoto ltoh Puts it:

... Marx attempts to show that ¡t is not a natural factor like
fertíl ity, outside capital, but the increasing process of productive
poh,er inii¿e capital itself that causes a falling tendency in'[ttrel profit rate.lo

Other wrÎters after Ricardo had also taken up the issue of the

fall ing rate of prof its, but their efforts hrere, in Marxts vieìdr even less

acceptable than those of Ricardo in many cases. Marx found in the work of

unspecified,rdisciplesrrof Ricardo a marked de-emphasis of those parts of

the latterr.s argument which implied any conflict between the participants
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in the capitalist system (C,75q. Wakefield was cited as having

retained Adam Smithrs approach in which competition for limited investment

opportunities would drive down the rate of profits. lt was, though, Carey

and especia¡y Bastiat who received npst explicit criticïsm from Marx for

their presentation of capitalism as an harmonious set of relationships'

ln thei r work:

The unpleasant contradictions, antagonisms within which classical
economics rnoves, and which Ricardo emphasises with scientific
ruthlessness, "tu thus watered down ïnto well-to-do harmonies'
(c, 75\.')

For Bastiat (C,754-8) the falling rate of profÍts bras the consequence of

a process of redistribution which gave a greater relative share of

produced value to labour. ìlhí le capi tal received a greater absoLute

profit, the rate of that profit on capital advanced fell' Marx found thÍs

to be a quite superfÍcial analysis of the issue which gave no consideration

to the produetío1n component of the dynamics of capital accumulation. As

Marx read it, BastÎat had had to assume what he set out to prove, viz'

the fall ing rate of profits itself.

Marx¡s ovln analysis of the fal I ing rate of prof its Ín the GznndrLsse

revealed some conscíousness of the ambiguities that thÎs apparently

"simple,t law involved. The tendency had to be the outcome of at least

tr^ro contradictory ef fects on the rate of prof i ts as capi tal accumul ated '

These v,,ere the rising o,rganic composìtion of capital and the risÍng rate

of surplus value which affected the rate in oPposite directions. However,

as Michael LebowÍtz has establ ished, Marxrs analysis in the Gz'urtã.rLsse

involved a necessary, uliimate fallíng rate of profits. This result v"as

carr¡ed forward into the writings for CapitaL in the l86Os'11

Lebowitz assembles what he argues to be thertcritical elements" of

Marxrs fal I ing rate of prof its analysis in the Grttnd.rLsse. Fi rst, the

surplus labour per worker is limited by the length of the working day'

Secondly, as v,re saw in Chapter 4, Section 4.6.2 above, relative increases
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in surplus labour were smaller than relative încreases in productivity

with the result that the proportïonal increase Ín surplus value between

periods approached a limit as productivity increases cont¡nued. Thirdly,

and also revealed in Section 4.6.2, as the limÍt to the surplus labour

per worker is approached with the rising proportion of surplus labour in

the working day, further increases in surplus labour per worker arising

from a given productivity increase trend declíne. Fourthly, increases in

productivity are accompanied by increases in capital advanced per worker.

The conclusion to be drawn from these fourrrcritical elementsrris that

the falling rate of profits was inevitable for Marx because the rise în

surplus labour per worker (the rate of surplus value) as capital

accumulated and productivity increased could not keep pace with the rate

of decline of workers employed relative to capital.

Lebowitz summarised this argument formally.

Let: s = surplus labour per worker.

v', = necessary labour per worker.

ã = length of working day (constant, in hours).

Ú = use values comprising the commodity wage (constant).

| = productivity of labour.

; = coefficient of efficiency of capital Ín production (constant).

l4 = capital per worker (hours of labour time).

P'= rate of profits (ratio of surplus labour per worker to
capital per worker).

(r )

(z')

(¡) |

(4) P

s = ã-w

t^r=Ú
T

= ã.t
t=s

E
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From (l) and (z)t

U

T
s = ã-

ds
¡T
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ai¡d d2s = -2U . O

dl2 ¡3

Therefore, as I + - so lim s + ã as shown in Figure 5'l
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Therefore, as k + æ so lim s * ã as shown in Fi gure 5.2
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Thus, in princì,pLe, the I imit to surplus labour per worker as both the

productivity of labour and the capital per worker increase towards

infinity is the length of the working day, ã. From equatîon (4) and the

above analysis, it can also be seen that as k + * so lim P'+ lim s/

lim k. This lîmit is zero, so the rise in capital per worker produces a

fall in the rate of profits which only ceases at zero'

The analysis shouts, however, that the fal I ïng rate of prof its is

conditional upon the capital per worker having reached a certaîn value.

For values below this critical value, the rate of profits rises as the

capital per worker rises.

From (l) to (4) t

P' =g- Ú

k -.eo. K-

dP' 2U

õ.k3 y2

e
dk
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The crìtical value for k is given by:

d
0

ã. t3 1r2

2U

such that dP' > 0 as
dk

þ= 2U

o.d

k< 2U

o.d

The path of the rate of profits as capital per worker rises from zero is

shown in Figure 5.3

P'

P'max

o kzul¿.f,

Figure 5.3

For Marx, his arithmetical manipulations, as generalísed above,

convinced hïm that capitalism faced an inevitable decline in the rate of

profits generated in production. He concluded that:

The profit rate is ínversely related to the growth of relative
surplus value or of relat¡ve surplus labour, to the development of
the powers of production, and to the magnitude of the capîtal
employed as lconstant] capital within production. ln other words,
the law Ís the tendency of the profit rate to deeLíne with the
devel oprent of cap i ta I (c, 763 .')
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Lebowitz goes on to point out that the argument posited by Marx

uras incomplete in turo important and interrelated senses. First, he

failed to distinguish the productivíty effects implÎed by a change in the

oaLue composition of capital from those implíed by a change in the

physieaL or teehnieaL composition of capital. Hís formulatîon of the

organic composition of capital concept was thus far from complete.

Secondly, Marx did not allow productivity changes to affect the oaLue of

constant capital commodities and thus the oaLue comPosition of capïtal.

These elements when introduced place quïte stringent conditions upon the

analysís if a falling rate of profits outcome of capital accumulatÎon ís

to be sustained. Moreover, Lebowitz also shows that even allowing for

these stringent conditions, it is still possÏble to Întroduce reasonable

additional changes in response to the falling rate of profits which would

offset the tendency.l2

Be thÎs as it may, Marx proceeded in his later writings on the

presumption that the fallîng rate of profits, at least in uaLue termsr bras

an inevitable fate for capital ism. This presented capital urith. a barrier

to its valorísation Progress which, Marx asserted, would have quite dire

consequences. He gave no erpLanntion, however, for such an assertion that:

the development of the productive forces brought about by the
historical ¿evälopment of capital itself, when it reaches a certain
point, suspends tire self-valorisation of capital, instead of
þositing it. Beyond a certain point, the development of the
po*.r, õf production becomes a barrier for capital (C, 7\9.)

He went on to present a nrcre graphic descrLption of the fate of capitalism

in the following terms, but the prognosis was impressionistïc and

unsupported by any analYsis:

the highest development of productive po\^,er together with the
greatest eipansìon of existÍn9 wealth will coÎncide with deprecîation
ðf ""pital, degradation of the labourer, and a nþst straitened
exhaustion of ñîs v¡tal powers. These contradictions lead to
explosions, cataclysms, trises, în whÎch by momentaneous suspension
of labour ánd ann¡frîlation of a great portíon of capital the latter
is violently reduced to the point where Ît can go on"" Y?t:
these regulårly recurring catastrophes tead to their repetitîon
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on a higher scale, and finally to its lcapitalism's] vioìent
overthrow. (C,750.1

The thes is hínted at in these passages was that as capi tal met

barriers to its self-valorisation objective, esPecially here in the form

of the falling rate of profits, these barriers would be overcome

temporarily. This would be achieved through decreases in labour employed

and destruction of capital through bankruptcÍes which would allow the

general rate of profits to recover. Such recovery would inevitably

n¡otivate another bout of overproduction of capital and comrnodities and the

cycle would be repeated. The amplitude of the recessîons experÌenced

would ever worsen, Marx asserted, untîl the t'degradatîon of the labourert'

invoked a y,eactioz involving the "violent overthrow'r of the system' lt

was this thesis which formed the culminatÎon of the core of analysis found

in the Gyundyisse. The analyses outl ined Ín thÎs and the previous Chapter

weré carried fon¡rard by Marx into subsequent stages of his evolving

polîtical econonry of capitalism-

5.7 THE TNTERIM DEVELOPMENT OF THE GRUNDRTSSE.

To complete the present Chapter, it is appropriate for us to discuss

the contents of Marxrs A ContrLbution to the Critique of PoLitíeaL Ecornnry

(Cpt) publ ished in 1859 because it represented the immediate development

of some of the ideas adumbrated in the Grunãt"iss¿ manuscripts. lt was

Marxrs initial ,'form of presentation" to the public of his analyses of

commodities, value, nìoney and circulation.

Two chapters Ì4,ere included in the Cr|tique: I'The Conmodityrr and

ffMoney or Sîmple Circulationrr. Both contained analyses which presttpposed

the existence of commoditîes and theîr value with lîttle attention being

given to production. The theme was really comnrodîties and their circulat-

i on.
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The chapter deal Íng with comrnodities and values ampl ïfîed in.much

more readable form the ideas on these topics first sketched in the

Gywnàtisse. Substantively, the theme was much the same as in the earl¡er

work. The distinction between use value and exchange value was emphasised

as being of fundamental concern for the nature of the circulatÍon process

under capitalism. The embodied abstract labour theory of value was

outlïned with its soaiaL ramifÎcations highlighted.

ln the second chapter rnoney was introduced as the facilitatïng

mediation for capital ist circulation. lt uras considered in îts roles as

ameasl)re of exchange Value, as a medium of exchange and as the írnne&iate

object of wealth accumulation. In this chapter, too, the Grundrisse

ideas were argued in a more readable form. Moreover, the dïscussion of

cÌrculat¡on was more formal and analytical, especially in the section

flThe Metanrorphosis of Comnrodities". (Cpn, 87 ff .) The contradictions in

the circulation process uJere revealed and the consequent immanent tendency

for,tcommercial crisesrrto occur followed from this in defiance of James

Mill's (and Say's) dictum. (cpg,96'7.)

ln this Section we consider two aspects of the CrLtíque which are of

importance in the context of our study. First, Marxts brief notes on value

and the commodity in the history of political economy are discussed- Then,

secondly, we consider Marxts analysis of circulatîon. Hïs treatment of

this facet of the "laws of motion" of capitalism was quite detailed in the

Cnitique. ln this book it reached Íts most advanced stage of development

prior to rhe draftings of Capital, Book ll in the l86Os and 1870s.

Marx included in the CrLtique a section entitled "Historîcal Notes

on the Analysis of comrnodities" (cPE,52 ff). The theme of this section

was the historical evolution of the idea that labour determined the value

of con¡modities. The labour theory of value was traced from Petty to its

highest form of development in the work of Ricardo. As Marx pointed out,

Ricardo st¡ll left some issues against which criticism of his work had
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been di rected.

Since the determination of exchange-value by labour-time has been
formulated and expounded in the clearest manner by Ricardo, who
gave classical pol îtical economy its fÍnal shape, it is quite
natural that the arguments raised by economists should be
primarily directed against him. (Cpt,6l.\

The polemic against Ricardo, as Marx saw it, had four main components whích

Marx argued confidently that he could transcend.

First, the labour theory of value appeared to be circular in its

reasoning. This problem resulted from the difficulty of valuing the labour

itself, but Marx felt that an adequate I'theory of wage labourr¡would

provîde a solution. He probably had in mind here the key role played by

his concept of labour po\^rer. Secondly, and integral ly related to the

first issue, was the problem of explaining how with a labour theory of

value, the value of the conunodity exceeded the value of the ìabour utilised

to produce it. Thîs differentÍal would be explained by a proper t'analysis

of capitalrrwhich, no doubt, included the theory of surplus value.

Thirdly, Marx recalled that commoditíes did not actually sell at their

embodied labour values. There existed a "market price'r whÎch, he argued,

reflected supply and demand determinants and was thus capricÍous. The

link between value andrrmarket price" would be provided by I'the theory of

competition". As we showed in Chapter 4, Sectîon 4.7 above, Marx had

really only partially solved this îssue so far. The effects of competition

which needed to be considered did not only concern supply and demand, but

also competîtîon of capitals and the generatíon of a uniform general rate

of profits. At the level of circulatÍon, supply and demand per se

determined the short-run mayket price to which Marx referred here. Between

this price and value, there exïsted the prLee of prodtrction which he had

not yet formal ly analysed. This latter price uæied sgstematieaLLy f ron

value. Overal l, Marxrs statement of this third issue \^ras quite superf icÎal

and did not embody the, albeit limited, advances made ín the Gv'urdrísse.
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Fourthly, an explanation of the value of conmodities produced in part by

rnh,æaL agents of production was required. Such an explanation would be

provided byrrthe theory of rent'r, a theory whÍch Marx had so far not

devel oped.

These four key problems of political econorry were carried fon¿ard by

Marx into his next major attempt to draft therrEconomics", the l86l-63

trCritique of Pol itical Economyil manuscripts. The extensive and intensive

crítical study of received political economy that was încluded in these

manuscripts is the focus of Part lll of our study. Answers to the above

four problems will emerge in much more detaïled form during our

analysis. r3

tn considering chapter 2 of the crùtiquerrrMoney or simple

Circulation,r, we will be concerned to outline therrform of presentationrl

of the circulation problem as it emerged from the I'investigations" of the

Grmdrisse. The chapter comprised an examination of the nature and role

of money, including fiþney as a measure of value' as a medium of exchange

and as money pey se, the last of these being Marxts expressîon for nìoney

as wealth or aS a hoard. Marx also considered precious metals as rnoney

and the history of nnney În pol itical economy along with rnoney În a world-

nnrket sett¡ng. Our focus will be confined to those parts of the analysÎs

which relate more or less directly to the involvement of money in the

circulation process and to the potential for críses which emerged as a

consequence of this process.

Commod ity ci rcul ation v,ras i nterpreted by Marx to compri se two

notionally separate views of the circuit of capital. The symbols C for

comrnodity, and M for money could be combined in the expression C-M-C'

Thïs implied that post-production, the embodied value of the comnodity

expressed initially as an id.eaL price was converted into the universal

value expression, rnoney, and that subsequently th¡s lnoney was converted

back into cornnodity capîtal form in order to rene\n, production' Thus Marx
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emphasised here the role of money as the mediation in a conmodity conversion

involving a change of use value. The other view of the søne eircuit of

eapitaL was exPressed as M-C-M. Here, the conversion Process focussed

upon rnoney as the object rather than the comnpdity as in the previous v¡ew'

For the holder of nnney, the mediatÍon was the conmodity in the sense that

it provided the means through which additions to the money held could be

achieved. ln effect, th¡s expression of the circuit involved capital in

the production phase and the character of bourgeois production emerged in

the symbols M-C-M', where Mr exceeded M (Cpn, 123)'

ln the c-M-c view, the act of selling, c-M, was followed by the act

of purchasing, M-c. Both of these acts were simultaneously purchase and

sale, but there bras an important sense in which they formed a sequence Ín

time for a particular capitalist. ln thís sequence he acted in turn as

seller and buyer, with the significant thing being, in Marxts viev'/, that

the motivations for these two acts were different' ln the first stage'

the cap¡tal¡st acted to realise value and surplus value, while in the

second stage he acted to satisfy some physical need, either personal or

industrial (Cpt, 1261. The completion of the sequence required a

coîncidence of actions by capitalists in their roles of sellers and buyers'

The circulation process as a whole comprised a mass of such sequences

in an interdependent relationshïp. Marx summarÎsed hÍs interpretation of

this when he wrote that

the circulation of the world of commoditìes - sÍnce every
individual conmodity goes through the circuït C-M-C - constitutes
an infinitely intriäale network of such series of movements, whîch-
constantly.n¿ and constantly ¡çg!l afresh at an infinite number of
different'points. But each individual sale or purchase stands as

an indepenäent isolated transactîon, whose complementary transaction,
which constitutes its continuation, does not need to follow
imrnediately, but may be separated irom it temporally and spatially'
(cpu , 93.)

tt was the mediation of money which isolated these transactíons in spite

of their complementarity. Money acted as suspended purchasing power in
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this sequence (Cpø,126) and money was at the root of impediments to the

completion of the C-M-C sequence which resulted in crises. As Marx

argued it, the equivalence of C-M-C and barter C-C could not be sustained

and this had significant impl ications for how capital ist circulation

should be interpreted.

lf, because the process of circulation of commodities ends in C-C

anå therefore appears as barter merely mediated by money, or
because C-M-C i n.' general does not only fal I apart into two Ìsolated
cycles but is simultaneously their dynamic unity, the conclusïon
were to be drawn that only the unity and not the separation of
purchase and sale exists,:this would display a-manner of thinking
the criticism of which belongs to the sphere of logic and not of
economics. The divisÎon of exchange into purchase and sale not
only destroys locally evolved primitive,-traditionally pious and

s.nl¡mentaliy absurd obstacles standing in the way of social
metabolism, üut ¡t also represents the general fragmentation of
the associated factors of this process and their constant
confrontation, in short it contaïns the general poss¡b¡lity of
commercial crises, essentially because the contradiction of commodity

and money is the abstract and general form of all contradictions
inherent in the bourgeois mode of labour. Although cÎrculation of
tnoney can ogcur therefofe without crîses, crÍSes cannot occur
without circulation of money. (cpn, 96')

Now thîs situation existed în capitalism in spite of the apologetÎc

dicta of James Mill and Say that supply creates its own demand which

implied that the C-M-C sequence could not be broken În aggregate' Marx

found in this only a "metaphysical equilïbrium" whïch ignored the realities

of cap¡tal ¡st ci rculation (cpu, 96-7).

Marx went on to consïder some additional aspects of the role of rnoney

in the C-M-C sequence. He identified two distÏnct motives for holding

nþney in this context and these were akin to the modern active and ìdle

rnoney balances motÍves. The lnoney balance acquÍred as an immediate

consequence of C-M was initially a store of value. In order to elaborate

upon this îdea, Marx adopted the distinction between "coin" - money in

active circulation - and'rmoneyrr- money in suspension from circulation

(Cpør 125\. There was in the Process of cîrculation a continuous movement

ofrrcoin" into nmoney'r balances and out again. The suspended balances of

',money,'could take two forms. One was a reserve fund of "coin" held to
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facilitate exchange and thus akin to active balances, while the other was

"hoards" which were idle balances and not part of the circulation Process

(cvs, r 37-8) .

rrHoardsrrwere significant in Marxts view because they represented

the initial, potøntí,aL forn of capital. They were, though' once removed

from capital in that the motivation for hoarding per s¿ uras purely

avarice rather than a desire to generate surplus value (Cpn,128-9). ln

hoardíng, r'money" itself was the object of trthe passion for enrichmentrl

(Ceg, 132). However, Marx argued, the hoarding of I'moneyrr had two

preconditíons which were in contradiction. ParsimonA was its negatiue

precondition while industny was its positíue preconditíon. (Cpø,128).

That Ís, hoarding depended simultaneously upon the desir¿ to hoard and

upon the need not to hoard in order to obtain through production the where-

with-all to do the hoarding. Thus, in a more complete analysÍs of

capitalism which went beyond simple circulation, hoardÍng really had no role

to play in explaining the processes învolved. The contradiction of

hoarding disappeared when v,rhat was "hoarded'r became capital in the

commodity forms of means of productÌon and advances for labour (purchase of

labour power).

Marx revealed considerable insight into the nature of capital ist

circulation when he introduced the concept of money as a'rmeans of paymentt'

(Cpt, 137 ff'). This was an added dimension to the idea of money as a

reserve fund of "coin", Ì.e. actîve balances. The point was that money as

a',means of paymentil acted to mediate in exchange without any immediate

transfer of ,,coin". lt thus entered cÎrculation hr¡thout being arrmeans

of exchange" in the usual sense. Payment was deferred and nnney as a

"means of paymentn was the measure of the future líability. ln thïs case,

then:

The seller actually alienates the conrnodÍty but realises its price
in the first place only nomînally. He has sold the cornrnodîty at
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its price, but the price wîll only be realised-at a predetermined
later date. The buyer buys as the representative of future Íìoney'
whereas the seller sells as the owner of a commodity available
here and now. (cPg, 139, cf.l48.)

The consequence of this v,ras that payment ultimately involved the transfer

of ',coinrr and the reserve fund of t'coin", active balances, would need to

be built up to ensure that the debt contracted could be settled when due.

Payrnents in their turn necessitate reserve funds, accumulations
of money aS means of payment. The formation of reserve funds,
unlike hoarding, no lo,nger seems an activîty extraneous to
circulat¡on, or, as in the case of coin reserves, a purely technïcal
stagnation of coin; on the contrary ûìoney has to be gradual ly
accumulated so as to be available at definite dates in the future
when payments become due. (cpg, l\7, cf.l4l.)

The real significance of thÍs aspect of the role of money ïn circulation

for the r,laws of nrotion" of capital ism was that it further exacerbated

the potential for crises, even though ¡t also further expedited the

circulation process (Cpn, l4l). The disruptive potential of the separation

of the acts of sale and purchase l^ras accentuated by the chaïn of debt

liabilities that circulation on credit involved. !úith the need for these

debts to be met in "coin", there emerged the poss¡b¡lity that forced

real isation of con¡modities at reproductively inappropriate prices may

ensue. This would cause the effective destructÎon of some capítal. The

potential of this aspect of crisis analysis was not realised by Marx at

this stage and the argument remained impressionistic only (CpU, l4l-2,

146).

As we have seen in this Section, the scope of the 1859 C?itique was

limited compared to that of the Grwdviss¿ manuscripts from which ít was

derived. Two chapters only were included in this inÎtîal publ ication,

their main themes being value and conmoditïes, and rnoney and circulation.

The work remained what Maurice Dobb has termed anrroverture" to Marxrs

rrEconomicsrras a whole.14' lt was envisaged by Marx that he would follow

the Crítique with a ilthird chapterrr dealing with cap¡tal. The manuscripts

which grew out of his endeavours to write this "third chapterrrare

analysed in Part lll of our study, begÎnning in the next Chapter.
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NOTES

l. Cf. the similar argument as it was presented in 1859, CPE, 20-1.

These t'Revieìns¡' are reprinted ín Marx, T-Lte ReooLutions of 7848,
pp. 265 ff. See also Phillip 0rHara's discussion of these pieces,
'rA Critical Analysis of Marxrs Theory of Crisis¡r, Chapter 2.

'rMarx's Fal I ing Rate of Prof i t: A Dialectical View" , Carn&ian
JournaL of Eeornmies, lX: 2, May 1967, p.233. ln Preparing the
discussion which follows in this section, I benefÍtted considerably
from Lebowitz's erudite analysis.

I

Cf. Lebowitzrs emphasis on this facet of Marx's workr "Marxts
Fal I ing Rate of Prof it ...11, pp.237-9.

This term is used by Makoto ltoh to describe the main basis for
Marxf s thought about the capi tal ist cri s is in the Grnm.drisse.
See: '¡The Formation of Marx's Theory of Crisisr', BuLLetín of the
Conference of SoeiaList EcornmLsts, IV:1, February 1975, passim.

Cf . ltohts discuss ion of these points, rrThe Formation of Marx's
Theory of Crisis", pp.3-4.

ttoh, rrThe Formation of Marxts Theory of CrisÍs", p.4.

0n Marxts distinction between these systems' see Nicolausl
editorial footnote 19 to G, 103.

9. My comprehension of this part of the Grwúrí.sse has been
by reading Rosdolsky's treatment in The Mal<Lng of Matæts
pP.329 ff.

'rThe Formation of Marxts Theory of Crisis", P.5.

i mproved
tCapitaLt,

10.

il.

12,

r3.

The following analysis is taken from Lebowitz¡s paper "Marxrs
Falling Rate of Profit: a Dialectical View", pp.24l ff and Appendix,
251 ff.
¡fMarxf s Fall ing Rate of Prof it: a DÍalectical Viewr', PP.2\3-\,
252-3.

The four weaknesses of Classical political economy as Marx saw them
have been considered in more detaÎl in two previous studies.
Bernîce Shoul ín "Karl Marxts Solutions to Some Theoretical Problems
of Classical Economics", Seience and. Society, Jl24, l!6/ argues
that the four problems represent a framework from which Marx moved
into a '¡completionil and 'rcriticÎsm" of Classical pol itical - 

econorny.
Howard and king in The PoLitieaL Eeorntny of Maræ, Chapter 4, adopt
a similar approach.

'¡lntroductîontr to CPE, p.5.14.
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CHAPTER 6

VALUE AND DISTRIBUTION THEORY BEFORE R¡CARDO

6.I INTRODUCTION

Marx set about drafting hisrrthird chapter" on capital in l86l'

The manuscript upon which he worked he entitled "critique of Political

Econorryrr, reflecting its status as an immedÎate extension of the 1859

cvitique book and as a development of the foundations provided in the

Gytmårí,sse manuscripts. 0ver the fol lowing years, l86l-63, the manuscripts

written went beyond the initial intention of being a t'third chapter" to

the critique and they grew to occupy 23 notebooks. over half of the

material comprised a concentrated endeavour by Marx critically to assess

received political econonry in the Iight of his ou,n paradigm formulated in

the Gytmdyisse. The balance of the manuscripts comprised materials which

represented the first developments of Books I and lll of capitaL'

VJhen Marx began to túrite therrCritique", the initial sequence of the

"third chapter" was to treat first, transformation of money into capital'

secondly, absolute surplus value, and thi rdly, relatîve surplus value' ln

a fourth section there was to be a combined analysis of absolute and

relative surplus value, but thÎs was not immediately written' Having

filled notebooks I to V of the manuscripts, Marx switched his attentÎon to

the topic "(5) Theories of surplus value" in notebook vl' lnstead of

beìng a brief historical excursus along the lines of those sections of the

critique book which treated value theory and the theory of money

(Cpn,52 ff and 57 ff), the topÎc occupied notebooks Vl to XV, plus some

related essays in notebooks XVlll and xx to XXIll. lt is these parts of
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the manuscripts that are available in published form as TheorLes of SutpLus

VaLue and which provide the materials for our next seven Chapters'

There is no extant evidence which explains Marxrs sudden turn to

such a sustained critique of political economy, but the results v"ere

highly significant for the evolution of his own economic analyses' This

evolution proceeded as an integrated consequence of the critique in

,fTheories of surplus value". Geoffrey P¡ll¡ng's assessment of the raison

dtetre of this work is worth quoting în fulI '

Marx writes this work always tcritical Iyr, from the vantage point
that is of his own theory (historical materialism), just as the
anatomy of the ape must Ùe studied from the standpoint of its
higher, further develoPment, in man. He-is interested not merely
in tracing the origin of his own ideas, in paying intellectual
debts, ês it were. Nor is he interested olly. in exposing the
limitations of the classical school - of whÎch he was fully
conscious. He aíms, throughout the nheov"ies, to probe the
contradictions in tÈe writîngs of Smith, Ricardo, etc', because he

sees in them only a rpurerr, rnore abstract and therefore heightened
expression of the reai economic contradictÍons of the çapitalist
,yrt"rn which was their real underpinníng'l

This passage reflects the interpretation that in I'Theories of surplus

value,'Marx was basing his critique upon the prefornred analyses of the

Grwúrí,sse. The precise form of this theoretical base we outl ined in our

previous three Chapters. lt represented a break with the receÍved paradigm

of political econonry and it was reinforced and extended by means of the

critique. The relevance of the critique, Íìoreover, was the consequence of

political economyrs abstract manifestation of the appatent operations and

social relations of the capitalist economy. VJhat political econonry had

failed to do was to articulate these apparent forms to their esssrttíaL

fowúatioræ. This faî lure was documented in detai I by Marx in "Theories

of surpl us val uerr.

Marxrs cri tÍcal hîstory was basîcal ly ordered chronological ly.

There were some exceptions to this and these indicated sÌgnÎficant features

of the progressions and regressions of political economy over the years.2

The critical analysis began with the work of Sir James Steuart. His
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\^Jas the Iast and most formal espousal of the rrMercanti I ist" idea that non-

labour incomes arose from selling commodities at prices above values'

Value theory itself and non-labour incomes had been dealt with in polïtical

economy prior to Steuartrs work. ln some later historical essays in the

rrCritiquet' notebooks, Marx considered the work of Petty, Locke, North,

Massie and Hume as indicative of this prior treatment. However, while

these writings urere s.îgnificant' a critique of Steuartrs work was sufficient

to argue the rejection of the notion that profit was generated in

ci rculation.

The Physiocrats were in some senses în advance of Adam Smith and În

others behind him. Marxrs critique of their work, especially as presented

by Quesnay, was thus divÏded into two parts. First, there l^ras a general

discussion of their notion that the economic surplus originated in

production and this preceded the critique of Adam Smithrs work but came

after the critique of Steuartrs work in spîte of chronological relation-

ships. The Physiocrats had located the generation of the surplus only in

agrieultural production and confined theÎr analysîs to the physical, use-

value dimension. Secondly, Marx dealt v',ith the Physiocratic concept of

reproductîon via productìon and circulation. Marx noted this piece as a

frdigression", and it really was, for ín none of the works with which he

was concerned was the potential of this Physiocratic ídea recognised'

lndeed, it was Marx himself who was first fully to appreciate the potential

of ther,model,,which Quesnay had províded, although thîs was not reflected

in uTheories of surplus value" itself (see below, Chapter ll, Section ll'2)'

After a detailed critique of Adam Smithts lleaLth of Nations in its

essentials, Marx turned to a critïcal dîscussion of therrlaw of Rentil as

presented by its originators and the vulgar Karl Rodbertus whose work Marx

considered to be a fallacious anachronism. The critique of David Ricardors

príncLples of poLiticaL Eeorønry anå Tonation real ly formed the centrepiece

of the whole critical history. lt is interesting to note, though, that
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Adam Smithrs theories ofrrcost-price" and rent were dealt with after those

of Ricardo in each case. Marx gave no indication as to why thïs ordering

was follotved, except to hint that it enabled him to reveal the origins of

some of the faulty analyses posited by Ricardo (fSV, ll, 216).

Beyond about 1830, Marx considered that political economy had generally

regressed into a vulgar theory which emphasised the very b'orst of the

legacy left by Ricardo. The potentiaL for an essential comprehension of the

capitalist economy which Marx had identified in the work of the Physiocrats,

Adam Smith and Rîcardo was not realÎsed. Ricardors pseudo-disciples, such

as James Mill, Mcculloch and John stuart Mill, along with h¡s rþre obvious

critics, especially Malthus, Torrens and Bailey had obfuscated this

potential. By contrast, some nþre obscure writers' outsîde of the

mainstream of political economy after Rïcardo, were found by Marx to have

formulated ideas in accord wîth his own. These included Ramsay, Cherbuliez,i

Richard Jones and those who had loosely applied Rícardors analyses to the

cause of proletarian advancement, especially Bray, Ravenstone and

Hodgski n.

gur analysis of the critico-evolutionary content of ilTheories of

surplus value'r centres around the themes developed in the Gmntdrísse core

outlined in the prevîous two Chapters. The analysis of value, surplus value

and phenomenal distribution forms and the application of these categories

to the formulation of the "laws of motion" of capitalism isr we argue, the

most coherent framework within which to present Marxrs critico-historical

preparations for CapitaL. To some extent, then, we have re-ordered Marxrs

ohrn treatment in accordance with this objective'

6.2 MARX AND THE EARLY NOTION OF ECONOMIC SURPLUS.

6.2.1 THE BRITISH FORERUNNERS OF ADAM SMITH.
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Except for the Physiocrats, Marxts critique of the forerunners of

Adam Smith was quite brief. ln the case of the British wríters, the main

poÍnt that he wished to convey was made by reference to the work of Sir

James Steuart. Marx focussed upon Steuart's fuincipLes of PoLitíeaL

Ecorøny published in 1767 and this critíque opened the discussion in

',Theories of surplus valuerr. The brief discussions of the work of Petty,

Locke, North, Massie and Hume were undertaken much later in the last three

notebooks of the rtCritique".

The points that Marx wanted to emphasise about most political econonry

prior to Adam Smith, and his critique of Steuart as the approPriate means

to this end, were indicated in the following passage:

Before the Phys¡ocrats, surplus value - that is, profit in the form
of profit - rnas explained purely from eæeVtnnge, th9 sale.of the
commodity above its value. Sir James Steuart on the whole did not
get beyond this restricted vîew; he must rather be regarded as the
man who reproduced it in scientifÎc form. (fSV, l, 4l).

Steuart,s work was the t'rationøL expressîon of the Monetary and MercantÍle

systems'r (fSV, l, \3) in its recognition that the "profit upon alÎenationt'

whÍch appeared in excha.nge was not the creation of new wealth.

Steuart distinguÍshed ttpositîve profit" from'rrelative profit'r.

The former manifestation of the economic surplus Marx interpreted to Învolve

a net addîtîon to use uaLtrc by way of the production process. This was a

generalîsed Physiocratic Ídea. rrRelative profitrr was argued by Steuart to

involve a "vibration" of aggregate produced wealth (ín a flow sense)

between the parties to excha,nge. Some traders would gaÎn by selling at

above,rreal value" or the I'price of manufactureil which Steuart related to

production. These value categories included the prime cost of inputs,

labour and raw materials, plus replacement cost of instruments of production.

The actual price of the commodity then comPrîsed ilreal vaìue" plus

"profit upon alienation", the latter depending uPon the state of excess

demand.

Marx emphasised that în Steuartrs analysis, the sale of a commodity
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at its tsaLue would allotl no profit to be realised. There was thus no

erpLwntLon of profit in such an approach. However, in a Passage

paraphrased by Marx (f,97, l, 42), Steuart separated two components of the

labour cost of production inttreal valuelr. He added the living labour

performed to the subsistence cost of the labour. From this, there would

seem to be a surplus value in roughly Marxts sense included in|treal

value,,. Marx did not make this point and only stressed therrvibration'l

idea in which some traders gained at the expense of others. This

t'redistributionil sort of approach to the formation of the surplus by way

of prices whÍch differed from values at least could be argued to be reLated

to Marxts own value-price of production transformation process'

0n a more general ìevel, Marx found în Steuartrs work a consciousness

of the emerging capitaList form of production. The separation of means of

production ownership from labour, with its consequent eLass implications'

v,,as argued to be occurring in agrÎculture. This, Steuart recognised, would

be the precedent for the establishment of capitalist manufacturing'

Steuartrs work thus reflected the changing productîon environment whÍch

Adam Smith took as his starting poÍnt (fSV,1,43), and, for this

additional reason, it formed also an appropriate crÍtical openÎng for

Marx¡s study of the hÎstory of political economy'

of the other British forerunners of Adam smith, Marx had cited sir

l¡r¡lliam Petty as the British founder of 'rclassical" political economy

because of his espousal of a rudimentary labour theory of value (Cpnr 5Z

and n). Working from Pettyts l66Os writìngs onv\'ards, Marx encountered the

works of John Locke, sir Dudley North, Joseph Massie and David Hume, all

of whom had presented some views about non-labour income formation'3

None, however, had provided any etpLanntion of the origins of interest and

profi ts.

VJhat caught Marxrs attention ín Pettyts work4 was his use of labour

activity as the basis for explaining exchange value. Petty combined this
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with the concept of a subsÌstence commodity wage and argued that the value

produced by the labour actÎvity mÎght exceed this wage thus leaving a

surplus. The immediate manifestation of this surplus in a seventeenth

century production context was as the rent of land. By arguing that land

could be valued by capitalising expected rents, Petty was able to deduce

interest as a special form of rent, viz. the rent of money capital used

to buy land. Profit on capital was not posited by Petty as a separate

category, although he did appreciate that capital stock was the consequence

of past labour.

Locke and North both owed some of their theoretical developments to

a reading of Pettyts work.5 The outstanding thing about Lockers work as

far as Marx was concerned was his argument that interest and rent, the

forms of surplus value emphasised, had their origíns in the action of

private property rights on the value of the product of another manrs

labour. Marx hJrote:

... ournership of a greater quantity of conditions of
one person can himself put to use wÌth his own labour
to Locke, a poLitieaL invention that contradicts the
on whÍch priïate property is founded. (rSV, | , 365.')

Iabour than
is, according

Iaw of nature

ln Lockers thought, Înterest uJas conceived as the rent on nìoney in a

setting where unequal holdings of wealth enabled those with too much for

their own application to trade to lend it out to others. This was

analogous to having too much land to work and letting the excess to a

tenant farmer from whom rent of land was appropriated. (fSV, l, 367.)

The moral basis from which Locke worked was that, nattu'aLLy, property

holding should be limited to that which could be utilised by Íts inrnediate

owner.

Locke understood that, ín itself, money capÎtal was barren. lt was

its application to productive activity carried out by labour which enabled

value to be generated. The immedîate return to the person uho appLíed

eapitaL was calledttProfit" by Locke, and it was rooted in that personrs
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labour. Money lending, Locke wrote, t'transfers that Prof¡t, that was the

Reward of one Manrs Labour, into another Manrs Pocket'r. (Quoted by Marx,

TSV, l, 367.) The idea that interest was paid out of prof ít uras impl Îed

by Locke, but the argument was not elaborated upon.

For Marx, Locke's signíf icance v'ras sunmarised thus:

Lockets view is all the more ímportant because it was the classical
expression of bourgeois societyrs îdeas of right against feudal
society, and Íìoreover his phÍlosophy served as the basis for al I
the ideas of the whole of subsequent English political econonry.
(rsv, t, 367.)

In Lockers work, Marx'found a transition emergÎng from the feudal rÎght

of appropriation based upon land holding to the capitalist right based

upon obrnership of money capital which could be used to fÍnance instruments

of productÌon. The other facet of the above sumru¡ry reflected a further

important role played by Locke. The ttphilosophy" referred to here was

Locke's empirîcìsm. Espousal of this philosophical approach predisposed

Engl ish pol îtical econonry to a mesmerisation with appearances.6 As we

shall argue throughout this Part of our study, Marx found this methodological

constraint to be crucial in political econonry's faílure to provide an

analysis of capitalism which exposed its essentiaL nature and operatÎons.

Marx argued that the work of Petty, Locke and North reflected a

reaction by merchant and industrial capîtal against the dominance of the

feudal, landed-property regime. He saw these writers as endeavouring to

justify interest as merely a dÎfferent form of rent (fSV, l, 368-9).

Marxrs point was that interest reflected

the first form in which capitaZ starts its revolt agaÍnst
lnnåed property, as in fact uswV \^ras one of the príncîpal agents
în the accumulation of capital - i.e., through îts co-propríetor-
ship in the landlord's revenues. But industríal and commercial
capital go nnre or less hand in hand wíth the landlords against
this outnnded form of capital. (fSV, 1, 369.)

This reiterated the "transition" idea noted above. Money lent at interest

marked the beginning of eapitaList trade and production. lnitially, the

productîon fînanced was agricultural and interest \^ras paîd out of thesurplus
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nranifested as rent. The emergence of industrial and commercial capital

followed, and in these cases money capitaì was applied direetLy 6y its

owners to production and circulation. lf rnoney lenders were involved ín

these latter processes, then the surplus created would have to be shared

with them in the form of interest also. Histov"LeaLLy, naney capital lent

at interest may have become outmoded in the sense that accumulation was

possible índependently of it, but Marx was well aurare of the remaining

significance of cre&it capital in the organisation of capital ist production.

ln the work of Massie and Hume,7 Marx found a crïtique of Petty¡s

and Lockets focus on the market determination of the rate of interest.

Massie and Hume argued more explicÎtly that the rate of interest reflected

the use that was made of capital to generate profit. Thus, the demand'

for n¡cney capital became the primary factor affectÎng the rate of interest

whereas, while the earlier writers had been aware of thÎs línkage, they

had emphasised money suppLy. For example, North had expressed the linkage

in the fol lowÍng way in hi s ÙLseou.rses upon Txade ete.:

No Man is richer for having hÎs Estate all in Money, Plate, etc.,
lying by hîm, but on the contrary, he is for that reason the
poorãr.' Thai Man is richest, whose Estate [¡s] in a grouing
boláition, either in Land at Farm, Money at lnterest, or Goods in
Trade. (ôuoted bY Marx, TSV, l, 370.)

The mere formation of hoards gained the wealth owner nothing. lt was the

utilisation of his wealth as capital which generated additional wealth-

However, in this passage of Northrs, we note that the autonomy of'rMoney

at lnterest¡twas sustained separately from the two expressÎons of its use.

The notion that interest would have to be paid out of a pToduetion surplus

was thus not obvious.

Although written after the main body of critique in'rTheories of

surplus value'r, Marxrs conclusîon about the work of Massie and Hume was

significant in regard to their posïtion in the evolution of political

economy.

Massíe, even more definitely than Hume, presents interest as a mere

pæt of profit; both attribute the fall in interest to the
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accumulation of capitals (Massie [speaks] especially of
competition) and the fall in profits resulting from this. Both

lsay¡ equally Iirtle about the orLgin of the tuofit of tnade
itself. (rsv, l, 377.1)

Thus, the work of Massie and Hume reflected the shortcomîng that was

general amongst the Br¡t¡sh forerunners of Adam Smith. t'l¡th the aid of

his Continental forerunners, Smith was able to locate the origin of the

surplus in prodtrction.

6.2.2 THE CONTINENTAL FORERUNNERS OF ADAM SMITH.

Marx's critical analysis of the Continental pol itical economists

centred upon the work of the Physiocrats, especially that of Francois

Quesnay, and that of Anne Robert Jacques Turgot. Unfortunately, Marx

characterised Turgotts work as essentially Physiocratic, although as a

nrore fully developed form of the doctrîne. This led him to understate the

inåiuidunL contributions to politícal econonry made by Turgot'8

ln his critique of the Physiocrats and Quesnay, Marx focussed

initially upon their contribution to the theory of production' He noted

tvúo aspects of this theory in particular. First, they had. given eapitaL

a prominent role in the production process'

The analysis of eapitaL, within the bourgeois horizon, is essentÎally
the work of the Physiocrats. lt is this service that makes them the
true fathers of *oå.rn political economy' (rSv,1,44¡s

Secondly, they had emphasîsed that the significant phenomenon of capitalist

production that had to be explained was the generation of an economic

surplus. lt was the raison dtetre of capitalism'

. Thus the Physiocrats saw the production of surplus value as the
essence of capitalist production. lt was this phenomenon that
they had to explain. (fsV, 1, 62.)

ln their approach to this problem, moreover, they made a very real

analytical advance in arguing that the origîn of the surplus was to be

found in production.
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The Physiocrats transferred the enquÎry into the origin of
surplus-value from the sphere of circulation into the sphere of
direct production, and thereby laid the foundation for the
analysis of capital ist production . (rsv, l, 45.)

Circulation was ascribed its correct role in the Physíocratsr analyses,

that of realisîng reproduction. Marx recognised the brilliance of the

IabLeauEcornnrLque devised by Quesnay in this regard (rSv, l, 34\), but

its detailed appLieatíon in his ohrn political economy was not to emerge

unti I mid'1863.10

ln spite of these important contributions to the analysis of

capitalist production and reproduction, the Physiocrats were unable fully

to realise the potentïaì of their work. They were severely constraÍned

by the object of their analysis being a form of capitalism ín whích

agricultural production predominated. As Marx put it: ¡'while feudalism

is ... made bourgeoÍs, bourgeois society is given a feudal semblance"

(rsv, l, 50). The fundamental Physiocratic thesis which followed from

this was that only agricultural production could generate an economic surplus.

This surplus was appropriated by landowners as rent, and was argued to be

a bounty of nature, a part of the "Natural 0rderrr which framed economic

and social activity for the Physiocrats. r'For themr', Marx notedr t'the

bourgeois forms of productÍon necessarily appeared as natural formst'

(rsv, t, 44).

l"Jith¡n this analytical framework, though, Marx did find a perceptive

interpretatîon of the involvement of labour Ìn the generation of the

economic surplus. He argued in this context that

the foundation of modern political economy, whose busÎness ïs
the analysis of capitalÎst production, is the conception of the
oaLue of Labout poüer as something fixed, as a given magnitude -
as indeâd it is în practíce in each particular case. (rsv, l, 45.)

The Physiocratîc notion was that the wages of labour should be confined

to the 'tstriet necessaiye" in commodity (use-value) terms. The "str"iet

necessairet'was, in effect, a cornnodity value of labour pohrer rather than

an exchange value form. The Physiocrats did not give very much attention
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as

to the latter value form, being content to Posit a rnturaZ "bon prix"

the mediation between commodities ín exchange. Thus

... without being in any way clear aS to the rtature of value,
could conceive tñe value of labour pov,rer, so far as it was

necessary to theiy inquiry, as a deiinite magnitude. (fSV, l,
emphasis added.)

they

45,

0n the basis of this conception, Marx argued, the Physiocrats had

formulated an essentially correct principle of surplus value couched in

comnndity (use-value) terms.

The agricultural labourer, depending on the min!mym of wages, the

ttni¿l nuàniioion, reprodúces' rnore than this strict necessa'Lne,

and this npre is rent, surpLus uaLue, whîch is appropriated by the
owners of the fundamental condÎtÎon of labour - nature But

the Physiociats only stuck to the point that the productivity of
the earth enables the labourer, in his dayts labour, which is
assumed to be a fixed quantity, to produce Ìnore than he needs to
consume in order to continue to exist. The surplus value apPears

therefore as a gift of naLtne (rsv, l, 5o-l ')

ln this formulation, the correct concePt of productÍve labour was implied'

For Marx, this was labour that, in production, generated surplus value'

Hence for the Physiocrats agricultural labour ís the only
pr.dttetiue Labour, because it is the only labour that produees a
'"o,x,pLus ÐaLue, and rent.is the onLy fo,rn of surplus UaLue which

the-y know. (rsv, l, 46.)

The Physíocrats did not transfer thÌs principle of surplus value to

capital ist production in general . Because only trNature" uJas Productive'

non-agricultural productìon was "sterÎlerr Ín that it merely processed and

transformed use values. The upshot of this was their failure to recognÌse

that it was eøpital which facíLitated the production of the surplus and

that this was independent of the particular sector of production involved.

Moreover, they also did not accord pnofit its correct status as the npst

immediate manifestatÎon of the surplus in capÎtal ¡st production'

Profit on capital in the true sense, of which rent ìtself is only
an offshoot, ... does not exist for the Physiocrats. -Profit is
seenbythemasonlyakindofhigherwaggspa¡9-bythelandowners'
which the capitali=i, 

"ontume 
as revenue (and which therefore enters

into their .ättt of production in the sarTìe Y?y as the minìmum wages

of the "i¿¡n"iv 
workmen) (rsv, l, \7 ')lt
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Turgotrs work went beyond this and recognised that the surplus was

associated with cap¡tal¡st production in general, and that profit was the

immediate return on advances.

ln Turgotts Refleetíoræ on the Eorrnatíon and. Distribution of t'tealth

0766),1'M"rx found what he thought to be the fullest development of the

Physiocratic system (fSV, l, 54). Whi le Turgot's work was clearly related

to Physiocracy, his appreciation of the nature of capitalist productîon

was quite a deal more sophistîcated. Marx did not reveal any recognÎtion

of this and his treatment of Turgot was superfîcial at best. Not only did

Turgotfs work involve more than was in the RefLeetiofrs,r3 but also Marx

did not reveal the scope of the analyses included in that work. Marx gave

no indication as to why this treatment was so cursory.

lntrTheories of surplus valuerr, Marx quoted only eleven passages from

the RefLeetions and his whole discussion was confined to six printed pages

(rSV, l, 54 ff). Marx began his critíque of Turgot by noting that the

surplus generated in agriculture could be related to labour. ln effect,

the surplus comprised surplus labour and Marx found Turgot to have

expressed t'the essence of surplus value'r (rsv, l, 55). Through the

existence of thîs surplus labour, the capitalist in agriculture could

real ise in exchange t'tmpaid DaLue" (TSv, l, 55).

Thus surplus value is explicitly stated to be the part of the
cultivatorrs labour which the proprietor appropriates to hÎmself
without giving any equivalent, and he sells the product of his
labour, therefore, h,ithout havîng bought ¡t. (fSV, l, 57.)

This surplus was still essentially Physiocratic in the sense that it was

only generated in agriculture. Turgot argued, though, that aLL production

required the advance of capital and that some profit would be expected

by the capitalist. Any employment of capital should more or less return

the yield foregone ïn not using the capital to purchase land or lend at

interest. This profit would be reckoned after the replacement of stock

and the wages of the capitalist had been allowed for. However, the whole
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of the "stipendiary industrial class" v,,as stil I viewed by Turgot as being

supported by the expenditure of the agricultural surplus, rent. He

provided no explanation of hot profit was generated beyond the notion that

it was effectively paid out of rent.

ln his critique of the forerunners of Adam Smith, Marx exposed their

lack of any satisfactory explanation of non-labour incomes. The work of

the phys iocrats and Turgot \^ras, though, i n advance of the Bri t i sh forerunners

in this regard. Ronald Meek has formulated two key developments that were

required for political economy to rnove from an agricultural capitalÎsm as

its object to a general capitalist economy. The shift implied that profit

would repìace rent as the immediate phenomenal form of surplus value.14

First, a theory of value would be requÌred which went beyond the

comn¡odity'use value dïmension. PhysÌcal costs and outputs were not

appropríate to the analysis of the heterogeneous production of the capÌtalist

economy. Adam Smith attempted to formulate such a theory of value and it

was developed further by Ricardo. Beyond Ricardo, Marx argued, regression

rather than progression was evident. Secondly, a theory of rent was needed

in wh¡ch rent uras revealed as a derived form of income rather than as an

original form. Marx traced the history of rent theory in some detail in

recognition of its signifîcance for a critical understanding of antecedent

distribution theory. These two developmental requirements as Marx found

them are analysed in the balance of this Chapter and in the next Chapter of

our study.

6.3 VALUE AND DtSTR|BUTION THEoRY lN ADAM SMITHtS WEALTH 0F NATI)NS,

6.3.1 INTRODUCTION TO MARX¡S CRITIQUE OF ADAM SHITH.

By the time Marx came to formulate his interpretatÎon and critique

of the WeaLth of Natiorrc inrrTheories of surplus valuer', he was already
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well acquainted wíth ïts content. He read the book as early as 1844 and

had used its analyses as the maín basìs for his portrayal of capîtalist

pol itical economy in the EeononrLe and phíLosophie MartuserLpts (CW, 3,

229 tf). There hrere also numerous references to it in the Grandrisse

manuscripts. ln rrTheories of surplus valuet', the essential core of the

work was subjected to a critique in depth and it was the second npst

sïgnif icant critique in Marx's history of pol itical econorrry after that of

Ri cardo' s fuincipLes . Marx¡s crÍ t i que was d i rected at both the

methodology and substance of Adam Smithts work.

The critîque of Smith occupied much of notebooks Vl to lX and was

taken up agaín in notebooks Xl and Xll. The former part contained Marxrs

analysis of Smith's value theory and a lengthy analysis of various theories

of productive and unproductive labour which centred around Smithts vÎews

on the subject. Smithts theory ofrrcost priceil was dealt wÎth in notebook

Xl and his theory of rent in notebook Xll.

Marxrs views about Smithrs methodology in polÍtical economy were

expressed in the following passage:

Smith himself moves wîth great naivete in perpetual contradiction.
0n the one hand he traces the Întrìnsic connection existing between
economic categories or the obscure structure of the bourgeoÎs
economic system. 0n the other, he simultaneously sets forth the
connection as it appears in the phenomena of competítion and thus
as it presents itself to the unscientîfic observer just as to him
who Ìs actually involved and interested in the process of bourgeoís
production. One of these conceptîons fathoms the inner connection,
the physiology, so to speak, of the bourgeois system, whereas the
other takes the external phenomena of life, as they seem and appear
and merely describes, catalogues, recounts and arranges them under
forma I def i n i t ions . l,lÍ th Smi th both these methods of approach not
only merrily run alongside one another, but also intermingle and
constantly contradict one another. (fSV, I l, 165.)

Marxrs fundamental stance on methodology was that a "scíentificrtattempt to

comprehend the capitalist economy would have to present npre than

description. The phenomern of capitalism had to be linked to their essentiaL

nature which did not necessarily appear immediately to an observer. ln the

WeaLth of Nations, Marx found Smi th confused about these two facets of
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methodology. Smithts argument shifted between'tanatomical" description

and "physiologicalrr comprehension. In espousing both approaches, without

explicit recognition of them as separable and different, Smith often

involved himself in contradictions that he could not resolve.

Marx had considerable sympathy for Smith, though, and admîred the

comprehensiveness of the lleaLth of Natíons. Smith had attempted the

exoterîc task of formulating a coherent set of categories wíth which to

deseribe capitalist phernmenî:. He had simultaneously attempted to probe

the more essentíal, esoteric nature of the system, but the turo asPects of

his work urere not articulated and the latter was left implicit to a great

extent.

It was from this confusion of methodologies that one sÌgnificance of

Smithrs work for the history of political economy followed. lt was Marx's

view that

Adam Smithrs contradíctions are of significance because they contain
problems which ¡t is true he does not solve, but which he reveals
üy contradicting himself. Hîs correct instinct in thÍs connection
is best shown by the fact that his successors take-opposing stands
based on one aspect of his teaching or the other. (fSV, l, l5l.)

ln this way, the WeaLth of Nations provided Marx with a critical appreciation

of the roots of some of the controversy in nineteenth century political

econorrry . The unresol ved contrad i ctions î n Smí th rs work were su bsequentl y

taken up and falsely'rresolved" by rejectìng one side or other of the

contradiction. Marx devoted consîderable effort to the elaboration of these

contradictions in "Theories of surplus value'r and to revealing the

inadequacies of such pseudo-resolutions. He argued that some resolutions

could be found by appropriate analysis. Other resolutions would only be

possible through the dialectical process of historical change, for the

contradictions hrith wh¡ch they were concerned were Înherent in the

capi tal i st system.

Especially was value theory left in a state of confusion by Adam

Smith. He failed adequately to formulate a value category which would be
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appropriate for the system of capitalist production in which profiú had

to be real ised as part of the sale proceeds f rom a conrmodity. For Smith,

the existence of capital seemed to invalídate the embodied labour theory

of value. Only a value form in which all revenue costs were included at

their ilnaturalrrrates and the measure of which was labour corrnanded seemed

appropriate.

Marx found that the embodied labour theory contradiction posîted by

Smith was taken up but only partially resolved by Ricardo. Malthus

followed the alternative value hypothesis adumbrated by Smith and

subsequent analyses of value became generally more and npre convoluted.

Having resolved the puzzle for himself, Marx analysed in some detail the

value theory controversy which ensued after the þteaLth of Nations.

Smíth's confusÌon over value led hïm înto d¡fficuìty with the theory

of distribution to which value seemed so intimately related. The

rrnaturalrr-rate approach was not especial ly productÎve as it remained locked

into the level of phenomena and could erpLain nothing about the essentiaL

nature of capitalist d¡stribution. Be this as it may, Marx found în

Smith's analyses the legacy of Physiocracy which expressed the key

proposition that the non-labour revenues of capitalism catne from a surplus

generated in production. Smith was often Physiocratic, too, in hìs

expression of agricultural dominance in the econorrry, but Marx chose to ignore

this aspect of the work (fSV, l, 70). Marx proceeded to emphasîse Smïthrs

contribution în applying the idea of a production generated surplus to all

sectors.

l,Je see the great advance made by Adam Smith beyond the PhysÎocrats
in the analisis of surplus value and hence of capital. (fSV, l, 85.)

As we shall show later in this Chapter (Section 6.J.2 below), Marx

identified in Smith¡s analysis an irnpLíed theory of surplus value which

învolved the application of capital and labour in a specific relationship

to all sectors of production. Smith did not, though, in his explÎcit
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analys¡s, break free from the phenomenal forms of surplus, viz' profit,

interest and rent.

ln Marx,s own theory of value and distribution, the distinctîon

between productive and unproductive labour was important. Adam Smith had

formulated some views on this distinctÍon. Especially had he adopted from

the Physiocrats the valid principle that only labour which generated a

surplus beyond its own value could be considered productive' But Smithrs

treatment of the distinction uras not urithout its confusions and Marx was

able to clarify his obrn ideas by a critique of this part of Smithrs tnprk'

A further issue to which Smith had not, în Marxts view' given

adequate attention was the repnoduetion of the capïtalist mode of production'

In Smîthrs analysÎs, there was no provîsion for the regular replacement of

non-wage capital. ln hÌs critique of smithrs handl ing of this vital

analytical ïssue, Marx made his first attempt to formulate a model of

simple reproduction. The attempt was of limited success only and Marx did

not reveal a great degree of apprecîation of the TabLeau EeornmLque's

message at this stage (see below, Chapter Il, SectÍon Il.2).

6.3.2 VALUE AND ADAM SMITH'S IMPLIED PRINCIPLE 0F SURPLUS VALUE'

As Adam Sm¡th saw it, the argument that embodied labour content

provided a basis for explaining excha,nge value could not be sustained once

the value of the commodity dîd not accrue wholly to the worker' ln

capitalist production, the profit which accrued to the capitalist had to

form part of exchange value along with the wage cost of labour. lt was

apparent from this that value could only be explained by summing the values

shared anìongst those involved ïn the production of the comrnodi ty'

Marx agreed with the labour-production aPProach to value determination

in its orLentation but not in its details. He concurred with Smith that

the value of "labourrt, that wage which provided for subsistence and I
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reproduction, was a fundamental comPonent of value theory. But, along

with Ricardo, Marx did not see any need for a shift of value theory between

the pre-capital Ïst and capital ist economies. Value determínation was not

a function of the form of dîstribution of that value' Marxrs thought on

this was made clear in two Passages'

The relation between the labour time contained ín commodities A and

B is in no way affected by hov¡ the labour time contained in A and B

is appropriatåd by variori p.ttont. (rsv, I, 74')

And:

the distribution or appropriation of value is certainly not the

source of the value that ìs aPProPriated. lf this appropriation,
did not take place, and the workman received the whole product of
his labour as hÎs v,rage, the value of the commodities produced would

be just the same "s 
b.iot., although it would not be shared wïth

the landowner and the capiial ist. (rsV, l, 94')

The root of Smithts problem with value theory, as Marx saw it' was

his failure to formulate a correct concept of the value ofrrlabourr"

Smith had not comprehended that the capital-labourttexchangerrin which the

capi tal i st purchased labour services r^ras not approprïately classi f ied as

an eæchang¿ at all. The capitalist purchased a eapaeity to labour for

which he paid a "subsistenceil equivalent in value terms ' l^'ithout the

category labour Pourer, Smith was unable correctly to analyse the capïtal-

labour relationship. comnrodities could exchange at their embodïed labour

values in an econorry which included the receipt of non-labour incorne'

smith¡s analysis had foundered, Marx argued, uPon the distinction between

thef,quantity of labourl and therrvalue of labourrr. The OaLue of labour

embodied in a commodity had to be differentiated from the quantity of

labour embodied.

ln a direct production economy, the value of labour to the worker

uas the value of the commodity he produced. Exchange may ensue on this

basis with material ised labour and I ivîng labour having a quantîtative

identity. ln this situation, Marx argued:

a definite quantity of living-labour time would always command

a quantity of comnrodities which rePresents an equal amount of
materialised labour time. (fSv, 1, 72")
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Once the means of production to be used by labour Ì^rere owned by one or

npre classes who employed that labour as a separate class, then the

situation was di fferent.

A definite quantity of living labour does not command the same
quantity of materlalised labour, or a definíte quantÍty of labour
materialised in a commodity commands a greater quantity of living
labour than Ís contaîned in the commodity itself. (fSV,1,72.)

According to Smith, under these cîrcumstances, the embodied labour theory

of value hras invalidated. His attempt to formulate an alternative theory,

though, led him into a most unsatisfactory analysis of the relatïonship

between value and distributÍon.

ln the WeaLth of Nations, Book l, Chapter Vl, Smith attempted to

find a causal explanation for value generated in capitalist production.

His attention centred upon the cornposítion of value impl ied by the

rrnatural" distributîon of value produced. Marx quoted the following passage

from the l,leaLth of Natioræ in demonstrating Smithrs appreciation of the

basic rationale of capítalÎst production:

As soon as stoek has aecwm,tLated in the hmÅ"s of partiauLat persons,
some of them will naturally employ it in settÎng to work
industrious people, whom they will supply with materials and
subsistence, in order to make a profit by the saLe of theír uork,
or btt uVnt their Labouv adds to the oaLue of the materiaLs. (fSV,
t, z"a¡ ts

Marx noted that in this passage, profit emerged through value added by

labour prior to exchange. This idea was reiterated in a further passage

which he quoted from the l'leaLth of Nations:

The uaLue uhieh tVte uorl<tnen add. to the materLaLs, therefore,
resolves itself ... into h¡o parts, of uhich the one pays theíz'
u)ages, the other the profits of theiz' errupLoyer urpon the uhoLe. -stoek of materLaLs and üages uhieh he aducneed. (TSv, I, 79.)'"

It was thus evident that Smith recognísed that profit originated in

production and was realÍsed în the sale of the commodÎty. ln Marxrs view,

though, these turo passages implied also the principle of surplus value.

An analysis of these passages revealed that Smith had îndeed posited

the ingredients for devising the idea of surplus value. t^fhat he argued,
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in effect, was that production involved labour addîng value to materials.

tlhen the total value of the conmodîty was realised in sale, the patt of

uaLue uhieh Labou.r Vnd adåed was resolved into wages and profit. Two

things followed from thÍs argument, Marx found. First, Smith here

contradícted hís view that in cap¡tal ist productÎon embodied labour could

not explain value. This was the only Possible source of value in these

passages. Secondly, the value of labour in terms of its wage was argued

to be less than the value of labour embodied in the comrnodity. The

difference comprised profit on capital advanced. For Marx, this was a

concise statement of the principle of surplus value' The cap¡talist

appropriated profit by payi.ng only for part of the labour actually

performed. Moreover, Marx also found this principle applied to the

generation of rent (ISV, l,8Z) in the WeaLth of Nations' Marx surnmarised

the above argument in the fol Iowing Passage'

Thus Adam Smith conceÍves a,upLus uaLue - that is, surplus labour,
the excess of labour performeã and realised in the connnodity ooer

and. aboue the paid la6our, the labour which has received Îts
equivalent in ru.g", - "r ih. generaL eategory., of whïch profit Ín

the strict sense and rent of Iand are merely branches- Nevertheless,
he does not distinguish surplus value as such as a category on Îts
own, distinct from the specific forms it assumes in profit and

rent. (rsv, l, 82.)

smith himself never recognised, or at least never developed, the

potential of the analysÍs found În the two passages quoted by Marx' lt

did not seem to concern Smith that he switched, in the same chapter of

the l{eaLth of Nations, from value resoLuing into distribution components

to value bei ng eornprLsed. of v,rêges, prof it and rent. Marx conrnented upon

this:

It would be correct to say that the magnitude of value of the

commod ity determined i ndependently of r^r.ages a¡rd prof i t, or i ts
natural price, can be resàlved inio four shÎllings ryag9s (tfre price
of the l;il;i ;;J;;.;hiiilng prof¡t (the pricã of ihe profit)'
But it would be wrong to say that the value of the comr'pdity arises
from adding together or com6¡ning the price of the v',ages and the
price of tÉ. piofîq which are regulated independently of the value
of the commodity. (rsv, l, 96.)
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I,Je shall consÍder Marxrs discussion of this problem of Smithts analysis

in the next Section of our study (Section 6.3.3 beìow)'

In dealing with the critical h¡story of the theory of surplus value,

Marx was concerned to include some discussïon of the distinction between

productive and unproductive labour. For Marx, this dichotomy vì,as a vital

one. Productive labour employment vlas the origin of surplus value and

the very basis for the contÍnued existence of capital (fSV, l, 153).

Marx noted that both Mercantil¡st and Physiocratic wrÎters had made

this distinction in effect. ln some of theÎr works it was argued that

labour was productive if its commodity output exceeded the [costrrof

producing the output. For the Mercantilists, this meant that in foreign

trade, nìoney returned from the export of the commodÍties produced should

exce e fnoney co hysiocrats, the notion

applied to labour in agriculture where the conrnodÍty (use value)

production exceeded the cornmodity input. Marx thus found that even though

the physiocrats had not argued the concept of surplus value correctly,

they had víewed productive labour as that which produced the surplus'

This was, in princíple, correct (fSV, l, 153-4).

It was Adam Smith who generalised the concept of productive labour

in the capitalist production and accumulation ,context.lT Marx found in

the WeaLth of Nations thro conceptions of productive labour. One of these

was the essentially'rcorrectrrconception, În the light of Marxts own, that

labour was productive if it generated an outPut OaLue which exceeded the

input uaLues, i.e. labour that generated swpLus uaLue. ln this definÎtion,

Smith followed the basic principle which had been suggested by earlier

writers and was consístent with hÎs implied notion of surplus value.

This conception of productive labour follows naturally from Adam

smith,s view of the origin of surplus value, that is, of the
nature of capital. ln ðo far as he holds to this conception he is
iollowing a.ourse that was taken by the Physiocrats-and even by

the Mercantilists; he only frees ît from misconceptions, and in
this way brings oút its inner kernel. (rsv, I' 153')
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The "inner kernel" v,ras that productîve labour was at the root of surplus

value generation and capital accumulatíon. This befitted the context

of Smithts discussion for, as John Henry stresses, the theme of the

WeaLth of Nøtions uras capîtalist growth and development and the means of

achieving such growth and development.lS

This appropriate definitíon of productive labour was not used

consistently by smith as Marx went on to argue (rsv, l, 155'6, 160 ff).

The second conceptîon to which Smith resorted involved labour that

produced uaLue embodied in a eorrunod:Lfu. ln thls approach John Henry finds

tbro separate conceptions of productive labour.19 One of these relates

purely to the production process out of which uaLue emerges irrespective

of any surplus value content, while the other relates to the vÌew that

production of non-material services could not be considered productive.

Marxrs interpretation did not bríng out this subtlety explîcitly, but

both aspects were present in his critique of Smith.

For Marx, the origin of Adam Smithrs confusing use of the productive-

labour concept Ín relation to both the production of surplus value and

value was to be found in the Physiocratic notion that non-agrículturaì

industríes were I'sterile" in the sense that they produced commodítÍes with

value but generated no surplus value. Smith was aware that all industries

should be viewed as generating the surplus, but În Marxrs view he still

allowed himself to revert to the fallacÎous alternative Ín his conception

of productive labour (rsV, l, 162-3).

The latter of the tÌno varîations of the conrnodîty-based conception

of productive labour was related in Marxrs argument to Smîthrs definition

of the eonrnodity. Marx quoted the following pÎece from the WeaLth of

Nations in order to illustrate the poînt: t'the labour of the manufacturer

fiæes aná. reaLises itseLf ín sorne partieuLar subieet or uertåíbLe

coïmoditA, uhieh Lasts for some tíme at Least aften that Lohow is past

lwhile the] labour of the material servant, on the contrary, does not
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lsol fíæ or reaLise itseLf ..." (fSV, l, 16l).20 The particular view

of a conrnodity espoused here was înappropriate in Marxrs interpretation.

A product became a comnpdity not on the basis of its materiaL exïstence

but rather because, in the capïtalist context, it was produced as a

vehicle of surplus value to be realised in exchange. As Marx put it:

The materîalisation, etc., of labour is however not to be taken in
such a Scottish sense as Adam SmÎth conceïves ¡t. l^lhen we speak of
the conmodîty as a materialisation of labour - in the sense of its
exchange value - th¡s itself is only an imaginary, thgt is to say'
a purely social mode of existence of the conmodity which has

nott,¡ng to do with its corporeal reality; ¡t is conceÎved as a

definite quåÃtity of sociaì labour or oi money. (fSV, l, l7l.)

Thus Smith went on to list as unproductïve those forms of Iabour whîch

produced services only. ln this he gave no recognition to therlvendible

commodìtyr¡as possibly a service produced as a consequence of capÍtal

advanced by a capitalist with the objective of accruing surplus value.

Some services were paid for out of veüenue and, as wÏth some commodities,

were destîned for unproductive consumptÍon (fSV, l, 166). But thîs need

not be the case and both may be involved in the production process and

íts resul ts. 0n thÍs l'larx concluded that:

lf therefore on the one hand a part of the so-called unproductive
labour embodies itself in material use-values which might just as

welI be commoditîes (vendible conmoditÍes), so on the other hand

a part of the services in the strict sense whÎch assume no

objectÍve form - whÌch do not receÍve an existence as things
separate from those performi.ng the services, and do not enter into
a commodity as a comPonent part of its value - may be bought with

""pit"l 
(bi the írwneãiate p'urchaser of the labour), mâY replace

thei r or^rn r^rages and yield a prof i t for him. ln short, the
production oi these iervices can be ïn part subsumed under cap¡tal,
just as a part of the labour whîch embodíes itself in useful things
Is bought äirectly by revenue and is not subsumed under capitalist
p rod uci i on . (rsv , I , 166-7 .)

6.3.3 vALUE, PR¡cE AND DlsrRlBUTl0N.

I^lhile Marx found in the lleaLth of Nations an implied prÍnciple of

surplus value generatïon, Adam Smithrs expl icít analysis involved only the

phenomenal forms of surplus value. Smithrs analysis was thus once removed
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from explaîning the essentiaL nature of the capitalist econonry as Marx

saw it. ln attempting to explain exchange value by the addÎtion of

rrnaturalrr rates of return to the factors of productíon, Smi th had

produced a value-price-distribution analysis whïch Marx subjected to

careful critícal scrutiny and which he found to have crucíal weaknesses.

These weaknesses hrere illustratíve of the deceptive appearances of

capi tal ist operatíons.

SmÍth had not involved eapítaL sufficiently in his explanation of

value creation. As means of production, it was left with rather an

external role to play in the uaLue aspects of production, including the

generation of the surplus. By contrast, Marx reasoned that capital was

integrally involved in production in its value form. lt was variable

capital, advanced to employ labour, which actually facilîtated the

generation of surplus value. Smith's omission here was probably due to hÍs

ernpirLeaL approach to the issue of value and distribution. For him, profit

did not have to be erpLained; it was an empÎrical fact whÎch simply had

to be fitted into the analysîs of value determination.

The sort of fallacy which Sm¡thrs argument involved was illustrated

in a passage of the WeaLth of Nations in whîch he was concerned to

establish that profit was not based upon payment for the I'labour of

inspection and di rection."2t Marx found in Smi th's ari thmetic an

analytical weakness rooted in the acceptance of the empirical and the

consequent identification of surpìus value with profit. The example given

by Smith included two factories. The productÍon details for each are set

out in Table 6.1 (in Marxrs terms). The reasoning implied by this example

was that by increasing raw materîal (constant capital) inputs tenfold the

profit return was raîsed from 100 to 730. How this increase was to be

explaïned SmÍth did not say. He applied the giuen rate of profít to all

capital employed to illustrate hÎs point that profit had increased

manyfold without any additîon to the labour of superintendence. He did
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Table 6. I

not notice that this additional profit brasrrgeneratedrrwithout any

additional labour of any kÍnd. Twenty men v,,ere employed in both cases

even though a much greater throughput of production was involved in

Factory 2. lt was Marxrs view that this result could not be explained by

SmÌth's approach. Moreover, the method employed by Smith became

orthodox in subsequent political economy.

The seven times greater profit in the one manufactory as compared
with the other - or in general the law of profit, that it is in
proportion to the magnitude of the capital advanced - thus -prima'faaLe contradicts thã law of surplus value or of profÍt (since
Âdam Smith treats the two as identical) that it consists purely of
the unpaÍd surplus labour of the workmen. Adam Smith puts this
down with quite naive thoughtlessness, without the faintest
suspicion of the contradiction it presents. All his disciples -
sînce none of them considers surplus value in general, as distinct
from its determínate forms - followed him faÎthfully în this.
With Ricardo it merely comes out even nrore strikingly.
(rsv, l, 92.,

How Ricardo and others employed the contradictory principle used by Smîth

is the part of Marxrs critical history consïdered in the next three

Chapters of our study.

ln discussing prices, Adam Smith revealed an a\^,areness that matket

prices, the aettøL prices at which convnodíties were sold from time to time,

may differ from what he termed 'rnatural pricestt. These latter were

calculated by the addition of the'rnaturalrrreturns due to the factors of
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product¡on employed to produce the conmodities concerned. What thÎs

amounted to v,,as Smithrs notion of cor¡rnodity uaLue expressed in nnney

terms (fSV, l, 9il. Now this approach to rrnatural pricerr determination,

Marx argued, continued in the methodological stance noted irnmediately

above. He noted that for Smith:

the value of the corwnodity is identical with its eost priee
and the latter wíth the nahu'aL prLee of'the conmodity. The rate
of profÍt, as of wages, is pnesupposed. They are indeed gïven
for the fornø.tion of the cost price. They are anteeedertú to the
cost price. To the individual capitalist therefore they also
appear as given. The hows, whys and wherefores do not concern him.
Adam Smith here adopts the standpoint of the Índividual capitalist.
... And since Smith transports himself right into the midst of
competition, he ímmedîately reasots and argues with the peculiar
logì'c of the capital ist caught up ïn this sphere. (tSv, 11 , 218-9.)

Thus Smithrs analysis uras concerned only with the apparent, phenomenal

world of competition in his dealings with price formatÎon. This allowed

him only to formulate two price categoriês, 'rnatural" and market price,

with the latter fluctuating around the former.

For Marx, the issue was more complex. He retained the Ídea of an

"aüerage price'r about which market príce fluctuated. lt was the link

between this traverage price" and uaLue which he analysed nore ful ly. His

argument was thattraverage price" could not be derived directly from

value merely by expressing it in money terms. These categories dîd have

to be analytically articulated, but they were different. lnitially, Marx

posited this difference as a quântitatì,ue one: rr... as I shall show

later, even the average price of commodities is all,tays different from their

value" (fSV, l, 95). Part of the more sophisticated argument later would

reveal a qunLitatiue distinction as well, but in the context of his

critique of Smith, Marx did not give any defînition of rraverage pricet'or

explain its determination. He was concerned especÍally to emphasise only

that exchange uaLue was the base from which prices should be argued:

neither the market price nor still less the fluctuations in the
average prÍce of commodities can be comprehended except on the
basÍs of an understanding of the nature of value. (fSV,1,95.)
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tt was clear to Marx that Adam Smith had recognïsed a link between

value and distrîbution. ln some of his discussion, Smith had argued

value to be analytically pr¡or to distribution. The embodied labour value

of the commodity was what gave quantitat¡ve content to the distribution

process. ln this aspect of Sm¡thts discussion, Marx had been able to

ídentify the principle of surplus value. But Smith went beyond this and

reversed the link between value and distribution. For the major part of

Smithrs analysis, it was distribution whïch was prior to value, and this

left hím with a nrost unsatisfactory círcular argument which he could not

resolve. The formulation of value orrrnatural pricetrby adding up the

observed distributional quantities which Ì^rere generated in productÍon left

the dístributÍon itself unexplained.

Havíng eornpoumded the value of the conmodity from the separate and

independenlly determined oaLues of uages, profit and rent, Adam

Smith now asks himself how these primary values are determÍned.
And here he starts out from the pi't.noten" as they appear in
competition. (rsv, ll, 218.)

Chapters Vlll, lX and Xl of Book I of the WeaLth of Nations Ì^rere devoted

to explaining the determination of thetrnaturalil rates of wages, profit and

rent. Marx found Smíthts approach less than adequate in general and în îts

details.

ln his crítique of these chapters of the WeaLth of Natí'ons, Marx

found I ittle analysis of any substance (fSV, ll, 222 ff). Smith's

reasoning on therrnatural" wage was circular in that the subsìstence

commodîty wage had to be valued using values whÍch were in part compounded

from therrnaturalttwage itself. Marx concluded that indeed'r... the

chapter [on wages] contains nothing relevant to the question except the

def inition of the mLnirm,rn üa,ge, al ias the value of labour power" (fSV, ll,

ZZ3r. Smîthrs discussion of the'rnatural" rate of profîts also faÍled to

get to the point. His analysÍs centred upon fluctuations in the rate of

interest, and whatever these inferred about the rate of profits, based

upon a supply and dernand mechanism. ln no way d¡d this analysis contribute
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to an eæpLØLa,tLon of the ttnaturalrr rate of prof íts:

he does not tell us at all what it is or how it
al though hte are supposed to determi ne the rrnatural

commodity by means of this rtnatural rate of profittl
229.)

i s determi ned
pricetr of the
. (rsv,ll,

Marxrs critique of Adam Smithts rent theory v\,as more substantial.

lJhi le Marx agreed with the idea pos¡ted by Smith that rent was a nronopoly

revenue paid out of value due to the exístence of landed property (fSV,

ll, 343), he found Smithrs treatment of the relationship between value and

rent contradictorY.

Smithts ,,adding-uplr explanatÍon of value seemed to include al I

revenue components as íf they had equal analytical status' ln Book l,

Chapter Xl of the WeaLth of Nations, this equality of status was rejected.

Rent was no longer argued to be a comPonent of ilnatural price" and smith

introduced a revised price concept as the market ilcentre of gravity".

llordinary prîce" u,as def ined in the fol lowing passage f rom the f'leaLth of

Nationsz

land cart cormnonLY be brought to
ee is sufficient to nePLace the
ringing them thíther, togllhen
ed by \{arx, lSV, ll, 350.¡"

Normally, though, Smith continued, the t'ordinary price" would be sufficient

to pay rent due to the state of posÍtive excess demand and Marx quoted a

further passage to thÎs effect:

There are soÍìe parts of the produce of land for whích the demand

must always be such as to afford a greater pr¡99 than what is
sufficïent to bring them to market (fSV, ll, 351 .)23

Marx read this passage from a French translation of Smîth's book and

extracted the concept ttprLæ suffísant" from the phrasing used' He argued

then that the "sufficient price'r was that required to ensure production

of a conunodity. lt was the I'ordinary prÍce" Inrith no excess demand and no

rent component. As such it included capital advanced plus profït at the

general rate. The analogy with Marxrs own concept of the pr'í'ee of produetion

was striking.
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Marx concluded that Smith had shifted ground in defíning arrcentre-

of-gravityrrprice. Prior to Book l, Chapter Xl he had clearly argued

that'rnatural price" would be just adequate to bring forth production of

a conmodity. This 'rnatural prÍce" would comprÍse brages, profit and. nent

at theirrrnatural¡¡rates (fSV,11,348-9). Then he turned to the argument

that rent hras not required for production at all.

Thus rent, from being a component part of the røLtPaL pr"iee,
suddenly turns into a stæpLus over the sufficient príce, a surplus
whose existence or non-exístence depends on the state of demand.
But the suffieientprÌ,ce is that price whÍch is required for the
comnpdÍty to appear on the market, and therefore to be produced,
thus ¡t is the priee of pz,odtrction of the comnrodity .... That [¡s
the conditionl sirte qua non of the existence of the commodity.
(rsv, ll, 351.)

What Smith had done was to alter the status of rent in its relationshíp to

value and price. He stated quite explicïtly that rent entered price

differently from w.ages and profits. ln essence, price would be high or

low depending upon therrnatural" rates of wages and profits while rent was

an effeet of maz.ket prices being hÍgh or low in response to the degree of

excess demand for the commodity. (rSV, ll, 352).

!úhile Marx approved of this shíft in Smithts argument, he could only

conclude that Smith had contradicted himself.

Although he does not turn back, even for one moment, to glance at
Chapteis V, Vl and Vll, he admÎts to himself (not as a contradíction,
but as a new discovery which he has suddenly hît upon), that with
the sufficÍent price, he has overthrown hÎs whole doctrine of
natural price. (fsv, ll, 352.)

For Marx, though, the real significance of Adam Smithts concept of the

sufficient price was that it was taken up and developed by RÎcardo.

Thus the suffieient pz"ice is in fact the priee of production or
cost prLee as abstracted by Ricardo from Adam Smith and as ¡t
îndeeã presents itself from the standpoînt of capîtal ¡st production,
in other words the price which, apart from the outlay of the
capital ist, pays the ordinary profít; [¡t is] the averag!-Price
brought about by the competition of capitalists in the different
employments of capital. (fSV, ll, 351.)

But he assessed RÍcardors presentation as nþre consistent (fSV,11r 352)

and in the next Chapter of our study we shall explore Marx's reasons for
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this in detail, along with the weaknesses that remaìned ìn Ricardors

analysis of the value-price-distribution issue.

I'larx found in what he termed Smithrs principle of the sufficient

price a more or less correct statement of the role capital played ïn the

determination of price. The analysis was confined to appearances, but

the correct notion of capital advanced for production being returned with

a profit through price formatíon was present. Smith d¡d not pursue this

line of reasoning consÍstently, though, and in ptaces he experienced

dìff¡culty in explaining just how capital could be fitted into price.

The îssue for him was to reconcíle price as a sum of revenues wìth the

existence of capital as an ínput whose value had to apPear in the price

as well. Smîth's dilemma in this was summarised by Marx in the following

passage.

One can see... why Adam Smith - despite his consÎderable scruples
on this point - resolves the entire value of the comrnodity Ínto
rent, profit and wages and omits constant capital, although of
course he admits its existence for each "individual" capitalist.
For otherwîse he would have to say: The value of a conrnrodity
consists of wages, profit, rent and that part of the value of the
commodÍty which does not consist of wages, profit, rent. lt
would therefore be necessary to determîne value Îndependently of
v,,ages, prof it and rent. (rsv, I | , 2lg.)24

A ruse used by Smith to overcome the d¡fficulty was to resolve non-wë¡ge

capîtal into its revenue components. These v,rere traced back through a

sequence of capital ínputs setting uP what was, in effect, a series of

dated revenues to add to the immediate revenues in price formation (fSV,

l, 98). As Marx saw it,rr¡t is of no avail for Adam Smith to send us

from pïllar to postr' (rSV, l, 991 in this way.

To demonstrate that SmÍth was unable to escape the dÏlemma, Marx

quoted t\^ro passages f rom Book I I , Chapter I I of the tleaLth of Nations.

First, Smith reiterated his view that commodity value was resolvable into

three revenue comPonents :

The uhoLe prLee or eæchmryeabLe uaLue of that annual produce [¡n
aggregate], must resolve itself into the sarne three parts, and be
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parcelled out aûìong the different inhabÍtants of the country'
eî ther as the l^rages of thei r labour, the prof i ts of theï r stock,
or the rent of theÎr land. (fSV, l, l0O.¡zs

Then, immediately following this point, Smith proceeded to argue for the

exclusion of capital replacement from gross revenue to give a net Teüevu.¿e.

l4arx bui lt some of his critique around the fol lowíng passage.

The gross revenue of all the Ínhabitants of a great country,
comprehends the whole annual produce of their land and labour;
the neat revenue, what remaîns free to them after deductîng the
expence of maintaÍning; fírst, their fixed; and, secondly, their
ci rculati ng capítal ; or what, without encroaching upon thei r
capital, they can place in their stock reserved for immediate
consumption, or spend upon their subsistence' conveniences, and
amusements. Their real wealth too ís in proportion, not to theÍr
gross, but to their neat revenue. (fSV, I, l0l)26

ln this analysis, then, Smith could not sustaÏn the Îdea that value was

compounded only from revenues. From arguing that dÎstribution was

effectively prior to price formatïon he had to revert to his earlier

position that revenue could only be paid out of price, recognising nor^r that

capïtal had to be replaced as wel I .

Another aspect of Smithrs analysîs also revealed his confusion over

the value-prîce-distribution issue, Marx argued. The object of SmÍth's

analysis was the competitive capital íst economy. CompetitÌon ensured that,

allowing for sorrìe specÍfîc differentials, therrnaturalrrrates of return

to all three factors of production were effectively the same in all sectors

of production. He was aurare that this distrìbution pattern was sustained

by factor mobility and flexible mayket prices which sÎgnalled non-

rrnaturaIr return rates Ín a particular sector of production. Marx argued

that this view of the competít¡ve process distorted the realîties of

capital ist production and dístrîbution. Smith's formulatÍon of the process

of factor competition v,ras too general because ît was locked înto the

analysis of appearances.

As Marx saw it, the driving, prîmary force behind production was

eapitaL and the interests of capitalîsts. Capital npbÌlity was important

and competitíon established a uniform general rate of profits. Labour was
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pa¡d its value as labour power. lt had no incentÍve to be npbile. Harx

v,ras not concerned to fit land into any ftaú.ønentaL analysis of the

capitalist econonry. lts essentiaL nature could be grasped without

reference to land. Marx surnmarised the issue in this bray:

This represents an essentÍal difference between Smithts and
Ricardors conceptions of the levell ing out to the røtu.raL prLee.
Smith's lconception] is based on hís false assumption, that the
three elements independently determine the value of the comnpdity,
whîle Ricardors is based on the correct assumption that it is the
auerage nate of profit (at a given level of wages), 

"hïch 
alone

determines cost prices. (fSV, I l, 222.1

Ricardo's handling of thîs issue will be taken up in detail in our next

Chapter. The point to be nnde here is that Marx hïmself d¡d not state the

problem very clearly. Two facets of competition were ínvolved and these

v,rere not argued separately by Marx. The competitive process with whïch

Adam Smith was concerned was the levelling out of market prices to the

'rnatural" prices. His determinatïon of the rrnatural " prÎce was erroneous,

but the competitive analysis was legitimate. Marx also recognÎsed this

aspect of competition, but in his case, the levelling out bras to a

different rrcentre-of-gravÍtyr¡ price, the price of productíon. The price of

production, referred to in the above passage asrrcost price'r, as a base for

the levelling of market prices implied capîtal npbility only, however.

tlhat Marx did not clarify was that even in the absence of any excess demand,

positive or negatìve, such that market prices hrere equal to prices of

production, there was still a competitÍve Process Ínvolved. This was

required to ensure that in the sÌtuation of varying capital composition in

dÌfferent sectors of production, a uniform rate of profits would be

generated. Smith had not analysed this aspect of competition at all, but

it was to be nìore sígnificant for Ricardors analysis and Marx's critique

of it.
It was evídent to Marx, then, that Adam Smithts work on the value-

price-distribution issue had two dimensions. ln one dimension, ¡t

contained some analyses whîch Marx found to accord wÎth h¡s own thought.
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Smith had briefly argued the idea that value was essentially prior to

distribution and had implicitly formulated the principle of surplus value.

Embodied labur values were the basis of distribution between wage and

non-v,,age incomes in this analysis. Smith did not develop the potential

of this dimension of his work.

The other dimension of Smithrs work hras one of contradictions.

He stood the value to distribution reasoning on its head and the result

v'ras arrnatural" price compounded from revenues and measured by labour

conunanded. This argument was distorted by his idea that rent should be

treated differently from wages and profits in price formatîon. He was

uncertain about the inclusÎon of capital in prÍce formatÍon and his

analysis of competition and price remained at a superficial level.

David Ricardo was also a critic of Adam Smith. Marx found Ricardors

critical remarks on Smithts work to involve a significant advance in the

evolution of pol itical economy. Marx's critique of Ricardors analyses

of value and distribution and íts contrîbution to the development of hís

own political economy form the central themes of the next two Chapters of

our study.
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CHAPTER 7

VALUE AND PRICE IN RICARDOIS PRTNCTPLES

7.1 INTRODUCTION TO MARX'S CRITIQUE 0F RlCARD0.

ln On the py,ineipLes of PoLì,tieaL Eeonoïr¡ cnd Ianation (ttr¡r¿

edition, lSZl)1, Ricardo faced the particular analytical puzzle that when

the embodied labour theory of value was applied in cap¡talist production,

there emerged an inconsistency with the structure of distribution necessar-

ily implied by such a mode of production. At the very least, the aggregate

value of conynodíties produced ïn a particular period had to betrdivided'l

between wages and profits. The problem was to provide a valid

articulation between the labour theory of value and a System of

distribution which required an income for labour and an income for the

capitalist (and probably the landowner as well) while the only souzce of

value was argued to be the labour itself.

It was Marxrs view that Ricardo had not resolved this puzzle and hís

critique of the tuLneLpLes documented this f inding in great detai 1 (TSV,

ll, 16l ff). ln the context of this critique, Marx was able to reiterate

his own analysis of the value-price-distributíon issue. Substantively,

Marx argued that Ricardo began correctly with the embodied labour theory of

value as the basis for an understanding of the capital¡st economy'

Ricardo was ab,are, though, that the theory dïd not apply &ineetLy to the

capitalist economy, but he dismissed the discrepancy as being qunntítatí'ueLy

insignificant. In effeet, the theory uras "near enough'r in its explanation

of exchange ratios and distribution.

For l4arx, the labour theory of value held a profound signîficance.

It was the key to the revelatíon that the capitalist social relations of
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product¡on were exploitative and its consistency with the form of capÌtalíst

distribution could not be argued as casually as Rícardo had done. Thus,

the critique of Ricardo was centred around Marxts endeavours to provide a

nrcre formal articulation between immediate value and its modified form, the

price of production, upon which market prices were based. This analysïs,

Marx argued, explained the distribution pheramena by Iinking them directly

to productîon and revealed the essential nature of the worker-capitalîst

rel at i onsh i p.

It is signîf icant for our study that v\,e recognise the I imitatíons Ín

Marxrs reading of Ricardors work. Marxrs critique focussed almost

exclusively upon the PrLncipLes. The themes with which Marx was Ímmediately

concerned were to be found therein and he dîd not consider at any length

the writings which led up to this magnwn opus. Nor was he concerned with

the dÌfferences between the editions of the fuLneipLes. He had access to

the third edition and took it to provide a complete outline of Ricardors

theory of capitalism. Marx was aware of at least two of Ricardors other

works, referring to them in passing in TheorLes of SuzpLus VaLue. Neither

An Essay on the rnfluence of a Lou PtLee of coz,n on the Pz,ofits of stoek

of l8l5, nor On tuoteetion to Agr\euLtuye, fourth edition, 1822 was

considered in any detail by Marx. His crîtique did not include any
'recognition 

of the analytical advances made by Ricardo between the Essag

and the PrinatpLes, thírd editîon. Recent research has revealed these to

be both substantial and crucial to a complete understanding of Ricardors

final analyses.2

Especially is it also important to note that modern-day standards of

Ricardo scholarship have been set through access to Ricardors volumînous

correspondence. This has proved to be a very rîch source of analytical

clarification. Marx did not have access to this source and his critîque was

constraïned to sorne extent as a consequence. Moreover, Marx was not aware

of two other writings of Ricardo which bore directly upon the themes with
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which he was concerned. One was therrNotes on Malthus", wFitten during

1820, in which Ricardo expressed his views about Malthusranalyses which

contradicted his ovln in many hJays. The source of these "Notesil vúas

Malthus' PninaipLes of PoLiticaL Eeornrny, 1820. The other piece which

Marx could not consider was Ricardors .l823 essay "Absolute Value and

Exchangeable Value'r. Both of these writings would have provided Marx with

additional insights into Ricardo's thought on pol itÍcal econonry.

Our discussions in this chapter and the next are relevant to the

unresolved controversy about the nature of the relationship between

production and distributîon in a capîtalist econonry. This controversy has

centred upon the bonø fides of Marxrs endeavours to explîcate the issue Ín

terms of a socio-analytical articulation between valuer price and

distribution. The present argument has often involved contrasting the

treatment of the issue in Ricardo's Pv,Lr¿eípLes with that which Marx gave

it. Marxts own critique of Ricardo medîates in understanding the contrast.

Contributions to the debate3 have roughly polarÎsed around two sets

of beliefs about the issue and Marxrs treatment of ít. The Marxists have

found Marxrs overall a,rgument generally correct as far as it went, although

some degree of teehwLcaL modification to the original has been accepted as

necessary by most wrÍters. The so-called Neo-Ricardîans have been less

receptive to Marxrs original contributions, especially at the technical

level, even urith the Marxist modifications, although they have shown some

appreciation of the soeiaL conceptÍons which underpÎnned his work.

Specifically, the debate between these two groups of scholars has

concerned first, the legítímacy of Marxrs quantitative analysis of the

value-price-distribution articulat¡on issue, and secondly, the degree of

integrated recognitÎon which it is necessary to give to the social

condÍtions with which the quantitative analysis v,,as associated. Marxists

have argued that the Neo-Ricardians have been too concerned with the

technocratic issues of price formation and dÌstribution in isolation from
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the essentially social nature of the phenomena and their roots ín

product¡on. This, they have added, misses much of the worthwhile

contribution made by Marx to the understandîng of the capitalîst econorry.

ln the view of the Neo-Ricardians, however, Marxrs quantitative analysis

bras erroneous. \,Ihite his social message may have illuminated much about

the processes of capitalism, it was tied to invalid quantitative

íllustrations which led him to argue with undue definity about those

processes. The Neo-Rîcardian alternative is to get the teehnieaL anøLysis

right first and, then, to consider the soeiaL facets of the ìssue rnore or

less independently. Thus, lan steedman concludes that:

It has been shown that the proximate determinants of the rate of
profit, the rate of accumulation, the prices of production, the
iocial allocation of labour, etc. are the physical conditions of
production, the real wage and the capitalist drive to accumulate-
The next step then is to investigate the social, economic,
political, technical, etc. determinants of those proximate
determi nants .4

For the Marxists, this approach is neither desirable nor reasonable'

Marxrs ênalysis must, they would argue, be read as an integrated, structural

whole if its richness is to be appreciated. ln the words of Anwar Shaikh:

a crucual element of the Marxist approach to history [ïs]
that the specÍfic manner in which productÎon is organÎsed, and

surplus-labour extracted from the direct producers, forms the-
'hibden basis of the entire socÎal structuret. For Marx, it fol lows

from thîs that the concepts adequate to the analysîs of any specific
historical epoch, includìng that of capital ism, must necessari ly be

based on these aépects of its socíal practice. The struggle for
production is the fundamental social pract¡t" !n all human society;
i,.n". the analysis of production is the beginnïng point of l4arxist
analysis.5

From this it is clear that in the perception of the Marxists, the degree

of integration of the social and the physical-technïcal dimensîons of

capitalism required in any meaningful analysÎs is high'

tn our study of Marx's critîque of Ricardots tuincipLes, we will be

considering a major aspect of the origin of this debate which has not

received sufficient detai led exegetical attention in the I iterature. lrle

wíll find that Marx was a trenchant but sympathetic crÎtîc of Ricardo
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even though the PrincipLes was to Marx the apogee of the developnrent of

political economy. lt will be our main thesis that the critique revealed

substantial and fundamental differences between the two writersl

interpretations and analysis of the value-price-distribution issue,

although at t¡mes differences of emphasís were involved too. Moreover,

there were both methodological and substantive considerations to be worked

through in explicatÍng the differences. lt wÏll become clear that it is

not possible to "reduce" Marx to a Neo-Ricardian as purely quantitatiue

manipulations may suggest. Anwar Shaikh makes the substance of this

argument clear when he wr¡tes that:

lnsofar as the problems to be dealt with center largely on the
magnitude of Value, ... the real difference between Marx and Ricardo,
thã difference in iheir methods, tends to be hidden. lularxrs

superior abi I i ty to sol ve Ri cardots probl ems, i s , as !e- h imsel f
insists, due to hÌs ability to transcend 'the world of illusion' in
whose gr¡p n¡cardo remains. This superior abi I ity is therefore
only a symptom of the real difference between Marx and the
claisicals. But to those who either expl icitly or impl ïcitly reduce
Marx to Ricardo, this symptom becomes the real difference itself.
Marx becorår " á1"u.., it'iom.wt1at rrystical, post-Ricardian.6

As our díscussion În this Chapter and the next will show, the centrepîece

of the difference alluded to by Shaikh was Marx's theory of surplus value.

The present Chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7'2 we make

a critical assessment of the interpretations of the relationship between

Marx and RÍcardo that have appeared in the literature of the hîstory of

political econonry. Section 7.3 then Summarîses the state of Marxts thought

on the value-price-dîstribution issue as it existed immediately pr¡or to the

crîtíque of Ricardo. IlJe find that Marx went into the critique with the

essential framework of his analysis wel I formed. The methodological aspects

of lrlarxf s reading of the fuLneipLes are consîdered in Section 7'4 and in

Secti on 7.5 we move into our analysis of l"larxrs critique of Ricardors

treatment of value and Price.

It is then in Chapter 8 that we take up how Marx used hÎs crîtique

of Ricardors value and price analysis to reveal the shortcomings of the
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latterts analysis of distribution. The crucial omission by Ricardo was

an explicit recognition of the category surplus value as the essentiaL

foundation of a rrìeaningful theory of capital ist distributÍon.

At this stage of our study, our attention is confined to the more

or less static analysis of the value-price-distrÍbution articulatíon

problem. The dynamic implications of this issue for what Marx called the

"laws of nrotion" of capital ism were of ultimate signif icance to him.

His critique of Ricardors treatment of capital ist rrmotionrt and his own

Tnítial analyses of the subject will be considered in Chapters ll, l2 and

l3 below.

7.2 MARX AND RICARDO IN THE HISTORY OF POLITICAL ECONOMY.

The Marx.Ricardo relatíonship has been examîned in the lîterature of

the hîstory of polítical economy with one of three purposes in mind.

First, to assert that there was an obvious íntellectual filiation between

the two writers; secondly, to show that no such lineage existed in order

to avoîd associatÍng Ricardo with any disharnronious interpretatÎon of

capitalism; or thÍrdly, to establish that any evident link between the

two writers uras only apparent because of the unigue nature of all

dimensions of Marxts analyses. Some scholars have argued these positïons

in general terms while others have dealt more formally with the value-

price-distribution issue as crucîal to understanding the degree of

filiation ínvolved. ln no case, however, has a textual exegetical

înterpretation of the order presented in our study been provided.

Joseph Schumpeter in 1942 expressed what is probably the general

orthodox view of the Marx-Ricardo relationshîp in the followÎng passage:

Marx had a master then? Yes. Real understanding of his economics
begins with recognísing that, as a theorist, he was a pupil of
RÌcardo. He was his pupil not only in the sense that his own
argument evidently starts from Ricardors propositions but also
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in the much npre sÍgnificant sense that he had learned the art
of theorising from ñicardo. He always used Ricardo¡s tools,
and every thãoretical problem presenied itself to him in the form

of difficulties which occurred to him in his profound study of
Ricardo and of suggestíons for further work which he gìeaned

from i t.7

These ideas were reiterated in Schumpeterrs later work when the nature of

the I i nk was cl ari fied further. He wrote:

Marx used the Ricardian apparatus: he adopted Ricardors
conceptual-i"Vout and his pro'Uìems presented themselves to him

in the forms inat Ricardo had given to them. No doubt, he

transformed these forms and he arrived in the end at widely
different ãon"fusions.' But he always díd so by way,of startìng
from, 

"n¿ "riii"ìr¡ng, 
Ricardo ' eritieism of Rieædo uas his

method. ¿n l¿" pweLy- iheoretieaL uork'g

Anrongst those who accept th¡s general continuity between Ricardo and Marx

are Ronald Meek and Maurice Dobb'9

G.S.L. Tuckerlo dissents strongly from this orthodox interpretation

of the Ricardo-Marx link. Tucker does not accePt that such a link should

be taken for granted and attemPts to establish that it has no substance'

His interpretation is, however, based uPon a series of misunderstandÎngs

and is supported by very little textual exegesis. He argues largely in

terms of generalisations about Marx's analysis, referring only to capital,

Volume I for evidence.

The issues of contention for Tucker are the labour theory of value

and the theory of profits posited by Ricardo and allegedly used by Marx in

the formulation of his version of the operations of capitalism' As

Tucker reads it, Marxts ideas emerged almost ïndependently of anything

that Ricardo wrote. Ricardo just cannot be held responsible for Marxrs

cri ti que of capi tal i sm. Ri cardo's pol i t i cal economy stemmed from a

different yaison dtetre and was premised upon an harmonious view of the

capitalÎstproductionanddistrîbutionprocesses.

Tucker argues that Marxrs labour theory of value, as formulated in

volume I of capitaL, was not akin to that posited by Ricardo' Ricardo's

theory always included a return to capital based upon its contribution
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to produced vaìue.

From this point of view it could be suggested that Ricardors
"labour" theory of value has its nearest equivalent, not in Marxls
labour theory as expounded in Vol. I of CapitaL, but ln.his
ilprices of productíonrr theory to be found in Vol. III.1r

The poínt that Tucker cannot accept cornes out clearly in the following

passage:

did Rîcardo claim, I ike Marx, that profits aríse exclusively
from the employment of livîng labour (Marxrs variable capítal),
and not from such thìngs as plant and equipment? This can
confidently be regarded as a peculiarly Marxian pTece of hocus-
pocus, contaÎned in the first volume of CapitaL, and finding no
counterpart Ín Ricardots work.12

The degree of mísunderstandíng of Marx evident in these arguments

is considerable. Tucker does not recognîse that for Marx pnofits did not

simply arise from the employment of variable capítal. Profits are one

phenomenal form of stwpLtts uaLue which L)as generated by the employment of

living labour and onLy by the employment of living labour. Profit ¡tself

appeared as proportional to aLL capital employed by virtue of the

competitîve formation of prices of production. The redistributíon of

surplus value had noth¡ng to do wîth the composition of capital which was

only relevant to production and immediate value. ln principle, even a

capital which comprised no variable capital would return the general rate

of profits in Marx¡s analysis. Tuckerts use of this extreme example, then,

does not help his case at all. Moreover, as we shall demonstrate, Marxrs

interpretation of Ricardo did reveal that the PrincipLes contained a

rudimentary, though impl icit, principle of surplus value. Hïs fai lure to

develop this princîple was în large part due to hïs idøntification of

value and price of productïon. Tucker hrants to go one step further and have

the latter category stand alone. ln Harxrs analysis thÎs just would not

make sense and Ricardots endeavours to have Ït do so faîled.

Tucker goes on to grant that Marx could have been t'assisted'r in

formulating his Iabour theory of value by reading Ricardo's Pr'ùrrcipLes,

But, he hastens to add, thïs does not mean that Ricardo had any direct
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bearing on the idea that surplus value is generated by a process of

exploitation. Tucker wants to argue the issue this way:

Could Marx have stated essentially the same ideas, with the same

or even a greater show of plausib¡lity, without the help of the
i"u""i theãry? lf we find that he could, then presumably the

."rponr¡b¡l ¡ty attaching to Ricardo wÎll be even further
diminished. r3

Such an argument, though, is a non sequitun. lntellectual history cannot

be written on the basis of what a writer could have done and only

ideological purposes could be served by thÎs endeavour' The fact remains

that Ika.Tæ &id. base his theory of surplus value very f irmly upon the

labour theory of value and we should înterpret his link to RÎcardo on that

premi se.

A further aspect of the differences between Ricardo and Marx argued

by Tucker is their respective'methods of analysis. Tucker finds that

,,Marx was at once rnore rabstractr and more tempi rical ' than p¡""t¿o'rt14l

Marx, hÎmself, made the point that Ricardo had not been suffÎciently

abstract in his method. Tucker's first contention is not Ín dîspute,

indeed it was a q,nLity of Marxrs work which enabled him to transcend the

limitations of received political economy. That Marx was more rempìricalt

Tucker argues in the sense that he transferred generalisations from

observation into his analyses. Tucker cïtes hîs ' immiserisation' thesÍs

as indicative of this approach. Now it can legitimately be argued that

Marxrs analyses of the "laws of motion'r of capitalism were often poorly

developed. His work ¿,tas ïncomplete. But Tucker goes on to argue that such

historical general isation was rra method of reasoning total ly foreign to

Ricardo himsel¡rr.l5 This assertion is false. one of the elements of

Marxrs o\^rn critique of Ricardors theory of differential rent was that he

had made the unwarranted generalisation that extensÍons to the margin of

cul tivat¡on in agriculture neeessarLLy experienced diminishing returns'

Tucker concludes his article with the remark that: 'rFresh

discussions may lead to a reappraisal and more careful interpretation of
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the relatíon between the two systems of tho.ug1",¡rr.l6 ln the I ight of

Tuckerrs own arguments, this is greatly needed.

One of the earliest attempts systematically to exarnine the Marx-

Ricardo relatÍonship in terms of the value-prÍce-distribution articulation

problem u/as that of Ladislaus von Bortkiewicz in l9O7.l7 Bortkiewicz took

a critical stance tovuards Marxrs analyses and explicitly defended Ricardo

against Marxrs cri tique.

Bortkïewicz uras primarily concerned to reveal some analytical

weaknesses in Marxrs approach to the value-price-distribution issue, but

his emphasis upon quantitatiÐe arguments meant that he did not give due

recognîtion to Marxrs special concern for the soeí,a.L dÍmensions of

capital ist production. H¡s interpretation of Marxrs critique of Ricardo

was similarly given a quantitative bias. ln this context, Bortkiewicz

reached the unwarranted conclusion that RÎcardo had presented Marxrs

essential thesis on the issue in terms that were at least as competent as

Marxrs o\^,n. l,Ie shal I argue that any such conclusion could only have been

reached through a mÍsreading of Marxrs critique of Ricardo.

To begin wÍth, it is. doubtful if Bortkiewicz appreciated fully the

significance of Marxts distinction between the value-surplus value level

of analysis and the price of production-profit level. There was more

involved in this than a quantitative dichotomy, but Bortkiewicz proceeded

as if the two analyses v,rere qual itatively the same. ln one footnote, he

did reveal an awareness of Marxts purpose in formulating the value

analysîs, viz. to expose the origin of profit whích was obscured by the

apparent nature of capitalist exchange and employment of labour. But this

insight uJas not as signifícant as Marx thought, Bortkiewicz asserted, and

he did not carry this awareness into hÎs interpretation of Marxrs

critique.lS Bortkiewicz thus failed to present his argument such that

value-surplus value appeared as immediate manifestations of the social

relations of production while price of production-profit appeared as a
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consequence of post-product¡on real¡sat¡on and the Process of comPetition.

Such an omission followed in the tradition of Ricardors analyses and

v,ras one of the central themes of Marxrs crÍtique. lt led Bortkiewicz to

overstate the outcome of Ricardots analysis of the value-price-distribution

issue and to de-emphasÍse the changes made by Marx. Bortkiewicz wrote:

l,Je cannot agree with Marx when he objects against Ricardo - as

he does on innumerable occasions - that the latter had confused
prices with values. Admittedly, Ricardo does not use the terms
t'valuet'and "pricettin the Marxian sense of a contrast between value-
calculation and price-calculation. However, in discussing the
excha.nge-relationships of goods, or prices, Ricardo displays complete
knowledge of the condítions on which this contrast rests. Not only
was he well aware that the intervention of the general rate of profit
in these exchange-relationships brings about a modification of the
(original) law of value, and thus, in Marxist terms, divergences
of prices from values, but he correctly judged the direction and

the extent of these divergences.I9

Several th¡ngs about this passêge are important. First, Bortkiewicz was

quÌte correct in recognising the difference between Ricardots and Marxrs

use of categories, but the point was not developed and its effect ì^ras not

evident in the rest of the passage. For secondly, the passage reflected

the quantitative orientation of Bortkiewicz's view of the issue. Thi rdly,

Bortki ewicz ãsserted a much stronger outcome from Ricardors analysis than

r^ras appropriate. As our study wÎl I show, Marx found RÎcardo to have a

less than I'complete knowledgeil of any facet of the issue. R¡cardo was

ahrare that the existence of a general rate of profits npdified the labour-

value principle quantitatively, but he did not treat it as a phenomenon

which required formal analysis. lndeed, he dismlssed it as being simply of

no signíficance quantitatively and therefore general ly.20 Bortkiewicz did

not mention thi s important argurnent.

ln Ricardots "judgement" of the issue, though, two distinct analytical

problems could have been separated. These were first, and logically prior,

the formalisation of the value-price of production articulatîon required by

the presence of a uniform general rate of profits; and secondly, and the ë

aspect of the ïssue with which Ricardo \^ras mostly concerned, the effect of
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Bortki ewicz '

excused Ricardo for his lack of clarity on this point as follows:

As regards Marxrs polemics on th¡s matter, it might at most be
conceded that Ricardo should have kept more sharply separate the
tr^ro questions of , f i rstly, the incongruíty between val ue and price,
and secondly, the Ínfluences on prices of changes in the rate of
profit. But even fhis objectíon would, strictly speaking, be
besÍde the point, since the first question^presents itself, as it
were, as a special case of the second one.¿r

For Marx, n¡ore than this was Ínvolved. His critique of Ricardo emphasised

the logÍcal independence of the first question and its contributÎon to the

understanding of capitalism: To consíder it to be merely a special case

of the second question just wíll not do.

Bortkiewicz went on further to add to this defence of Rïcardo. Marx

found that Ricardo's analysis of the value-price-distributíon issue

requÍred the preswrption of a general rate of profits with a consequent

lack of attention being paid to its gerteration. ln the following defence,

Bortkiewicz actually emphasised one of Marxts objectÍons to Ricardors

understanding of the issue:

Now it is true that if one believes, with RÍcardo, that príces
depend on the rate of profit, then the problem of price-formation
cannot be considered to have been solved as long as one has not
brought to I ight the factors determining the level of the rate of
profit. Ricardots discussions do not, however, pretend in the
least to give a complete solution of the price problem; theÎr sole
purpose, on the contrary, îs to show hovr changes in the rate of
profit affect prices. For thÍs reason, Ricardo îs fully entitled,
in his numerical examples, not only to assume that profits have
been equalísed, but^also to adopt an arbitrary numerîcal value for
the rate of prof it."

Ricardo may have beenrrentîtled" to his view of the analysÎs which suited

his purposes, but this did not make him immune to criticism based upon the

Limitatíons of this view. And, what is npre, Marx revealed that these

limitations existed even in the light of Ricardors purpose. lt was not a

matter of Ricardots argument being simply incomplete. Rather was it the case

that his argument LogícaLLy could not be sustained in the form presented for

it by-passed mediating steps in the analysis which were direct reflections

of the nature of capitalism itself.
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Strangely, Bortkiewicz sensed this, and, towards the end of the

paper, he lamented that Ricardo had not paid nnre attention to the origÎn

of profit as an integral part of his analysis. He correctly ascribed to

Ricardo the idea that profit arose from a 't&itsisiont'of produced value

between the worker and the cap¡tal¡st, an interpretation whÏch Marx would

have endorsed. But ít rennined an ïdea only, and Bortkiewicz tempered it

ideologically by arguing that ¡t invoved a "withholding" principle rather

than an exploitation principle.23 His conclusion revealed an understandîng

of Marx¡s thought not always evident in his paper.

For, in trying to make clear the origin of profÎt, Marx had the
ìuciy inspirai¡on lsiel] to construct a model in whïch profit
exisis, wìthout any norm other than the (oríginal) law of value
being decisive for the relationshíp in which products are excha.nged

for èach other. Such a model made it obv¡ous that profit could
neither have its first cause in the mark-ups which h/ere a phenomenon

of an exchange-econon)r, nor needed to be regarded as a counterpart
of therrproductive services of capítalr'. ln other words, by making
value-calculation precede price-calculation, Marx succeeded - much

npre sharply and emphatically than Ricardo had done - in delimiting
the theory of withholding agaínst other theories of profit and in
shaking oif any comÍþn feature.24

ln spite of this, though, Bortkiewicz was convinced that Marxrs use of the

value-surplus value level of analysis was unnecessary and Ínappropriate.

The phenomena of capital ism were able to be eæpressed in mathematíeaL forTn

without such analysis and, besides this, Marx had not performed the value-

price-distribution calculations correctly.25 These points serve to

emphasise.the technocratic nature of Bortkiewiczts interpretation of Marx

and hîs lack of concern for prior and penetratÍng essentiaL erpLartntion

as distinct from the forrnaL erpression of capitalist phenomena.

ln her elaboration upon Maurice Dobbts thesîs26 that value and

distribution theory fol lowed two distinct historical I ines of development'

Krishna Bharadwaj gathers the Quesnay-Smith-R¡cardo-Marx lineage under the

rubric rrClassicaltt.2T As part of this work, she provides an interpretatÎon

of what core analytical components these writers used in common. This

particular point is of relevance to our study, especially as it concerns the

Ricardo-Marx I i nk.
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Robert Eagly suggests that it is the central role of capital which

provides the rrClassicalt' core: tlthe analytical structure of classical

theory is grounded fundamentally in a sîngle major conceptz eapitaL,

The centrality of capital within classical economics cannot be

overemphasised".23 That there was rnore than this in the core is revealed

by Bharadwaj, and in this she is joined by Pierangelo Garegnani. VJhat

these two emphasise is that therrClassicalil analysis of value and

distribution centred upon the concepts of a given comnpdity wage and a

social surplus generated in production. ln Bharadwajrs words:

The central notion for classícal distribution theory is that of
surplus, the size of which is determïned by the methods of production
and distribution. Under competitive capïtal ist relations, the
surplus accruing as non-wage revenue is determined, given the social
output, methods of production and the wage. For an analysis of the
problems of distribution and accumulat¡on, a proper formulation of
value relations becomes a prerequisite.29

our readíng of'tne R¡cardo-Marx relationship which is documented

below, and our earlier discussïon of Marxrs critique of Adam Smith (above,

Chapter 6, Sectîon 6.3), supports these views of the'rClassîcal" core of

analysis. lt was the case, though, we argue, that Marx stood out as having

developed the implications of thîs core in an integrated, socio-arnLytieaL

interpretatíon of capital ism.

Several recent writers have explicated and defended the unïque

dimensions of Marxrs contributions to the critical analysis of capÎtalism,

with particular reference to the Ricardo-Marx fi liation. These writers

înclude Geoffrey Pílling, Susan de Brunhoff, and Susan Himmelweit and Simon

Mohun. The essential basÍs of theîr defence is expressed by Alfredo Medio

as fol lows:

as Maurice Dobb... has recently remînded us, the relatÍon between
Marx and the classical economist is a dialectîcal one. I should like
to go further than Mr. Dobb would probablY do, saying that most of
the Marxían theory of uaLue ought to be understood as a crLtique
rather than a development of Ricardors theory.30

Geoffrey Pîll¡ng31 argues that "while Ricardo grasped the nature of

the problem facing political econonry his method prevented him from arriving
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at a satisfactory solution to ¡¡rr.32 The partícular problem referred to

here is that of integrating the embodied labour theory of value into the

analysis of the dynamics of distribution. R¡cardo was locked into the

methodological ïmpl ications of British empiricist philosophy.

Al I Ricardors weaknesses reflect this empi ricism and resolve
themselves into this: that while he starts correctly from the law
of value he attempts irmnedíateLy to deal with all the phenomena

which conflicr with this law ... What is lacking in the PrineipLes
is any treatment of the process of medLation b,y which the 'forms
of appearancer in bourgeois society are connected to the source of
their origin, the law of value.sr

P¡ll¡ng cites several poînts of error in Ricardors work whÏch Marx

had argued to be a consequence of this methodological shortcomÎn9. First,

Ricardo confused the categories value and price of production and faîled

to specify their roles Ín the analysis of distributÎon and market-price

formation. Secondly, Ricardors endeavour to persist with the fundamental

labour theory of value as the iwnedLate basÎs for distribution led him to

formulate his false theory of dïfferentÎal rent. Thirdly, Ricardo did not

explicitly separate surplus value from its phenomenal form as profit, and

this reflected hÌs inadequate aPpreciation of the nature of capital.

Fourthly, Ricardo failed adequately to comprehend the nature of the commodity,

a fundamental capitalist category. Especially did he not realise the

implïcations of the use-value-exchange-value distinction and of their unity

in the commodity, rrwhich for Marx was to provîde the key for hÎs entire

analys¡rrr.34 Ricardo concentrated upon the quæftitatiue analysis of value

and failed to explicate íts quaLitatiue significance in the capÎtalist

econorrry as a ref I ecti on of the soc ia I rel ati ons of producti on.

Susan de Brunhoff3s argues, în more resolute terms than PillÎng, that

Marx was anrra-Ricardian" on the basÌs of "the irreducible difference

between Rîcardo and Ma.rrr.36 ln describÍng Marx this way, she wishes to

emphasise that he stood apart from Ricardo in a sense that no "non-

Ricardian,,could. This, in effect, argues a complete break by Marx from

Ricardo¡s method and analysis, and, what is rnore, from pol itical econonry
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itself. Marx at all times v,,rote a erLtique of political econonry. Now just

what Marx was doing in his writings about capitalism is, to some extent, a

semantic issue. For de Brunhoff, a I'Marxian political economy" would embody

a contradiction of terms. Only bou.rgeois writers write t'pol itical econon4rrt,

which is the t'science" of capital¡sm.37 lt is in this sense that de

Brunhoff writes: trMarxrs reasoning does not then consist in superseding

the fbourgeois limitsr of Ricardian Ídeas, but in dispLaetng the pnobLems

of Ricardian economic theory'r.38 lt is our view, however, that both

Ricardo and Marx urere similarly concerned to comprehend how the capital¡st

econofny worked. For MarX, this objective was eriticaLLy based and he

reached for it through a eritique of Ricardors understanding of the economy.

The resulting interpretation presented by Marx was quite different from

that of Ricardo. lJhether we call Marxrs interpretatÎon political economy

or not, our view remains the same.

The explicit and obvious origîns of Marxrs political econonry în the

work of Ricardo, especÎally with reference to the theory of value and

surplus value, are argued strongly by John Eatwell.39 ln endeavouring to

comprehend the value-price-dîstribution analysis of the capital ist economy,

both Ricardo and Marx faced the same problem. As Eatwell sees ìt: "the

d¡ff¡culties in the development of his theory, which Ricardo attributed to

the lack of a suîtable standard of value, urere inherited by Marx in the

form of the problem of the Iink between rvaluest and tprice of productionr.rl

40 Thus, once capital ist dîstríbution was al lowed for, both Ricardo and

Marx faced the same problem of establïshing articulation between the value

and price domains of analysis. For Ricardo, this required an invariable

standard of value in order to sterÎlise the problem. For Marx, a process

of transformation had to be developed. Neither was wholly successful in

thi s endeavour.

It is our view, and one which will be documented fully in this

Chapter and the next, that Marx's ov{n interpretation of Ricardors
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Wincì,pLes gives no credence to Eatwel lrs contentions. For Harx, the

search for an invariable standard of value had little connection with the

fundarræntal, static value-price-distribution articulation problem that he

first and forenpst wanted to solve.

ln part, the d¡ff¡culty with Eatwellrs argument is as stated by

de Brunhoff:

Ì,le are told by Eatwell that the need for a theory of value
arises because surplus, socïal product and real wages consist in

heterogeneous bundies of conrnodities: thus we see only a need for

"-ti"nã"td 
of value, in order to measure the magnïtudes of the

social product. L¡í<e Ricardo, Sraffa, and most economists,
Eatwelt is chiefly concerned \^,¡th the problem of magnitudes, and

not with that of lfre þecuLiar e?nv'aeteristies of value and surplus
value.4l

To this must be added David Laibman's response42 to Eatwellrs paper where

he argues that Marx actually solved the problem posed by Ricardo befo?e

proceed¡ng to the rrTransformation Problem". He did this "by subsuming the

problem of measurement within the more basic problem of value ereation'

that is, by discovering that the social source and nature of value îs to

be found in labour time'r. He went on to conclude that'tMarxrs ïnvariable

standard of value, then, is :,.. the hour of abstract, social ly-necessary

labour time".43 ln Laibmants view, the contno&Lty standard of value

sought by Ricardo and found by Sraffa cannot provide a solution to the

transformation attempted by Marx. For:

The realtrrole of a theory of value in the origin of surplus" is
not to untanþle valuation intricacies due to the heterogeneity
of comn¡odïty'aggregates, but rather to expose the nature of
capíral ¡st-ä"rËi, ãnd iús abî I îty to explaîn why the worker-capÍtal ist
relation takes the form ãt-"n impersonai market'relation.44

The key distinction missing from Ricardors analysis was that between labour

and labour power. lt was the concept of labour power that Marx used to

provide the essential basis for a theory of distribution that was

consistent with the labour theory of value and reflected the soeiaZ nature

of capital¡st relations of production'

Susan Hînmelweit and Simon Mohun45 also argue that Marxrs value theory

was not pr"Lrnar"í,Ly orÍented towards solving Pr¡ce problems' lt was very
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much a soeí.aL theory whìch, whi le derived f rom the work of Ricardo' vüas

given a new meaning and sÌgnificance altogether.

It is Himmelweitrs and Mohunts view that Ricardors analysis made the

distinct contribution to the evolutïon of value theory of exposing the

contradiction between the embodied labour theory of value and the cost-

summation interpretation of value which was based upon post-production

forms of distribution. But this was the limit of his legacy.46 For Marx,

it was not merely a rntter of soLt:ing this contradiction. The task was

to embody it in an analysis which reflected accurately the socio-economic

nature of capitalism. To this end, Marx probed nnre deeply than Ricardo

had done into the production relations of capitalism in order to get

beneath the appearances.4T ln so doing, he reformulated the essentîal

category value as based upon obsty,act labour. This value uras embodied Ín

the conmodity as exchange value. Thus, in capital ism:

in addition to the aspect of labour which produces use-values,
there is another aspect of labour whÍch produces use-values as

eonrno&Ltíes, whïch is abstract labour. Marxrs¡rvalue'r is the
product of abstract labour. Accordingly, value is a category of
commodity production, whose foTrn is exchange-vaIue; what gives
conmodities exchange value is the labour that remaîns an abstraction
from the labour thãt produces use-value.48

Marxrs project Ì^,as to proceed from this abstract vision of value to

the theoretical analysis of the concrete phenomena of capitalism. One of

the most immediate issues in this process l^ras that of articulatÎng value

as exchange value to concrete prices. CompetitÎon dictated that the

exchange of commodities could not take place at values in their immediate

form as exchange values. Modification to exchange values was required in

order to ensure the generation of a uniform rate of profits. This led Marx

to the "transformation problem'r, v,/hich Ricardo had not posed as such but

for which he ?nd required a soLution.49

The significant thing about all of the debate over the Ricardo-Marx

lînk as far as our work is concerned is that it has not been based upon a

thorough-goi ng comprehens ion of Marxrs oì^rn views on the subject. Marx
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devoted a considerable amount of effort to establishing the precise nature

of hïs criticism of Ricardo and yet this has been given only límited

attention in the l¡terature. No writer has yet presented an interpretation

of Marxrs critÍque which does justîce to its po^rer and complexïty. ln our

study we attempt such an interpretation.

7.3 MARX'S tNTRoDUCToRY t,DtGRESSl0N" 0N THE VALUE-PRICE-DISTRIBUTI0N

I SSUE.

lnttTheories of surplus value", Marxrs critíque of Ricardo effectîvely

began with a sectîon that he entîtled'rHerr Rodbertus. New Theory of Rent.

(Digression)". Rodbertusr works0 with which Marx uras concerned dated from

1851, so, in terms of any chronological evolution of political economy, to

treat it prior to Ricardo's Py"LncipT,es was a digression. However, the

placement of this section had an important critico-logÍcal rationale and

its substantîve content represented a significant stage in the crïtico-

historical evolution of Marxrs obrn pol itical economy. lt provided a concÎse

statement of Marxts positíon on the value-price-dístrÌbution Îssue in mid-

1862, when the píece was drafted (rsv, ll, l5n l), upon which the

subsequent detailed critique of Ricardo's Pz'ineLpLes was based.

Some explanation of the rationale for this "Dîgression" is in order

first. Salo Ryazanskaya, in an editorial footnote (fSV, ll, l5n l), explains

¡t în two stages. Fi rst, there r^ras a letter f rom Lassal le on 9 June 1862

in which Marx bras requested to return the Rodbertus book, which he had on

loan, by the beginning of 0ctober that year. This gave the inrpetz,¿s for the

section. Secondly, and more signíficantly, Rodbertus was also a critic of

Ricardo and had attempted to formulate a theory of absoLute rent as a

critical response to Ricardo's efforts with dLffez.entiaL rent. Marx, too,

had noted the omission by Ricardo of any treatment of absolute rent. This,

he had planned to argue, \^,as indicative of a major deficiency in Ricardors
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handl ing of the value-price-distribution issue. ln effect, then,

Rodbertus was an intellectual t'competîtorrr who has pre'empted part of

Marxrs cr¡tique. lt was appropriate that his contribution be subjected to

careful critical scrutiny before Marx formalised his critîque.

The resulting section went beyond the critîque of Rodbertus. ln ¡t

we find two particular developments which are rþst pertinent to our study.

First, Harx stated more clearly and formally than previously the

systematic analysis of the value-price of production transformation process.

Gone were the I imitations found in the lB5Z-Sg @nrtdt"iss¿ analysis of this

process.5l His model now represented a vi rtual ly t'completett (uis^a'tlis

CapitaL, Volume lll) exposition of the articulation between value and prÍce

of production. lt was on this basis that he was able to provide such an

incisive critique of Rícardo's value-price analysis.

Secondly, Marx provided a prelîminary statement of the íssues involved

in his planned critique of Ricardors theory of rent. Fundamentally, this

involved the formulation of the principle of absolute rent as an extension

of rent theory beyond the restrictive principle of differentïal rent which

formed the basis of what Marx called the "Ricardîanrt law of rent.

ln thîs present section, we will sun¡narÍse the substantÍve position

posited by Marx in this ÍmportantrrDígression". VJe shalI be concerned less

with the critíque of Rodbertus per se than with Marxts integz'ated treatment

of the two developments just outlined. tt was this treatment whÍch prepared

the way for hÍs detai led critique of Ricardo's tuirrcipLes.

As a fÍrst step ín developing his theory of absolute rent, Marx was

concerned to differentiate two basic production sectors. One sector

produced agricultural commodities used as wage goods and raw materials; the

other sector produced manufactured conrnodÎties from these raw materials.

Both sectors employed capital and labour in the production process, but

agriculture Mras argued to be more labour intensíve than manufacturing.

This relativity manifested itself in the organic composition of capital, the
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ratîo of constant capital to variable capîtal adyanced, whÎch would be

lower in agriculture (rSV, ll, 20).

ln the development of his analysis at this stage, Marx did not make

it very clear what he assumed or argued about the rate of suz,pLtæ uaLue.

The determinants of this crucial category v,,ere not explored. At one point,

the rate was a.ssumed gíuen m.d. cor¿stønt ttwough tíme (rsV, ll, 2l'2'), and

at another it was asswned wtiforn aeross the sectons of productíon (fSV,

ll, 66). We conclude then, that Marx worked from the assumptÏon of a

uniform rate of surplus value across the sectors of production. Moreover,

we note that he made no allowance for any change in thÍs rate as the

econorry developed over time.

Marx continued his analysis with some consíderation of the general

rate of profits. Rodbertus' presentation of the formatÍon of the profit

rate (fSV, ll, 25 ff) was adapted directly from the work of Adam Smith and

Ricardo. ThÍs învolved embodied labour uaLte as the'rcentre of gravityrl

about which actual market prices fluctuated under the impetus of supply

and demand effects. These price fluctuations affected the realised rates

of profit in the different sectors of production and generated shífts in

the allocation of capitals which would tend to restore market príce to a

direct monetary expression of labour value. A series of short period

oscîlliations of price around value was envisaged, but with average price

equal to value.

Now Rodbertus recognised that the result of this averaging process

had to be a uniform average rate of profit on all capîtals. But, as Marx

pointed out, thîs required that the produced value of a commodity embodìed

surplus value immediately in proportíon to the size'of capÎtal employed.

Such was not the case, even if a uniform rate of surplus value was assumed.

The surplus value actually generated in a sector of productîon, over a

particular period, depended upon three aspects of the capital input, given

the rate of surplus value (fSV, ll, 28). First, íts organîc compositîon,
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which varied across sectors for a complex of reasons; secondly, the period

of capital circulation, or its rate of turnover, as determined by the ratío

of fixed to circulating capîtal; and, thirdly, the length of the production

period uis-a-uùs the period,during which living labour was employed.

Marx gave a simple three-sector arithmetical example in order to

demonstrate how the rate of profit would vary between sectors if average

prices v,rere to be monetary expressions of value, and organic compositions

of capítals differed as between the sectors. The inmediate ratios of

generated surplus value to capital advanced would vary and the rates of

profit could be made uniform only by a redistribution of surplus value in

proportion to capital advanced. As Marx put it:

Competition amongst the capÌtals thus seeks to treat every capital
as a share of the aggregate capital and correspondingly to regulate
its participation in surplus value and hence also in profit ...
But ìn plain language this just means that the capÍtalists strive
(and thÍs striving Ís competition) to divide among themselves the
quantity of unpaid labour - or the productÍon of the quantity of
labour - which they squeeze out of the working class, not
according to the surplus labour produced directly by a pa.ntieuLar
capital, but corresponding firstLy to the relative portÎon of the
aggregate capital whÍch a particular capÎtal represents and
jeeonáLy accordîng to the amount of surplus labour produced by the
aggregate capital (TSv, ll, 291.

This compet¡t¡ve equalÎsation was achieved by way of average price

format i on .

Marx proceeded to give a rnore formal and systematÍc exposítÍon of this

issue a I ittle later in the "Digression" (fSV, ll, 66 ff)-. He used a f ive-

sector nrodel and devised the results shown in Table 7.1 (adapted from TSV,

ll, 67-8). Each sector had a capital input of 1000, but there were wide

variations Ín the organic compositions of these capitals. They ranged from

213 in sector lll to 4 in sector I. The average organic composition of

3/2 coîncided with that in sector ll. Marx found the aPproPrÎate average

rate of profit by aggr.egat¡ng the immediate ratios of surplus value to

capitals advanced in the sectors and averaging them, and, alternativelYr bY

aggregatîng the surplus values generated in each sector and expressing this

aggregate as a ratio to the aggregate capital advanced. The result was a
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general rate of profits of 20 per cent.

Each sectorrs capital thus shared in the ê.ggregate surplus value in

proportion to its size'. Thïs meant that some average prices urere above

values - in sectors I and lV where the organic compositions of capital were

greater than the averêge, - some average prices were below values - in

sectors lll and V where the organic compositions of capital were less than

the average, - and one average prÍce v,ras equal to value - in sector ll where

the organíc composition of capital was equal to the average. These results

depended respectively upon the realised sector profits beïng greater than,

less than and equal to the immediately generated sector surplus values.

An important rationale for Marxrs clarÎfication of the value-price

transformation was that it related directly to what Rodbertus had argued

about rent. ln particular, he had attempted to explain absoLute rent by

posÍting a larger rate of profit ín agricul tural production. The origin

of this larger rate was that raw materÍal inputs were not paid for in

agrîculture. As Marx saw it, thîs amounted to the farmer capîtalist giving

av,ray as rent a part of his profît due to an underestimation of the cost of

his inputs (fSV, I l, 45 f f). But without this miscalculation being assurned,

Rodbertus could not explaÎn rent at all (TSV, ll, 92).sz

As a fundamental princíple, though, Rodbertust idea was correct.

For Marx, too, the explanation of absolute rent was to be found În a

sustainabl e imne&Late rate of profît in agriculture that was above the

general rate. This required that the equalisation process which was

involved in the value-price of productÎon transformatïon be impeded. Thus,

the appropriation of absolute rent by landowners required that the

agricultural sector yÍeld a surplus value greater than its proportional

share of the aggregate profit at the general rate, and that there exÎsted

some means by which this "excess" of surplus value \^ras prevented from being

redistributed through competitÎve average price settÎng, The average prÍce

for an agricultural commodity would then be its oaLue, and this value would
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be greater than the eaLauLated price of production. The result would be

that the farmer could enjoy a rate of return on his capital equal to the

general rate of profits (lôwered a little by the failure to redistrÍbute

the whole of the aggregate surplus valuel anà. pay rent to the landovuner

(rsv, I l, 37).

This result vras possibLe in agriculture, Marx argued, because of the

empirical observation that production in that sector utas labour intensive

and thus involved capital with a low organic composition rat¡o. The

situation would be akin to sector lll in Marxrs example above. lt then

remained for Marx to explain what prevented the redistribution of surplus

value according to the rules of competition (s'ee TSV, ll, 30, 37, 70,

e3-4) .

This explanation uras found in the existence of private property in

land, giving an eeonpmLc significance to this socio-pol itical institutÎon.

ln this, an important contrast wîth Ricardots dÍfferentìal rent theory

emerged, for:

It explains the erLstenee of z.ent, whereas Ricardo only explains the
erLstenee of differsntLaL yents and actually does not credit the
outnez,ship of Land. with any eeornnric effect. (fSV, ll, 94.)

As a consequence of landed proPerty, a non-eapítaList was brought

înto the social relations of production. He would not be bound by the rules

of competition between capitals, yet his contribution of the use of land

was an integral and essential component of agrícultural production. This

gave him the power to siphon off any excess of profit beyond that required

to return the general rate and thus attract capital to agricultural

production (fSV, ll, 4O-Z). Marx argued the point through the view of the

landowner as follows:

VJho is going to prevent me from approprÎating thistrexcesstt? \'úhy

should I act according to your custom and throw ît into the conx'non

pot of capital to be shared out anþng the capîtalÎst class, so that
everyone should draw out a part of it in accordance wîth h¡s share
in the aggregate capital? I am not a cap¡tal ¡st. The condítion of
production which I al lot^, you to util ise is not material ised labour
but a natural phenomenon. Can you manufacture land or v'rater or
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mines or coal pits? Certainly not. The nìeans of compulsion which
can be applied to you in order to make you release again a part
of the surplus labour you have managed to get hold of does not
exist for me. So out with it! The only thíng your brother
capitalists can do is to compete against you, not against me. lf
you pay me less excess profit than the differènce between the
sutpLus ùime you have made and the quota of surplus labour due to
you according to the rule of capital, your brother capitalists
will appear on the scene and by theÏr competÍtÍon will force you
to pay me fairly the fuLL ønotmt I have the power to squeeze
out of you. (rsv, I l, \l-z.l

Howard and King have been critical of Marx's formulation of the theory

of absolute rent.53 Theîr criticism comprises two components. FÎrst, that

the theory implies that landowners would "have an interest in preventing

the entry of capital into agriculture, úÎch is surely the reverse of the

truthrr. Secondly, that the theory implies the ernergence of negative

absolute rent when the organic composition of agricultural capital rises,

wi th devel opment , above the average i n producti on. I,Je wi I I a rgue that

neither of these criticisms is valid. Each is superficial and petitio

prineipü.

It Ìs not at all clear what Howard and Kíng mean in theîr first

criticism. They cannot be s.uggesting that no capital be used in

agriculture. The capital that ãs employed in agriculture would be requÍred

to return the general rate of profits. lt would thus be in the interest of

the landowner to oÌ^rn the capital himself , but thÎs argument ís not real ly

rel evant here because or^rnersh i p of capi tal i s not at i ssue. hlhat i s

probably meant is that Marxrs theory implies that for a gÎven quantity of

land, further capital Íntensity in the workíng of the land would not be in

the interest of landowners. But, Howard and King do not explain why, and

their implied reasoning is not suggested by any of Marx's analyses. They

do not consider the organic composition of the adåitionaL capîtal, and they

do not argue its effects on surplus value generation. 0n the basis of

Marx's theory, to the extent that addîtional capital adds to the difference

between agricultural commodity oaLue and calculated price of production by

raising the surplus value embodied in that value, the landovlner has a
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pos¡t¡ve ¡nterest in attracti.ng cap¡tal. 0nly if the additions to capital

proceeded so far that, with the diminishing retúrns in production on the

given land, the addÍtion to aggregate surplus value fell below that needed

to return.the genèral rate of profits on the ådditional capital would the

lando¡rner begin to lose part of his absolute rent. He would then not wish

to attract further capi tal .

As far as the second critÍcism is concerned, Marx indirectly refuted

such an interpretation. tlhat is npre, Howard and King themselves make

reference to this point.54 Marx noted that the orÎgin of absolute rent,

the lower than average organic composÍtion of agricultural capital, could

be removed over hîstorÍcal time as agriculture developed and employed

relatively more constant capital (rsv, ll, 93, l03,l05, 2\\). Absolute

rent had no rnLuyaZ basis and could dìsappear. Under such circumstances,

there would no longer be any ratîonale for prùsate property in land used

for agriculture. The landowner would thus no longer take part in the

relations of agricultural production, Ín which he had no essential role

per se anybray (fSv, ll, 44). A new form of social relations for

agrícultural production would be required. By virtue of this reasoning,

then, any reference to negative absolute rent has no meaning.

As Marx was aware, sone differentiaL rent may remain once the absolute

rent has disappeared. He argued, though, that this rent would be passed to

the State, the receiver of the land after the demise of the landowner (fSV,

ll, 103-4). Even this differential rent would disappear, though, when the

nøy\<et basîs of agricultural pricing was removed through State ownership

of the land (fSV, ll, 105-6). Here Marx evidently did not consider that the

differential rent alone would be sufficient to preserve landed property in

agriculture. He gave the impressÍon of belÎeving that it was but a

quantitative modification to total rent based upon the absolute rent

princîple (fSV, ll, 95-6). This really was an empirical assertion that

could not be verified or refuted.
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7.\ RICARDO'S METHOD AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE PRTNCT?LES,

Marx!s basic attitudes towards Ricardots method of analysis were

posited in the following passage.

Ricardo ... consciously abstraets from the form of competitîon,
from the appearance of competition, in order to comprehend the
Lqus as strch. 0n the one hand he must be reproached for not going
far enough, for not carrying his abstraction to completion, for
instance, when he analyses the uaLue of the conmodity, he at once
allows himself to be influenced by consideration of all kinds of
concrete conditions. 0n the other hand one must reproach him for
regarding the phenomenal form as irnnediate anå. direet proof or
exposÍtÍon of the general laws, and for failíng to interpret it.
ln regard to the first, his abstraction is too încomplete; în
regard to the second, it ís formal abstraction which in itself is
wrong. (rsv, ll, 106.)

Ricardo began the PrLncipLes with an abstract analysis of value. Marx sab,

this as an approprÍate beginning, but it was not developed to realise its

fuìl analytÌcal potentÍal. Ricardo hras too close to the empîrîcal phenomena

of capitalism and was anxious to reveal theÍr consistency wîth the labour

theory of value. The nrost serious result of this analytical haste was his

erroneous attempt to link the abstract category value díreetLy to the

concrete distributional forms of profits and ì^rages. As Marx showed, the

transformation involved was nþre complex than Ricardo imagined and had much

broader ramificatÍons for interpreting the nature of the capïtalist

distribution process. Further to this, Marx argued that Ricardo too readily

accepted the appearances of capîtal¡sm in which itsrrlawst'were mæúfested.

At this level of analysis, the "laws'r were giuen. Theír essential causal

roots were not interpreted and the resulting comprehension of the capîtal¡st

econoÍry hras superf icial. AnøLysís uas used mereLy to eonfírtn the

6[)peardnees. l,lhere some contradictîon emerged, as ïn the case of the labour

theory of value, the analysis was forced into the required form (fSV, ll,
164).

Ricardors methodological deficíencies were manifested in what l4arx

called the'rfaulty architectonics't (fSV, ll, 166) of the PrincípLes. Marx
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found the theoretical core of the work in its first six chapters, that is

to say, in those chapters in which Ricardo outlined his theories of value

and distribution. More,specifically, the topics treated in these chapters

were value, natural and market price, rent, wages and profít. Upon further

reflection, Marx decided that the quíntessence of Ricardors analysis

could be identified in the first ù'to chapters of the fuineipLes''rOn

Valuerr and rr0n Rentrr.

Thus the entire Ricardian contribution is contained În the first two
chapters of his work. ln these chapters, the developed relations
of bourgeois productíon, and therefore also the developed categories
of political econonry, are confronted with their princíple - the
determínation of value - and examined in order to determine the
degree to whích they directly correspond to this prÎnciple and the
positîon regarding the apparent discrepancies which they introduce
into the valu" relations of comnrodÍties ... [tne first two chaptersl
provide wîth concise brevÍty a critique of the old, diffuse and
meandering political economy, present the whole bourgeois system of
economy as subject to one fundamental law, and extract the
quintessence out of the divergency and diversity of the various
phenomena. (rsv, ll, 196.)

This assessment emphasised the role played by uaLue as the fundamental

category for Ricardo. lt also emphasised the significance of Ricardo's

theory of rent. As we shall find in Chapter 8, Section 8.2 below, Marx

gave considerable critical attention to this topÍc in spÎte of his lack of

direct concern with it in his ohrn pol itical econoÍn/. The way that Ricardo

used this theory was important in comprehendìng hîs approach to analysis

general ly.

The fundamental fault in Ricardors work was due, Marx argued, to hÎs

rrmethod of investigation itself and of the definite task which he set

himself Ín his work'Ì (TSV, ll, 1671. Marxrs meaning here centred upon

Rîcardots presumption that the varíous categories whÎch represented

apparent economic phenomena provîded a complete grasp of the nature of

capitalism. The task which Ricardo had set himself was outlined in the

tfPreface" to the H,incLpLes. lt was to analyse the effects of growth upon

aggregate distrÍbution. Although this analysîs impl ied change, and Ricardo

did refer tortdifferent stages of societytr, his focus was not upon
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historical evolution as Marx understood it. Ricardors basic assumption

was that the capitalist system uras immutable now that it had evolved.

A consequence of this assumption was that the apparent categories of

political economy were accepted as gÍven and immutable too. The roots of

these categories were not sought by R¡cardo, although he was aurare of the

analytical changes impl ied by the transition to induslrial capital ism. ln

addition to this, he also found some evidence of conflict in the system-

l,larx praised his honesty in portraying the ¡'economic contradictÍon between

classes" under capitalism (?Sf, ll, 166). Overall, though, his frame of

reference was capitalism as he observed it and any dynamics were argued

strictly within this frame. By contrast, for Marx, dynamïcs implÎed

dialectical evolution. The "laws of nrotion" of capi tal ism originated in

its contradictîons and only change, perhaps revolutionary change, could

transcend them. Thïs social-historical dimension was not part of Ricardo's

analysis.

lrJe note, though, that Marx in no uray denied the etistence or

signifiemc¿ of the phenomenal categories that v',ere the substance of

Ricardots political econonry. They represented capitalist eeononric relations

at the øppæent level and had to be an integral part of any pol itical

econorrry of capitalism. The point was that they were not immutable and that

additional categorÍes were needed to grasP the esserttíaL nature of

capi tal îsm i n al I i ts social and economi c rami fÎcations.

ln spite of the limitations of Ricardors methodology, Marx still

found him to be a writer of profound significance in the evolution of

polìtical economy. Beyond Rícardo, Marx found l¡ttle Progress in the

',science,,. But he especially stood out in the lÎght of earlier writÎngs as

the fol lowÎng laudatory passage showed.

Ricardo forces science to get out of the rut, to render an

account of the extent to which the other categorÎes - the relations
of productîon and commerce - evolved and described by it, correspond
to or contradîct thïs basis, this starting point [ttre labour theory
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of value]; to elucidate how far a science which in fact only
reflects and reproduces the manifest forms of the process lof
capitalisml, and therefore also how far these manifestations
themselves, correspond to the basis on which the inner coherence,
the actual physiology of bourgeois society rests ...; and in
general, to examine how matters stand with the contradiction
betr^reen the apparent and the actual movement of the system. This
then is Rìcardots great historical signíficance for scÍence.
(rsv, ll, 166.)

The richness of Ricardors analysis for Marx wíll be made evident ín the

rest of this Chapter and in Chapter 8.

7.5 RICARDOIS LIMITED TREATMENT OF VALUE AND PRICE.

Marx was impressed by the start which Ricardo made ín his political

econorm/. R¡cardo focussed upon value theory as the foundation for

comprehending the capitalist economy and his chapter on value forrned the

centrepiece of the PrineipLes. ln Marxrs ourn work, value theory has a

similar status, although for broader and more complex reasons. Be thÍs as

it may, Marx still found considerable scope for critîque in Ricardo's

understanding and use of value theory.

0n the concept of value ïtself, Marx noted that Ricardo had

differentiated impl icitly between two interpretations of rrrelative value"

but he fai led to emphasise the distinction clearly. Exchange-value

appeated most obvïously to imply a ratio of exchange between connrodities.

Value was evidentlyrrrelativeil or'rcomparative'r in this sense. Ricardo

wanted to base thÍs "relative value" upon embodied labour time due to

production. He a.rgued that this expression of "valueil had the sense of the

rrpov{er of purchasing other goodst'. Nowrrrelative value" in this latter

sense could change only if labour content varied to different extents in

the commodities being compared. lf labour content varied to the same

extent in each conrnodity, then thei r t'relatÍve Value'r rnpuld not be

altered, but it could be argued that theÍrrrabsolute valueil had varied.
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Ì4ore or less labour input was required ín production to produce each.

For Marx, value, as an absoLute categoryr was something which a

eormnodLty possessed as a consequence of being produced in a capÎtal¡st

economy. This Value, as bre shall refer to it belowr represented the

exercise of abstraet labour and took the forTn of exchange value. VaLue

was to Marx an ímmanent rneasure of exchange value.55 ln neglecting this

absolute basïs for exchange value, RÍcardors formulation of "relatíve value'¡

remained superficial. ln Marx's vÎew, Ricardo confused "labour, the

intrinsie measure of value, with money, the eætetnaL measune, which

presupposes that value is already determÏned'r (fSV, ll,4O3). This had the

effect of soeiaLLy sterilîsing hîs value theory. For while Ricardo was

abJare of the role played by labour in value generation, he did not analyse

the social nature of labour. Labour \^ras tnore than the substance of value.

,tBut Ríeayd.o dpes not eæøn\ne the form - the pecul iar characteristic of

labour that creates exchange value or manÍfests Ítself in exchange values -

the natuye of this labourrt (ISv, ll, .|64). Moreover, Ricardo

... only examines the magnÍtudes of value, the quantÎties of this
abstract, general and, in thîs form social, labour whÍch ingender
differenceã ín the magnittdes of uaLue of comr,pdities lf]fre
relatîvÎty of the conêept of value is by no means negated by the
fact that all commodities, in so far as they are exchange values,
are only reLatiue expressions of social labour tïme and their
relativity consists by no means solely of the ratio in whÎch they
exchange îor on" another, but of the ratio of all of them to this
social labour which is thei r substance. (fSv, I I , 172.)

gne immediate sígnificance of value theory for Ricardo was as the

basis for explainÍng observed conmodity prîces. This was so for Marx as

well, but to a less immediate degree. In itseLf, it was not and could not

be a theory of prices in a capitalist economy. Marxrs argument revealed

that the analytîcal sequence should provide for prices to emerge as a

consequence of the tmitg of production øtd distribution. He found that

this was not clear to Ricardo. R¡cardo left the value-price-distribution

analysis without proPer articulation. The stage was set for Marxrs

cri t ique Ì n the fol lowÍng passage.
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ln competition, the eost-pr"iee and not the uaLue apPears as the
regulator of natket-prLee'so to speak, as the irwnqrtent prLce,
the value of the commodity. But in competition thís cost-price
appears to be represented by the given average rate of wages, profit
and rent. Hence Adam Smith tries to establish these separately and
independently of the oaLue of the commodity - rather as elements
of the natural price. R¡cardo, whose main concern has been the
refutation of this Smithian aberration, accepts the result that
neeessayLly follows from it - namely the identifu of uaLues and,

cost-prices ' although l^rith Rícardo this result is logically
irnpos'sibLe. (rsv, ll: zlr5, cf.l3z)se

Here Ricardo stood accused of a serious theoretÎcal inconsistency.

ì,Jhi le he had argued correctly for the retentÍon of the embodied labour

theory of value even in the presence of a class which owned means of

production and employed labour, he did not develop the implications of thÍs

for the distribution and price-formatÎon processes of competitive

capítalism. More than this, though, he faÎled to recognise that the

internal logic of his own argument should have led him to an appropriate

analysis of the value-price articulatÍon. The specific problem was the

reconcíliation of a uniform general rate of profits with variations of

capital composition in the production of different commoditÎes. Ricardo

was aware of this puzz"lé, but he could only offer the empirical rrsolutiont¡

that its quantitative significance was not sufficient to warrant anything

further. tt was Marxfs view, then, as expressed Ín the above passage,

that Ricardo had ín effeet identified "value" and price of production. By

thís we interpret Marx to have meant that Ricardo had been unable to

provide a formal, analytical articulation of the two categories even though

he was aware, ín prLneipLe, that they required separate identification.

Ricardors analysÍs of the value-price issue took a particular form.

This followed from the yaison d'etre of his polítÍcal economy whîch was to

establish the effects of economic growth and development on the

distributÍon of income. He uras concerned to apply the labour theory of

value in thîs growth analysis, but he found thatrrvaluetrcould vary

independently of embodíed labour through dïstribution changes. This was the

consequence of an i nverse rel at ionsh ip between r^rages and prof i ts and the
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need to sustêin a uniform general rate of profits in spite of varlations

in the compositÍon of capital in different sectors of production. tJith

growth, the VaLue of ttsubsistencertw.age conmodities would Íncrease

domestically because of diminÍshing returns to marginal extensions of

agricultural production. A fall in the general rate of profits followed

from this, and to preserve its uniformity across sectors of production,

the relative rrvaluestr of commodities would have to change. Those

commodities produced with high fixed capital to wage capital rat¡os, with

highly durable fixed capital, or with long periods of production ïn a

relative sense would decrease in ttvaluetr relative to other commodities.

A fundamental factor underlyîng the analytical d¡ff¡cultÍes that

Marx found in Ricardors rn¡ork was a lack of attentÎon to the appropriate

structuring of the analysis. Especially had Ricardo immediately extended

the analysis of "value" in Chapter I of the fuineipLes to include arguments

which depended upon presuppositions about other categories. Wages, capital

and its forms, profit and the general rate of profits were introduced

without any analysis of these categories pezl se (fSv, ll, 168). Thîs

reflected the "faulty architectonics" of the Prineiples and led Ricardo

into many of the d¡ff¡cultïes which Marx emphasised in hÍs crÎtique. Marx

summarised the main analytico-structural problems as follows:

All Ricardots illustratÍons only serve him as a means to smuggle
in the presupposítion of a generaL yate of profit. And thís happens
in the first chapter r'On Value", whïle wages are suPposed to be
dealt with only in the fifth chapter and profÍts in the sixth. How

from the mere determÍnatÍon of the t'uaLuettof the commodíties theÍr
surplus value, the profit and even a genet'aL nate of pt'ofit are
derived remaÍns obscure with Ricardo. (fsv, ll, 190.)

ln Marxts critique, we can identîfy several interdependent components.

We shall consíder each in turn, although in Marxts orígÍnal manuscript they

were presented î n a rather I ess o,rgan i sed format. Fi rst', the i ssue upon

which Ricardo focussed was not that which Harx thought to be npst essential.

For Marx, the crucial issue was to establish the distinction and articulation

between VaLue and price of production such that the uniform rate of profits
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could be explained. R¡cardo presupposed the existence of this rate and did

not eæpLieitLy approach this issue. Secondly, however, Rícardors analysis

effectively embodied this fundamental Íssue but he did not develop it. By

his own argument, value and price could not be identical categories.

Thirdly, the limited analysis of capîtal which Ricardo undertook as part of

his treatment of ilvalue'r hras inappropriate for the purpose. Fourthly,

Ricardors treatment of the role of money in t'valuettanalysis v'ras erroneous.

Finally, Ricardo presented a confused analysis of the complex competitíve

processes which determi ne mæket prÍce.

As Marx saw it, Ricardo's concern with the effects of distiibutÎonal

changes on "valuerrdetermination had prevented him from focussíng upon the

more fundamental value-price articulation Íssue.

lf R¡cardo had gone into this [íssuel more deeply, he would have
found that - owing to the diversity in organÍc compositÍon of
capÍtal - the mere existence of a generaL z'ate of profit
necessîtates eost prLe¿s that differ from uaLues. He would have
found that, even if uages are assumed to remqLn eorætøtt, the
difference exists and therefore is quite inãependønt of the rise
or fall in wages He would also have seen how incomparably nnre
important and decisive the understanding of this difference is for
the whole theory, than his observations on the variations in cost
priees of commodities brought about by the rÍse or fall of wages.-(rsv, ll, 176; and cf. l80.)

Thus the value-price issue as Marx saw it was logically prior to that which

Ricardo analysed. R¡cardo had effectívely argued in terms of prÎces of

productíon, even though unconsciously, but had not formalised the category.

He posited a uniform general rate of profÍts and dÍd not analyse fully its

ramifications. Marx,argued that:

fnstead of postuLatLng this generaL yate of profit, Ricardo should
rather have examined in how far its eristenee'ts in fact consistent
with the determination of value by labour time, and he would have
found that instead of beîng consistent with it, prima faeie, it
contradîcts Ít, and that îts existence would therefore have to be
explaíned through a number of intermediary stages, a procedure
which Ís very different from merely includîng it under the law of
value. (rsv, ll, l74.ls7

Once Ricardo had posíted the uniform general rate of profits, ¡t

became an integral part of his analysis of what happened to profits on

capitals of varying compositions as wages changed. The effect which he
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eæpLieitL¡7 argued, was that relativettvalues" would be affected to varying

degrees depending upon the capital composi tion in production. I.lhat this

argurrent fai led adequately to express; in Marxrs interpretation, v'ras that

therrvaluesrrvaried in order to preserve the uniform general rate of

profits, albeit at a lower level. The irwnediate impact of the wage rise

would be to change the profit rates on the various capitals to a different

extent. To restore the general rate of profits, then, the relative "values"

must be alrered (rsV, ll, 174-5). The implicat¡on drawn by Ricardo from

the analysis was that he had identîfied another determÍnant ofttvaluert

besides embodied labour. Qual itatively th¡ s puzz'}êd him. But he

"resolvedrrthe problem by noting that the divergence from labour value

caused by this effect was qzøntítatiueLy insigníficant.58 Thus changes in

rlvalue¡r cane effeetiUeLy only from changes in embodied labour (fSV, ll,

I 93-4) .

Marx argued that Ricardo had not presented the significant

implication of his analysis. The point was that, having discovered an added

dimension ofttvaluett detentLnation, Ricardo should have recognised an added

dpmain or category of t'value". Marxrs argument on this was presented in the

fol lowing passage.

in order to equalise again the profits in the different spheres
of production, în other words, to re-establish the genetaL nate of
profit, the prices of comnpdities - as distinct from their oaLues -
must be regulated in a different way. Therefore, he further
concludes, these differences affect the 'rrelative valuesrr when
v\,ages rise or fal l. He should have said on the contrary: Although
these differences have nothing to do with the values as such, they
do, through their varying effects on profits in the different
spheres, gîve rise to ... eost prices which are different from the
values of the cornmoditîes but by the capital advanced for their
productÎon plus the averêge profit. Hence he should have said:
These average cost príce.s are different from the oaLues of the
commodities. lnsteãd, he concludes that they are ídentieaL and with
this erroneo'¿¿s premise he goes on to the consideration of rent.
(rsv, n , 175.)

Marx considered Sections lV and V of Chapter I of the tuLrteLpLes,

where this confusion emerged, in some detail. He made a cr¡tical

assessment of the arithmetical examples given by Ricardo (rSV, ll, 180 ff)
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and concluded that they could be extended to reveal the nature of the

value-price issue more clearly than Ricardo had done.

Ricardo provided an arithmetical nodel which included three

production sectorss9 that we shall call A, B and C. The analysis

consÍdered two successive one-year periods of production. Each sector

employed 100 men at 50 pounds per year. The assumed rate of profits v'ras

l0 per cent. Thus, in year l, 5000 pounds of capital was advanced in each

sector and the resulting commoditíes had rtvaluestt of 5500 pounds. Sectors

A and B produced machines for cloth and cotton goods manufacture

respectively. Section C produced corn. Because only wage capital was

advanced in year l, price of production and VaLue were identícal.

ln year 2, A and B advanced capitals comprÎsing 5500 pounds in

nnchinery and 5000 pounds for v,rêges. Thettvaluet'of the¡r outPut Ricardo

argued to be 6050 pounds. Section C advanced 5000 pounds for wages, as in

year l, and produced corn of "value" 5500 pounds. Ricardo's po¡nt ldas just

that in year 2, "valuer'generated in Sectors A and B included an additional

550 pounds not due to any increase in embodied labour. The example thus

served to emphasise Marx¡s critique of RÍcardors interpretation of the value-

price issue.

one absolutely cannot conceive what Ricardo intended to elucidate
in this example, apart from the fact that the cost prices of
comrnodities - insofar as they are determÎned by the value of the
outlay embodied În the commodities plus the same annual rate of
prof i t - dLffe.r from the values of the con¡nodities and this
difference arises because the commodities are sold at prïces that
will yield the sqne rate of pnofit on the capÌtal advanced; in
short, that this difference between cost prie¿s and uaLues is
ídentical wi th a generaL rate of profit, -(fSV, 

I l, 182.)

Now as Marx read it, Ricardo's example, which Marx modified to Ínclude

Sectors B and C only (fSV, ll, 182 ff), involved the same variable capîtal

advance and irmnediate labour input in both year I and year 2. l,Jith no

depreciation of fixed capÍtal ín yeai 2 in Sector B and with no fixed capÎtal

used at all in Sector C, the VaLue generated in B and C in both years h,as

5000 pounds of variable capîtal advanced plus 500 pounds of surplus value.
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The implied rate of surplus value was l0 per cent. ln year I th¡s was

also the rate of profit in each sector. Hov,Jever, Ín year 2, the irmnediate

rates of profit, with a l0 per cent rate of surplus value, were

approxîmately 4.8 per cent in B (SOO/IO,5O0) and l0 per cent in C

(SOOISOOO), lt was clear to Marx that in the terms of Ricardots own

example, the uniform general rate of profits could not be sustained in year

2 without sone æbitrary addïtion to surplus value. Such a solution was

not satisfactory and the general rate of profits Ímplîed in the example in

year 2 would be less than l0 per cent, wîth cotton goods and corn having

prices of production whÍch differed from thei r VaLues.

Marx went on further to analyse Rícardo¡s arithmetícal example Ín

order to clarify the results that Ricardo could have obtained. The example

was a modified version of the one above and was taken from the sarne place

in the PrineipLes. The basic data was Ricardo¡s but the approach was

Marxrs. Sectors B and C were assumed to have a uniform rate of surplus value

of 25 per cent. ln year l, B produced cotton goods maehine of "value'r 500

pounds, and C produced corn of similar "Value". Both trvalues" comprised

400 pounds of variable capital and 100 pounds of surplus value. ln year 2,

the machine in B was used to produce cotton goods of "value" 1000 pounds,

comprising 500 pounds of fixed capítal advanced and used up, 400 pounds of

variable capital and l0O pounds of surplus value. Sector C produced corn

in year 2 of t'valuett!00 pounds as in year l. AII this, Marx argued,

conformed to Va.Lue theory.

lthat Ricardo noticed in this part of his example was that no allowance

was nnde so far for the longer period over which capital was advanced in B

with no reaLised return. C had been able to sell its corn each year and

realise 100 pounds of profit, and this represented an annual rate of return

of 25 per cent. B had not realised any profit Ín year I and had advanced

an additional 500 pounds of capital in year 2, Thus, if both B and C were

to return 2j per cent oDeraLL for capi tal advanced over the two years, then
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B woul d have to sel I the cotton goods for more than thei r VaLue. The

ttvalue'r of the sale would need to be ll25 pounds, comprislng 500 pounds

for the machÍne, realising 100 pounds of profÍt from year l, 400 pounds for

variable capital in year 2, and 225 pounds for profit in year 2 (2251900

= 25 per cent). ln this case, then, the cotton goods must be sold at 125

pounds npre than theÍr Vq.Lue. But, where was this money to come from?

As no surplus value equivalent for it had been produced, both B and C

could not realise 25 per cent profit in year 2. Any redistrÍbution of

surplus value from C to B would mean that C would have to accept a return

less than 2i per cent, even though this was its irnnediate rate of profit.

The irmne&Late rate of profit in B was ll-l/9 per cent in year 2. Over the

two years, the rates of return were l5-5/13 per cent in B (200/1300) and

2! per cent in C (200/800). Marx calculated the average rate of profits

to be 20'5/26 per cent, but this is reduced to 19-1/21 per cent if a more

appropriate weighted average is used (fSV, I l, 187, ed. n. 7l).

Calculations aside, however, the point that Marx wanted to emphasise was

that in order to realise a uniform rate of proflts in both sectors, the

price of production of cotton goods would have to be above VaLue while that

of corn would have to be beløt VaLue.

Marxfs conclusion about Ricardots analyses was that Ricardo had

faíled to follow through his ohrn logic as implied în the examples.

Rîcardo does rnt ú¡eLL on the eoneLusion ufuieh folLows fnom his ot'tn
iLLtestrations, namely, that - quite apart from the rise or fall of
v'rages - on the assumption of constant wages, the cost prÍce of
corunodities must differ from their values, if cost prices are
determined by the same percentage of profit. But he passes on
to the influence which the rise or fall of wages exerts on eost
pri.ees to which the values have already been level led out.
(rsv, ll, l9t.)

Especially, Marx argued, hras this shortcoming most evÍdent ïn a passage

at the end of SectÍon V of Chapter I of the tuineipLes. ln this passage,

Ricardo came very close to explicating correctly the annLysís of the

value-price of production îssue. (Quoted by l{arx, TSV, 197-8).
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It wi I I be seen that in the early st,ages of socTety, before much

machinery or durable capîtal is used, the conrnodÍties produced by

eetq.L eapitaLs will be nearly of eqtøL oaLue, and will rise or fall
only relãtively to each other on account of more or less labour
being required for their production; but after the introduction
of tñese expensive and durable instruments, the eor¡tnoditíes
pwo&rced. by tVe ernpLoyment of equaL eapitaLs ttiLl be of uery wteqttaL
ïaLue, and-although they will still be lÍable to rise or fall
relatively to each other, as more or less labour becomes necessary
to their production, they will be subject to another, though minor
variation, also, from the rise or fall of urages and profits. Sïnce
goods which sell for 5000L may be the produce of a capital equal in
ãmount to that from which are produced other goods which sell for
lO,OOOg, the profits ort their mwtuf üæe qLLL be the sØne; but
those profits uouLd be z.aneqtnT, if tVe priees- of-^the good.s did not
vary w'Íth- a rÍse or fal I ¡n the rate of profit.60

Marxrs reading of this passêge revealed a necessary logic that distinguished

VaLue from price of production. Ricardo had failed to elucidate this logic.

ln effect, Marx found the following argument in RÎcardots passage. Equal

capital compris ing advances for vl,ages only generated equal VaLttes in

embodied labour terms. 0nce fixed capîtal was introduced, then the equal

capitals r^rould produce equal "valuesrrprovided that the capitals had the same

fixed capital to wage capÍtal composition. However, when this composïtion

varied in the production of diffèrent cornrnodities, then the commodities

would not be of equaltrvaluet'. lndeed, Ricardors own argument had

commodíties of "value" 5000 pounds and 10,000 pounds produced by the same

capital input. The underlyîng condÍtion was that the capitals should return

a uniform rate of profîts. From this analysÍs, the implication could only

have been that the resulting prices of production were categorically

distinct from embodied Iabour VaLues.

From this argument, Marx drew the following conclusion:

Hence Ít follows, not that values have altered theÎr naturer but that
the pr\ces are different from oaLues. lt is all the npre surprisÍng
that Ricardo dÍd not arrive at this conclusion, for he sees that
even if one presupposes cost príces determined by the general rate
of profit, a'change in the rate of profÍt (or rate of wages) lllt
change these cost prices, so that the rate of profit in the different
spheies of productìon may remain the same. How much more therefore
must the establishment of a general rate of profit change unequal
values since this. generaL nate of profít is in fact nothi.ng other
than the levelling out of these different rates of surplus value
in different conmodities produced by equal capÍtals.
(rsv, I l, 198-9¡et .
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normal rate differed from Value.

The way in which Ricardo handled the category eapitaL also drew

critïcism from Marx. ln the present context, his cr¡t¡que centred upon

the dîvision of capital rather than upon Îts conceptíon. clearly, Rîcardots

view of capital was ntaterÌ'aL rather than soe\aL as Marx would have ît'

But, what r^ras significant herer bras that Ricardo used the fixed capïtal-

circulating capital dÍchotonry to analyse capital in what vúas essentially a

pnoduetLon problem. This dichotonry \^ras more aPProprÎately associated wi th

circulation problems {fSV, I I , 174). And, îndeed, Ricardo was praised by

Marx for recognising this (rsv, ll, 176)'

Ricardo took several approaches to the analysis of capital

215.

Hence, Marx argued that Ricardo had d.emonstrated the difference between

VaLues and prices of production, even if he had not eornpnehended it'

Ricardo proceeded to the rest of his analysis on the basis of the

"erroneous confusionrrevident in this Passage (quoted by Marx, TSV, ll,

199):

For Ricardo, the signÎficant point was that irresPective of comPosition,

whatever the basis of its varÎation, each equal capital had to return the

same rate of profit. But, each capital comPosition variation Împlied the

Mr. Malthus appears to think that it is part of my doctrine,
the eost and uaLue of a thÎng should be the same; ^.'. í!"is'
means by cost, tteost of ptoiduction't íneLuding profíts.Þz

that
if he

compositions in the "value" determinatÎon problem, each based upon the above

dichotomy. Marx summarised these thus:

l. A difference in the proportion of fixed to circulating capital'
Z. A difference in the perìod of turnover of aLreuLatíng capitaì

as a result of a break in the labour process while the production
process continues.

3. À diff"..nce in the durabilíty of fixed capital'
4. A difference in the relative þeriod durÎng whÍch a commodity is

altogether subjected to the labour process (without any break

in the labour þrocess or without any difference between
production p.riod and labour period) before it can enter the
actual circulatïon Process.

(rsv, n, l7B.)
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empìoyment of different volurnes of labour and a change in wages affected

the rrvaluestr they produced differently and introduced another cause into

the determination of "value" (fSV, I|, 179).

It was Marxrs a,rgument, though, that Ín spite of Ricardors efforts

to include this variety of compositions, he effectÍvely analysed only that,

in one h,ay or another, different capital value was employed wíth the same

volume of labour (rsv, ll, 189). lt was not the fixed capital to

cîrculating capital ratio which Ricardo actually used to generate r¡valueil

variations, but rather the assumed uniform rate of profits acting on these

different capital values urith the same labour input. lndeed, Ricardo did

not allow fixed capital or rah/ materials (Uotfr constant capital in Marxrs

definition) even to enter production. The former bÍas not depreciated and

the latter was overlooked. Thus, although he stated the issue of different

capital composÍtions ín the ways outlined by Marx, he dÎd not actually

øppLA them in his analYses.

ln his crítique of Ricardo, Marx also touched upon the puzzle of

formulating an external measure of I'value" in the form of a money commodÎty.

It was in thÎs context that Marx considered brÎefly, and dismÎssed,

Ricardots thoughts on an invarÎable standard of value.

Marx argued that a change in the VaLue of any fiþney conrnodity would

have no effect upon relative prices. VJhen expressed in terms of the money

comnrodity, relative prices would at I be altered to the same extent and

only the absoLute LetseL of prices would be changed. lt did not matter what

the money commodity was, ê.9. gold or wheat, the same reasoning applíed.

Money "represents a relatively unchangeable medium despîte its

changeabi I ity" (TSV, I l, 2OO). The nroney comnpdîtyrs price in terms of

itself could never change.

Now the problem which Marx raised in this regard related to the

following passage from the PrLncipLes (quoted at TSV, ll, 200).
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[w¡tn] a rise in the price of labour only those conrnodities

would r¡se lin price] which had less fixed capital employed upon

them than tùe m'ediwn ín uhieh priee uas estimated, and ' . ' al I

those which had npre, would politively fall in prÎce when v\'ages

rose. 6 3

Marx judged that, in this passage, Ricardo was urrong if by prices he meant

rrþney prices. But Marxrs argument in support of this assertion represented

a misinterpretation of what Ricardo was trying to establ ish' Ì'thi le it was

correct, as argued by Marx, that any commodity with the same capital

composîtion in production as the money commodity would not change in

relative price Uis-a-ùLs naney, his logic outlÎned in our previous paragraph

could not be applied in this case. Yet thÎs was what Marx attempted to do

(fSV, ll, 200-l). ln the quoted passage from Ricardo, the relative prices

were changed by the wage rise independentLy of the chan'ge ov' othevuise in

the pyiee of the mon^A eonrno&Lty. t^lhat Marx did not make clear was that

Ricardo sought a Íìoney conmodity whîch could be used to measure changes in

therrvalue" of an aggregate product consistently from period to period

independently of any changes in distribution. Admittedly, the problem b'as

essentially a qttnntitatiÐe one, but it could not be dismissed quite as Marx

did.

ln the light of the concern that we now know that Ricardo felt for the

need to Ìdentify an invariable standard of value, there ì^ras an irony in

Marx¡s comment that:

Section Vl tton ør¿ InuariabLe Measure of VaLuett deals wÎth the
t,meq.sl.tre 6¡ UaLue" but contains nothing important. -The connection
between u"iu., its immanent measure - i.e. labour time - and the

necessity for an eætet'naZ measure of the values of commoditìes ïs

not understood or even raised as a problem. (rsv, ll, 202')

This was a strange assessment and one which Marx did not elaborate upon in

the present context. Rather, he promised to return to I'this matter whïch

is quite unsatisfactoryrr in I'a subsequent revision of the theory of nnneyrl

(fSV, ll, 202). This task was never undertaken as far as we know.

Ricardo did not fornnlly establish the category price of production'

Thus, when he came to analyse the determination of mavket pr'íces, it was
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from an ill-defined base that he worked. Ìlarx devoted considerable

critical attention to Ricardors endeavours to provide an explanation of

market prices (rSV, ll, 203-16).

For Ricardo, therrcentre of gravityrrof market price was hisrrnatural

price" category which Marx found him to identify with both rrvaluerr

categor¡es, VaLue and price of production. Thus, the fundamental problem

which Ricardo faced ín this issue, \^,as that for him the process of

competition was related only to the dimension of market price adjustments

around the natural price. He gave no consideration to the competitíve

essence of price of production formation. Marx stated the problem this way:

At the beginning of Chapter lV, Ricardo says that by nah,uaL prbe
he understands the uaLue of the commodíties, that is, the priee as
determined by theîr relative labour time, and that by mæket pt"iee
he understands the accïdental and temporary deviations from this
natural price or value. Throughout the further course of the
chapter - and he is quite explicit in this - he understands something
quite different by rnh,ual price, namely, cost priee which is
different from value. Thus, instead of showîng how competition
transforms values into cost prices, í.e. creates permanent
deviatîons from values, he shows, following Adam Smith, how
competition reduces the market prices in different trades to cost
prices. (rsv, ll, 2ll.)

What Marx effectÍvely argued, þras that the market price formatÎon

process comprised three logical components. These were the competitïve

establishment of a uniform general rate of profits which generated prices

of production which were different fron VaLues; the competitive process

driving market prices, set by shor.t-run supply and demand crîteria, towards

prices of production; and the establishment of a uniform intra-seetor

price for a particular commodity.

The basis of these logical components in the explanation of market

prices was the unîform general rate of profits. Prices of production were

articulated to VaLues via this general rate and market príces tended to

centre on prices of production în an endeavour to preserve it. l"r¡thin a

sector of productíon, the establishment of a uniform price for a particular

commodity meant that with variations in techniques of production, the

realised rates of profit on the capítals employed may differ from the
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general rate. Thus, the competitíve process and its consequences uJere a

deal nìore complex than envisaged by Ricardo.

Now it v,,as clear that Ricardo had argued the issue on the basis of a

uniform general rate of profits. He stated this in the following passage

from the PrLneipLes along with the role that he saw competition playing in

preserving the general rate. (Quoted by Marx, Tffi, ll , 212.)

It ¡s then the desire, which every capitalist has, of diverting his
funds from a less to a more profitable employment, that prevents
the market prLee of commodities from continuing for any length of
time e¡tfiei much above, or much below their nnt'ut'aL priee. lt is
this competition which so adjusts the eæeVtmtgeabLe uaLue of
commodÍties, that after paying the wages for the labour necessary
to their production, and all other exPenses required to put the
capital employed in its original state of efficiency, the nemaining
uaLue oy ouerpLr,¿s will in eaeh tv'aÅe be in proportion to the value
of the capitai employed.6+

Marx recognised that, as far as it üent, this statement was quÏte correct.

Market prices adjusted towards natural prices through a process of

competitive capital mobi t ity. VJhat v,ras more, the natural price here was

appropriately a price of production, and this too was linked to competition.

ln effect, though, Rícardo had not separated comPetitive market price

determination from the LogieaLLy prLoz. competitive price of production

formation, even though both processes were impl ied Ín the passage.

Ricardo did not consider explicitly the third logicaí component of

market price formation at all. The underlying issue involved in explaÍnÍng

the uniform intra-sector price of a partÍcular commodity, was the decisÍon

about which technique of production should dominate in determining the

operational price. Marx argued that ît would be the auer'age technÍque în

labour productivity terms (fSV, ll,2O8), although he noted that thÍs would

be aueíghted average, with the weights determined by the proportÎons of

total production of a comnpdity met by each technique (fSV, ll, 2O5). lt

was Ricardo's erpLieit view that the determining technÎque would be the

Least productive.65 For some reason, however, Harxrs interpretation was

that Ricardo had also argued an anserage technique approach (fSV, ll, 2O4).
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Generally, Marxts own discussion of this íssue was not well developed.

thepyLnaLpLe of a uniform price for a particular commodity, and its effects

on the realised ¡ntra-sector rates of profit, were correctly stated. These

yeaLised rates of profit had to come from a uniform market price at the

phenomenal level . VJhat Marx di d not discuss \^rere the complex interactions

within the competitive process which allowed for these non-uniform, intta-

sector râtes of profit while simultaneously centring market prices around

prices of productïon which were based upon an inten'sector uniformÎty of

the rate of profits. Moreover, these prices of production would also have

to exhibit intra-sector uniformity for they too v,,ere potentially market

prices in a situation of zero excess demand. The detaìls of the

competitive processes implied by Marx¡s three logical components of market

price determînation were not elaborated upon Ín the present context.

UJe have seen in this Chapter, then, that Marx found Ricardors analysis

of "valuerrand the'rvaluer'-price of production articulation ïssue

superficial and incomplete on several counts. Methodologically, Ricardo had

failed to penetrate the øpparent categories of political economy in order

to reach those categories which would expose what Marx sal^, as the essential

nature of capitalism; Ríeardots anaLysís uas desiqed onLA to confiTrn the

¡ppearances of the system. This methodological shortcoming hras evident in

Ricardorsrrvaluet'theory. His concept of rrvalue" lacked any sociaL

dimension which reflected the relations of production of capitalism. ln

relating "value" to price-of-production, Ricardo had recognised the

prineLpLe of the distînctîon involved but had not provided a formal,

analytical articulation. Rather he dismissed the issue as enrpi?ieaLLy

insignificant and thus, in effect, in Marxrs view, identifiedrrvaluerrand

price-of-production. Moreover, in his rrvalue" analysÎs, Ricardo had

presupposed the general rate of profits category without considering its

orîgins and formation. For Marx, the former should include the latter in

an integrated analysis. This Marx was able to provide with his theory of
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surplus value. Finally, in discussïng the rrvalue" - Price of production

issue, Ricardo had used the category capital lnappropriately. He had

failed to capture its soeiaL dimension and thus Íts role in the telations

of production. Analytically, he had used the fixed-circuìating dichotonry

that was appropriate to an understanding of circulation. He had not

devised a dichotomy that captured the role of capital in the production

process which logically and actually preceded and dominated circulation.

VJhat also became evident to Marx was that Ricardo had not adequately

linked the rrvalue" - price-of-production discussion to a consîderation of

the distribution process. Especially díd this become obvious in RÌcardo¡s

endeavours to eæpLain non-labour incomes. He carr¡ed the burden of the

methodological and analytical I imitations åutl ined above into his

application of the "value" premises of the Prineíples to the distribution

process. ln the next Chapter, we discuss Marxrs critique of Ricardors

analysis of non-labour incomes.
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CHAPTER 8

MARX'S CRITIQUE OF RICARDO'S ANALYSIS OF SURPLUS VALUE IN ITS

PHENOMENAL FORMS.

8.I PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

The centrepiece of Marxts critique of all political econonry, and ef

Ricardors especially because it represented the intellectual summit of the

"science", was that it had failed explicitly to consider the category of

surplus value índependently of its phenomenal forms (rSv,1,40). The

true origin of non-wage incomes had not been explained as a consequence.

Marx approached the critíque of Ricardors analysis of non-wage

income. generation Ín three stages. First, he considered Ricardo¡s analysïs

of rent, a category which had a sÌgnificant role in the PrLncipLes.

Marxfs treatment was extensive (fSV, ll, Il4-160 and 236-3\1) and included

the historical orïgins and a critique of Ricardors theory of differential

rent, an analysis of the category absolute rent, and a mass of supportíng

arithmetical calculations. H¡s general objective was to reveal the

limitations of Ricardors rent analysÌs both in its principle and in the

examples used to support ¡t. ln order to do so, he worked through

alternative and extended cases whÍch gave results that were opposed to those

found by Ricardo. More specÍf ical ly, though, Marx noted that he did 'rnot

intend to give a detailed exposition of rent until dealing with landed

property eæ pz,ofesso" and thatrrhere the purpose is only to set forth'the

general law of rent as an illustration of rny theory of value and cost

prices" (fSV, ll, 269). As it turned out, the analysis went somewhat beyond

this brief.

Secondly, Marx argued that în considering profit, Ricardo had formally
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analysed its generation in relation to capital advanced to employ labour.

He gave I îttle attention to f ixed capital and ra\^, materials as integral

parts of the explanation of profit. This effectÎvely meant that Ricardors

analysîs related to surplus value rather than to profit d¡rectly. However,

hïs analysis was set in a production context dominated by agriculture and

he did not abstract sufficiently to consider production per se in which

the juxtaposition of wage and non-wage incomes, irrespectÎve of the forTn

of the latter, could be examined. Thirdly, then, Marx considered Ricardots

treatment of profít as an extension of the implied principle of surplus

value. Marxrs argument here was that in order actually to consider pnofít,

a nþre complex analysis than that provi.ded by Ricardo vvas necessary.

Especially had Ricardo failed adequately to explain the general rate of

profits even though he had used the category.

8.2 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF RICARDO'S THEORY OF RENT.

Marx began his detailed critical analysîs of Ricardors theory of rent

with a bríef hîstorical excursus as background. He found that the princíple

of differential rent, the principle he cal led the rrRicardÎan Law of Rent'r,

was devised by the Scot James Anderson during the 1770s as an incidental

by-product of that writer's concern to prornote stable agricultural

development. Anderson had related the emergence of rent to that excess

"profit'r which was associated with wheat production on land of varying

fertilities at varying costs (including some general standard of profit)

Ìn a situation of uniform market price (fSV, ll, 146-7). Where the cost of

production coincided with the market price, as Anderson thought to be

probable on the least fertile land, no rent could be appropriated. Anderson

had noted that the fertîlity of land was not merely a function of nature and

that the pattern of differential rents could be altered over time by

artî ficial improvements in ferti I ity.
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Leaving Adam Smithrs treatment of rent aside for later treatment,

Marx made the point that Anderson had not been concerned to develop the

theory of rent as an explicit topic wîth theoretical signîficance pe? se.

This development, Marx argued, was left to Sir Edward VJest and Thomas

Malthus whose pamphlets dealing with the subject appeared ïn 1815. ln

Andersonrs era, wheat prices urere not the cause of great concern. The

empirical evidence tabulated by Marx (fSV, lì, \n ff) revealed that these

prices had decl ined for most of the seventeenth century and duri.ng the

first half of the eighteenth century. An upward trend b.egan about the

middle of the eighteenth century but ¡t did not become a probìem until the

period lSOO-1820, Then the price of wheat rose very rapÎdly and debate

over the Corn Laws took on a ne\^, vïgour. ln this context, the problem of

explaining, and perhaps justifying rents was viewed as an important one by

I,Jest and Malthus.

As Marx read these pamphlets, West was the more origínal in his

presentation of the rent principle (rsv, ll, ll5). Malthus was viewed by

Marx not only as a plagiarist of Anderson in this matter, indeed as a

"pLagíarisú by profession" (fSV, ll, ll5), but also as an arch apologÍst

for and defender of the Iandowners. Marx expressed, with consÌderable

vituperation, his finding that Malthus had distorted Anderson's thesis where

necessary in order to bring ¡t into accord with h¡s own theoretÎcal and

pol itical predi lections (rsv, I l, I l5 ff).

Ricardo, also working ìn an environment of very high wheat prices

and active Corn Law debate, followed on in this tradítion of developing rent

theory as a signifícant responsîbi I ity of pol itïcal econorm/. ln the Preface

of the pz,íncipLes, Ricardo gave l^lest and Malthus credit for presenting the

"true doctrine of rentrtand noted that "without a knowledge of whîch, it

is impossîble to understand the effect of the progress of wealth on profÎts

and wages".1

For Marx, oire signifîcant feature of th¡s development of the theory
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of rent was that its frame of reference vi,as eapítaList pz,oductíon. He

arguéd that, unlike continental European experience, capitalism ìn

agricultural productíon was well advanced ín England by the time that

Ricardo formulated his analyses. Unfettered by such deeply ingraîned land

holding traditions as those evîdent on the ContÍnent, the English could

I ink land usage to the prof ít motive rrpre readî ly. This, Marx argued, had

been aided by the enclosure rnovement which made agrículture a rþre defÍned

process of production. ln all, he observed that:

nowhere in the world has cap¡talist production, since Henry Vll,
dealt so ruthlessly with the tz,aditionaL relations of agriculture,
adapting and subordinating the conditions to its own requirements.
In this respect England Ís the most revolutionary country in the
world. Ilherever the conditions handed down from history were at
variance with, or did not correspond to, the requirements of
capital ist production on the land, they were ruthlessly sv,rept
ahray (rsv, ll, z3l.)

Moreover, the colonisation movernent, based as it was, to some extent, upon

capitalist premises, led to an increased consciousness of the role of

capi tal in agricul tural development (fSV, I I , 239) .

It was quite appropriate, then, for Ricardo to begîn from the pre-

supposition that agricultural production was capitalíst. He proceeded on

the assumption that capital was mobîle as between sectors of production,

includíng agriculture, and that agriculture would not experience any

shortage of capital (fSV, ll, 239).

For Marx, rent, as was the case Ì^Jith al I distribution categories, was

a soeiaL phenomenon. I^lhat he wished to emphasise in his critique was that

rent could not simply be ascribed to nature (rsv, ll, 96). An explanation

of rent had to flow directly from the theory of surplus value.

Marx specified two forms of rent which were defined accordîng to their

oz'Lgin and hence their explanatíon. DifferentiaL rent was the originally

devised principle of rent upon which Ricardo focussed exclusively. lt was

the consequence of the real isation of differential ttvalue". This 'rvalue"

arose through some differential in the production conditions of a commodity

that generated individual (immedíate) produced "valuesil which differed from
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a uniform market ilvaluer'. The market|tvalue" was argued to be determÎned

by one particular production ¡'technology" from amongst those învolved in

the production of the cornmodity. Just which "technology'r was to be chosen

as the determînant of marketttvaluetrvaried. The original principle of

differential rent assumed that the least product¡ve tttechnology" would

domînate. Marx argued that such need not be the case. ln principle, the

only requirement for differential rent bras that some individual produced

"value" of the commodity should be below the ruling market I'value'r. The

princîple involved, and its general appl icabi I ity in caP¡tal ist production,

was outlined by Marx in the following Passage.

This differential rent merely corresponds to the eæeess profíts
which,, given the mayl<et oaLue, will be made in every branch of
industry by that capitalist whose conditÍons of production are
better than the average conditions of thÍs particular trade. For
the uaLu.e of the commodîty of a particular sphere of production
is determined, not by the qtnntity of Labouw which the indïvidual
commodity costs, but by the quantíty which the commodity costs
that is produced under the auerage conditions of the sphere.
(rsv, I l, 240-1.)

lJhat Marx wanted to emphasise in his formulation of the differential

rent prînciple was that Ricardors version was too specÍfÎc in Îts assumptions.

Ricardo had not only limited the prinaipLe to agrÎculture, but also had

argued that markettrvalue" would necessarily be determined by therrvalue"

of the conmodity produced on the least ferti le land. I,lhî le thÎs latter

point embodied a correct principle, it was too restrictive.

This law, that the manket uaLue cannot be abotse the individual oaLue
of that product which ïs produced under the uorst eoùditions of
produetion but provides a part of the necessary supply, Ricardo
ãistorts into tire assertion that the nBrket value cannot fall beLou
the value of that product and must therefore always be determined
by it. LJe shall see later how wrong thÎs is. (fSv, ll, 271 .)

Moreover, Ricardo omîtted another consideration in his restrictive approach

to rent theory:

Manufacture and agriculture only differ from one another here in
that in the one, the excess profits fall into the pocket of the
capitalÎst himself, whereas în the other they are pocketed by the
landowner, and furthermore, that in the former they are fLuid, they
are not lasting, are made by this capïtalist or that, and always
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disappear agaín, while in the latter they become fiæed because of
theír enduring (at least for a long period) natural basis in the
uariatLons i'n-the Laná., (r7v, ll, 24ì.)

Thus, in manufacture, the competitíon between capitals would, in a short

time, remove any ttexcessil profits due to technological differentials in

production implemented by particular capîtalists. While this sort of

differential would always be present, it was "nuíd" in the sense of moving

between capitalists as their relative position in the technology matrix

changed. This was not so in agriculture. As bras argued in Chapter J,

Section 7.3 above, rent uras aPpropriated by landowners on the basis of

their private property ín the land whÎch was an essential input into

agricultural production. Differential rent could not be competed away by

capital, but it could d¡sappear as fertility changes urere superimposed

artif icial ly on the rrnatural basis'r of the dífferentials in production.

The other form of rent whîch Marx considered was absoLute rsn't. The

principle involved in this case was outlined in Section 7.3 above. R¡cardo

had not recognised the possibility of this alternative form of rent and ït

thus represented a further omission from his analysis. The explanation for

this omissÍon was his lack of recognitíon of price of production as

distÍnct from VaLue and his faÍlure to analyse the dÍfferences in the

cortrpositions of capÍtal between agriculture and manufacture. For Rîcardo,

VaLue and prÍce of production were effectively the sarne thÍng and the

embodied labour theory of value was preserved in spÎte of the eme.rgence of

rent by posïting rent Ín its differential form only. This was ensured by

the existence of the no-rent margin of land which produced wheat at the

embodied labour value which determined the uniform market price.

Marxrs response to this was that Rîcardots understanding of rent was

based upon the empÍrically false assumption that land could be taken up at

the margín as a free resource. No rent had to be paid because no pnoperty

was involved. Marx,argued by way of the absoLute rent princÍple that rent

on aLL 1,arúed pz,operty b,as possible and was explained consistently wïth the
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labour theory of value. Fertility variations and differential rent

merely nodifíed the absolute ient Pattern.

RÎcardo v,ras ahtare, however, that the no-rent margin need not be an

extensive one. lt could be that additional capital (including wage capital)

was applied to land already under cultivation and that diminishing returns

would ensure a lift in the marginal value generatîng differential rent

paid by capitals already employed. Howard and King have argued that Marx

missed this point in his crÌtique. rrMarx's apparent neglect of the

intensitse margin thus destroys his crìtique of the Ricardian rent theory'r.2

Our reading is different. ln at least tl^,o places Marx expl icitly

considered the concept of an intensive margin in Ricardors work (fSV, ll,

95 and 332\. l,larx recognîsed that Løñ at the erbensiue margin could bear

a &ifferentiaL rent and that this hrould not contradict the labour theory of

value. But, this recognition did not destroy hîs critique of Ricardors

treatment of rent. As we have seen already, and as v,,e shall develop

further below, Marxrs critique v,ras not sïmply premised upon there beÍng a

no-rent extensîve margin of free land ïn RÎcardors assumptions. lt was

broader than thís. Moreover, the emergence of the intensive margin dÌd not

mitigate Ricardots omÍssîon of obsoLute rent as Howard and King appear to

argue. The rent based on the intensive margÎn was stîlt differentiaL rent

and there is not a "perfectly valid sense in which aLL rent is dîfferential

rent,,.3 Such an argument joins with Ricardo in neglecting the capital

composition effects on "value", effects which operate independently of any

nnrgînal argument.

It will be useful at thîs point, before we proceed to a more detailed

consideratîon of Marx!s critique of Ricardors treatrnent of rent, to

formal ise the two definitions of rent involved (fSV, 11, 293'4). Let:

mv = market VaLue

cp = rrcost price" (price of production measured in VaLue terms)

iv = indivîdual VaLue
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L-

v=
s=
r=
e=

constant cap¡ tal

var¡able cap¡ tal

surPl us val ue

general rate of profits

rate of surplus value

AbsoLute rent is

Thus:

cP c + v + r.(c + v)

rv c*v*s

C+v+e.v

then given by

Ra = (¡v - cp)

= e.v- r.(c+v)

To forrralise differentio,L rør¿t we rnust recall that mavket VaLue will be

determined by a particular individual VaLu.e generated by a particular

technology from aÍìongst those used to produce the total output of the

comnndity. Differential rent will be associated with all those capitals

(applied to land in agriculture) which could produce at an individual value

below the market value. ln the simplest case, where market VaLue is

determined by the highest indivîdual VaLue, differential rent wÎll be gíven

by:

Rd = (mv-Ív)

IotaL rent will comprise absolute and differential rent and can be expressed

= Ra+Rd

= (mv - cp)

as

Rt
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ln formulating his theory of rent, Ricardo had applied only the

differential principle. ln so doing, he also nnde the unwarranted

empirîcal assumption that the expansion of agricultural production followed

a land usage sequence which involved deseending productÍvity. And, Marx

argued, not only was this assumptÍon unwarranted, but also ît was

unnecessary for differential rent could be generated in the case of

a,seending product i vi tY as wel I .

ln both cases the only requirement is that the newly cultivated land
is necessary but at the same tíme only just suffícient to satisfy
the additional demand. lf the newly cult¡vated, better land were
more than sufficient to satisfy the additÍonal demand then,
accordi.ng to the volume of the additional demand, part or all of the
inferior land would be thrown o,tt of euLtítsation ... Thus
differential rent does not presuppose a progressíue deter'ùoration of
agrLeuLkæe, but can equally well.spring from a progressitse
iínprouement in it. (rsv, I l, 241.)

Marx argued, then, that Ricardors analysis was restrictive in this sense

also' He devised some arÍthmetical examples {rsv' ll' 251 ff) in order to

show how the general law lof differential rent] explaìns a

great multiplicity of combinations, while Ricardo, because he had

ã talse concePtion of the general law of rent, perceived only one
side of differential rent and therefore wanted to reduce the great
multiplicity of phenomena to one single case by means of forcible
abstract¡on. (rsv, ll , 270.1

The essential result of Marxrs lengthy calculations on dífferential

rent uras that the same princÎple could be applied in both ascending and

descending productivity cases. ln positi.ng three grades of land in

ascending productivîty l-ll-lll, it d¡d not matter in which order they were

brought into use. lf increased demand involved progression from lll and

ll to l, then the total demand would be provided for at mv = Íul, with

differential rent increasing on lll and emergÎng on ll. ln the reversed

case, where expanding demand was met by transition from I to ll to lll,

the hîghest individual VaLue would still dominate the market VaLue

determination wÍth mv = Íul. As ll and lll were brought into use, each

would bring forth a differentîal rent. ln the case of ll, the rent would

be (rv - Ívrr), and for lll the rent would be (zmv - iull - iv,rt)' Marx
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concl uded:

I f, therefore,
it determines
(rsv, I l, 273.

I

¡t
)

determined the market value in the descending line,
in the ascending line for tVrc søne reasons.

Should it be the case that the extensions to lll resulted in I being taken

out of production even with the increased demand, then mv = Ìv' would

enìerge. However, the prínciple of differential rent would stil I apply with

Rd = (*u - ívr,.').

Marx drew together the threads of hîs critique of Ricardors treatment

of rent in the following passage. lt thus provides an appropriate

conclusîon for this section of the Chapter.

Ricardo explaÍned differential rent from an absoLute deerease in
produetíuity in agriculture. Differential rent does not presuPPose
this, nor does Anderson make this assumption. 0n the other hand
Ricardo denies the existence of absolute rent because he assumes
the organíe eonrposì,tion of eapitaL to be the same in îndustry and
agriculture and so denies the purely hÌstorical fact of the Louez'
deueLopment of the productive pou,er of labour in agriculture as
compared with manufacture. Hence he falls into a twofold historical
error: 0n the one hand, he assumes that the productivity of labour
in agriculture is absoLuteLy the same as in Índustry, thus denying
a purely VrLstoz'icaL difference in their actual stage of development.
0n the other hand, he assumes an absoLute decrease in the
prvduetiuity of agr"icuLture and r,egards this as its law of
äevelopment. He does the one in order to make eost pz"iee on the
worst land equal uaLue and he does the other in order to explaîn
the differences between the eost pr"ices [of the productsl of the
better kinds of land and their uaLues. The whole blunder
originates in the confusion of cost pr"ie¿ with uaLue. (fSV, ll,
2\l+.,

This "whole blunderrrpervades Ricardors treatment of the value-price-

distribution issue. As we show in the next section, Marx found the same

confusion in Ricardo's formulation of the theory of profit.

8.3 RTCARDO'S tMpLtED pRtNCtPLE 0F SURPLUS VALUE lN HIS THEoRY 0F PR0F|T.

The fundamental participants in the capitalist mode of productÍon were

the capital îst and the wage labourer. lt was their relationshîp which

manifested the essentíaL nature of capital ism which flarx intended to reveal.

He commented upon this socio-economic dichotomy and its methodological
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impl ications as follows:

It is entirely in accord with,the standpoint of capital ist production
that ... economists, especially Ricardo, gtart from a dùtísion into
hio, between capitalist and wage labourer, and only bring in the
landovlner who draws a rent at a later stage' as a special
excrescence. Capitalist productíon is based on the antithesis of
two factors, material Ísed labour and I ivi.ng labour. Capital ist and

w.age labourer are the sole functionaries and factors of production
whóse relationship and confrontation arise from the nature of the
capitalÍst mode of productÍon.

The circumstances under which the cap¡talist has in turn to share a

part of the surplus labour or surplus value which he has captured,
with a third, non-v,rorking person, are only of secondary importance.
It ís also a fact of production, that, after the part of the value
which is equal to conitant capital is deducted, the entít'e swptLus
uaLue passes sfu,aight from the Vnnã^s of the uorker to those of the
capitiList,, with the exception of that part of the value of the
präduct which is paid out as v,,ages. The capital ist_confronts the
worker as the direct ourner of the entÎre surplus value, in whatever
manner he may later be sharing it u,íth the nìoney-lending caPÎtalist,
landowner etc: (fSv, I l, 152.1

This passage provides the framework for the discussion in thís section,

even though we have followed Marx and treated his critique of rent first.

l.le recall, though, that this treatment f lowed from what Marx saw as the

immediate connectîon of rent wîth the value-price issue and Ricardots

confused emphasÍs on rent theory as a fundamental category. For Marx,

Ricardots analysis of the capital-labour relationship was a more essential

object of his critique.

Ricardo, in common with all politÎcal economists, had failed to

explÍcate stnytLus uaLue as the essential origin of all non-wê9e incomes,

especîally profit. lt was the case, though, Marx argued, that for much of

his analysÍs of the theory of profit, Ricardo confused profit with what was

effectively surplus value. Ricardo's anaLyszls had focussed attention on

capital advanced to pay hrages, varîable capital in Marxrs classification.

The conclusion which he drew thus largely applied to the theory of surplus

value rather than to the theoiy of profit.

ln his observations on profit and wages, Ricardo ... abstracts from
the constant part.of capital, which is not laid out in wages. He

treats the matter as though the entire capital were laid out
directly in wages. To thls eætent, therefore, he considers surpLus
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DaLue and rnt p?of¿t, hence it is possible to speak of his theory
of surplus value. 0n the other hand, however, he thinks that he
is dealing wîth profit as such, and in fact víews which are based
on the assumption of profit and not of surplus value, constantly
creep in. VJhere he correctly sets.forth the laws of surplus
value, he dÍstorts them by imnediately expressing them as laws of
profit.: 0n the other hand, he seeks to present the laws of Prof¡t
directly, without the intermediate links, as laws of surplus value.
(rsv, ll, 373:4.\

This confusion on Ricardors part was integrally related to his difficulties

wi th value-príce theory.

An explanation of the division of aggregate net VaLue of production

(after replacement of constant capital used up) between capital and labour

required that the labour input be appropriately valued. As Marx noted:

rrln order to determine surplus value, Ricardo, like the Physiocrats, Adam

Smith, etc., must first determine the uaLue of Lahour poüe?, or, as he

puts it - following Adam Smith and hìs predecessors - the value of labouril

(rsv, I t, 399, .

The valuation principle applied had to be consistent with the embodÍed

labour theory of value. This Ímplied that I'labourrrhad to be conceîved of

as a corunodLfu forrn Herer a9âin, Marx found that Ricardo's powers of

abstraction r^rere not adequate to grasp the essential category involved.

For Ricardo, the endeavour to valuerrlabouril in terms of wages retaíned a

circularity that could only have been broken by drawing a clear distinction

betweenfllabourrras an acÞiuíty, Liuing Labouu' and "labourrras a

commodity, as Labouy poüe?, the capacity to provide Iiving labour.

It had been clear to Adam Smith, that the embodied labour value of a

commodity produced in a capitaLíst production system dÎd not equal the

quantity of labour that the conmodity could command ìn exchange. The

consequence of this was Smithts rejection of the embodied labour theory in

favour of a labour commanded measure of a natural-cost based value.

Ricardo was critical of this rejection by Smïth and had endeavoured to

preserve the embodied labour theory of value Ín capitalist production. Harx

found, however, that Ricardo could not value t'labour" consistently with this
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theory. The valuation problem involved was posited by Harx in the following

passa9e.

It is clear that the proportÍonal quantity of labour contained in
tv,ro cormodities A and B, is absolutely unaffected by whether the
workers who produce A and B receive much or little of the product
of their labour. The value of A and B is determined by the qumtifu
of Labouz, which their production costs, and not by the eosts of
Lohouy to the owners of A and B. QuantÍty of labour and value of
labour are tv,,o different things ... A and B are exchanged not in
proportion to the püLd labour contained in them, but in proportion
to the total quantity of labour they contain, paid and unpaid.
(rsv, I t, 39s-6.)

Marx argued that provided direct materLaLised labour was being consîdered,

then the uaLue of lnbow and the quørttity of Labow u/ere "equivalent

expressions" Ín the sense that embodied labour comprised paíd labour only.

Once Liv|ng labour was exchanged agaÍnst material ised labour, as appeared

to be the case in capitalism, then ¡rlabourtt Value could not be the same

as the quantÍty of living labour embodied in the commodity (fSV, Il, 396'7).

Thus, the issue was, as Marx Posed it:

how does the comnpdity of labour differ from other cornmodities?
One is Lioing Labotu and the other materLaLised labour. They are,
therefore, only tt^ro different forms of labour. Since the difference
is only a matter,of form, why should a law apply to one and not to
the other? R¡cardo does not answer - he does not even raÎse this
quesrion. (tsv, I l, 397-8.)

And, furthernnre, "RÍcardo is satÎsfied with demonstratÍng that the

changing value of labour - in short, urages - dpes not inttaLidnte the

determínation of the value of thé eonrnodíties, whÍch are dÏstinct from

labour ¡tself, by the relatîve quantity of labour contained in them'' (ISV,

lt, 3971.

Ricardo did approach the issue of valuíng "labur" indirectly but

correctly in devising the category 'treaL üagett. Thís t'real waget' comprised

the embodied labour value of the socio-historically modified basket of

subsistence ì^rage comrþdities (fSV, I l, 404) and its concept was outl Îned in

conjunction with a supply and demand process which effectively constrained

the wage to this level. But, in Marxrs view, Ricardo had relied too

heavily upon the supply and demand process to the exclusion of any
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comprehension of the rntuye of the capital-labour relationship under

capitalism. lt was this relationship that really provided the basis for

valuing t'labourrr, and as Ricardo had neglected to consider it, his

argument fell short of what uras required.

The relatíonship involved power relativíties. The only connndity

which the worker possessed was laboræ poüer. For this conrnodÎty to have

its VaLue realised, the potentÌal that it represented had to be demanded

by the capitalist. 0n1y eøpitaL had the power to rnobilise living labour,

for ít was the basis of property in the means of production with which

labour Vnd to work in order to produceVaLue and realise îts ob/n VaLue.

As Marx saw i t:

fnstead of Labouy, Ricardo should have discussed labour poüer. But
had he done so, eapitaL would also have been revealed as the
material conditÍons of labour, confronting the labourer as power
that had acquired an independent existence and capÎtal would at
once have been revealed as a defínite soeiaL neLationship. (rSv,
I l, 4oo. )

ln this social sítuation, the worker had no option but to accept that

commodity wage which was consistent with the reproduction of labour pourer

and maximîsation of surplus value generation.

l4arx added one important qualification to hÍs critique of Ricardo on

this point. The hint of the social ramifîcations of wage determination was

embodied in Rîcardots concern with the wage shtare ín total value produced.

It is one of Ricardors great merits that he examíned relative or
proportionate wages, and established them as a definite category.
Up to this time, wages had always been regarded as somethÎng simple
and consequently the worker was considered an anÏmal. But here he

is considered in his social relationshîps. The position of the
classes' Irelative] to one another depends more on relative wages
than on the absol ute arnount of wages. (rSV, I I , 4.|9. )

ln Ricardo's work, the Îmmedîate result cf h¡s inabi I ity to

distingrrísh labour and labour po^rer, and his fai I ure to explore the social

ramïfications of stiêh a distinctîon in the capital-labour relationshïp,

was that he did not recognise the source of surplus value. Marx put the

point this way:
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Ricardo of course assumes that the labour time contained in the
daily means of subsistence is equal to the labour time which the
labourer must work daily in order to reproduce the value of these
fïìeans of subsistence. but by not diz'ectLy showing that one past
of the labourer's uoyking d.o4 is assigned to the reproduction of
the value of his own labóur þower, he ìntroduces a difficulty and

obscures the clear understanding of the relationship. A tv'rofold
confusion arises f rom this. The or'ùgin of søpLtts uaLue does not
become clear... But because thus the origin and nature of surplus
value is not.clearly comprehended, the surplus labour plus the
necessary labour, in short, the totaL uorking dna, _is regarded.as
a fixed magnitude, the differences ín the amount of surplus value
are overloõt"¿, "nd 

the productivity of capital, th9 eornpuLsion
ù per¡orrn 

"rrnpt " Labow - on the one hand lto perform] absol ute
rurpträ labour-, and on the other its Înnate urge to shorten the
n""ärr"ty labour time - are not ecognised, and therefore the
ù¿"too¿oäL justification for capital-ís not set forth. (fSV, Il,
405. )

Thus Marx argued that Ricardo had not analysed the roles of capital

and labour in the Va|;uLe generation process fully enough. The uorking dÆA

hras a significant category that could not be taken as gitsen and fiæed.

As a first principle, it had to be of sufficient length to allow for the

generation of a surpLus value in production. That length was such that

aggregate living labour performed exceeded that labour necessary to provide

for the VaLue of labour power, given the labour productivity in those sectors

of production which produced "subsistence" wage comrnodities. Marx extended

this argument as follows:

Furthermore, ít is clear that th
presupposes that the Productivit
level, the mere PossibíLì'tY of t
itself make it a z'eaLitY. For t
bá cornpeLLed. to work in excess of the lnecessary] time, and this
compul'sion is exerted. by capital. This is missing in RÎcardors
*o.t, and therefore also the whole struggle over the regulatíon of
the Áormal working day. (rsv, ll, 406.)

Ricardo did not reveal any a\^rareness of the significance of the working

day for surplus value generation. Having taken the day as given and fïxed,

he did not consider the possibility that aggregate surplus value, and

probably, aggregate profit, could be affected by a change În the length of

the working day. This was a signifícant omission by RÎcardo, for it

qual if ied severely ,tVrLs 1,ar ... that surplus value and w.ages (he erroneously

says profit and wages) in terms of exchange-vaìue can rìse or fall only in
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inueyse proport¡on ...rr. A change in the working day would change absoLute

surplus value wîthout any necessary effect upon the wages êggregate. By

arguing the necessary inverse relationship between ttprof i trr and ì^rages t

Ricardo was implying a principle of reLatiue surplus value only (fSV, ll,

41 3 and 41 7-8) .

A d¡fficulty whîch Ricardo's analysis of "profit" generation presented

as a consequence of hÎs confining his attention to wage caPÎtal was

i I lustrated i n the fol lowing assertion f rom the PrLnsLpLesz 'rThe labour

of a million men in manufactures, wïll always produce the søne oaLue, but

will not always produce the same riches" (quoted by Marx, TSV, llr 4l4).4

As Marx noted, this would only be the case where all capital advanced was

variable capítal, even assuming a given working day.

He is ... only right in the one case, where the total capîtal equals
the variable capital; a presuPposition when pervades all his, and

Adam Smithrs observat¡ons regarding the capital of society as a

whole, but in cap¡tal¡st productÍon this preconditÍon does not
exist in a single branch of ïndustry,.much less in the production
of society as ã whole. (rsv, I l, 4t4.)

gnce constant capital used up in production was introduced, the immediate

VaLue produced by a given volume of labour could vary upv\,ards from the

VaLue determined in the presence of variable capital only. The constant

capital used up transferred its VaLue, whatever Ít may be, to the aggregate

of produced VaLue (fSV, Il, 414-5). This greater VaLue, Marx judged,

would occur in spite of încreased labour productivÌty whÎch would follow

the introductîon of constant capital and would lower the total variable

capital needed to employ the given volume of labour. Marx concluded:

It is evident that if the length of the working day ís given,
the value of the annual product of the labour of one million men

will differ greatly according to the different anpunt of constant
capital that enters înto the product; and that, despite the
growing productivity of labour, the value of thÎs product wïll be

lreatei where the constant capîtal forms a large part of the total'ãapital, than under social conditions where it forms a relatively
smal I part of the total capital . (rSV, I I , 416: )

Consideration of profit in the context of variable capital advances

only led Ricardo into further difficultîes with the theory of the rate of
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profits. He was effectively arguing in terms of surplus value, generation

and the rate of profits which he formulated was strÎctly a rate of surplus

value. The upshot of this was that Ricaidors analysis of profit rate

determination was too restrictive. lt was the case r'... the laws of

surplus value - or rather of the rate of surplus Value - (assuming the

urork¡ng day as. given) do not so directly and simply coincide with, nor are

they applicable to, the laws of profit, âs Rícardo supposes" (fSV, ll,

\26J.

The rate of surplus value and the rate of profits were independent

categories and their relationship required careful analysîs. Especial ly

were the following factors relevant in demonstratìng this ïndependence

(fSV, ll, 426.il. First; a change in the rental share of produced VaLue

can produce a change in the rate of profits without any alteration in the

VaLue of labour power and hence in the rate of surplus value. Secondly,

with aggregate surplus value equal to aggregate profits, the former may

vary with a change in the rate of surplus value and/or a change in the

number cjf workers employed. Thus the same aggregate profits may exist with

a lower rate of surplus value compensated for by an Íncrease in labour

employed. Thirdly, with a given rate of surplus value, the rate of profits

depends upon the organic compositîon of capital. Fourthly, and a corollary

of the previous point, with given surplus value amount, the rate of profits

wïll vary with changes which affect the values of capital components

differently. Finally, capital composïtion effects on the rate of profÎts

also arise fr'om the circulatÍon Process.

The identification of surplus value and profit Ied Ricardo into a

situation where his analysis of the formation of the general rate of profits

h/as not developed ful ly. Marxrs assertion of this shortcoming was quite

precise:

Some of the observations that occur in Ricardors wrîting should have

led him to the distinctíon between surplus value and profit.
Because he faîls to make this distînction, he appears ín some Passages
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to descend to the vulgar yiew... that profit is a mere addition
over and above the value of the conmodity; for instance when he
speaks of the determination of profit on capital in which fixed
capital predominates ... Thïs vulgar view is bound to arise, if
the proposition (which in practice is correct) that on the
average, capitaLs of equaL size yieLd equøL profíts or that profÍt
depends on the size' of the capital employed, is not connected by
a series of intermediary links with the general laws of value etc.:
in short, if profit and surplus value are treated as identical,
which is only correct for the aggregate capÍtal. Accordingly
Ricardo has no means for determining a generaL nate of profit.
(rsv, n , 427.)

The basic principle upon which Ricardo worked in his theory of the

rate of profits was that it varied inversely with a change in therrvalue

of labour". As therrvalue of labour" rose, the required wage capital

advances to employ a particular labour input rose. The effect of this was

to lower the "profitil relatíve to the capital advanced because the'rvalue'l

of production did not rise to compensate for the increased capital

requ i rernent .

Be this as it may, Marx still found several passages in the fuincipLes

in which Ricardo went beyond th¡s restrictive view (fSV, ll, 427 ff). ln

these passages, RÌcardo recognised that the rate of profits was affected

by changes in capital inputs other than those advanced for v'rages.

Especial ly did he analyse the effects of rav,, materials VaLu¿ increase (an

increase in constant capîtal in Marx's defÍnition). No longer was surplus

value identical to profit, even though Ricardo did not use the former

category. Marx concluded after discussing these passages:

I'lhat ís important here is only something which Ricardo is not
ahrare, namely, that he throws overboard his identification of
profit with surplus value and ladmits] that the rate of profit can
be affeòted by a varÎation in the value of constant caPítal
independently of the value of labour. (rsv, ll, 431.)

This recognîtíon, however, remained informal in Ricardors analysis.

He remained quÌte unclear as to how, precisely, the general rate of profits

was determined. As we have discussed already in the context of the value-

price analysis (Chapter 7, Section /.! above), this determinatíon required

the category of price of production which Rîcardo did not use. Moreover,

the analysis required the explications of the rate of surplus value as a
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compos i t íons

involved. Marx stated concisely his critique of Ricardo on this issue in

the fol lowing passage.

It is evident, that the emergence, realisat¡on, creation of the
generaL rate of profit necess i tates the trmsforTnation of oaLues
into eost priees that are dLffez,ent frorn these values. Ricardo on
the contrary assumes the identity of values and cost prices, because
he confuses the rate of profit urith the rate of surplus value.
Hence he has not the faintest notion of the general change which
takes place in the priees of comnpdities, in the course'of the
establishment of a general rate of profít. He accepts thÎs rate of
profit as something pre-existent which, therefore' even plays
part in his determination of uaLue ... Hatùng postuLated the generaL
z,ate of pnofit, he only concerns himself r^r¡th the exceptional
modificat¡ons in prices which are necessary for the maintevtartee ...
of this generaT rate ofpnofit He does not realise at all that in
order to eneate the general rate of profit values must first be

transformed into cost prices and that therefore, when he presupposes
a general rate of profi!, he is no lo¡Ser dealing directly with the
iaTues of commodities . (rsv, I l, 434.)

Thus Marx brought together in this summary his fundamental critîque

of Ricardors treatment of the value-price-distributÍon Íssue. R¡cardo had

not been able to abstract from observed phenomena to a degree suffÍcÍent to

capture the essential nature of pricing and distrÎbution under capitalism.

He had begun appropriately by defendîng the embodied labour theory of value

against Adam Smithrs confusîons on the theory. However, he had not

proceeded at that level of abstraction into the immedÌate analytical

implications of the theory for the essential nature of distribution. The

effect was the logical ly premature use of the phenomenal categories market

price, profit and rent instead of price of production and surplus value.

It was Marxrs view, then, that Ricardo was left wíth an ill-formed theory

of dìstributi'on and that this had profound effects on hÎs endeavours to

formulate the t'laws of notion" of capital îsm, especial ly wÍth respect to

the rrdynamicstt of distribution.

Marxts critico-historical analysis of the illaws of motion" of

capitalism will be considered in Chapters Il, 12 and 13 below. Before

turning to this subject, however, we devote the next two Chapters to llarxrs

crítical assessment of some reactions to Ricardors theory of "value" and
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distribution. F¡rst, we deal with what may be called therrmaÌnstreamrl

reactions by pseudo-disciples and critics. Secondly, we consider some

'rradicalttreaètions and then rnove on to søne subtle èxtensions of Ricardors

contributions. ln this'second contextr Marx was dealing with writers, who,

to various extents, impressed him.
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l. Ricardo, l,lorks, l, 5.

2. The PoLitieaL Eeonnm¡ of Mdræ, p.140, emphasis original.

The PoLitieaL EeononA of Maræ, p.140, emphasis added.
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cHAPTER 9

''MAINSTREAM'' REACTIONS TO RICARDO 'S THEORY OF VALUE

AND DISTRIBUTION.

9.I INTRODUCTION

ln the part of Marxrs crîtique of politîcal economy with which we

are concerned in this Chapter and the next, the limited scoPe of his

approach to the task becomes rnore evident than was the case with the

writers so far considered. He \^Jas especially selective in his treatment

of those writers who followed Ricardo, confining hìs attention to a very

limited number of passages from only some of their works. By no means vrere

all aspects of these writers¡ contributions to political economy given due

recognition. Marx was a cogent but narrow critîc of pol itical econorrry

after Ricardo.

Marxrs approach is explaïned to some extent if we recall that he did

not intend to write a treatïse on the history of political economy. His

work was under the tÍtletrTheories of surplus value'r and thís was the theme

to which he adhered. He was concerned to examine the post-Ricardo

endeavours to come to grips with the ambiguous analytÎcal legacy left by

Ricardo. The point of the critique was to reveal the weaknesses of these

endeavours in the I Íght of hîs o\^,n formulation of the theory of surplus

value and its ramifications for the value-prìce-dÎstribution issue and the

rrlaws of motion'r analysis of the capital ist economy. lt was Marxrs

conclusion that none of the writers had realised the potentiaL of Ricardors

analyses for the development of an essential comprehensîon of the nature

of the capitalist system. lndeed, Íìost had mitigated against this

real isation through thei r writings.
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The themes which Marx chose to emphasise in this part of the

critique centred around the nature and role of capital in the productíon

and distribution of value and surplus value. An íntegral part of this

analysis was a consideration of the writersr conceptions of value and the

nature of the capital-labour relationship.

Amongst the writers selected by Marx for varyíng degrees of critical

attention, we have identifïed four groupings, Fïrst, there were those who

Marx interpreted to be critics of Ricardo's work. Most prominent în this

group was Thomas Malthus to whose publíshed writings Marx devoted

considerable vituperative criticism. Others in this group were Robert

Torrens and Samuel Bailey. To the second group we have attached the label

"pseudo-disciplesrr. lt was James Mill and J.R. McCulloch who, in their

endeavours to espouse and popularise the essentials of Ricardots analyses,

had only managed, Marx felt, to obscure the really sígnificant parts of

the PrineipLes. As he put it:

[Ricardo's] dîsciples have resorted to the most pÎtiful
scholastic inventions, to make these phenomena lof value and
distribution] consistent I^tith the fundamental principle lof the
labour theory of value] (see lJames] M¡ll and the miserable
McCul loch) . (rsv, I I, l9l.)

From this group, bre consíder John Stuart Mill as a separate case' most

especially because Marxrs treatment failed even to approach a full

appreciation of Mi I lrs contributions to pol itical economy.

Al I of the writers in these tv,ro groups Marx considered had, to varying

degrees, vulgarised Rîcardots analyses in their roles as apologists for the

capitalist system. Each had contrîbuted to the decline of pol îtical economy

and, except for Malthus, they were all treated under the headîng

"Disintegration of the Ricardìan Schooltrin the'rTheories of surplus valueil

manuscripts. However, they comprised the main writers in the orthodox

evolution of pol itical econonry based on Ricardots fuineiþLes, For this

reason, we consider them in the present Chapter as fõrmÍng therrmainstreamrl

reaction to Ricardors legacy.
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The third group that we identify, comprised those we have called

'rradical'r in the sense that they took up Ricardots analyses for the

purpose of exposing the miserable conditions under which níneteenth

century workers existed. They were critics of capitalism devoted to the

cause of improving these conditîons and the writers Marx chose to feature

were Piercy Ravenstone, Thomas Hodgskin, John Bray and the anonyflþus author

of a pamphlet in this tradítion. ln the manuscripts, they were grouped

under the heading "Opposition to the Economïsts (Based on the RÌcardîan

Theory)". Fourthly, Marx selected for special treatment the writers George

Ramsay, Antoine-Elisee Cherbuliez and Richard Jones. Each had, in Marxrs

view, some strength of analysîs worthy of individual note in the context

of rrTheories of surplus value". Theîr work included some subtle extensions

to Ricardo's ideas whïch Marx found to be in advance of what had been

achieved by others. These two groups will be considered in Chapter l0

bel ow.

It is surprising that Marx did not înclude in the present context the

Swiss pol Ítical economist Jean-Charles'Leonard Sîmonde de Sismondi. There

were several references to his work ïnrrTheories of surplus value", but

Marx reasoned that a fuÌler treatment should come later when the competitíon

of capitals was considered (rsV, lll, 53). ln the light of how much

consìderation of the competition of capîtals was undertaken intrTheories of

surplus valuer', thÍs is a less than satisfying explanatîon.

l,/hat mention there was of Sismondi was in the context of other

writer's use of hÍs work. Malthus was accused of dîrect plagiarism from

Sismondils Nouueaun Pz"Lneipes d'eeonpmLe poLitíque (fSV, lll, fi).
Cherbuliezls work was also interpreted by Marx to berrSísmondîan", but this

was more acceptable than was the case with Malthus (fSV, lll, 362,382,

396-8). ln addÍtion, though, Marx did give some hints în passing of the

substantive contributions made by Sisrnondí. He was abrare of the social

implications of capital and recognised the contradiction that, while labour
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was argued to be the source of value, most of what was produced accrued

to the capitalist giving the appearance that it originated with capital

(fSV, lll, Z5g, \24'). Sisnrondí also interpreted crises to be the consequence

of immanent contradictÎons in capitalism, especíally that production was

nptivated by exchange value without due consÍderation of effective demand

based upon use value (fSV,11.l,56,84). lt really is to be regretted that

Marx did not, as far as we know, ever undertake a detailed critique of

Sîsnrondirs signif icant contributìons to pol itical econonry.l

9.2 MALTHUST REACTI0N.

ln his critÍque of Malthus, Marx referred to the followíng three works

(rsv, lll, l3):

The measuye of VaLue stated. øtd iLLustrated uì'th an AppLieatíon of it
to the nLæy,itions in the VaLue of the EngLish Cuureney sinee L790.
(1823)

preeed.ed by an Inqtitg into the
eàL E.onomists in the Definition anå
on the Deuiation from these RuLes

- also: new edÍtion, with a preface, notes and supplementary remarks
by John Cazenove. (1853)
úincipLes of PoLitLcaL -EeoTeW considered uith a Vieu t'o their
praetLZaL lpþLieation, [l8zo], second edìtion, (1836) '

0f these works, Marx made most direct references to Defínitíons, especially

the 1853 e¿ition, although the other two were quoted at some length also.

gur understanding of Marxts critique of Malthus¡ reaction to Ricardors work

must, however, be tempered by the fact that Marx had access to ne¡ther the

extensive Rîcardo-Mal thus correspondence nor the 'rNotesil which Ricardo v'rrote

on Malthus' PrineLpLes. Modern appreciatÍon of the Ricardo-Malthus

relationship has depended very much on these two sources.

Marx interpreted Malthustwritings of the l82Os and 1830s as explicÎt

reactions to Ricardo's PtineípLes. He ascribed this reaction to both an

intellectual ratíonale and to his view that Malthus was an arch apologîst

for the landowners against whose interests Ricardors analyses hrere dÌrected.
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î I I ustrate Marxrs views on thi s

(cfz TSV, lll, 14, 57.')

His [Malthus'l PrineipLes of PoLiticaL Eeonomy uras a polemic work
written in the interests of the capitalists against the workers
and in the Ínterests of the aristocracy, Church, tax-eaters,
toadies, etc., â9âinst the capitalists. lts theory was taken from
Adam smith. (rsv, lll, 6l-2.'.)

l,Ie have seen how chi ldishly weak, trivial and meaningless Mal thus
is when, basing himself on the weak side of Adam Smith, he seeks to
construct a counter-theory to Ricardors theory, which is based on
Adam Smithrs stronger sides. One can hardly find a nìore comical
exertîon of impotence than Malthusrs book on value. (fSV, lll, 53.)

Thus, rrþre specifically, it was Malthusr reactíon to RÏcardors

critîque of Adam Smith's value theory that was the foundation of hÎs work.

As Marx read it:

Malthus correctly draws the conclusions from his basic [labour
commanded] theory of value. But this theory, for its part, suits
his purpose remarkably well - an apologia for the existing state of
affairs in England, for landlordÍsm,'rstate and Churchr' ... assailed
by the Ricardians as so many useless and superannuated drawbacks of
bourgeoi s production

But, lularx argued, Ricardo had left himself open to this sort of reaction

because he had failed to develop a fully consistent theory (fSV, lll, 14).

Malthus attacked him at his weak points and was effective even though the

result þras analytical ly reactionary. Thus, Marx was able to hrrite that:

Malthus bases hís polemic against Ricardors definition of value
entirely on the principles advanced by Ricardo hÍmself, to the
effect that variations in the exchangeable values of cornmodities,
independent of the labour worked up in them, are produced by the
different composition of capital as resulting from the process of
circulation - different proportions of circulating and fixed capital,
different degrees of durability Ín the fixed capitals employed,
different returns of circulating capitals. ln short, on Ricardors
confusing cost price with value and regarding the equal isation of
cost prices, which are independent of the mass of labour employed
in the particular spheres of productìon, as modifications of value
itself, thereby throwing the whole principle overboard. Malthus
seizes on these contradÍctions in the determinatïon of value by
labour time - contradictions tVnt uere first &Lscottered aná
ernphnsised by Rieardp himseLf [empl asis added] - not in order to
soive them bút în order to relapse into quite meaningless conceptions
and to pass off the mere forrm'LLatíon of contradictory phenomena,
their expression in speech, as their solutíon. (fSV, ll1, 2J;
cf . 14.\2

Thus Ricardo's inconsÍstencies were used by Malthus to formulate a view of
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cap¡tal ist value and distribution theory which v,,as quite different from

that of Ricardo. This view, Marx considered, hras more'racceptable to his

protectors" (rsv, IIl, l4).

Moreover, whereas Ricardo had employed the category of "relatíve

wages", the r^rages share, in his approach to distribution, Malthus rejected

this idea. He saw it to be an inappropríate way to conceive of wages

which r^rere an absolute factor in cost of production. Marx ascribed

Malthust view on this important issue to hÍs apologetÎc stance towards

capital against the interests of workers. For Harx, the concept of a wage

- "profitrrtrade-off had given Ricardo an implied principle of surplus

value (see above, Chapter 8, Section 8.3). Thus: "lt is important further

in regard to the social relationship between the two classes. Malthus

smells a rat and is therefore constrained to protestrr (fSV, ìll, 33-4).

It was significant, though, Marx found, that Malthus had reflected

upon the unequal exchange implied by the capital-wage labour relationship.

(fSV, lll, 14). The problem hras, as Rícardo saw it, to retain the embodied

labour theory of value in the eapítaList production context as the basis

for explaining the value of labour inputs and comrnodities produced. This

valuation prînciple had to be consistent with the existence of "profit"

and Ricardo had not established this rigorously. Malthus's response was to

retreat to a labour conmanded measure of value based uPon a cost of

production formulation. Vlhat this amounted to utas expressed by John

Cazenove in his Preface to the t853 edition of Malthust nefínitionsz

fnterehønge of eorwnoditi¿s and Dístx'Lbutíon (wages, rent and prof it)
must be kãpt distinct from each other the Laws of DistrÌbution
are not altogether dependent upon those relating to interchange.
(non-verbatim quotat¡on, TSV' lll, 15.)

0n this point, Marx concluded that:

Here thÎs can only mean that the relation of v,r.ages to profit, the
exchange of capital and wage labour, of accumulated and inrnediate
labour, do not direetly coincide wÍth the law of the interchange of
commodities. (rsv, lll, 15.)

ln order to explaïn profît, Malthus resorted to the subterfuge that,
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somehow, the utiLisation of materialised labour as constant capital

enabled surplus living labour to be commanded when the conrnodity was sold

(rsv, ìlt, 16). Thus:

Malthus Înevitably arrïves at the point of deriving profit from
the fact that the seller sells hÍs comnpdity not only aboue the
anpunt it costs him (and the capitalist does this), but above what
it eosts; he thus reverts to the vulgarised conception of profit
upon expropriation (rsv, lll, 20.)

Moreover, his value theory bras circular as a consequence of simply adding

on profit. Marx was induced to pose Malthusr reasoning ín the following

V\ray:

llhere do the funds for the profït come from, where does the surplus
product in whích the surplus value manifests itself come from?
lf it Ís simply a matter of nominal increase of the money price,
then nothing is easíer than to increase the value of commodities.
And what deiermines the value of the capital outlay? The uaLue
of the labour contained in it, says Malthus. And what determines
this? The uaLue of the commodities on which the urages are spent.
And the value of these commodities? The value of the labour plus
prof it. And so we keep going round and round in a circle. (rsv,
lll, 32.')

Now, in spite of this, Marx found that Malthus had correctly surmised that

capital advanced to pay v\,.ages should be separated from capital for

instruments of production and raw materials. Thus he effectively posited

a variable-constant cap¡tal dichotomy (fSV, I I I , 36) . From this, Mal thus

did make an attempt in hi s Defínitions to relate "profit" to variable

capital only and so conflated surplus value and profit as Ricardo had done.

The analysis was tautological though and Malthus remained locked into

ci rcular reasoning (fSV, I I I , 36-8). lntroduction of constant capîtal only

compounded the problem.

Let us assume a capital consisting not merely of variable but also
of constant capital. "... the cap¡tal¡st I...] expects an equal
profit upon all the parts of the capital which he advancesr'. This
however contradicts the proposition advanced above that profit (it
should be called surplus value) is determined by the proportion of
the capi tal expended on v\,êges. But nevermind. Mal thus í s not the
man to contradict either the rrexpectatÎons" or the notions of
"the capital ¡stsrr. (rsv, I I l, 38.)

gverall, then, Malthust attack on the ambiguity of Ricardors value-

price-dîstribution analysis did not advance pol itical economy very far.
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lndeed, the net result was more of a regression to the least effective

parts of Adam Smithrs analyses. ln the next section of our study, we

shall see that those who applied themselves most to sappo?t¿ng Ricardo

against attacks d¡d lîttle better in Marxrs view'

9.3 PSEUDo-DISCIPLES 0F RICARDo.

It is argued that James Mill, John Mcculloch and Thomas de Quincey

were the maín popularisers and propagators of Ricardors ideas' Joseph

schumpeter þ/rites that these three were "the only unconditional adherents

and militant supporters of Ricardors teaching who gained sufficient

reputation for their names to survive".3 Schumpeter finds that these

writers add little of any significance to Ricardo's analyses' and what

they did - especially Mill and Mcculloch - was of doubtful value. ln his

view they díd not even sum up Ricardors theories adequately or recognise

the potential of the tuíneipLes. Their superficial înterpretatÍons

designed to simptify the work dÏd nothing for the cause of developÎng and

advancing Ricardors thought, although Schumpeter recognises also that ¡t

was the immanent weaknesses of the analytical core of this thought that was

the contributing factor in its decline of influence.4

Eric Roll expresses simïlar views to these, and he proceeds to make

the very significant point that in their endeavours to promote Ricardors

ideas against the critics, these writers did not come to gr¡PS with the

ambiguities ínvolved. ln theîr writings'rthe contradictions and confusions

of Rîcardo are either repeated' glossed over' or left outrr'5 Mark Blaug

dissents from this view and emphasises that these wrÎters were more than

mere popularisers of Ricardo. He sees them as having made signîficant

independent contributions to pol itical economy'6

Marxrs thoughts on these writers, especially Mill and McCulloch, for

he wrote very little on de Quincey' u,ere closest to those of Schumpeter and
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Rol I . ln his characteristic style, though, the thoughts v,rere expressed

more vigorously. Marx found that Mill and McCulloch had vulgarised and

obfuscated Ricardo's potential contributions to polÎtical econonry and had

effected the disîntegration of Ricardian Ínfluence. ln their endeavours

to clarify the Py,ineùpLes, they removed what Marx saw as its historïcally

essential reflection of capitalism as prone to contradîctions. Thus it

WAS

M¡ll and McCulloch, who, ïn order to reason the contradíctory
phenomena out of existence, seek to bring them into direct
conformity wÍth the general law lof value] by gabble, by scholastic
and absurd definitions and distinctions, with the result, by the
wây, that the foundation itself vanÍshes. (fSV, lll, 29.1

ln the case of Janres MÌ I I particularly, Marx arraigned him against

Ricardo in the following passage.

tlith the master what is ne\^, and signÎficant develops vigorously
amid the "manure'r of contradictions out of the contradictory
phenomena. The underlying contradictions themselves testify to the
richness of the living foundation from which the theory itself
developed. lt Ís dîfferent wíth the disciple. Hïs raw material
is no longer reality, but the new theoretical form in which the
master had sublimated it. lt is in part the theoretíeaL
dLsagz,eement of opponents of the neu theory and in part the often
patadnr\eaL reLationship of this theorg to reaLity which drive him
to seek to refute hÎs opponents and erpLain a'tay reality. ln doing
So¡ he entangles himself in contradictions and with his attempts to
solve these he demonstrates the beginning &Lsintegvation of the
theorg which he dogmatical ly espouses. (TSV, I I l, 84-5.)

Thus Mill was faced with the twofold task of de-emphasÎsing the contradict-

ions of capitalísm and of Ricardo's PrineipLes. ln this, Marx considered

M¡ll to have faîled in the sense that his arguments were quite unsound.

Marx did qualify his view of Mìll in one way, though. He noted that Mill

had stressed'n¡ore than Ricardo the need to defend industrial capital

against the Ínterests of landed property, even to the poÎnt of

national ising land. Having made this qual ification, Marx added immediately

that: 'tThis conclusion and this side of Mill do not concern us heret'

(fSV, lll, 85). This serves to remind us of the restricted nature of

Marxrs critïque.

Marxrs view of McCulloch was similar but expressed less temperately.
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lJhatever Mill had done to Ricardo's analyses, McCulloch had made worse.

When we come to deal with McCulloch, ¡t ur¡ll be seen that this
manner, which appears in Mill only in embryo, d¡d more to undermine
the whole foundation of the Ricardían theory than all the attacks
of its opponents. (rsv, lll, 88.)

McCulloch, the vulgariser of Rícardian political econonry and

simultaneously the most pitiful embodiment of its decl ine. He

vulgarises not only Ricardo but also James M¡ll. He is rnoreover

" vulgar economist in everything and an apologist for the existing
state of affai rs. (rsv, I I l, 168.)

ln his cri tique of James M¡ I I ' s ELements of PoLitieaL Eeonorny, Marx

focussed upon Millts endeavours to overcome the ambiguÍty ín Rìcardors

treatment of the value-price-distribution issue. Especial ly díd Mi I I aïm

at resolution of the capital-labour relationshÍp problem in which the

exchange between living labour and materialised Iabour did not conform

completely to the embodîed labour theory of value. "Profitil clearly had

to be an argurnent in the rrvaluerr formation process.

Marx began by noting that, as u,as the case with political economists

general ly, Mi I I had confused prof ¡t r^Iith surplus value. ln not separatÍng

these categories, his explanation of profit could not be presented in its

necessary analytical articulation with surplus value. One consequence of

this was that Mill puzzled over the effect on I'profít" of circulatîon tÍme

which reflected the use of fixed capÎtal in more round about production

processes. This tirne, for no apparent reason, added to therrvaluerrof

commodities. The problem was specifically couched in terms of the wine

maturation process. Millrs pseudo-solution to the rise in rrvalue" during

maturation was to impute added labour in proportion to therrvaluerr- time

lapse relationship. To Marx, this sophism was quite unacceptable.

Here the contradiction bet\^reen the general law [of value] and further
developments in the concrete circumstances, is to be resolved not by

the discovery of the connecting links but by dÍrectly subordinating
and immediately adapting the concrete to the abstract. (TSV, lll,
87. )

The ,rconnecting línkstt were quíte obvious to Marx. ln the example

cited by Mill, it was not uaLue at all that was at Íssue. ln valuÍng the

wine, what was necessary was that therrvaluet'should return the general rate
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of profits on the capîtal employed for whatever period was Ínvolved ín

the maturation. The fact that this was constant capital only in the form

of maturing wine stock and that no variable capital was involved was

irrelevant. The process of competition would ensure that the prLee of

produetíon of the wine would be appropriate to return the general rate of

profÍts on wine capîtal whatever the time profile of the production process

ítsetf (rsv, lll, 86-7).

ln dealing with the capital-labour relationship directly, Marx quoted

M¡ll to the effect that payment of wages in advance amounted to the pre-

purchase by the capitalist of labour's share in the value of production

(rSV, lll, 88-9). t^that the relationship involved, then, was an exchange

in which:

M¡l I transforms the labourer into a comr¡pdity owner who sel ls
the capitalist his prodtrct" his contnodíty - since his shnre of the
product, of the commodity, is his product, his eorwnodity, in other
words, a value produced by him in the form of a particular
comnodîty. He resolves the diff¡culty by transforming the trans-
action between capÍtalÌst and labourer, whÍch includes the
contradiction between materialÎsed and inmediate labour, ïnto a

coÍnon transaction between commodity owners, ourners of materialised
labour. (rsv, lll, 8g-go.)

The worker was thus, pey se, rendered completely propertyless. He did not

have anything of his own to sell. Marx argued that this hypothesis served

to increase the obscurity of the capîtal-labour relationship rather than

to decrease ¡t. For now, the worker was simply a seller of corwnodíties

produced just as was the capitalist. The puzzle of explaÎning the value of

what the worker actually "exchanged" with the capÍtalist was avoided.

Marxrs'critique of Mïll on this poînt was, Ín part, marred by a

non sequituy in hís înterpretation of an arithmetical example based upon

the above reasonÍng (fSV, lll,9O-2.) Marx specified a case in which the

worker was involved in producing 6 yards of linen of which 2 yards was

considered to be hîs property. This was "sold" to the capitalist in accord

with Millrs argument. Marx reasoned that ît would be necessary for the

worker to receîve less than the full value of the 2 yards so "sold". Thus,
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he argued, if the rnoney exPression of the value hras 2 shillings per yard,

then for the cap¡tal¡st'to receive any surplus, either the worker would

have to receîve less than 2 shillings per yard, or the 6 yards would have

to be sold for npre than 12 shîllings. The law of value was not sustained

in this transaction.

Now Marxrs argument here was simply illogical. Rather than

contradicting the law of value, this example revealed a consistent

principle of surplus value formation. The linen produced could be sold at

its value and this value was then divided between that which the capitalist

paid for, the 2 yards he "boughtrrfrom the worker at Îts value of 2

shillings per yard, and that which the capitalist did not pay for, the 4

yards produced by the worker and expropriated by the capîtalist as surplus

va I ue.

ln spite of this argument, though, Marx¡s critical stance against

Mill was still quite appropriate. Marx substantiated this in subsequen t

argument. The significant point was that Mill had dodged the issue of

valuîng the,'labourrr input consistently wîth the Iabour theory of value.

He had no category akin to labour power which reflected the actual nature

of the po\^rer relativitíes in the capîtal-labour relationship. The I'shareil

of produced value which I'belonged" to the worker was not explained.

M¡llts resort to supply and demand forces in the labour market was rejected

by Marx for ît amounted to abandoning the problem unexplained.

Ì,/hat has to be determÎned i s rrthe proport ion Ín whi ch theytl
(Capital Ísts and workers) r'divide the productrr. ln order to
establish this by competition, M¡11 asstrnes that thîs proport¡on
,,has fiæed itseLf at sonìe particular poínt" ... befor'¿ competition.

But what îs the wage rate when demand and supply balance?
That is the point which has to be explained. lt Îs not explained
by declaring that this rate is aLtered when the equilibrîum
between demand and supply i s upset. Mi I I 's tautologi cal
circumlocutions only demonstrate that he feels there is a snag here
in the Ricardian theory which he can only overcome by abandoning
the theory al together. (rsv, I I I , 96-7 .l

Vlhat Marx did not apparently notice was that Mill dîd reveal some limited

consciousness of an exercise of power in the striking of a üage bægain.
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lndeed, Marx quoted the relevant Passage from the ELements twice (fSV,

lll, 93 and 95). This idea was not, however, integrated into Millrs

general analysis of the capital-labour relationship'

What Mill had especially failed to explicate was the principle,

adumbrated by Ricardo, that the value of |tlabouril v'ras logical ly prior to

any consideratíon of labourrs share in value produced. The share that the

worker recei ves

is determined by the value of labour, not conversely, the value
of labour by his share in the product. The value of the labour,
that is, the labour time requirec by the worker for his own

reproduótion, is a definite magnitude; it is determïned by the sale
of his labour pourer to the capitalist. ThÎs virtually determines
his share of the product as well. lt does not happen the other way

round This is precisely one of RÍcardo's most important and

most emphasised propositîons, for otherwise the price of labour would
determi ne the pri ces of the comnpd i t i es i t produces , Ìdhereas ,

according to Ricardo, the prlcg of labour determines nothing but the
nate of þtofit. (rSv, lll, 94.)

gverall, then, Marx argued that Mïll had not resolved the ambiguity

left by RÍcardo in his analysis of the capÎtal-labour relationship and the

generation of "profÍt',. Mill had just evaded the issue by expressing ¡t

in different forms rather than actually resolvÍng Ít'

Another aspect of Mîllts ELements to which Marx objected was the

reiteration of the idea, posîted by Ricardo, that the general rate of

profits must be determined by the rate of profit in agriculture (fSV, lll,

99 ff). Marxrs objection had three maÍn facets. FÍrst, hístorieaLLy

the direction of rate of profit equalisation implied was from manufacture,

in which the capitalÍst mode of production originated, to agriculture which

was dominatetl by capi tal only with a lag. Marx provîded no real

substantïation for this argument which, even Îf he believed it to be

empirically correct, was probably not in the spirit of Mill's point'

Secondly, and rrìore significantly, there vvas a mutual interdependence between

sectors of production which mitigated against any uni-directional causation.

There was, as well, a third objection developed by Marx and which

took two forms. This involved the theory of rent. Ricardo formulated a
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theory of diffez,øntLaL rent which Marx argued actually required that the

manufacture rate of profit dominate that in agriculture. A rîse in the

price of wheat would, wíth a given supply, force a fall in the manufacture

rate of profit but leave the agriculture rate unaffected irmnediateLy.

The incentive was present, as a consequence, for addÌtional capÍtal to

flow into agriculture and expand production at the margin under Ínferïor

conditîons. The rate of profit in agriculture would then be depressed

towards that in manufacture. Marxts analysis was, though, incomplete in

that he did not consider the consequent rLse Ìn wheat price as a result

of the marginal production. This rise would feed back to reduce the rate

of profit in manufacture further and a complex Íteration could ensue

(with some considerable lags).

The other dimension of thîs third objectÎon to M¡ll ¡s assertion

concerned Marxrs theory of absoLute rent. For this to be a viable theory,

it was essential that the rate of profit ín manufacture had príoríty over

that ín agriculture. The former was established independently of

agrîculture by way of the formation of prÍces of productÍon from the

redîstributíon of mønufaettwing surplus value in proportion to capÍtals

employed. AgrÍculture v,ras not involved în thÎs process because of landed

property which could appropriate absolute rent. This appropriation was

conditional upon agricultural capital receiving the general rate of profits

as determined in the manufacture sectors.

ln the ELements, Marx also found that Mill had not revealed the

contradiction inherent in the unity of use value and exchange value în the

commodity (fSV, lll, 88). Marx had considered this aspect of Millrs work

ïn the 1859 Contuibution to the Critì,que of PoLitieaL Eeononry (see CPE,

97 and l8O-l). M¡ll formulated his analysis of the círculation process

effectively Ín barter terms. ln this situation, with buying and sel I ing

unified, the unity of exchange value and use value did not involve any

contradiction and effective reproduction was assured. But, Mill was not
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consistent in this for he argued the circulation process in money terrns.

Once this was allowed for, Marx pointed out, the post^production

circulation process could impede reproduct¡on. This argument about rrsayrs

Law" forms part of Marxrs treatment of the 'rlaws of nrotionrr of capital ism

and will be taken up in more detail in Chapter ll below.

ln his reading of McCulloch, Marx íncluded two main sources: The

PrineipLes of PoLíÞLeaL Econorny: uvith a Sketeh of ttte Rise artã, Pnogvess

of the Seienee (1825), and rrNotes, and supplemental Dissertationsrr to

Adam Smith, WeaLth of Nations, 1828 edîtion.

Marx began hís critique of McCulloch by quoting a passage from John

Cazenovets OutLines of PoLítieaL Eeornrny (1832) in which the confusion

evident in McCullochts treatment of "Ualue" v,/as revealed (fSV, lll, 169).

McCulloch drew the distinction betb,een reaL uaLue and eæchangeabLe oaLue,

the former being a production based embodied labour value, the latter an

exchange based labour commanded value. Having made thÎs distínction,

McCulloch then had great diff¡culty wîth the relationship between them.

This diff iculty v,,as especial ly obvious when the I'valueil of labour was

discussed. McCul loch:

goes too far ... since the Malthusian definition of exchange
value - the quantity of wage labour whÍch a comrnodity commands -
already sticks in his throat. He therefore defines relative value
as the trquantity of labour, ozr of any other conmodity, for which
it" (a commodity) r¡will exchangerr .... Thus I'in the ordinary state
of things" a commodity only exchanges for a quantity of wage labour
equal to the quantity of labour contaÎned În it. The workman
receives în wages just as much materialised labour as he gives
back to capÎtal in the form of immediate labour. l^/ith this the
source of surplus value disappears and the whole Ricardian theory
col lapses . (r7v, I ll, l70-1.)

Ricardors theory consistent' was

by Malthus from Adam Smith.

thîs approach in opposítíon to

use it to support Ricardo. Marx

not understand the essential

is real ised because commodíties

\^lhat McCul loch attempted În trying to make

to use the labour commanded not¡on revived

Marx found this odd, for MaLthtæ had used

Ricardo, and here was McCulloch trying to

concluded that: 'rMcCulloch therefore does

kernel of Ricardors teaching - how profÎt
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exchange at theiz. uaLue - and abandons it'r (rsv, lllr ¡71).

ln order to explain the appearance of t'profit", then, McCulloch was

left with no way out but to invoke the ad hoe'rgeneration" of it in the

exchange process.

This means that the commodity is not only exchanged for a greater
amount of ímmediate labour than ¡t itself contains, but for more
material ised labour in the other comnpdities than ¡t itself
contains; in other words, profit is "profit upon exPropriationtt
and with thÍs we are back again amongst the Mercantllísts. Malthus
draws this conclusion. l^l¡th McCul loch thÎs conclusion fol lows
naturally but with the pretence that this constitutes an elaboration
of the Ricardian system. (rSv, lll, l7l.)

ln dealing with "profitrr generation, though, McCulloch went further than

this when he faced the problem of equal rates of profit on capitals of

varying compositions. H¡s explanation of this phenomenon involved

resorting to the followÎng ruse which appeared in hístrNotesrron the

lleaLth of Nations:

Labotu may pvoperLy be defined to be any sort of actÎon or
operatÍon whether performed by màn, the louJer animals, machinery,
or natural agents, that tends to bring about any desirable result.
(Quoted by Marx, ?,57, Il l, 179.)

This incredible hypothesis was Ínterpreted by Marx to imply that all înputs

to production transfer their or¡rn value to the output along with some

additional value ascribed to their "vuork" in the process. As Marx saw it,

this merely reproduced Sayrs idea of thettproductive services of capital".

This, again, was a peculiar defenee of Ricardo, for he had attacked Say on

this matter, arguing that capîtal as machînery (and natural agents) add to

use-uaLue but not to eæchange uaLue (fSV, lll, l8O).7 Thus, Marx derided

McCul lochrs thes i s and concl us Íon:

After Mac has happily fu'ansforTned eonrnodì.ties into uorkers, it goes
without saying that these workers also draw urages and that, in
addition to the value they possess as I'accumulated labourr', they
must be paid wages for their rroperationsrr or I'actÍonr'. These brêges
of the conrnodities are pocketed by the capital î sts per procwatioTlem;
they are the r\'tages of aeewmtLated Labour"r - al ias profit. And
this [according to McCulloch] is proof that equal profit on equal
capitals, whether they set large or small arnounts of labour in motion,
follows directly from the determïnation of value by Labow time.
(rsv, ul, tBo.)
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ln Marx,s view, this sort of approach was not in the spirit of

Ricardors work at all. For Ricardo, and most other political economÎsts,

labour r^ras strictly a hwnøt aetiUity. And, aS such, it was the only

source of exchange value. As Marx read the fuineipLes, though, Ricardo

rose above the others in recognisÎng the soeínZ nature of aggregate

produced val ue. R¡cardo:

emphasises that labour as hwnan aetiuity, even morer as socially
determi ned hwnan actiuifu, is the sole source of value. lt is
precisely through the consistency with which he treats the value of
comnpdities as merely "representingrr sociaìly determined labour.,
that Ricardo differs from the othei economìsts. (rsv, lll, l8l.)

This assessment was based upon a passage in Ricardo's Pt"írtaipLes (quoted,

ISV, lll, l8l) in which he quoted approvingly from Destutt de Tracyrs

ELemeyæ d,ideoLogí¿ to the effect that labour was the only source of value

and that cornmodities have value because they represent embodied labour

actîvity.8 This was in the context of the attack on Say and yet Marx

found that McCulloch had taken the idea of non-human I'labourrrfrom Say

(rsv, 1 il, t82).

Ricardo,s "discïples", then, in Marxts'view, d¡d little effectívely

to realise the potentLaL of his PrincípLes as an anaìysis of capitalism.

tn this, given the inherent ambíguÍty of the essentîal core of the work,

they failed to support Ricardo against his critics and the'rdisintegrationrl

of the ,'Schoolrr fol lowed. This process I^Jas also actively promoted by

these critics and v\,e consîder Marxrs discussÎon of them Ín our next Section.

9.4 CRlrlcs oF RlcARDo.

Those who Marx found had most actively and directly contributed to

the rdisintegrationrr of Rîcardo's influence in political econonry were

Robert Torrens and Samuel Bailey. Marx depended for his reading of theÍr

thought on Torren st An Essay on the tuoduetíon of tleaLth; tLth an

AppenáÌn, in uhich the tuLncipLes of eoLitíeaL Eeonotna æe appLied to the
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a.etunL Cincumstances of ttris Cotmtry (l8Zl), and on Baïley's A Cr"LticaL

Dissertation on the Natwe, Meast4res, and Causes of VaLue; ChiefLy in

Refez.enee to the lfuitíngs of lrfu. Rieaydp anà. his FoLLouey,s. ete.

Just as Malthus, James Mill and McCulloch did, Torrens attacked the

ambiguÌty în Ricardors analysis of capital ist 'rvaluerr and 'rprof it".
Ricardo sought to prove that, apart from certain exceptíons, the
separatíon between capÎtal and wage labour does not change anything
in the determination of the value of comnroditÍes. Basing himself
on the exceptions noted by Ricardo, Torrens rejects the law (fSV,
lll, 7\.)

Torrens accepted the fact that when egual capitals had different composít-

ions each would mobilise different quantities of IÍving labour in

production. I'lrote Torrens in his Essay:

Eq,øL cøpitaLs, oF, in other words, equnL qtnntities of aeewntLated
Labout" uiLL often put in motion different quøntities of írrune&tate
Labow; but neither does this furni sh any exception to our general
principle. (Quoted by Marx, TSV, I I I , 72.')

As Torrens reasoned ít, when capitalist production was concerned, immediate

(l ¡v¡ng) labour inputs were no longer significant (fSv, l1l, 73l'. ln

value determÌnation, it was only accumulated labour, capital, which

generated value and its eonrposition was rendered irrelevant. Equal capitals

were simply posited as enjoying equal rates of return, what Torrens called

the trcustomary rate of prof itt'.

But, as Marx hastened to po¡nt out, this left Torrens without any

erpT,armtion for this rate of profit. Marx was, though, able to read a

germ of reason in Torrenst analysis which accorded wíth hîs own vîews about

the irrelevance of irwnedLate surplus value generation for the rate of

profit enjoyed by a particular capital. ln the context of Torrensl

analysis, Marx argued the point in the fol lowîng v,ray, but the added

conclusion was inevîtable:

The cost to the capítaList consists in the eapitaL he aduøtees - in
the sum of the values he expends on production - not in Labotæ,
uhich he dpes not penforrn, and which only costs him what he pays for
it. This is a very good reason for the cap¡talists to calculate and
distribute the (social) surplus value anrcngst themselves according
to the size of their capital outlay and not according to the
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quantity of immediate labour which a given capital puts Ín motion.
But it does not explain where the surplus value - which has to be

distributed and is distributed in this way - cornes from. (fSV, lll,
7\-5.')

All that Torrens had achieved bras a restatement of the appearances that

were obvious to any capitalist or observer. He had not resolved the

"valuett-rrprofit" issue left by Ricardo and had merely elevated a

capitalist phenomenon to a¡rlaw of the phenomenon" (ISV, lll, 71.)

Marx's critique of Baî ley was much npre substantíal than hïs critÍque

of Torrens. Baileyrs work was an explicít critical reaction to Ricardots

theory of value buÎlt upon the principle that value could be given no

meaning beyond being a relationshîp between two conrnodities in the exchange

situation. Outside of this relatÎvîty, value had no absolute status or

substance at all. Bailey thus found Ricardots approach to value

unacceptab I e .

Marx found much to disagree with in Bailey¡s thought and devoted

considerable attention in the context of this critique to rethinkíng the

philosophical conception of value and its explanation. The general result

of this was a rejection of Baíleyrs critique of Rïcardo and a reiteration

of Rícardors basically sound thesis on value as far as it went.

Marxrs basic stance on value hras put rnost succinctly in his statement

that: rrThe rate at whích two commoditÎes exchange does not determine their

value, but their value determines the rate at whÎch they exchangert (TSV,

lll, 132), Thus value uras a property of a conmodÎty that was Prior to

exchange. This was an essential fact of capitalist production whích

transcended the nìoney manifestation of value.

The relatîon between the value antecedent to production and the
value which results from it - capital as antecedent value is capÏtal
¡n contrast to profit - constitutes the all-embracing and decisive
factor in the whole process of cap¡tal¡st production. lt is not
only an independent expression of value as in nroney, but dynamic
value, value whÍch maíntains itself in a process in which use values
pass through the nrost varied forms. Thus in capital the independent
existence of value ís raised to a higher power than in money.
(rsv, llt, t3t.)
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Marx found that Bailey's interpretation of value did not proceed

beyond the appearance immedíately manifested in the ph.enomernn of exchange.

0f th¡s purely relative view of value Marx stated:

This is how matters Gppeæ dLreetLy. And Bailey clings to this.
The most superficial form of excha,nge value, that is the
quøntitatiue yeLatioræhip in which comnrodities exchange with one
another, eorrcÞLtutes, according to Baìley, their value. The
advance from the surface to the core of the problem is not permitted.
(rsv, nl, t39.)

The crucial omissÍon from Baileyts argument was an essential

homogeneous base upon whích relative values vi,ere assessed by the parties

to an exchange (fSV, lll, t39-40). lndeed this was the basis of Marx's

interpretation of the invariable standard of value concept.

The problem of an "invariable measure of value'r htas sÎmply a

spurious name for the quest for the concept, the nature, of UaLue
¡tself, the definition of which could not be another value, and
consequently could not be subject to variatÎons as value. This was

Labouy tLme, soei,aL Labourc, as it presents îtseìf specifïcally in
commodity production. A quantity of labour has no value, ís not
a commodity, but is that which transforms commodíties into values,
¡t is theîr eomnon substance; as manifestations of its commodítÍes
are qtøLitatiueLy eqtq.L and only quøntitatiuely different. (rSV,
il t, t34-5.)

Baileyts attempt to draw an analogy between relative value and the implied

relativity of a distance measure did not impress Marx. He merely turned

¡t ¡nto an analogy for his own a,rgument. He asserted that the common

,'substancett in the distance relationship which made the objects comparable

was that each had a spatial position. lJithout thÎs the distance category

had no meaning (rsv, I I I , 143 and n).

ThÍs aspect of Marxrs argument against Bailey was extended in the

following passage to encompass the origin of this essential homogeneity.

But what is this unity of objects exchanged against each other?
This exchange is not a relatîon which exists between them as natural
things. lt is likewise not a relation whÎch they bear as natural
thi.ngs to human needs, for it is not the degree of their util ity
that determines the quantities in which they exchange. Vfhat is
therefore their identity, which enables them to be exchanged in
certain proportíons for one another? As what do they become
eæeVtnngeabLe? (rsv, lll, 144.)

Thus Marx rejected use value as a basis for the formation of exchange value.

For Marx the root of the process of exchange lay in capital¡st produetion
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itself. Bailey did not recognise that the primary existence of a product

in capital¡sm was a eornnodíty 'not a use value directly, but as a

mani festat ion of exchange val ue (fSv, I I I , I 44-5) .

BaÍleyrs treatment of moneA as a third, mediating conrnodity, in the

exchange relation also came in for some critical scrutiny by Marx. Again,

Bailey confused the logical prioríties involved. 0n the basïs of Baileyrs

conception of value, nìoney þras a preconåition for the expression of value,

and, moreover, value beeøne price símply by virtue of this expressÍon

(fSV, lll, l\7). But, as Marx saw it, money was merely a eonsequenee of

the need for exchange engendered by cap¡tal¡st production (fSV, lll, 145).

Bailey had used the notion that the money unit had a variable value Ín

order to reject the absolute value concePt that he found implied by

Ricardots search for the invariable standard of value. Marx accepted thÍs

property of the money unit but did not accept Bailey's conclusÎon. Thus,

Marx concluded:

l,Ie have the fel low here. I'Je f ind the values measured, exPressed in
the prLees. l^le can therefore lasserts Bailey] bontent ourselves
with rnt knowing what value is. He confuses the development of the
measure of value into money and further the development of money as

the standard of price with the discovery of the eoneept ofuaLue
itself ¡n its development as the immanent measure of commoditÍes
Ín exchange. He is right in thînking that this nroney need not be a

commodity of ínvariable value; from this he concludes that no

separate determinatîon of value independent of the commodity itself
is necessary.... But for the value to be represented as price,
the value of conmodities must have been expressed previously as
rnoney. Money is merely the form in which the value of commodíties
appears in the process of cîrculation. But how can one express x
cotton in y noney? Thís question resolves itself ínto this - how is
it at all possible to express one comrþdity in another, or how to
present commodities as equivalent? Only the elaboratîon of value,
independent of the representation of one commodÍty ín another,
p.ouides the answer. 

'(rsv, lll, 161-2; cf . 145-6 and 155-6.)

Bai Ieyts critique of RÌcardots thoughts on value was, then,

essentially wrongheaded. Bailey had not looked beyond the immediate

appeqranees of exchange în formulating the critique and had faïled to

recognise that Ricardo had been on the right track about value. lt was an

absolute concept, the existence of which was necessitated by the very nature
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of capi ta ì i s t produetion øtd eæehange,

9.5 MARX AND JOHN STUART MILL.

Marxrs critique of John Stuart Mill was unusual Ín three respects.

First, it was undertaken early in "Theories of surplus value'r, well before

Marx had formulated his detailed critique of Ricardors work. Secondly, ¡t

was of very narrob, scope given the intellectual output of Míll. Thirdly,

it was of poor analytical standard. I'le shal I consider each of these

aspects of the crítique in turn.

The critÍcal notes on Mill were found in notebooks Vll and Vlll of

the frCritique of Political Economy" series (manuscript pages 319-\5). This

critique hras thus undertaken at rÁther a premature stage because ít

depended upon a thorough understandi.ng of Ricardors thought from which Mill

had worked and Marx could not really have possessed this until after the

critîque of Ricardo whîch was written in notebooks Xl - Xlll. lt was

clear, though, that Marx intended the piece for the section on the decline

of the "Rícardían Schoolrrfor ît was cited under that heading in the

contents listed on the cover of notebook XIU (TSV, l, 38; and see also

editorial footnote 63 to TSv, l). ln editing TheorLes of SurpLus VaLue,

Salo Ryazanskaya shifted the piece to its posítion wíth the work on

Torrens, James Mill and McCulloch, et.al. in Part 3 @SV, lll, 190 ff).

Marxrs critique of John Stuart Mill was of very limited scope

relative to the quantity and substance of Millrs íntellectual output. In

rrTheories of surplus valuerr, Marx considered one arithrnetic example and a

few other passages from one essay, "0n Profits and lnterestrr, in the serles

Essays on Some tlnsettLed Suestions of PoLitieaL EcornïrA publiihed în 1844.

This essay hras actually written in 1829, very early în Millrs career, and

he had occasion to express his own dissatÍsfaction with ¡t.9 Marx

considered that this essay contained'rall that is orîginal in Mr. John
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Stuart M¡ll's writings about political economyil and he rejected any reading

of Millts magnum opus, tuLneipLes of PoLitieaL Eeonorny tLth sone of their

AppLícations to SoeiaL PhiLosophy (tgtrg) (rsv, lll, 190). Given the scope

and historical sÍgníficance of Mï I lrs writings, of which a bibl iophi le

like Marx would have been avrare, th¡s treatment of Mill was unreasonably

cursory, to say the least. ln his later urritings, as evidenced by CapitaL,

Marx did make some further references to the work of M¡ll. But, in all,

there was no detailed critique anywhere ín Marx's writings which did

justice to M¡llrs contributÎons.

Such treatment of John Stuart Mill by Marx v',as consïdered by Bela

Balassarl0 who, after takîng account of all of Marx's references to Mîll,

found ît ironical that the treatment could be so límÍted. lt was

Balassa¡s view that there were strong similarities between the thought of

Marx and MÍII on several important aspects of politÍcal econonry. These

v\,ere especial ly found in the analysis of the value-prîce-dîstribution

issue, "Say's Lawrrand the falIing rate of profits hypothesis.

Marx's reading of Mill did not give recognîtion to Millrs formulation

in hisPz"LnaLpLes of the notion that surpLus Labour was the source of

profit. Balassa quoted the following passage on this: "The cause of

prof it is that labour produces rrìore than is required for its support

VJe thus see that profit arises, not from the incident of exchange, but from

the productive power of labour".ll This argument bore a strong resemblance

to the principle of surplus value posîted by Marx, but he never made any

record of this fact. lnstead, he quite inappropriately pressed the point

inItTheorîes of surplus valuerrthat Mill had persisted with the endeavour

to explain profit through exchange. (rsv, lll, l92,2oo,2ol). The piece

from Mill just quoted was quoted again în Volume I of CapitaL (K, l, 483),

but Marx dismissed it summarily.

I.Jhat Balassa fai led to do in this context, was to elaborate upon the

dîfference in raison d'etre of Marx and Mill in writing on political econonry.
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This difference, vve argue, has some bearing on interpreting the above issue

with respect to both writersr use of a labour surplus concept'

Mill was a cr¡tic of the foyrn and some of the resuLts of capitalism'

He found it to be a socio-econom¡c order which was correct in principle,

but which with some adjustment, could improve the equity of its delivery

of benefits to the bulk of the population.12 ln the Iight of these views,

M¡ll¡s theory of profit based upon a labour surplus was not designed to

hîghlight any exploitation of labour by capital. He went no further than

to argue that distribution hras a social discretionary phenomenon and thus

amenable to change.

Marx viewed capital ism and its distribution process quite differently.

For him, distribution bras an objective consequence of cap¡talist productíon

and he took exception to Mill's attÎtude'

How absurd it ¡s ... for John Stuart Mill and others to conceive
bourgeois forms of production as absolute, but the bourgeois forms

of distri bution as i'r¡storicaì ly relative, hence transitory
The form of production is simpiy the form of distribution seen from

a di fferent poÍnt of view. Ti're speci f ic features - and therefore
also the rp"tific I imitation - which set bounds to bourgeois
distribution, enter into bou.rgeois production itself, as a

determíning iactor, which overlaps and dominates production'
(rsv, lll, 84.)

The origin of profit in surplus labour represented an Întegration of

production and distribution based on exploitation of labour by capital in

which social discretion could have I ittle role. Capital ism was beset by

immanent contradictions of thÍs kind and was, consequently, doomed by its

own hand. lt was Marxrs raì,son d.tetre in political economy to reveal these

contradictions and the inevitable role they would play in the demÌse of

capital ism. ln this context, the signifícance of the principle of surplus

labour was much more profound than that envisaged by Mill.

Moreover, l4ill watered down the principle enuncîated above by bringing

in the notion of profit as a reward for'rabstinence", âtr Îdea adumbrated by

Nassau Senior in hi s An OutLine of the Seienee of poLitieaL Eeolnrny (tA¡e).

Balassa quoted Marxts recognition of this in the following passage:
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I'John Stuart Mill accepts on the one hand Ricardors theory of profit

and annexes on the other hand Seniorts remuneration of tabstÎnencer. He

is at horne in absurd contradictionsr' (K, l, 559n).13 Balassa sau, an

error in thís critïcísm by Marx, arguing that in Mill's analysis, the

exploitation principle of profÎt v,,as not incompatible wÏth a theory of

rrabstinence". Balassa found that Mill had synthesised the two theories.

ln this argument, though, Balassa missed the point of the v'aíson d'etre

discussÍon above. For Mîll, the surplus princÍple of profit had nothing to

do with exploitation as Marx understood it. For Marx, therrabstinencer'

ideauas a contradiction to the surplus principle in that it had been

posited to erpLaín, as well as justify, profit. However, Mill rose above

this'¡vulgar" viewpoínt to some extent in that he applied therrabstÎnenceil

idea to the argument that only by saving could capital accumulate, and only

out of profit could saving occur, and that the rnotive for accumulation hras

the expectation of profit. lt followed, then, that profit was a necessary

condition for rrabstinence" in these two senses. A more careful readÎng

of Mill by Marx may have caused him to temper his remark on the use of

'rabs t i nence".

It is necessary to add in qualification of this conclusion that Marx

did not see saving out of profit asrrabstinence" for the profit had been

expropriated by exploitation in the fÏrst place (fSV, lll, 421).

An assocîated idea in the analysis of profit on which Marx and Mill

espoused similar thoughts was the "productivÍty" of capital and labour in

profit generátion.141 Both agreed that capital was not productive in this

sense. Marx read this in Millrs work and made a note of it in "Theories

of surplus value" (fSV, 111,236). At the same time, he went even further

and gave Mill credit for having seen capital "as a production relatÎon'r Ïn

the sense that its "product¡ve power" came from its role in mobÎlísîng

"real productive powerrt, viz. labour (rsv, I ll, 2j,6). Both also agreed

that cap¡tal as rneans of production had a role to play in increasing the
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productivity of labour in a physical and value sense. llarxrs analysís of

the interdependence between the rate of surplus value and the organîc

compositîon of capital depended upon this pointls (although it was not

always given due consideratÍon in Marxrs analysis of therrlaws of motion'l

of capitalism). But, it did not represent an inconsistency on Marxrs Part

as Balassa suggested. lt was quite in order to espouse a surplus theory

of profit in which the productivïty of Labour could be Ìmproved by machinery.

Balassa also accused Marx of havÍng failed to make use of Mîllls

advances in the analysís of relative price formation. The point bras that

Mill had formulated a supply function which could have any slope between

horizontal and vertical. This gave demand a role in price formation beyond

that evident in the "outdated Ricardian formulatÍonr¡ of an infinítely

elastic, constant cost supply function.l6

Now it ïs true that formally Marx's analysîs included only the

horizontal supply function case, and demand vuas only given a role in price

formation when markets did not clear. But, it must be stressed that

Marxrs primary concern was not with the analysis of relatíve prices. As

Balassa himself noted, value theory (broadly considered) had a dual role

in economic theory as the basis for relative prices and for distrÎbution.

He recorded, as a consequence, that: rrln Marx... the concept of value

is geared to the theory of class-income dïstribution, servi.ng as a

basîs for his theory of exploîtat¡onrr.17 Balassa then þroceeded to obscure

this correct argument by hís interpretation that the transformation of

values to prices of production in CapitaL, Volume lll, was desîgned to

reach an explanation of relative prices. VJhat Balassa faïled to emphasïse

was that this analysis was still prÍmarily concerned with the dîstríbution

issue of establishing that a uniform general rate of profits was consistent

with the labour theory of value.18 That the relative price results that

flowed from this analysís were only a special case would not have concerned

Marx greatly in this context. Marxrs failure to notice Millrs advances was
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not surpr¡ sing, then.

Balassars paper also contained some commentary on the treatment of

"Sayls Lav/'by Marx and Mill. This theme h,as taken up and developed further,

along with other aspects of capitalism¡s rrlaws of motionil in Marx and Mill,

by Bernice Shoul.19 We shall consider Marxrs treatment of Sayrs Law in

Chapter I l, Section I I .3 of our study.

The third u4us.ual feature of Marx's critique of John Stuart Mill in

I'Theories of surplus value" was îts relatively poor analytical standard.

Although there bras a crîtical element of signifícance in Marxrs treatment

of the Mill piece on profit, his analysîs was unduly laborious and often

convol uted.

l,le shall deal with this part of Marxrs critique in two stages. First,

we provide a summary of Mill's argument about profit, the specÌfic concern

of which was to demonstrate more generally the correctness of Ricardors

wage rate - profit rate trade-off. Secondly, we consîder Marxrs

interpretation of this argument and provide a summary of the essential

message of the critique.

In the analysis of profits in "0n Profits, and lnterest'r, Mill

considered Ricardors thesis that the wage rate, the'rcost of productionrrof

the commodity subsistence, was inversely related to the rate of profits.

He did this in order torrprotect this proposïtíon (the most perfect form in

which the law of profits seems to have been yet exhibited) against

misapprehensÍon".20 The potential for this misapprehension arose, Mill

argued, from'an apparent exception to Ricardors dictum which emerged when

the inputs to production included pz,odueed means of production.

As Mill reasoned it, these produced means of production were valued

at their cost of production whîch included profit. This meant that În

considering profít, defíned (rather than erpTninedl by Mill as I'the surplus

which remains to the capital Îst after replacing his capitalrr,2l the

replacement of capital included a payout for both b/ages and profit to the
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r,earl ierrr producer of the means of production. The relationsh¡ P between

ì^rages and prof its was now distorted by the possibi I ity that some change in

the profit of the producer of the means of production would feed into the

profit of the producer of the comnrodity concerned. This would result in a

change in the latterrs profit without any change in wage costs'

tn order to denpnstrate this possibi I ity, Mi I I devised the fol lowing

arîthmetîc example.22 In agricul ture, wheat uras assurlìed to be produced

such that its value comprised l/3 means of production (machinery and seeds),

l/3 wages and l/3 profits. Thus, 180 quarters of wheat required inputs of

means of productÎon and qages each valued at 60 quarters and profit v''as

assumed to be generated at 50 percent on total capital' The 60 quarters

of means of production were then argued to have been produced by a labour

input which cost 40 quarters and returned a rate of profit also of 50

percent.

The apparent weakness in Ricardors dictum was then brought to light

by supposing that wheat could, by means of "some contrivancerr, subsequently

be produced with labour only. ln this situation, the required wage

capital was argued to be 100 quarters (as was effectively the case

originally) and the output remained at 180 quarters' The effect of this'

and with no change in therrvalueil of labour as Mill perceived ït, was to

yaíse the rate of profit to 80 percent. ConsequentlY, Mill wrote:

The conclusÎon, then, cannot be resisted, that Mr. Ricardors theory
is defective: that the rate of profits does not exclusively
depend upon the value of wages, in-his sense, namely, the quantÎty
of labour of whÎch the ""g.i oi a labourer are the produce; that
it does not exclus'ively dãpend upon proportional wages, that is,
upon the proportion whictr itte labourers col lectively receive of
the whole Produce -.-.2"

But, went on Mi I I , things brere not as they appeared at al I . 'r¡t

Ìs remarkable how very sl ight a n¡odif ication will suff ice to render Mr'

Ricardo¡s doctrine completely true".24 I'that had been overlooked in the

example was that the eost of production of Ù)a'ges feLL as a consequence of

the new production method. As Mill saw it:
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An article ... may be the produce of the salne quantity of labour
as before, and yet, if any portion of the profits which the last
producer has to make. good to previous producers can be economised,
the cost of productio-n of the article ls diminished.25

Such a cost of production reduction had taken place in wheat production by

virtue of the 20 quarters profit on means of production not being required

with the new technique. Thus 100 quarters of capital now produced what

120 quarters had previously. Therefore, the rise in the rate of profit was

indeed due to a fall in the cost of production of the wage commodíty and

M¡ll concluded:

The variations in the rate of profits, and those in the cost
of production of ì^rages, go hand in hand, and are inseparable. Mr.
Ricardo's principle, that prof its cannot rÍse unless h/ages fal l,
is strictly true, if by low wages be meant not merely v,rages which
are the produce of a smaller quantÎty of labour, but wages which
are produced at less cost, reckoning labour and previous profits
together The only expression of the law of profits, which
s"èrs to be correcÇ is, that they depend upon the cost of production
of wages. This must be received as the ultimate principle.zb

Marx interpreted this endeavour as "how Mill violently attempts to

derive Ricardors law of the yate of pz,ofit (ín inverse proPortÏon to wages)

directly from the law of value without distinguishing between swpLus uaLue

andprofít". (rsv, lll, 46.)

After outlining Millts argument in much the same way as we have done

above (fSv, lll, l9O ff), Marx proceeded to subject it to a most exhaustive

and laborious counter ânalysis. He extended and reformulated the arithmetic

presented by Mill, but he never really seemed at ease with what he was

doing. t^lhile his critÍque of Mi ll was, Ín its essence, a valid one, as bre

shall demonstrate below, Marxrs delïberatîons did not have the finesse of

his later critical analyses. l,te can surmise that his critical appreciatÎon

of Mïll would have been more coherently presented had he redrafted the

pÌece after working through the critique of Ricardots fuineipLes.

The basic problem w¡th Rîcardo's analysis of the rate of profits

determination, as Marx read it, was that he confused the rate of profits

with the rate of surplus value. The laws whích applied to the latter did

not necessarily apply to the former. Especially was thïs the case with
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Ricardors principle of the inyerse relationship between w.ages and the rate

of profits. The trade-off was strictly between wages and the rate of

surplus value. (See Section 7.5.3 above.) Marx sunmarised his position at

this stage as:

Thus the rate of surplus value and the rate of profit are two
different rates, although profit is only surplus value considered
from a particular point of view. lt is correct to say with regard
to the rate of surplus value that it exclusively depends "upon wages;
risîng as wages fall, and falling as wages rise".... Sînce the
rate of profit is the ratio of surplus value to the total amount of
capital advanced, it is naturally affected and determined by the
fall or rise of surplus value, and hence, by the rise or fall of
wages, but in addition to this, the rate of profit includes factors
which are independent of it and not directly reducible to it.
(rsv, lll, l9l; cf .212.')

Now Mi I I fol lowed Ricardo in effectively identifying surplus value

and profit, although he did emphasise much more than Rîcardo had done that

the explanatíon of the rate of profits would Ínvolve total capital advanced,

including wage and non-wage capital. ln spite of this latter recognition,

though, Mill still argued the rate of profits in rate of surplus value

terms. Moreover, M¡II did not forrnaLLy distînguish prîces of productîon

from values, although he was conscious of the need to argue in terms of the

cost of production including profits.

Marx quoted directly the arithmetic example from Mill 's essay (tSV,

lll, 195-6'). He found the logic of Mil¡rs argument such that he was

prompted to comnent that it wasrrastonishing" that such a pÌece of analysis

had been devised because I'its author has also written a book on the science

of logic" (rsv, I I l, 195).

The essential substantíve thrust of Marxts interpretat¡on of MÌllrs

example ïs summarised in the followîng argument. ln the first stage of

the example, the assumption was that the rate of surplus value was 100

percent and the rate of profit r^/as 50 percent. Then, in the second stage

of the argument, M¡ll had reasoned that the rate of profit had risen to 80

percent because of a fall in the cost of production of the wage commodity

wheat. lt was Harxrs view that Mill had reasoned incorrectly in that the
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rise in the rate of profit had in fact been acco¡npanied by a rise Ìn the

cost of production of wheat. Thus, 14¡lt had not substantiated Ricardofs

principle at al l.

Marx reasoned through Mi I Its arithmetic somewhat differently, keepïng

to the fore the need to erpLaín the orLgin of profit in surplus value as he

proceeded. The 180 quarters of wheat in comnpdity "value" terms produced

in the first stage of the example comprised:

c = constant capÍtal = 60 quarters.

v = variable capital = 60 quarters.

s = surpl us va I ue = 60 qua rters .

Thus: (c+v4s) = 180 quarters, the rateof profit r= s/c+ v= 0.5,

and the rate of surplus value e = s/v = 1.0. M¡ll had argued that in this

stage 60 workers had been employed, so their uaLue adåedwas 120 quarters.

What of the other 60 quarters of wheat rrvalue"?

ln Millrs analysîs, the 60 quarters of constant capital comprÍsed a

labour input valued at 40 quarters and profit of 20 quarters computed at

the rate of 50 percent, the rate v,,hich applied in wheat production. lt was

Marxrs view that Mil I had argued this incorrectly. I'larx questioned the

oz"igin of the 20 quarters'¡profitrrwhïch had appeared in the production of

means of production. There hras no surplus gene?ation in Millts analysis

and Marx read Ít as invoking "the old delusion of profit upon alienation'l

(rsv, lll, 200 and 201).

More appropriately, the analysis took the following revised form.

ln producing the means of production, if only variable capital was involved,

then, with e = l0O percent, an advance of 30 quarters would generate l0

quarters of surplus value. Together these would constitute means of

production of 60 quarters. ln this case, Q = r = 100 percent which

contrasted with r = 50 percent in wheat production (fSv, lll, 198-9). ln

order to obtain the same relationship between e and r in the production of

lneans of production, the required inputs would be c = 20 quarters and
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v = 20 quarters. Then, wïth e = l0O percent, the surplus value generated

would be 20 quarters. Output "yalue'r would be 60 quarters and the rate

of profit would be 50 percent. The signïficant point was, though, that in

both of these approaches, the same labour Înput was Învolved. The cost in

each case would be 30 quarters, eÎther 30 direct or 20 direct plus l0

indirect respectively (rsV, lll, 197-8).

The consequence of this revised reasoning was reflected in what

happened to wage costs in the second stage of the analysis when compared

with the first stage. ln M¡ll's argument, the 180 quarters of wheat cost

120 quarters in the first stage and only 100 quarters in the second stage.

Then, although the same quantity of labour had been involved in the second

stage, the 20 quarters of profìt in producing the means of production had

been saved reducing the cost of labour by one-sixth.z7 The rise in the

rate of profit to 80 percent was thus seen to be accompanied by a fall in

the cost of wages. Marx reasoned the comparative situation dîfferently.

ln the first stage, the labour input cost Inas t0 quarters, each unît of

labour being paid one quarter. The cost of wheat was thus one-half of a

unît of labour per quarter. ln the second stage, with no constant caPÎtal,

100 units of labour uJere required to produce the 180 quarters of wheat

and the cost rose to 100 quarters. The cost of wheat was then five-ninths

of a unit of labour per quarter. Thus, the rate of profÎt rise had Ín fact

been accompanied by a rLse in the wage cost, precisely the opposÌte

conclusion to that devised by Mill (fSV, lll,204) and contrary to Ricardors

pri nci ple.

The second stage of the analysis involved a rise in the rate of profit

to B0 percent. At the same time, the rate of surplus value had fallen to

B0 percent with no constant capital involved in the production of wheat.

Two factors were involved in explaining these effects (fSV, lll, 2ll-21.

First, in situations where constant capital was employed, it was inêvitable

that the rate of profit would be less than the rate of surplus value. A
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inyolving no constant capital

would tend to raise the rate of prof it tov'rards the rate of surplus value.

because constant capï talSecondly, the rate of surplus value had fallen

was no longer used to assíst labour. But, this had been compensated for

increase in the number of workersin its effect on the rate of profít by an

employed. The contrî bution of these v,,orkers to the "val ue" of production

was greater than that of the constant capital they replaced, and, with

less capital employed, 100 quarters as against 120 quarters, the ratio of

surplus value generated to total capital rose.

Marxrs conclusion from his critique of Mil lts example was summarised

in the fol lowing passage.

Mr. M¡ I l, basing himsel f on hÍs bri I I iant i I lustrat¡on, advances
the general (Ricardian) proposition: trThe onLy expression of the
law of profits is, that they depend on the cost of production
of wages".... 0n the contrary, one should say: The rate of profit
(and this is what Mr. Mill is talking about) depends exclusively
on the cost of production of wages only in one singLe case. And
this is when the rate of surplus value and the rate of profit are
identieaL. But thís can only occur if the whole of the capital
advanced is laid out directly in wages, so that no constant capital

enters into the product, or that the raw material etc., ïnsofar
as it does enter, is not the product of labour and costs nothing -
a case which is vïrtually impossible in capital ist production.
OnLU in this case are the variatîons in the rate of profit identical
with the variations in the rate of surplus value, or, what amounts
to the same thÍng, with the variations in the production costs of
wages. (rsv, lll, 228.)

As we have suggested, in order to reach th¡s conclusion, Marxts

analyses were quite a deal more laborious than indicated here. I,/e have,

however, sunnnarised what we consider to be'the essential, albeït I Ìmited,

message of his critique of Mill¡s thought on the h,age - rate of profit

rel ati onsh i p.

Overall, then, Marx was not impressed by the work of Ricardors

supporters and critics. He had little sympathy for the efforts of the

pseudo-disciples to rescue the PrLnaLpLes fron its analytícal difficultÎes,

for in the process, they vulgarised the potential of Ricardors legacy.

The crítics were \^,rong-headed in that they dîd not come to grÌps with these

d¡ff¡culties in such a way as to advance the political economy of
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cap¡talism. The results of their critique, Marx foundr were negative

rather than positive. Our assessnents must, though, be qualified by

reference to Marxts failure to devote more cr¡tical attention to the

writings of John Stuart Mill. ln Mill's works, the orthodox classical-cum-

vulgar stream of thought based upon Ricardo reached its apogee. For some

reason Marx resisted a comprehensive study of these uprks. lf he did

read them, b,e can only surmise that he found M¡llrs analyses difficult to

accommodate in the line of erùtí,que that he was developing.

0ther writers who followed Ricardo and who attracted Marxrs critical

attention in "Theories of surplus valuerrwere outside of therrmainstreamrl

outl ined above. I'le turn to his crîtique of these writers in our next

Chapter.
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CHAPTER I O

.'RADtCAL'' REACTIONS AND SUBTLE' EXTENSIONS TO RICARDOIS

THEORY OF VALUE AND DISTRIBUTION.

IO.I ''RADICAL'' OPPOSITION TO CAPITALISM BASED UPON RICARDOIS ANALYSES'

As we intimated ín the Introduction to Chapter 9 above (Section 9.1),

our concern Ín the present chapter is with two further groups of political

economists to whom Marx gave his crîtical attentÎon. These htere, fÍrst

of all, therrradical,' critics of capitalism who are the subjects of this

first Section, and, secondly, the group of three writers in whose work

Marx found some subtle but worthwhile extensîons to Ricardots analyses.

This second group is discussed in the next Section'

Marx dealt wîth those works which polemicÎsed against capital ism from

the viewpoint of thei r analytical orÎgins in pol itical economy' esPecial ly

as it was presented in Ricardots PrincipLes. He was not concerned with

the schemes of reform posited by such writers as 0wen, FourÎer and St. Simon

(rsv, ltl, 238).

He selected for attention the following wrïters and theÎr works.

Anonymous, Íhe Souyce and. Remedy of the NationaL ÙiffieuLties''de&tced 
from PxineipLes of PoLitLcaL Eeornnry, in a Letter to

Lord John RusseLL, (1821 ).

P i ercy
(

.Ravenstone, Thoughts on the Fwt&Lng System avtd its Effeets'
I 824) .

Thomas Hodgskï n, Labouz, Defended against the CLaims ^of.CapitaL; or'
the Iirprodietiueness of Capi,tâL pno?24 ..:,, (1825) ; PopuLæ
poLitiZaL Econonry. Fotæ ieetuy,ei deLiuered at the London
Meehqnies' Institution, (lBZ7) ;

The naturaL qnd. antifieiaL Right of tuoperty contrasted ...,
(t832).

John Bray, Labovu"s Wrongs øñ Dø.b.otæts Remedg j or, The Age of
aight øtd the Age o! Ríght, (1839).

The group of writers which included the above have become known as
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the,'Ricardian Socialists".l Although we have no wish to get into the

semantics of this title, we should perhaps note its ambiguity. This group

would have been disowned by the orthodox I'Ricardians" (however we choose to

def ine the term), but as their work claÎmed Ricardo's Prí'neipLes as a

prinrary source, the term is aPPropriate to that extent at least' Their

classification as "Socialísts" seems to have rested upon their rejection

of cap¡talism through reasoned analysis, an essential Part of which was the

argument that the removal of private property rights in the means of

production would correct the evils revealed by the analysÌs.

ln Lowenthalrs view, these writers emerged as a resPonse to the 30

years of economic fluctuations which persisted after the end of the

Napoleonic wars in l8l5 and to the attendant wrangles in the BritÎsh

parliament over economic issues which seemed to have very lîttle positive

result as far as the working class was concerned. As Lowenthal put it:

Bad trade and unemployment may stimulate anþng the upper classes a

philosophical interesl in causes; among the workers it rouses often
a revolutionary demand for alleviation These circumstances
could not fail to produce a generation of radicals. So while the
economists were advocatìng a Laissez-faLne tYPe of reform, there
grew up the counter agïtation for communism and socialistic
i"org"nisation The social istic agitation probably received
îts inspiration from a small group of wríters who have been called
the Ri cardi an social i sts.2

The sgLrLú of this viewpoint accords well wÎth Marxrs thoughts on

these writers. tn Marxrs vîew (fSV, I I I , 258-60), it was Rîcardors

WLneLpLes that manifested the essentials of capital ism as they were

understood in this perÍod of the nineteenth century. lt was Ricardo who

emphasised that value was based upon Laborzir inputs to pt'oduetíon and that

this principle was not effectively distorted by the existence of fîxed

capital and land. tndeed, he was concerned to show that Ît was not

inconsistent with the labour theory of value to include these other inputs

and their shares of produced value in the analysÍs of production and

di stri buti on.

The contradÎction was, though, that at the same time, pol itical
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economy ascr¡bed an esteemed role to eapítaL "as the regulator of

production, the source of wealth and the aim of productionrt (fSA, lll t

25Ð. This, then, was in stark contrast to the impoverished and purely

instrumental status that wage labour assumed when it was sÚpposed to be

dominant in wealth formation. As Marx argued:

ln this contradiction, Political econorry merely exPressed the
essence of cap¡tal¡st production or, if you like, of wage labour,
of labour alienated from itself, which stands confronted by the
wealth it has created as alîen wealth, by its own productÎve power

as the productÎVe po\^rer of Íts product, by its enrichment as íts
ov{n impoverishment and by its social power as the Power of society.
(rsv, lll, 259.)3

Now as far as the political economîsts were concerned' th¡s form of

the capital-labour relationship was eternal, a naturaL phenomenon whîch

would persïst forever. The contradÎction embodÎed in the relationship was

not made evident in politiCal economy and Marx found in thís the source of

the reaction by the opponents of political economy and capîtal¡sm that we

are to consîder in this section.

Since the same real developnìent which provided bourgeois political
economy with this striking theoretÍcal expression, unfolded the
real contradictions contained in it, especially the contradiction
betv,reen the growing wealth of the Engl ish "nation'r and the growing
misery of the workers, and since moreover these contradictions are
given a theoretiealLy compellîng if unconscious expression in the
Ricardian theory, etè., it was natural for those thÍnkers who

rallied to the siae of the proletariat to seize'on thîs contradiction,
for which they found the theoretïcal ground already prepared-
(rsv, lll, 259'60.)

tn spite of working from correct premisses, these writÎngs were

found by Marx to have their limitations. Especially did their apprecïation

of the signîficance of the capital-labour contradictÎon not go far enough.

The writers remaÍned more or less confined by the capital¡st frame of

reference in their endeavours to criticise capital. And, what is more,

theîr analyses retaîned some of the confusions evident in Ricardors

pol itîcal econoÍry. ln Harxrs critîque, these I imitations were arraigned

against any advances that these wr¡ters may have made.

Perhaps the most striking theme developed by these radÎcals was that

because labour hras at the root of all produced value, then the share of
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this value not accruing to labour must still be considered to have

originated. fnom labour. lt was surpl us Lahow which produced surplus value

in the anonyriìous pamphlet Sou.yce øtd Remedy (fSV, lll, 238-9), and in

Brayrs Iabourts W,ongs (fSV, lll, 320). Ravenstone had the same idea, but

expressed it in terms of surplus corwnoditíes, the manifested form of surplus

labour (rsv, lll, 260).

ln Sottyce anã, Remedg, it was argued very precîsely that the various

lfnaturesrr (thus forms) of return to the capital ïsts, ,rent, 'rinterest of

noney',, and ,,profits of trade" all originated in the genet'aL forTn of surpLus

Labout,. The notion of a separable, non-specific category of non-wage încome

had not been present in the work of Adam Smith or Ricardo. This formulation

Marx viewed as a signifîcant advance În political economy' even though the

writer had erpressed. the category as t'intev'est of eapitaLtt. Marx ascrÎbed

this as a remnant of Ricardo's conflation of surplus value and profit, but

he was not specific on the "undesirable contradictions" to which this led

in the pamphlet (fSv, lll, ?54).

The most signif icant weakness of Sotuce øtd Remedy in Marxrs

interpretation, was that its author, in common wÍth the other radicals, did

not develop the more far reaching consequences of the recognitïon of surplus

labour as the essence of the capital'labour distribution struggle. His

appreciation of the pamphlet was couched in the followÎng terms:

The pamphlet is no theoretical treatise. [¡t is a] protest against
the ?alse reasons gíven by the economists for the distress and the
rrnational d¡fficuliiesil of the times. lt does not, consequently,
make the claim that its conception of surplus value as swpLus Labour
carries with it a general criticism of the entire system of economic
categories, nor cañ this be expected of it. The author stands
rather on Ricardian ground and is only consistent in stating one of
the consequences inherent in the system itself and he advances it
in the interests of the working class against capital. (rsv, lll,
254.',)

Ravenstone expressed the idea of a surplus ín commodity form and

related it d¡rectly to the power of capital to expropríate some of the

results of other peoplers labour. The existence of the surplus h,as thus

linked to the increasing productive powers of Labour, but the benefits
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accrued to the capitalist who, through ownership of the necessary means of

production was able to dominate the worker (fSV, lll,260). ln the sense

argued, Ravenstoners surplus was effectively a reLatiue surplus în Marxrs

terms because it arose from the development of labour productivity.

Ravenstone apparently did not recognise the alternative source of extendíng

the working day to create a larger surplus (fSV, lll, 258).

One further feature of Ravenstoners contríbution was that it

sustained a recognition of capital as an essential component of the economic,

technical and cultural well-being of the nation. I^Íithout capital, he

argued, the only'rproductîon" would be of those commodíties consumed by

workers. (fSV, lll,261-2.) Marx made the point, though, this view was not

meant by Ravenstone to be a justification of capital. Rather it revealed

that, in general, the employment of capital dîd not advantage the bulk of

the populatîon, although we would argue that the passages quoted by Marx do

not reveal thís message unambíguously.

ln 1847, in the Pouerty of PhiLosopfuU, Marx recognised the work of

Bray as being of some significance. lt was a "remarkable workrrwhich

"proposed the equalitarian application of Rícardian theory" (CW, 6, 69).

The discussion of lB47 was more extensive than that provided in'rTheories

of surplus value'r, where Marx only quoted a series of passages from

Labourts \ltuongs (fSV, III, 319 ff). Just what caused Marx to leave Brayrs

work wìthout a rÌþre detailed critique was not explained.

Most profound in Brayts LabouÍ,ts tr{rongs was the expressed formulation

of what an¡ounted to the principle of surplus value. The particular passage

Ìn which this was most clearly evident is quoted below. Marx had quoted

the last part of this passage in the Pooez.ty of elå)Losophy (cw, 6,140),

but at that time his analysÎs showed no recognitÍon of the importance that

the argument was to assurne in his future work. Bray wrote as fol lows:

r' ... the workmen have given the cap¡talist the labour of a whole year, în

exchange for the value of only half a year - and from thîs t...] has arisen
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the inequality of wealth and power which at present exists around usrr.

He elaborated on this idea thus:

By the present [...] system, exchanges are not only not mutually
benefícial to all parties, as the political economists have asserted,
but ¡t is plain t...] that there is, in most transactions between
the capÍtalist and the producer, I...1 no exchange whatever ... what
is it that the capÎtal¡st, whether he be manufacturer or landed
proprietor gives t...] for the labour of the working man? The
capitalist. gives no labour, for he does not work - he gives no
capital, for his store of wealth is beÍng PerPetually augmented
... the capitalist t...] cø¿not t...] make an exchange with
anything that belongs to himself. The whole transaction, therefore,
plainly shews that the capital ists and proprietors do no rnore than
gîve the working man, for his labour of one week, a part of the
wealth whÍch they obtaîned from him the week before! - whích just
amounts to givÍng him nothing for something (Quoted by Marx,
rsv, lll, 32o.)

Marx added no comment to this pregnant passage, possibly because its message

bras so clearly expressed. Marx had embraced each of the Îdeas present Ín

his own theory of surplus value - that the capitalist had no value of his

o¡rn to exchange other than that expropriated from the workers, that the

apparent exchange between the capitalist and the worker hras a deception,

and that surplus value was derived from living labour for which the

capïtal ist had made only pæt payment.

ln his critique of the writings of Hodgskin, Marx concentrated largely

upon Hodgskints treatment of the nature and role of eapitaL. The centre-

piece of the critique \^,as La,bouy Defended with the other writi.ngs receiving

l¡ttle attention beyond a few quoted passages. Marx found that Hodgskînrs

critique of capital had its shortcomings and, in so doing, he provided a

concise reiteration of his fundamental ídeas about capÎtal.

As the full tÍtle of Labour Defended indicated, Hodgskinrs intention

was to analyse capital from the premîse that it was mprodtrctiue. Marx

argued that this property of capital had two dimensions to be considered.

First, în a capìtalist economy, it was Labu.r which produced exchange value

and not capital, although capîtal mobilised and affected the productivity

of labour. Secondly, the ass¡stance whîch labour received in production

from means of productîon as capital was not dependent upon their beÍng

eøpítaL. Production had an objective, physical input-output sense which
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s tage

of evolution. The means of production

serve in the real labour process because of the relationship
which exists between them as vcse oaLues r not as exchange values
and still less as capital - and the labour which sets them ¡n
rnotion. Their productivity in the real labour process, or rather
the productivity of the labour materialÎsed in them, is due to
their nature as objective conditions of real labour and not to
their sociaL erLstenee as aLienated, inÅependent eonditions which
eonfront the uorker and are embodied in the capitalíst, the master
over living labour. (rsv, lll, 264.)

lndeed, in the production process per se, it was T,abottr which dominated -

made effective - the Íìeans of production. (fSV, lll , 26\-5; cf . the

further discussion of the issue, 27\-5.1

Hodgskín argued at length the need for consistency in the physical

relationships of production independently of any capïtal forms. ln the case

of "circulating" means of production especially, the eor¿tinwity of

production depended upon the co-operatÎon of concurrent labour activities

producing inputs and final outputs. As Marx pointed out, there was a sense

in which all inputs werepast labour (rSv, lll, 278), but he also saw the

poi nt of Hodgskin's approach.

l,lhat appears as the effect of antecedent labour, if one considers the
production process of the individual commodity, presents itself at
the same tirne as the effect of coexïsting labour, if one considers
the reproduetion pvoeess of the conmodity, that is, if one considers
thîs production process în íts continuous motÍon and in the
entirety of its conditions, and not merely as an isolated act¡on or
a limited part of it. There exists not only a cycle comprising
various phases, but all the phases of the commodity are simultaneously
produced in the various spheres and branches of production. (fSV,
lll, 279.)

The significance of this sort of analysis was that it underpÎnned any

understanding of eapitaLísú production. The forrns involved above could not

be abstracted from, but they were given added dtmensions by being subjected

to the regime of capital. lt was these added dimensîons which the

capitalists themselves, and political economy to the extent that Ît took

the viewpoint of the capitalîst, had failed adequately to perceive or

reveal. The socio-histoz,íeaL v,eLatiuity of capitalîsm had not been

emphasised as a consequence (rsv, 1ll, 265).
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Hodgskin had recognised that the significant aspect of capital in

capïtal ist

con tras ted

production was its socí,a.L ramifications. ln this, l4arx

hím with the political economîsts who

... ascribe a false importance to the material factors of labour
compared with labour itself in order to have also a teelmologíeaL
justification for the speeifie soeiaL for+n, Í.e., the capitaList
foyvn, in which the relationshîp of labour to the condîtions of labour
îs turned upside-down, so that ¡t is not the worker who makes use of
the conditions of labour, but the conditions of Iabour whÍch make
use of the worker. It is for, this ?ea.son that Hodgskin asserts on
the contrary that this physical factor Ís quite unimportant
compared with the living process of productîon and that, in fact,

[material] wealth has no value in îtself, but only insofar as
it is a factor ín the livîng production process. ln doing so, he
underestimates somewhat the value which the labour of the past has
for the labour of the present, but in opposÍng economîc fetishîsm
this is quÍte al right. (rSv, I I l, 276.)

More profoundly, though, Hodgskin posited the notion that capital

amounted to a deeeption in its immediate appearances and as it was

portrayed in pol ÍtÎcal economy's analysîs of the capital-labour relationshÍp.

As Hodgskin put it: capital is a sort of cabaLístie ztord, like church

or state, or any other of those generaL terrns whích are invented by those

who fleece the rest of mankind to conceal the hand that shears them.rl

(Quoted by ìtarx, ISV, lll, 268.) ln its principle and its spirit, Marx

agreed hrith thîs observation, but he was concerned that Hodgskîn had not

expressed i ts s i gn i fi cance appropri ately.

fhe capitaList as capitalist, is simply the personifícation of
capital, that creation of labour endowed with its own will and
personality whîch stands in opposîtion to labour. Hodgskin regards
this as a pure subjectÌve illusion whÍch conceals the deceit and
the interests of the exploiting classes. He does not see that the
way of looking at things arÍses out of the actual relationship
itself; the latter is not an expression of the former, but vîce
versa. (rsv, lll, 296.)

Thîs piece had impl icatÌons for the reaction against capital ¡sm that I'larx

believed was înevitable. The capítal-labour relationshîp as portrayed by

politícal economy was an illusion. This íllusion was not an expression of

the actual nature of the exploitative relationship, but rather was the

exploitation able to be sustaíned because of the illusion ítself. For Marx

t¡

it was the illusion which had to be dispelled by the revelations of a
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critique of pol ¡t¡cal economy. The situation could not be remedied sîmply

by arguing for the demise of the cap¡taì¡st, for capital and the capitalist

were identical. .

10.2 SOME FURTHER POLITICAL ECONOMISTS OF HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE FOR

MARX.

IO.2.I PREL I MI NARY REMARKS .

ln completing the maïn part of I'Theories of surplus Value", Marx

selected three further political economists of the post-1830 period whom

he considered had some merit in the sense that they had formulated ideas

which v,rere Íìore or less consistent wÌth Marxrs ou/n. His treatment was,

though, as always, a critique.

The three writers concerned and their works as cited by Marx were as

fol I ows :

George Ramsay, A2 Essay on the Distribution of 1leaLth, (1836).

Antoine-El isee Cherbul iez, Richesse on Pauurete. EWosLtion des
eauses et dBs effets de La distz.Lbution aetueLLe des rüeVtesses
soeiaT.es, (1841).

RÌchard Jones , on the DùsttLbutíon of WeaLth, qrtd on the
Sot'uces o n) (1831); An rntv'oductory Leetu've on
poLitieaL d.eLíuered at Kingts coLLege, LonÅ.on ete.,
(t833); of Lechtnes on the PoLiticaL Econotry of
Nations etc., (1852).

The three had little in common. The features of their work whích Marx

chose to emphasise in his critîque overlapped more v\,ith Ramsay and

Cherbuliez,'with Jones beÎng selected for a different reason.

Both Ramsay and Cherbuliez had treated capital in a way that

corresponded in principle to Marx's dîchotomy of constant and variable

capital. More than this, they had both posited arguments whîch flowed from

this treatment of capîtal. Cherbuliez had done some analysis of the

signîficance of capital composition in profit determination whi le Ramsay had
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approached close to the surplus Value principle. ln contrast, Jonesr

contribution had been less directly concerned with these categorical issues

and more with methodotogy. Marx found in Jonestwork a rare sense of

historical processes as they affected pol itical economy. Jonesr treatment

of rent - which, in itself, Marx argued to be superior to Ricardors - and

of capital accumulation hrere set in the dynamÌcs of historical change.

10.2.2 RAMSAY.

Ramsayrs treatment of capital anpunted to a constant-variable

dichotomy, although he applied the traditional fÎxed-circulatÎng terms to

the revised definîtions. Circulating capÎtal thus íncluded only advances

to pay hr.ages and fixed capital included all means of production includÌng

raw materials (rsv, lll, 326).

Having formulated this dichotonry, Ramsay did utilise its potential to

a certain extent in his analysis. tn the following passage from Ramsayrs

Essoy, the principle of associating the capital Íst's surplus with wage

capital advances was suggested. Ramsay wrote that

a cîrculating capítal will always maintaîn nore labour than that
formerly bestowed upon itself. Because, could it employ no ßìore

than had been previously bestowed upon itself, what advantage
could arise to the owner from the use of it as such? (Quoted by

l(arx, TSV, I I l, 328.)

Marx responded to this passage with some reservations: I'Although Ramsay

is very close to the real origîn of surplus value, he is nevertheless too

bound up in ihe tradition of the economists not to begin îmmedÍately

straying agaín along false paths't (TSv, I I l, 329).

Fîrst of all, Ramsay had argued the roLe of his circulating capital

in a rather peculiar manner. He had effectively elÍminated its role as

eapitaL by interpreti.ng it as only a me&iatLon between labour and the

production process. lt was the living labour which the wage capital

faci I îtated that was significant, not the capital itself. For Marx, this
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ì^ras an error. The ramifications of wage labour and wage advances as

capital went beyond ttconvenience" in material production. Ramsay declared

that "wage labour and consequently capital - that is the sociaL forTnuhíeh

the means of repnoduetíon asswne on the basis of uage Labour - to be

unimportant and due merely to the poverty of the nass of the peoplert

(fSV, lll, 328). But, Marx argued, there v,,as no necessity for labour to be

uage labour or for the means of production to be eapitaL. However, gÎven

the existence of these forms:

Ramsayrs analysis does not go far enough to draw the correct '

conclusions from hîs premises, from the new definition whích he has

given to cap¡tal in tire immediate production process . (fSV, I I I ,
328')

Ramsay had really not got beyond the analysîs of production as a materLaL

process and this gave him an inadequate view of the capital-labour

relationshi p.

Furthermore, in relating the surplus to wêge advances, Marx found

Ramsayrs argument inappropriately formulated. The idea as Ramsay expressed

it was that the labour of 100 men În the production of wage commodÎties

could support 150 men in their labour resulting ín a surplus of !0 men's

labour being included in the value of the conrnodities produced. This

approach did not, however, make the origin of the surplus clear. lt was

each worker.s lîving labour contribution in all sectors of production which

must be divided into a paÎd and an unPaid portion. The aggregate of paid

living labour, the aggregate value of labour pcr^rer, must comprÌse at least

the value of brage comnìodity production, but this missed the point in

explaining the surplus in each sector of productÎon. Ramsay just did not

penetrate deeply enough into the analytical significance of hÎs ídea

(rsv, ln, 329iol .

Ramsay also realised that he would need to consïder the role of

fixed capital in value and profit formation. He followed Ricardo in

arguing that fixed capital "modîfies to a consÎderable extent the principle

that value depends upon quantity of labourr'. (Quoted by Marx, TSV, Ill,
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330.) Such modification was necessary, he argued, in order to ensure a

uniform general rate of profits and it revealed that capital could

regulate "value" independently of labour (rSV, lll, 331). Ramsay also

went further and noted that other factors affected the rate of profi ts -

these were productivity in the índustries which produced wage comrnoditîes

and means of production, and the real (commodíty) wage paid to workers

(fSv, lll, 351). But, given these factors, Ramsay had not formalised the

category price of production which was needed ful ly to explain the

general rate of profits. And ít was prices of production and not values

that v,,ere affected by fíxed capital Ín production. Ramsay bras so close;

though, and Marx summarised the analysis thus:

Thîs false conception of Ramsayrs in this case is all the more
surprísing since, on the one hand, he grasps the nattpaL basis,
so to speak, of surplus value, and, on the other hand,he affirms
with regard to one instance that the &istr"ibutíon of sutpLus uaLtæ
- its equalisation to the general rate of profit - does not
increase the surplus value itself . (rSv, I I l, ,1 .,

Moreover, in a piece quoted by Marx (rSv, lll, 332), Ramsay did recognise

that differential price effects in the sectors of production, involved a

redistribution of "profit".
Ramsayts confusion was aggravated, however, by his adding the

"beneficence of nature" to the surplus generation process. ln the following

passage from his Essay, Ramsayts analysÎs regressed somewhat:

profits owe their existence to a law of the material world,
whereby the beneficence of nature when aided and directed by the
labour and skill of man, gives so ample a return to national industry
as to leave a swpLræ of products over and above what ïs absolutely
necessary for replacing in kind the fixed capital consumed, and

for penpetuatLng the z'aee of Lahotaers empLoyed. (Quoted by Marx,
TSV, lll, 331.')

The

the

idea of a labour based surplus was not evident here and Marx questioned

implicatíons of the argument as regards the cap¡tal-labour relation-

ship. The existence of the surplus, and thus the perpetuatÎon ofr¡the race

of capitalÍstsrr, depended upon the workers subsisting, i.e. just beÍng

"perpetuatedr¡. tlhat is more, they were perpehnted as Labouvers in order

that the capital ist system could continue. For Marx, there was noth¡.ng
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rntwaL ïn al I of this ! (rsv, lll , 331^2.1

ln hîs further deliberations on the category profit, Ramsay divíded

it into two forms: Net profit or interest, and profit of enterprise or

industrÍal prof i t (TSV, lll, 353). Prof ¡t of enterprÎse v,,as the return to

the industriaL eøpitaLists, the prime movers in production (rSv, III,

35Ð. These capitalists were involved in labour themselves (although Marx

rejected the idea that striving in competition in order to maximise surplus

value should be considered as "labourrr, (rsv, IIl,356)), the "labour of

superintendencett required to organise production. But, the existence of

such labour could not be extended into an explanation of profit:

lf this assertion of the apologists ... were taken literally
tomorrow, and the profit of the industrial capitalist limited to
the uages of nwruzgement anã. dineetíon, then capital Íst production,
the appropriatíon of the surplus labour of others and its
transformation into capítal would come to an end the day after
tomorro\nr. (fsV, lll, 356.')

The best that could be argued consistently wíth an ongoing capital¡st

system was that the revenue'rprofit" would be mo&Lfíed by this "labour't,

often in ínuers¿ proportion to the size of the capital employed. Small

scale capitalist production generated more involvement in superintendence

by the capitalist himseLf than did large scale productïon (fSV, lll,

356-7). Also, Marx argued, suchrtlabour" was indicatÎve of a less than

complete capitalist system (rsV, lll, 357).

I O. 2. 3 CHERBUL I EZ.

As was the case with Ramsay, Cherbuliez'also recognised the capital

dichotonry between wage advances and means of production advances. He too

failed to realîse its potential in the analysis of the capïtal-labour

relationship and the generation of profits. Cherbuliez did not find in

the dîchotomy any clue to the orLgin of surplus value as the basis for

profit. He argued that there had to be a difference between produced value

and ínput value, but thís did nothing to eæpLaLn profit. ThÍs merely
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formed a uuLgæ defínition of profit (rsy, Ill, 374). But, at least

Cherbulîez had related profit to produetíon rather than to exchange.

Cherbuliezt b attempt to express profit formation in formal terms did

not transcend the tautology of definition as the following sample passage

revea I ed :

Let P be the aggregate product of a given period of time, C the
capital invested, n the profit, r the ratío of profit to capital
(rate), c the capital used up, then P - c = rrs r = r/C, therefore
Cr=n. ThereforeP-c=Cri therefore r=P - c/C. (Quoted
by ì{arx, TSV, ll l, 374.)

As Marx pointed out, thîs passage did nothing more than define profit and

the rate of prof ît (rsv, I I I , 375J .

There was, though, a little npre of substance in Cherbulîezts

further analysis of the rate of profits as the following passage indìcated:

After the deduction of rent, v\,hat remains of the ønotrtt of pnofít,
is divided between the cap¡talist producers ín proportion to

the capitaL eaeh has inuested, whereas the port¡on of the product
which corresponds to the capital used up and is intended to
replace it, is dîvided in proportion wïth the capîtal actually
used up. This dunL La't of dítsision comes about as d vesuLt of
cornpetition, which tends to equal îse the advantages of the different
investments of capital. F¡nal ly, th¡s dual law of division
determines the respective uaLues and pr"ices of the dífferent kinds
of products. (Quoted by Marx, ISV, lll, 376.)

Al though i nforma ì I y expressed, the I i nks between producti on, prì ce

formation and the determination of the rate of profits argued În this passage

were correct in Marxrs view. The weakness remained, though, that value and

price were conflated and the logîcal priorïty of value was not emphasised.

The value-surplus value domaîn of analysis was not separated clearly from

the price of productïon - profit domain as Marx thought essential. (fSV,

lll, 377.)

Cherbuliez also revealed an appreciation of the capital-labour

relationship which Marx found essential ly correct (fSV, I ll, 377). The

workers under capitalism have no option but to sell theirrrlabour" to the

capitalist. From this sale, they receÍve a subsistence wage and, as a

consequence, they also renounce any claim on whatever is produced with

their labour. They are entitled to receive only what is given to them by
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the capitalist. This argument was an integral part of Marxrs thought

also, but he went further to reyeal the illusory nature of the appæent

exchange between the capitalist and the worker. Cherbuliez did not

elaborate upon how it was possîble that a part of the labour înput was

appropriated by the capitalist wíthout being exchanged for anything. This

contradicted the law of exchange upon which capitalism uras supposed to be

founded. ln Marx¡s view, Cherbul iez only sensed that some inconsistency

\^ras involved (rsv, I I l, 377-8).

I 0.2.4 JoNES.

t^lhat impressed Marx so much about Jonest work was that it placed the

discussion of distribution in its dynamic historÍcal settÍng. The

changing forms over tìme were emphasised and the explanations were geared

to the stage of social evolution (fSV, ì11,428 and 430).

Although much of Jonest analysÎs concerned rent' he was also

conscious of the historical relativity of the status of labour and of

capital (fSV, lll, 399-4Ol). Especially was it not sufficient simply to

argue rent as surplus "profit" for this presupposed the dominance of

agriculture by capital, a relatively recent phenomenon. ln his actual

analysis of rent under capitalism, Jonest work was interpreted by Marx to

be superior to that of his antecedents.

Jones made ît clear that cap¡tal¡st agriculture only emerged when

landed propeity ceased to dominate productÎon and that thÎs only followed

the development of large-scale capitalist production in the towns.

rrJones shows that rent in the Ricardian sense only exists in a society the

basis of which is the capitalist mode of production" (TSV, lll, 402). Rent

under capital ism was mediated by capital. ln pre-capital ist forms of

agricultural production, the labourer was in a direct relationship with the

landowner and the surplus bras approprîated dîrectly as rent. Once capital
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intervened, it was the capitalist who appropriated the surplus as "profit".

Out of this a surplus "profit" in effect'was paíd by the capitalist as

rent. Jones had some idea about this surplus "profit'r approach but he

dìd not explain absoLute rent [n terms of it as Marx had done. But Jones

did show an awareness that under capîtaìist production, rent was not

directly related to wages. The wage-profìt division was logically prior

to the payment of rent (fSv, I I l, 403).

Although Jones díd not eæpLain rent in terms of the surplus "profit",

he was aware that the volume of rent was linked to the amount of capital

applîed to land and to the effÌcìency of that capital. For Marx, this

v,ras one of Jonest merits. Rent was no longer necessarily related to

margìnal effects.

This is therefore the first point on whÎch Jones is in advance of
Ricardo. Once rent exists, it may íncrease as a result of the mere

increase in the arþunt of capital employed on the land, irrespective
of any change either in the relative fertilíty of the soils, or în
the returns yíelded by the successive doses of capital employed, or
any alteration whatever in the pt"Lee of agricultural produce.
(rsv, llt, 405-6.)

Thus, Jones had recognised both absolute and differential forms of rent

(rsv, 1 il, 403).

ln An Introdtrctory Leettne on PoLíticaL Eeornnry, Jones argued in

historically relative terms that productÍon requÍred a I'labour fundil of

some sort. This fund only took the form of uage cøpitaL in more recent

times. Marx found this to be an important aspect of political economy to

be developed.

The determinate social form of the workerrs labour corresponds to
the form which the conditions of labour ... assume in respect of
the worker. But the former Ìs in fact merely the objective
expression of the latter ... l,Ie shal I see, therefore, that the
different forms of the labour fund correspond to the different ways
in which the worker confronts his own conditïons of production.
The manner in which he appropriates hÎs product (or part of it)
depends on his relations to his conditions of productîon. (fSV, I I l,
4t5. )

The distinctive thing about capitalism in this context was that the

workersr means of subsistence and production faced them as capitaL. ln
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to be dispossessed of

their conditions of production and this was perpetuated by the fact that

under capital ism only the capital ists could save.

In order that [the workerts] v\,ages and consequently the labour
fund can confront hîm as al ien capital, these conditions of
production must have been lost to him and have assumed the shape of
alien property By losing possession of his conditÎons of
production, and hence, of his labour fund, the labourer also loses
the function of accumulating, and every addition he makes to wealth
appears in the shape of other peoplets revenue whích must first
berrsavedil by these people, that is to say, it must not be spent as
revenue, if it is to perform the functions of capÍtal and labour
fund for the labourer. (rsv, l1l , 422.')

As Jones uras ar^rare, this sÌtuatíon had significant soeiaL

implications as well. This was a dïstínguishing feature of Jonesrwork

(fSV, lll, 424). As a consequence of beinguage labour, the worker occupied

a partîcular status in the mode of productíon. But Jones also developed

the argument that this socioeconomic situation was transitory. ln this

discussion, l'larx drew a contrast between Ramsay and Jones ïn order to

emphasise the latterts merit.

One can see what a great leap forward there was from Ramsay to
Jones. Ramsay regards precisely that function of capÍtal which
makes ït capital - the advancing of w.ages - as accidental, due only
to the poverty of the people, and irrelevant to the productÎon
process as such. ln thîs narrow circumscribed manner, Ramsay dertíes
the necessity for the cap¡tal¡st mode of production. Jones, on the
other hand, demonstrates that it is precÍsely thÌs function that
makes capital capital and gíves rise to the most characteristic
features of the capitalÎst mode of production. He shows how this
form occurs only at a certain level of development of the productìve
forces and that it then creates an entirely new material basis.
Consequently, however, his comprehension of the fact that this form
"can be superseded't and of the merely transitory historÎcal
necessity for this form, is quite different from that of Ramsay and
nrore profound. He by no means regards capital ist relatíons as
eternal.. (rsv, lll, 428.)

Jones went on to examine the implications of economic change (fSV,

lll, 430), change which for Marx depended upon the accumulation of capital

setting in motion the "laws of motion" of the capitalist economy. To

these "laws of nptiont'we direct our attention in the next three Chapters

of our study.
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NOTES

2.

See Esther Lowenthal , The RíeæùLqn SoeiaLists" [l9lI], (Kelley,
Cl ífton, N.J., 1972). Lowenthal included in her analysis
Urilliam Thompson and John Gray who were omitted by Marx, but did
not include the Anonymous work nor Ravenstone.

Íhe Rieardian SoeiaLi.sts, p.13. 0n the "philosophical interest in
causes" and what do do about the problems as viewed by the "upper
classesf ', see: Barry Gordon, PoLitieaL Eeononty in ParLiønent,
l8l9-1823, (MacMillan, London, 1976) and Eeornwie DoetrLne øtd Toz,y
I¡iberaLism 1824-7830, (Macmi I Ian, London, forthcoming).

Marx very clearly had not forgotten the theme of capitalist
al ienation of labour which had figured so prominently ïn the
Eeonorrie md PhiLosophíc Mønuscripts of 1844. See: CW, 3,
especially pp.270 ff. For example, on pp.284-5 Marx wrote along
similar I ines to the above:

It was I ikewise a great and consistent advance of modern
English political economy, that, whilst elevatÎng Labow
to the position of its soLe principle, ît should at the same
tîme expound with complete clarity the inuerse relation
between brages and interest on capÍtal, and the fact that
the cap¡tal¡st could normally onLy gain by pressing down
brages and vice versa.

3
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CHAPTER I I

REPRODUCTION AND CIRCULATION AND THE 'ILAI''S OF MOTION'I

OF CAP ITALI SM.

II.I INTRODUCTION.

ln this Chapter and the next we will be concerned with Marx¡s

development in'rTheories of surplus value" of the ideas associated with

the historícal rrmotion" of capital ism adumbrated in the Grurtårisse (see

Chapter 5 above). TherTheories of surplus value" manuscrípts contained

several elaborations on the theme set in the context of Marxrs critical

history of political economy. Our objective is to provïde an exegetícal

outline of Marxts thought on the t'laws of motion" of capitalism

immediately prior to his drafting of the main CapitaZ manuscripts. These

thoughts, we will find, remained without much collectÎve coherence in

rrTheories of surplus valuerr. The analyses urere scattered throughout the

nnnuscripts as would be expected in a roughly chronological history. I'Ihat

we provide ís a'comprehension of the threads of development of the varÎous

component parts of the "laws of nrotion'r analysis. Their integration into

a coherent whole is of lesser significance in the present context, although

¡t br¡ll become evident that the analytical core which bound all of the

parts together was the theory of surplus value.

t^le identi fy for separate treatment several component themes in the

analysis of capital ist rrmotion". First, Marx bras concerned to analyse the

potentiaL of capitalism to reproduce itself on a constant or expanding scale.

This analysis abstracted from any dynamic impediments to production and

cîrculation with a view to establ ishing the quantitative and qual itative
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requirements for reproduction to proceed smoothly and cont¡nuously. ln

his endeavours to formulate these requirements, Marx devoted considerable

critical attention to the TabLeau EeonomLque devised by Francois Quesnay

and developed by the Physiocrats. lt was from this critique that the

cons istent reproductíon schema v,/ere developed. But, i n spi te of having

investigated the reproduction issue in the Grurtå2"ùsse, Marx stÍll

experienced some difficulty in formulating the requírements Ín the present

context. His endeavours are the subject of SectÍon ll.2 in this Chapter.

Secondly, in the Grunåt"isse, Marx had rejected the rrsayrs Law" idea

that no general overproduction of comn¡odîties was Possible. He now

proceeded to a more detaíled critique of the principle through the work of

those writers who supported it and those who rejected it, albeit for

înappropriate reasons. This critique and íts impl ications for the "laws

of motion" of capitalism are considered in Section ll.3 of the present

Chapter.

Thirdly, Marx had been impressed by the significance that politícal

economy had ascribed to the tendency of the rate of profits to fall. ThÍs

phenomenon, Marx argued, originated in production due to the dynamïcs of

the organic composition of capi tal assocìated with capital accumulat¡on.

He had emphasised in the GnmãyLss¿ that this phenomenon was an integral

part of the rrn¡otíonrr of capital ism independently of any real isation

problems Ín circulation. This position v\,as maintained and elaborated upon

in ttTheories of surplus valuetr. The process of capïtal accumulation had

other impl icàtions for capital ism which were epiphenomenal with the fal I ing

rate rate of profits. Especíatly was Marx concerned with the employment

and income prospects of workers as the process proceeded. Marxrs critico-

h¡storîcal analysis of how pol îtîcat econorrry had handled these issues ís

considered în Chaptei 12, Section l2.l and 12.2.

Fourthly, it was Marx's impression that the cap¡tal ¡st system was

immanently crisis prone. Hîs predilection was that the system would go on
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exper¡enc¡ng fluctuations in economic activïty which would become

progressively urorse as the system developed. The ultÎmate fate of capital-

ism would be a revolutionary transition to socialism induced by the effects

of the crises upon the ever gro\^ring proletariat. ldeas about these

developments were adumbrated in the Gz,wtdrisse and they were interpreted

by Marx to be the consequence of the continual endeavours by capital to

transcend the barrïers to îts continuity. He made thís clear in'rTheorÍes

of surplus value" as follows:

Overproduction, the credit system, etc.' are means by which
capitalist production seeks to break through íts own barriers and
to produce over and above its own Limits. CapÌtal ¡st production,
on the one hand, has this driving force; on the other hand, ¡t
only tolerates production cornmensurate with the profitable
employment of existi.ng capital. Hence cris_es arise, which
simultaneously drive it onward and beyond Iits ovun lÎmits] and
force it to put on seven-league boots, in order to reach a

development of the productíve forces which could only be achieved
v"ry slowly within its own limïts. (rsv, lll, 122.')

tn Chapter l3 we assess the extent to which Marx was able to give coherence

to these ideas about crÍses in'rTheories of surplus valuerr. As wÎll be

made clear, this extent was very limited.

The state in which Marx left his "laws of motìon" analysis, even

during the drafting of CapítaL, has been conducive to the generation of a

large volume of înterpretative literature. Most of this literature has

dealt with those parts of the analysis about whÍch Marx seemed most

uncertain, viz. the consequences of capital accumulation, esPecíally the

falling rate of profits, and the causes and consequences of capitalist

crises. These ínterpretations are dealt with in Chapter 12, Section 12-1,

below as they provide a backdrop for our study of the crítico-hístorical

analyses in which Marx formulated his ideas on these issues. Less

interpretative effort has been devoted to those components of capitalist

rrmotion" upon which we focus in the present Chapter because Marx left his

ideas about these components more clearly exposíted. The maín attentíon

has been paid to Marxrs treatment of therrsay's Lawrrprinciple and its

relationship to crÎses analYsis.
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The relevant shortcoming of this literature as far as our study is

concerned is its general Iack of attention to the critico-historÎcal roots

of Marxrs thought on the various dimensions of therrlaws of motion'l

analysis. There are exceptions to this and we shall give due regard to

these in what follows. Our study, though, provides a detailed assessment

of the critico-hîstorical setting in which Marx formulated his analysis

of capital ist rrnptíon" in al I its dimensions and emphasîses thei r co¡nrnon

dependence upon the theory of surplus value.

11.2 FORMULATION OF THE REPRODUCTION SCHEMA.

Marxrs formulation of reproduction depended fundamentally upon the

appropriate sectoral division of the macroeconoÍry according to the pattern

of operational interdependencies. Thus Michael Bleaney sets the stage for

our discussions in this Section in the followÎng passage:

ln the Physïocratic system... it is natural to divÎde the economy

into agriäultural and manufacturîng sectors, because the economÎc
role ascribed to each of these sectors by the Physiocrats îs
fundamentally different. One is the productive sector, the other
the unpro¿uciive sector. However, once the basic Physiocratic-
assumptions have been overthrown, th¡s is no longer true.... 0n

the bäsis of Adam smÎth's înnovations, the logicaì divÎsion is
into a sector producing consumption goods and a sector producÎng
investment goods But Smith h¡mself does not make this basic
divÍsion. He attributes only a very mÎnor role to investment goods

production, and when descrîbÍng the main branches of the economy

ire retains the Physîocratic division of agriculture and manufacturing.
Even Ricardo... iaÌls to recognise the Physiocratîc basÎs of this
division and reproduces it as before. Only with Marx is a correct
def inítion of ti're departments of a caPÏtal ist econonry f Înal ly
ach i eved. I

VJe saw in Chapter 5 above that Marx expressed the requÎred departmental

division in the GrundyLsse and utilised it to outlîne a basic reproduction

scheme. Now it bras through the reproduction concept present in its

seminal form in the Physiocratic IabLeau Economique that Marx was

ultimately to turn the Gnmdrisse beginnings Ínto a coherent model of

reproduction. But, in spîte of this, inrrTheories of surplus value" Marx¡s

analysis of reproduction began in a different context.
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The need to return to the investigation of the reproduction problem

was brought to Marxrs attention by Adam Smithrs handling of the gz,oss

soeiaL pnoduet and net TeÐenue categories. As Marx put it:

the real diff¡culty which occupied Adam Smithrs attention and
entangled him in all kinds of contradictions is this: The
whole capital (as value) resolves Ítself into Iabour, is nothíng
but a certain quantity of materialised labour. The paid labour,
however, Ís equal to the wages of the labourers, the unpaid labour
is equal to the capitalistsr profít. So the whole capital must
be resolvable, directly or indirectly, into wages and profit. 0r
is labour somewhere performed which consîsts neither of urages nor
profit, and merely has the purpose of replacing the values used up
in productlon which are, however, the conditions of reproductîon?
But who performs this labour, since all labour performed by the
labourer is resolvable into two quantitÍes, one which maintains
his own power to produce, and the other whÍch forms the profít
of capital? (rsv, l, l06.)

ln effect, Marx recommenced his analysis of reproduction by considering the

p?oeesses whích could be represented as a consistent schema once they had

worked themselves out.

Marx was evidently qu¡te uncertain about hov,r best to proceed with

his analysis of the issue of constant capital replacement through

circulation. He stated the probLem over and over and his investigatíons

were long and laborious with l¡ttle definitive result. The essential

problem to be resolved was that the total net reÐenue had to be adequate,

it seemed, to purchase the g?oss soeiaL produet in order for reproduction

to proceed. As Marx stated at one point:

It is impossÍble for the value of the revenue to cover the value
of the total product. But since, apart from the revenue, no fzmd
erLsts from uhich this produet soLd by produeers to ØndiuíduøL)
consume?s can be paid foz,, it is impossible for the value of the
total product, minus the value of the revenue, ever to be sold,
paid for or (individually) consumed. 0n the other hand it is
necessary for every product to be sold and paid for at its price
(on the assumption that price is here equal to value). (fSV, l,
123-\, cf. l08, ll2, ll3, ll4, ll5, 133,135, and 149-50.)

The question was, then, how could the constant capítal component of gross

product be real ised when revenues comprised only newly added labour - v'rages

plus surplus value?

UJe note here that at this stage Marx was not concerned wÌth

a.dditions to constant capi tal , expanded reproduction, but only with simple
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reproduct¡on (rsv, l, lo7, l14, 135, 230, zSz). lndeed, expanded

reproduction was initially expressed as an issue to be treated later (fSV,

l, 252), but in the present context Marx only mentïoned it in passing when

considering capital accumulation (fív, I I I , 250-1, 380-l ).

Marx began his analysis of the present problem by positing linen

production for direct, final consumption as a microcosm of production in

aggregate. The output value bras assumed to comprise 2/3 constant capÍtal

and l13 value added, the latter being the source of wage and surplus value

revenue. ln this simple context, the issue Ì^ras the pwe?nse of the 2/3

of the linen produced which represented the constant capital input (fSV,

l, ll2-3). This sale was essential if the linen producer bras to be able

to replace the looms and yarn used up in production. The productÍon of

these inputs r^ras proceeding at the same time as the production of the I inen.

But, in itself th¡s could not ensure reproduction without a prÎor

explanation of where the funds were to come from to Purchase the 2/3 of the

linen in question (rsv, l, ll5).

Now it was at this point that Marx turned his ínvestigation away

from what would ultimatety be the appropriate lÍne of argument. lnstead of

immediately recalling from the Grundyíss¿ that the interdependence of the

means of production and consumption commoditÎes production sectors was

sufficient to provîde the condïtions for simple reproductÎon, he proceeded

to extend the number of sectors with a view to providing an adequate revenue

to purchase the whole of the linen produced (rsv, l, l15 ff). After

considerabte'arithmetical effort, hís conclusion was clear that:

It has thus not helped us at all to shÎft through nearly 8OO

branches of production the dîff¡culty of the 8 yards 12/31 of linen
of sphere 4... representîng in its product the value of the
constant capîtal " (rsV, l, 122.,

All that he had achieved hras to re-present the problem În a more complex

way (rsv, l, 133-4).

The correct principle hras soon stated, though, and Marx moved into

an investigation of its analytical ramifications:
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the constant capÍtal remains equal to ítself and replaces
itself out of that part of the value which represents the constant
capital in the totai product. The exchange between various

"o**aities, the series of purchases and sales between different
spheres of iroduction, brings about a change in form only in the
,änr. that lhe constant capitals in the various production spheres
mutually replace each other in the proportion Ín which they were
origin"ily contained in them. (rsv, l, 125, cf . 135.)

The analysis to which Marx now proceeded Ínvolved the backwards vertical

integration structure of I Ínen production. The idea here was apPropríate

in the sense that the means of production producerst role, represented

initially by the yarn and loom makers, bras now brought into the analysis.

But the precise structure of the simple reproduction schema did not

emerge at this point and Marx went on to extend the sectors considered

into those producÍng increasingly primary inputs. Ultimately, sectors were

reached in which output was the only required material input to production,

i.e. constant capital was replaced in kind. An example of this was flax

growing where the seeds were part of the output. Marx realised, though,

that in thís extension of the analysis he was not solving the problem

(fSV, l, l4l) and he continued to mull over this approach with little

success (fSV, l, l4l-50). Vr¡th the benefit of hindsight, we can see that

in all of this Marx st¡ll v,,as carrying forward the correct principle. For

example, he wrote that:

Between different spheres of production, where the products of each

enter into the other as means of productÍon, an exchange in
kind takes place too (even though concealed by a series of rnoney

transact¡ons) between the constant capital of the one and that of
the other. ln so far as this is the case, the consumers of the
fÍnal product which enters into consumption have not got to.replace
this constant capital, sínce Ít has already been replaced. (fSV, l,
149.)

The principle had been posited in the Grmåtísse, but Marx was now having

great d¡ff¡culty in uti I ising it to formal ise simple reproductíon'

Marx returned to the reproduction issue some Pages later in the

npnuscript and again ¡t is clear that the principle of mutual înterdependence

between sectors and within sectors uras to be the basÍs of a formal

solution (fSV, l, l9t). ì,lhat was now evident was that reproductíon
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involved two forms of exchange. ln disposíng of consumer comnrodities,

revenue was exchanged for revenue and revenue v\,as exchanged for constant

capital in each transaction. ln order to close the reproduction loop, ¡t

was necessary that constant capital be exchanged for constant capítal

within the means of production sector (fSV, l, 197).

This vÎew was reiterated when, some further Pages later in the

rnanuscript, Marx agaÎn took up his analysis of reproduction (fSV, 1, 23O).

He considered first the mutual exchanges within the consumption commodities

.sector (fSV, l, 231-5). blhat emerged from this was that a requirement for

reproduction would be the production of these comrrpdities to match the

qualitative and quantitative pattern of demand. The exchanges here were

revenue for revenue and revenue for constant capital. Reproduction then

also required that the revenue of the means of production sector be

exchanged for revenue and constant capital Ín the consumption commodities

sector. Only then could the complete real isation of consumption

commodities value be achieved enablíng the producers Ín thÎs sector to

replace thei r constant caPital.

By introducing a t\no-sector model of the economy, Marx was now able

more formal ly to express the reproductíon requi rements (fSV, 1, 237 f f').

The two sectors were A, which produced consumption commoditÎes, and B,

which produced means of production as commodities. Sector A produced value

which compri sed 2/3 constant capîtal and l/3 newly added labour (value

added) as revenue. lt was thus able to purchase l/3 of its own output.

For simple reproduction, the remaining 213 had to be purchased by revenue

generated in sector B, such revenue not being able to be expended on Íts

ohrn non-consumable product. ln this way, sector A.realised the value of

constant capital used up in production. ThÍs constant capital could then

be replaced by exchange wîth sector B, with mutual consístency requiring

that the value of this exchange be equal to the value of newly added

labour in sector Brs production.
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The essential requirement for reproduction which foìlowed from this

analysis was thatrrthe total product [of] A is equal to the total revenue

of society'r (fSV, l, 239, cf . 2\4'). lt was st¡l I necessary further to

consider the exchanges wÍthin sector B where the value of its output

which comprised means of production had to be realised. There was no fund

of newly added labour value within the sector for such exchanges so the

situation v\,as not analogous to that in sector A. Marxrs solution to this

part of the reproduction analysis requîred that mutual exchanges of capital

for capítal take place between producers withÌn sector B (fSV,1r 248-50).

t/hat was missing from the above struggle by Marx to resolve the

reproduction issue satisfactorily was a framework for its coherent

presentatíon. He had earlìer in the manuscript mentioned in passîng that

the Physiocratic TabLeau EconomLque would have a role to play in

formulating a reproduction analysis.

ln additÍon to this analysis of the material elements of which
capital consÎsts within the labour-process, the Physiocrats
established the forms whïch capítal assumes in circulation
(fixed capÍtal, cÍrculating capital, even though as yet they give'
them other names), and in general the connection between the
process of circulation and the reproduction process of capital.
tJe shall come back to this in the chapter on cÌrculation.
(rsv, l, 44.)

As it turned out, the analysis of reproduction was not left until Marx

dealt with circulation as a separate issue but rather it emerged within

'rTheories of surplus Value" as We have Seen already. Marx v\,as Very

impressed by the TabLeau EeornmLque as an analytical device and he was

moved to refer to it asrran extremely brilliant conception, ïncontestably

the most brÍlliant for which political economy had up to then been

responsiblet' (fSV, l, 344). He devoted considerable effort to a critical

assessment of the devìce and the result of this was a formal and coherent

presentation of the reproduction potential of capital ism.2

The main part of Marx's critÎcal assessment of the TabLeau

Eeonomique appeared in Notebook X of the "Theories of surplus value'l

manuscripts drafted in about April 1862 (rsv, l, 308 ff)' lt was not until
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July 1863, though, that he revealed a complete comPrehension of how it

could be adapted to a presentation of the reproduction model. Th¡s came

in a letter to Engels v,,r¡tten on 6. July QtnC, 174 ff).

The Physiocrats had considered the problem of capital circulat¡on

and its integration with the process of production. For Marx, th¡s bras

an essentially correct basis for understanding the rrmotionil of capitalism.

He summarised hís assessment of the TabLeauEeonomiqtte in thÍs context in

the following passage:

it was an attempt to portray the whole productîon process of
capital as a process of repnoduetion, with circulation merely as
the form of this reproductíve process; and the cÎrculation of
rnoney only as a phase ín the circulation of capital; at the same

time to include in this reproductive process the orîgin of
revenue, the exchange between capital and revenue, the relation
between reproductive consumption and final consumption; and to
include in the circulation of capital the circulation between
consunìers and producers (in fact between capital and revenue);
and finally to present the circulation between the two great
divisions of productive labour - ra\^, material production and
manufacture - as phases of this reproductive process.... (fSV, l,
3/{J-4.)

The TabLeau EeononrLque, then, hras perceived by Marx as presenting

in concise form the essential interdependencíes between sectors of

produrctioz in order to ensure reptoduetion. For the Physiocrats, the

appropriate division of production was between agriculture (raw materials)

and manufacturing, rather than between means of production and consumptíon

conmodity production which Marx considered to be a correct simplification

of capital ist production. The principle of ínterdependence remaíned

correct, however. In extending production to reproduction, the Physiocrats

had integrated circulation into the analysis, and this circulation was

centred around the role of capital. lt was Marxts víew that thïs focus

upon capital brought the Physiocrats to prominence as the "true fathers of

rnodern political economy'¡ (fSV, l, 44). Indeed, theîr raison dtetre was

the advocatïon of the capitalisation of agrîcultural production on a large

scale (fSV, l, 64-5). But in analysing the role of cap¡tal, they had

confined theÍr attention to agrÎcultural capîtal to the neglect of
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fn¿¡nufacturing capital (fSV, l, 37gl and had divided capital into its

circulation based dichotomy of fixed and circulating to the neglect of the

requirements to analyse production (rSV, l ' 44)'

The Physiocratsr analysÎs was also a cLass annLysís' The sectors

of the econorry involved in reproduction were designated in class terms as

the ¡'productive class" involved in agricultural production, the rrlandowner

class,, and the ,rsteri le class" involved in manufacturing' l'lhat the

Physiocrats had not done v,,as to integrate the materiaL side of capital and

its role in production with the soeí.a,L relations of production' The social

class structure followed the dictates of the'rNatural 0rderil and the pattern

of distribution and Ínvolvement în production was geared purely to that

,,Order,,. ln sunmarising his attitude towards this broader perspective of

Physiocraticanalysis,Marxmixedcriticismwïthpraise:

ltisnotareproachtothePhysiocratsthat,like-all.their
,u"..rrorr, tr,Lv thought of these material forms of exÎstence -

suchastools'rav',materialsetc.-ascapÎtal,inisolationfrom
the social conditions in which
production - and therebY m

Production an eternal, natural
bou.rgeoi s forms of Production
foims. I t was thei r great mer

as PhYsiological forms of socÎ
natural necessity of productio .al laws,of anyone's will or of politics,-elc: They are,materr¡
the error is only that lh" t"t.ii"l law of a defînite historical
social ri"gå is åonceived as an abstract law governing equally all
forms of sõcÍetY. (rsv, l, 44')

Thus, in spite of some shortcomings perceived by Marx, the important

contribution that he found in the Physiocratstwork was the relating of

thesocialordertotherequirementsofproduction.

ln his assessment of the &abLeau Eeononriqu.e itself , Marx largely

took the form of the devîce as given and undertook a clarificatÎon of its

p?ocesses vü¡thout any major criticism emerging. There were weaknesses În

the concept and applîcation of capital and in the concept of the surplus

involved, but these did not affect the principle of operation of the

device whìch Marx was now endeavouring to grasp'

Marxrs interpretation of the IabLeauEeonomique în "Theories of
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surpìus value" centred upon the presentation shown Ïn Table ll'l (TSV, l'

3OB).3 Th. special feature of this table which gave it added clarity was

the inclusion of the sequentiaL interdepertÅ.enaLes Ín the format. Marx

inserred the tetter designatlons (a)-(b)-(.)-(¿), (a')-(u') and (ai')-(bi')

in order to illustrate the links in the reproduction process implied by the

IabLeauEcorømLque.4 Marx worked through an analysis of the links in

great detail, but we present only an essential summary of his approach here'

ln each case, the letter (") represented arrstarting poÎnt of a

circulationrt (TSV, l, 308) fol lov¿ed by one or Íìore consequent I inks'

(a)-(U) designated the outlay of rent on agricultural consumptïon commodities

by landlords, while (a)-(c) desïgnated their outlay on manufactured

consumptÍon commodities. The lÍnk (c)-(d) then represented the purchase by

the r¡sterile classtt of agricultural consumption commodities' The 2000

mîllion that the farmers had paid in rent returned to them after

facilitating the transfer of comnrodities to consumption. Money was Învolved

here as both a means of payment, in the case of the rent payment by farmers

to landlords, and a means of purchase in the sequences which ensued, viz''

(a) - (u) , (a) - (c) and (c) - (¿) .

The link (a,)-(bl) comprised the transfer of manufactured means of

product¡on to the farmers to replace those used up În production' Fïnally'

the link (air)-(b") represented the completion of the reproduction cycle

as the raw materÎal replacement needs of the manufacturïng sector hJere

transferred.

The above events proceeded in a strict temporal sequence for the

whole circulation process was facilitated by a money supply of only 2000

million. The sequence of exchanges followed from the movement of this

I 2000 million paid by farmers to landlords as rent revenue.

(a)- (U) : 1000 mi I I Îon paid by landlords to farmers

(a)- (c) : lO00 mi I I ion paid by landlords to rrsteri le class"

money:

2.
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3. (c)-(¿) : l00O million paÎd byrrsterile class'r to farmers

(a,)-(¡,) : 1000 million paid by farmers totrsterile class"

4. (ai')-(b'r) : 1000 million paid byrrsterÍle class" to farmers

Ultimately the nìoney supply returned to the farmers and was the forTn in

which the surplus accrued at the end of the reproduction perÌod- lt was

then paid to the landlords as rent in order to ínitiate the next cycle.

As ís evident from the above analysis, the TabLeatt EcornwLque

focussed upon circulation beü¡een sectors. lt did not consîder the

necessary intta-sector exchanges which Marx had recognised and this was a

major limitation of the device as a reproductíon model. For Marx, then,

in formulatîng his own reproduction schema on the basis of the TabLeau,

this limitation would have to be overcome. Moreover, .the IabLeau would

need to be modified in its dívision of the economy ínto production sectors

and the role of capital and the generation of surplus value would have to

be generalised to encomPass all sectors.

It was in the letter to Engels of 6' July 1863 that Marx gave the

first formal outlïne of his own reproduction model. He stated explicitly

that the table that he had prepared was a substitute for Quesnayrs and

that Ít presented the uhoLe process of reproduction.

Marx noted in the letter that neither Adam Smith nor RÎcardo had

consîdered the aggregate reproduction process. They had focussed only upon

the distribution of net revenue as incomes. They had done this even though

ît was evÍdent to them that in production, material inputs were used up and

had to be reþlaced. ln Marxts reproductÎon table, the revenue distribution

and replacement processes were integrated.

The table involved a two-sector economy. one sector produced "means

of subsistence" upon which the wages of labour and non-wage revenues were

spent. The other sector produced means of production - explicitly,
ilmachinery and raw materÍals". These were for replacement only, for the

model was of simple reproduction. Variable capTtal was advanced to pay



(a') 2ooo mi I I ïons (a) 2000 millions
--t \

\
\

--t?

(a") looo millions

(u) I ooo mi I I ion, --'
¿\.

)1"¡ rooo mïrrions

(b") I ooo mî I I ions /

(d) l ooo mi I I ions -
\(u') looo miIIions

5000 millions 2000 mî I I ions of
whìch half remains
as a fund belongïng
to the sterÎle class

ln origînal and annual
advances the farmers lay out:

ln rents, the landlords
rece i ve:

The sterile class
dïsposes of a fund of:

\¡tTABLE II.I
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brages and constant capital was advanced to purchase means of production.

Some means of productÍon employed, but not used up in the period of

production, exìsted but were not part of the table itself.

ln contrast to the TabLeau Eeononriqu.e, the sectors of production

devised by Marx both included agriculture and manufacturing. lt was the

fl,mctLonaL use of the output of a sector by which it was now classÎfied.

This represented a profound change ín the approach to aggregate reproduction

analysîs. Especially did it enable Marx to nnke the physical role of

capital nrore explicit in all aspects of production and to emphasîse the

importance of physical replacement of means of production in perpetuating

capi tal ist production (and, ul timately, the needs for ad.ditionaL phys ícal

capital in expanded reproduction). The table then made it clear that

cïrculation was an Íntegral means to the achievement of these ends.

The table that Marx devised is shown in Table 11.2. There was a

uniform rate of surplus value of 200 percent applied in production and

exchanges took place at values expressed in money terms. The latter was

made possible by each sector involvîng capital wÎth a value composition ratio

(constant capitaÏ to variable capital) of 4, although Marx dîd not make

this point explicitly. Thîs presumption made no allowance for the constant

capital advanced but not used up in the productÍon period. lt was not

accounted for in the table. ln order that the value basis of exchange in

the table be appropriate, it must additionally be assumed that the gToss

value compositions of capítal in each sector were the same.

The analysís was carrÌed out in arithmetical terms, but as Marx

pointed out, the quantities had no significance per se. The total

production of the I'subsistencerr sector was 700. 0f this, 300 was

exchanged înternally, l0O for wages and 200 for non-wage revenues. These

ínternal f lows v,rere represented by the broken I ines "upwards'r whîch were

the money payouts of wages and non-wage revenues, and the solid lines

trdownwards,t which were the consequent expenditures. Non-wage revenues were
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based on surplus value. lts ímmediate form of payout was as the nnney

category "profit" in the hands of the producing capitalïsts. This was then

allocated by them to the three phenomenal categories "industrial profit'r,

'rinterestt' and'rrent".

ln order that the sectorrs used-up constant cap¡tal could be replaced,

the remaining 400 of its output had to be realised. This came from

expenditures by those involved in production in therrmachinery and raw

materialsil sector. The variable capital advanced and the surplus value

generated in thîs sector were chosen by Marx to total 400 for these v'rere the

sources of the revenues spent in the inter-sector exchanges concerned. The

payout of these revenues brere represented by therrupwardsrrbroken lines

between the sectors and the consequent expenditures by the solid line

Itdov'rnv'ra rdsrr .

The reproductÍon process was then "closed" by the receipts of 4OO Ín

Íìoney by therrsubsistenceil producers being spent on means of production to

replace the 400 of constant capital used up. The balance of the means of

production produced was exchanged internally to replace used up constant

capital in the 'rmachinery and raw materials" sector ¡tself.

The table also included an aggregate level of analysis in which the

total constant capital used up in production equalled the total output of

therrmachinery and raw materials" sector and the total of incomes paid out

equalled the total output of the rrsubsistence'r sector.

Marx also presented the essentials of the simple reproductÎon model

in algebraic-terms in "Theories of surplus value'r. This analysÎs appeared

in Notebook XV of the manuscripts and was thus written before the letter to,

Engels discussed above. What the algebraic form díd was to express in

general terms what the table version achieved ìn arithmetical terms. Marx's

analysis (fSv, lll, 248-g) may be summarised as follows:

Let: Q = output
c = constant capital used up
v = variable capital
s = surpl us val ue
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v,rhere al I of these variables are measured in value terms.

For sector A ("means of subsistence"):

e = C tV +S
a

For sector B

0.=
b

The essential

0=
a

tr¡ th 0

+(v +
b

aaa

(t'machinery and raw materials"):

cb+vb+sb

reproduction requirement ís that:

+

aaaa
v *s

(va t")

t¡)

tu)

) ,

thîs requi rement

c=(v,aÞ

becomes:

+

This last requîrement reflects the necessary quantitatïve interdependence

between the sectors that the constant capital used up Ín the¡rsubsîstence'l

sector is able to be replaced through purchases of "subsistencerl

comrnodities by the workers and capitalists in the means of production sector.

The analysis so far has established the abstract potentÍal for the

capitalist econoÍry to reproduce itself under particular conditions. The

next concern for Marx was to investigate the relationship of these

conditions to the real íties of capital ist productÍon and cÍrculation. His

critîco-historical Ínvestigation of this issue is the subject of the next

Section of our study.

II.3 CIRCULATION, REPRODUCTION AND ''SAYIS LAI^'II.

The idea that an economic system based on capital could continuously

reproduce itself without any circulation problems except in the form of

partial and temporary disruptions has acquired the ambíguous name ofrrSayrs

Lawr'. As Ì,ti I I iam Baurnol has recently establ ished, th¡s complex idea can

be interpreted in at least eîght different hrays, albeit with considerable

înterdependence.5 The idea originated implicitly În the work of the
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Physiocrats and Adam Smith, although its explícation as a basic axiom of

political economy was provided by James Mill (1804) and Jean-Baptiste Say

(lAO¡).6 one way or another, its influence pervaded most nineteenth

century pol iticaì economy after these dates. The trLat¡¡rr was embraced as a

truth to be firmly defended or as a fallacy to be rejected. By expressing

therrlawrras anttequilibrium condition" the acceptance-rejection decisÍon

depends upon exploring the actual conditions that are relevant in the

capítalist econonry in order to see if they comply wÍth the demands of

equilibrium. ThÍs was what Marx was doing În moving away from hÍs

reproduction schema into the analysis of cÍrculation barriers.T

ln principle, for the process of reproductÍon to proceed, the

qualitative and quantitative pattern of periodic production of commodities

had to match precisely the periodic, effeetiue and eæereised demand

pattern. Now from the analysís of the Physiocrats, the predominant concern

was with the demand for eonswnptíon eornnodities. This I imïtatÎon was

comrnon to nearly al I pol itical economy prior to Marx in the nÎneteenth

century in that the analysis of the demand for means of production for

replacement and expansion was not formalised. lndeed, beyond the

Physiocrats, reproductÍon was not really an analytical issue. What was at

issue was whether adequate effective demand would always be available to

purchase the output of consumption commodities. Any overproduction, then,

would appear as an excess of these commodities only, so the issue was one

of the possibiIíty of general må.ez'eonswnption. The proponents of "Say's

Law" rejected this poss¡b¡l¡ty because, except for some short-term

disproportionality, the act of productîon generated income sufficient to

purchase what was produced. The opPonents of therrlaw" prior to Marx,

nþst notably Malthus, Sisnrondi and Rodbertus, argued that under-consumptíon

bras a threat to the cont¡nuity of capîtalist growth and foresaw bouts of

stagnation because of the problem.

For Marx, the analytìcal formulation of the reproduction schema was
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a stepp¡ng-off po¡nt for his critical analysis of thettlaws of motionil

of capitalist circulation. He rejected the idea that the requïred inter -

and intra-sector relationships for unimpeded reproduction could appear in

reality, except by some açcident. This was a consequence of the'ranarchyrl

of capi tal ist production. However, the issue h,as tÌþre complex than had

been íntimated by antecedent opponents of'rsayts Laur" who espoused the

underconsumptÍon thesis. Ci rculation involved al I commodities and

reproduction required a critical periodic balance between supply and demand

patterns if it was to proceed without disruptÎon. ln addîtion, there was

the added complication of nnney to consider. Not only did this facilitate

circulatîon but it also had the potential to impede ¡t by the separation

of the acts of sale and purchase, i.e. by acting as a store of value. As

bJe sav1 in Chapter 5 above, Marx adumbrated these ideas in the Gt4'm.dvisse

and developed them further in the 1859 Cr|tique of PolitieaL Eeononry.

ln this Section, hre consider Marxts critique of the analysis of

ci rculation in pol itical economy. l^Ie begin by outl inÎng his assessment of

the formulation of "Say¡s Larn" by Say and James M¡ll. The most signifîcant

proponent of the'rLarn" was Ricardo and Marx devoted considerable critícal

attention to the role that it played in the PninaLpLes. ì/e discuss this

aspect of Marxrs critique next. Then we turn our attention to his

treatment of the opponents of thetrlaw". As we have suggested, Marx agreed

in principle with their rejection of it, but he still found much to

criticise in their approach to the issue.

Marxts treatment of Say in "Theories of surplus valuerrwas brief.

He was generally mentioned only in passÍng with some derÎsive adjective

attachedr e.g.ttinane"r "miserablê", "insipid"r t'tediousrr. His thesïS was

símilarly derided as "preposterousrrr "a paltry evasion", I'childish babblerl

and I'p¡t¡fut claptraptt.S'lt was Marxrs view that Say "tries to hide his

dul I superfÍcial ity by repeating in absolute general phrases SmÎthrs

ínconsîstencies and blunderstr (fSV, l, 103) and that he "separates the
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vulgar notions occurring in Adøn í1ftí.thts work and puts them fon¡rard in a

distinct crystallised form" (fSV, lll, 5Ol). bfe surmise from all of thís

that Marx did not consider Sayts works as worthy of much nþre than disdane

and, aS a consequence, decided not to subject them to any sustained

critique (although at one stage he did envisage doing so: ISV,11,493-4)'

A crucial limitation that Say had taken over from Adam Smith was the

notion that aggregate produced value was all distributed as revenue. That

is, no distinction was made between gross and net production in his

analysîs. As Marx saw it: 'rlt is not true that the aw¿ua.L produet of

Tabour, of which the product of the qrrttøL Labow forms only one part,

consists of revenue" (TSV, l, l5O, cf. lO3, 221'). Say had failed to allow

for constant capital replacement in determîning aggregate value (fSV, l,

ZZI-Z). This was in part due to his emphasis upon the role of supply and

demand in formulating the determination of value and distribution

(rsv, il, 133, 215, 399-4oo).

ln conceiving of revenue as equal to aggregate produced value, Say

was led to the conclusîon that there could not be a general demand based

fai I ure în conrnodi ty cÍ rculation. His nrost serÍous omission ín this

conclusion was an appropriate understanding of the role of money in the

process. lt was Marxrs view that Say had effectively resorted to a barter

econorny model. He thus fai led to perceive that rnoney spl ît exchange into

tvúo separate acts which comprised circulation and made it more complex to

sustain (fSV, I l, 493 and I I I , I l9). As Marx put it, also, rrbecause demand

is LimLted by productÎon, it by no means follows that pz'oduetion is' oT

lia.s, LinLted by d.emøtd. and can never exceed the demand ..." (TSV, lll,

I l9). This reflected the ilanarchy" of productÎon under capital ism in whîch

the capitalistrrproduces as Íf he were fulf¡ll¡ng orders placed by societyrl

(fSV, lll, l2l). Thus, combÎning this lack of demand constraint upon

production wîth the separation of sale and purchase due to moneyrs role as

a store of value, predisposed capitalíst cîrculation towards a general
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failure whích Say had not envisaged'

Marxrs treatment of James Mll I on th¡s issue vúas rnore extensive

than was the case with Say. M¡ll was credited wïth the same bald belief

that no general glut of conrnodities was possible because circulation

involved what were effectively barter exchanges (rsv, ll, 493)' This

amounted to a belief in the "metaphysical equilibrium of purchases and

sales,, in which the C-M-C process was viewed as a necessary uníty with no

concern for the separat¡on that it implíed (rsv, ll, 503-4)' Moreover,

M¡ll had faíled to perceive the comnpdity as the unity of use value and

exchange value. This ïnvolved capitalism in the contradictÎon that demand

was based primarily upon use value while production was geared to the

maximum production of exchange value. ln addîtion to the úLLL to purchase,

the demand decision Ínvolved the meøts to purchase' Mill had effectively

identified these two aspects and then proceeded to assume that supþly would

match the resultant demand (fSV, lll, lO0-4)'

Much more significant for Marx than the formulation of 'rsayrs Lav"'l

by say and James Mill was the use made of it by Ricardo. Marx found the

t'Lav,," to be an important component of the analysÎs in the PtincLpLes and

he devoted some attention to it Ín his critique of that work'

Ricardo accepted the'rSay¡S Lawil thesÎs that supply created Îts own

demand and that saìe was necessarity fotlowed by purchase' lt followed

from this that the profitable accumulation of capital could not be impeded

by flernonå problems. Marx quoted the following passage from the PrineipLes

in support of this interpretation (fSV, ll, 493-4, requoted 502):

M. Say has ;.. n'ìost satisfactori ly shewn, that there is no amount

of cap¡tal \^rhich may not be employed in a country, because dpmøn¿

is onTy-|i*it"¿ ø,y þno&,tction.' No man ploduee_s, but .t'vLth a uíeu

to eorrswne or seLi,' *d he neuet, seLLs,- but with an intentíon to
putehase some othel cowno&Lty, which may be immediately useful to
hir, or which may contribute-to future production. - By producing,
theñ, he necessai'ity becomes either the consumer of his own

goods, or the purchåser and consumer of the goods of some other
person. lt is not to be supposed that he should, for any length
of tinre, be Íll-informed of the conmodities which he can most

advantaieously produce, to attaîn the object which he has in view,
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namely, the possession of other goods; and, therefore, ït
not probable that he will contLnuaLLy produce a commodity
wh i ch there i s no demand.9

is
for

From this argument, Marx felt that Ricardo did not understand the nature

of capitalÍst production and circulation. Cap¡talÍsts only produced

commodities to be sold. Once production had taken place, a salehad. to

ensue even if forced on the capitaì ist at belov'r commodity value. The

capitalist did not have the dÍscretion to sell only if a purchase was

envisaged as following immediately. His primary and necessary objective

uras to sell În order to convert hís commodity into money as a store of

value (rSv, ll, 502-Ð. Ricardo had overlooked thís role of money in the

present context and thus did not see that it made possible a break in the

nexus of supply and demand. Marxrs point uras that:

At a given moment, the supply of all commodities can be greater
than the demand for all commodities, sÍnce the demand for the
generaL eonrnodíty, rnoney, exchange value, is greater than the
demand for all particular commodities, in other words, the
motive to turn the commodity into money, to realise its exchange
value, prevails over the motive to transform the comnodity again
into use value. (fSV, ll, 505.)

The possíb¡lity of partiaL overproduction bras conceded by Ricardo,

Marx noted, but ít was argued to be a temporary d¡sequilibrium that would

be corrected by capital mobility changing the pattern of productîon

(fSV, ll, 504-5,529r. R¡cardo rejecred the notion that this could turn

into a general glut of commodities. Marx quoted from the fuineípLes to

the effect that general overproduction was ruled out by the col lectÍve

insatiabi I i ty of needs (rSv, I I , 505-6).10 This, he thought, represented

a gross misín-terpretation of the relatÍonship between needs and effective

demand in the capitalist economy.

lf overproduction could only occur when all the members of a natîon
had satisfied even theÍr most urgent needs, there could never, in
the history of bourgeois society up to now, have been a state of
general overproduction or even of partial overproduction. . . . l^Ihat
after all has overproduction to do wïth absolute needs? lt is
only concerned with demand that is backed by ability to pay. lt
is not a questîon of absolute overproduction - overproductîon as
such Ín relation to the absolute need or the desire to possess
commodities. (rsv, ll, 506.)
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Marx went on:

The word ouerprodttetion in itself leads to error.... 0n the
contrary, it -must be saíd that on the basis of capital ist
production, there îs constant mÅ.er'-pnoduction in thÍs sense.
in" limits to production are set by the profit of the capîtalist
and in no v\'ay by the needs of the producers . (fSV, ll, 527.)

Thus capitalism allowed the absurdity that even the prodzeers of a

commodity (the workers) may be în díre need of it and yet it will remaîn

unsold through a lack of d,emaYtå..

From the above discussïon, Marx drew the following "very

penet ra t i.ng" conc l us i on : 1 1

A¡ the objections which Ricardo and others raîse against over-
production etc. rest on the fact that they regard bourgeois

þroduction either as a mode of productÍon in which no distinctïon
ex¡sts between purchase and sale - direct barter - or as socíaL
production, impiying that society, as if accordlng to a plan,
distributei its meañs of production and productive forces in the
degree and measure which is required for the fulfilment of the
u"i¡our social needs, so that each sphere of production receives
the quota of social capital required to satÍsfy the corresponding
needÄ. This fiction arises entirely from the inability to grasP

the specifîc form of bourgeois production and this inability in
turn arises from the obsession that bourgeois production is
production as such.... (rsv, I I , 528-9.'t

It was, then, Ricardors misconceptÎons about the nature of capitalist

production and circulation which led hím to perpetuate the false premises

of ttsay t s Laut" .

Marx considered the work of three opponents of I'Sayrs Law", viz.'

Rodbertus, Sisnrondi and Malthus. Of these, Rodbertus receÍved least

attention to his views about overproduction. Marx dealt w¡th Rodbertus at

length in the context of the critique of rent theory (fSV, ll, 15 ff) and

his maÌn source for this was the third of Rodbertus'published illetters'l

to von Kirchmann. The second of these "letters" published in SoziaLe

Br|efe on Don Kirchunøtn deaÌt with overproduction and crises. For some

reason, it was not discussed or cÍted at all by Marx'12

Sisnrondî was also relatÍvely neglected by Marx on the issue of

opposition torrsayts Larn/t. l,le saw in Chapter 5, Section 5.3 above that

Marx brief ly considered his work in the Grmdrisse. There Marx argued
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that while SÍsn¡ondï had grasped that capital generated irnnanent

contrad¡ctions in its ci rculation rrnntion'r, he had not given suff icient

attention to the production process upon which the circulation was based.

Recent research has revealed SismondÎ to be an outstanding analyst of

capitaìism in his "ra.13 Very little of this contributÍon was documented

by Marx, perhaps, we mïght speculate, because Ín general he wished to

devote his attention to establishïng diffenàne¿s between his own thought

and that of his antecedents through crLtique. To the extent that Marx

found much to agree with ín Sismondits anøLyses, a sustained study of his

work would not have been appropriate ín the present context. That he

intended to return to a study of Sismondi was made explicit at one poÎnt

and the context was to berrthe real movement of capÍtal (competition and

credit) which I can only tackle after I have finÍshed this book" (ISV,

I I l, 53).14 At that stage, b,e must assume, emphasising differences would

have become less imPortant.

ln,,Theories of surplus value", Marx reiterated that the significant

thing about Sísmondirs work was its grasp of the immanent contradictions of

capital (fSV, lll, 551. Sismondî understood that it was ìn the nature of

capital to endeavour to expand itself and that this implied an ever growÎng

periodic mass of comnpdities to be real ísed. At the same tirne, accompanying

improvements in Iabour productivity meant that less labour would be employed

thus reducing demand for the commodities produced. For Sismondi, the

realisation problems faced by cap¡talism were systematic rather than

accidental (TSv, 111, 56, 84, 259\.

A d¡ffîculty with Sismondirs contribution, in Marx's view, was the

suggestion that State action could correct the contradîctions of capÍtalist

production. Marx ínterpreted this to be a resort to past feudal techníques

and rejected the idea outright as reflecting a deep-seated misunderstanding

of the nature of capitalism and what could be done with ¡t. ln Marxts

words, Sisnrondi
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...waversconstantly:shouldtheStatecurbtheproductiveforces
to make them adequate to the production relations, or should the

production relations be made a

He often retreats into the Pas
contradictions bY a different
capital, or of distribution in
real ising that the relations of
of produãtion seen from a different aspect. He forcefully
eritieises the contradictions of bourgeois production but does not

tnd.et,stand. them, and consequently does not understand the process

whereby th"v ""Å 
be resoìved' (rsv, I I I , 56'\

As with political econoffry in general then, the limitation of Sismondirs

work was its failure to penetrate the appearances in order to grasp the

essential nature of capitalism. He had recognised that the system

generated contradictions, but he did not realise that even though these

were exhibited at the level of appearances they could not be resoLoed at

that Ievel.

Marx went on, though, to hint at sisnrondits Ínsights in the

fol Iowing passage:

at the bottom of hÎs argument is indeed the inkling that net')

forms of the appropriatÎon of wealth must correspond to
productive fortäs ãnd the material and social conditions for the

þroduction of wealth which have developed within capítalist
iociety; that the bourgeois forms are only transitory and

contrad¡"tãiy fãrms, în which wealth attains only an.antithetical
existence and appears everyurhere simultaneously as its opposíte'
It ¡s wealth wfrìtn always hat pov"rty as Îts prerequ!?ite and

only develops by developing poverty as well. (rsv, lll, 56.)

We may surmise that if a more detailed critique of Sismondils work had

been provided, this would have facilitated a rnore complete assessment of

the critico-h¡storical origins of Marxts analysis of the "laws of nption"

of capital ism.

Sismondirs work, Marx argued, had a profound effect upon Malthus'

As we saw earlier in our study (Chapter 9, Section 9.2), Marx had a very

low opinion of Malthus, especially because he believed that he was a

plagiarist. ln opposing the "sayts Law" thesis, Malthus contînued in this

vein, Marx asserted, by copying Sismondirs approach, even if with some

subtlety. ln this context:

he does not abandon his innate plagiarism even here. l'lho at
f i rst glance would bel ieve that Mal thusr s tuincipLes of PoLití'eaL
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Ecornrny is sîmply the Malthusianised translation of Sismondirs
Noutseaun Pr"ineipes d'economLe poLitiquet But this is the case.
(rsv, lll, 53.1

This was a very strong accusation, and as it d¡d not receive any real

substantiation by Marx, we are left to wonder about the nature and extent

of the alleged plagiarism. Perhaps, had the manuscripts reached

publÍcation in the form Marx envisaged, the evidence would have been

elaborated or he might have dropped the charge.

Recent research has, however, rejected these plagiarism allegations.

Thomas Sowellts reading is that there urere strong overlaps in the writings

of Malthus and Sismondî, but that there were also sÍgnificant differences

in theïr analyses as well. ,sowell also makes the point that plagîarism

by Malthus is less probable than Marx alleged because many of Malthusl

ideas appeared in correspondence with Ricardo prior to the publication of

Sismondirs work. 15 ' M¡chael Bleaney also reveals some significant

differences between the approaches of Malthus and Sismondì to the under-

consumpt¡on íssue.16 These, too, cast doubt upon the bald plagiarism

allegation made by Marx against Malthus. lt is evident, then, that even

though Marx would not have known about the correspondence between llalthus

and Ricardo, a rnore careful reading of Malthusr published work should have

caused l''larx to temPer his assertions.

l,le saw in Chapter 9, Secti on ).2, above that Marx interpreted

Malthustanalysis of value and distribution as a regression to the

cÎrcularity involved in Adam SmÎthrs arguments. Exchange value was

formulated in ,'labour commanded" terms with its composition comPrisíng the

aggregate of revenues paid to those ïnvolved ín production. Marxrs critïque

of Malthusr treatment of capitalÎst reproduction and Îts problems centred

upon this fallacious approach to value determination. According to Marx,

the key point in Malthusr rejectíon of "Say's Lawrrwas the need for a

growing capitalÍst economy to be supported by an expanding "unproductive-

consumption" demand. This reasoning, which Marx rejected, he ascribed
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directly to Malthus! approach to value theory (rsv, lll, 4o-l).17

MarxarguedthatforMalthus,profitwasanadditiontocostof

production (including wages). This raised the issue of realising the prÍce

of the comnpdity through aggregate demand'

This nominal price increment rep fit and is a

condit¡on ãi lrpply, and therefo duction of the

comnnd i ty. These eiements const fon the -pute\nser
as distinct itãÃ-tÀ. pt"iee for t d the price for
the purchaser is the real vãlue y' The question

nor^, arises - hot¡r is this price t Who is to pay it?
And from what funds is it'to be paid? (tSV, lll, 4O-1.)

From this approach to profit, it fol lowed that the v''age revenue generated

în production would not be adequate to purchase the commodities produced

at theirilpurchaserrt price. Malthus was quite explicit on this and Marx

quoted from the WineipLes to this effect (fSV, lll, 57)' Marx argued the

point as fol lows:

as regards the eLass of cøpitaLists " ' who nrodl¡1 articles
which "rã"ãirectly "onrut"ä 

Uy ttre workers - necessaries, we have

a case where as a result of tfie nominal surcharge - the normal

profit increment added to the price of-the advances - a surplus

fund ¡s in fact created for the capitalist, sÎnce, in this
roundabouï *;t, À. nives back ro the worker only a part of his
product 

"1.,¡ 
l"'åpproiriating a part. for himself .... consequently,

¡t is clear that demand by'the'workers can never suffice for the

realisat¡on of the surPlus of
the cost Price.... 0n the con
because the worker is unable t
his wages, and his demand, the
supplyl (rsv, lll, 42.)

lnthispassage'th,orelatedissues\^,ereraised.First,therewas

the problem of selling all of the consumption commodities produced at a

price which covered costs of production plus profít, and secondly' Marx

Ì^ras concerned with the generation of the surplus whïch appeared as profit'

The two issues were related because for this particular sector' Marx found

that Malthus had explained the surplus correctly'

[As a result of exchange] with the workers, the first class [of
capital ists ProducÍng consumP
real surPlus fund of necessar
íncrement] of capital is in t
can accumulate Part of it and

either on necessaries or on I

IrePresents] surPlus labour a
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achieved laccording to Malthus] by the clumsy, roundabout method

of a surcharge on prîces. (rsv, I I l, 47 -)

This explanation of the surplus could not emerge in sectors of production

where non-consumpt¡on commodities were produced because no sales could be

nnde directly to workers at prices above the inmediate value of their

labour pobrer (rsv, I I l, \z-il.

Marxrs critique of Malthus went on to develop further a multi-sector

approach to the reproduction problen (ISV, ltl,4l ff). This renders the

treatment confusing in our view because Malthus did not use such an

approach (as Marx realised: ISV, lll, 4l). His concern uras with a one-

sector model in which accumulation was taking Place in the form of

expanding advances to employ labour. The demand with which Malthus was

concerned was for a consumer conrnodity only. The problem then was that

once saving was allowed for, there was no guarantee that supply would not

exceed demand. There bras a limit to the saving ratio out of revenues

beyond which a general glut of the commodity would be generated, although

Malthus r^ias not very precise about this argument. There was no expl icit

role for a means of production comrnodities sector in thïs analysis and by

forcÌng Malthusr a,rguments into a reproduction npdel Marx obscured their

particular lÍmîtations.lS:: lt was the case, though, that Malthust one-

sector approach was, in itself, a limitation which deserved to be revealed,

especially as it enabled him to by-pass many of the complexÎties of

capitalist reproduction, not the least of which was the role of the surplus.

tn this sense, Harxrs review of these issues was useful, but not as a

cri tique of Mal thus.

Be this as it may, Marx's finding about the validíty of Malthusl

approach to resolvi.ng the underconsumption problem was correct. The

resolution using 'runproductive consumptíon" was erroneous irrespective of

the analytical underpinnings that the problem was given. lt was Malthusl

argument that the underconsumption issue would be resolved if:
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in addition to exchange by one class of capïtalists with íts
workers and the mutual exchange between the capital¡sts of the
different classes, there also existed a third eLass of pttrchaseTs -
a deus eæmaehina - a class which paid the nominal vaìue of
comnpditíes [price incìuding profit] without itself sel I ing any
commodities, ...
M-C, but not M-C
its capital back
commodities; a
4g-¡0. )

From this sort of reasoning, Malthus was able to assert that even though

the raison dtety,e of the capitalist was continually to increase production,

the problem of overproduction would be eliminated because, as Marx put it,

"the tutpt'oductiue eonsumers not only constitute a gÍgantic outlet for the

products thrown onto the market, but do not themselves throb, any commodities

onto the market.r' (fSV, lll,50). Thus they do not constitute any

competition for the capitalist in his endeavours to realise an increasing

volume of conmodities.

But, Marx was ah,are that sucli "consumers" had to exercise an

effeetiue demanã. which în aggregate covered the rrproduction valueil plus

the "normal profit surcharge" (fSv, IIl, 50). This caused hÌm to ask:

r\¿here do the annual financial resources of this class come from?'t (TSV,

I I I , 5l ). This was a crucial question. Mal thus answered i t referring to

landovrners and their rent share of the annual production which they took

no direct part in producing. Any remainïng shortfall of demand would be

absorbed by State intervention through taxation and support of "a mass of

sinecurists in State and Church, of large armies, pensions, tithes for the

priests, an impressive national debt, and from tÎme to time, expensive wars.

These are the rremediest" (fSV, lll, 5l). Capitalism could survive, Marx

concluded from Malthust argument, only by the grace of "parasites and

gl uttonous dronesr' (TSv, I I I , 52) .

Marx did not attack the Logíe of this erroneous approach to the

resolution of the overproduction problem.19 He chose rather to turn it

against Malthus in an emotional way as indÎcating that Malthus' work was

that is a class which transacted one phase only:
-M; [a class] which bought not in order to get
plus a profit, but in order to consume the

class which bought wíthout sel I ing. (fSv, I I l,
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an apologïa for the existing state of affairs in England, for
landlordìsm, "State and Church", pensioners, tax gatherers, tenths,
national debt, stock jobbers, beadles, parsons and menial servants
(rrnational expendi turet') assaí led by the Ricardians as so many

useless and slperannuated drawbacks of bourgeoïs production and as

nuÍsances. (rsv, lll, 5l-z).

ln this, Marx agreed with thertRicardiansrr. lt r^ras to Halthusr credit,

though, that he did expose the contradictíons of capitalism as far as he

perceÌved them. But again, Marx hastened to ascrÎbe ulterior motives to

him:

Malthus is interested not in concealíng the contradictÍons of
bourgeois production, but on the contrary, ïn emphasîsing them, on

the õne hand, in order to prove that the poverty of the working
classes Ís nácessary ("t ¡t is, indeed, for this mode of production)
and, on the other hand, to demonstrate to the capitalists the
necessity for a well-fed Church and State hÎerarchy în order to
create an adequate demand for the commodities they produce. (fSV,
ln, 57.)

Thus Malthus was accused of polemÎcising "in the interests of the capitalists

against the workers and in the interests of the aristocracy, Church, tax-

eaters, toadies, etc., against the capitalists'r. (fSV, lll,6l-2).

Unfortunately, these assertions were not suPported by any detailed evidence

that Malthus, analyses implied such bias. Marxts accusations remained

impressionistíc at best.2o

ln this Chapter, ure have been concerned wÍth two aspects of the

critico-historical origins of Marxrs analysis of therrlaws of motion" of

capitalîsm. t,Je discussed his formulation of the simple reproduction

schema and then outlined his objections to the way in which'rsayrs Lawil

had been presented in political economy by both its supporters and opponents.

These two aspects are related. The establîshment of the reproduction model

was based upon the "sayts Law[ principle and the rejection of therrLawil

followed because Marxts formulation of the model was only intended to

provide an analytical device through which the barriers facing capitalist

circulation could be exposed.2l ln the next Chapter, we turn to the

production based barriers to the operatîon of capitalism which emerged as

consequences of capital accumulation. These, Marx found, had not been
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adequately revealed in politfcal economy and had not been explained as

originating from the essentlal nature of capitalism. Ghapter l3 then

considers Marxrs endeavours intrTheories of surplus valueil to formalise

the capitalist crlsls as the confluence of the production and circulation

problems previouslY analYsed.
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My exposition of Marxrs treatment of the TabLeau Eeorømiqu? uras
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Later writers find a much richer content in Malthusrwork on the
overproduction problems of capÎtalism. See J.M. Keynesr'rThomas
Robert Malthus'¡ in Essays ín Biogz'ap?ry [1933] , The CoLLected ï{rítíngs

"fioi* a"an*a xnynn","volume xl (iqalmill9!, London, 
-1972);

Sä*.1 l, Sú's Lai, Chaiters 3 aná 4; and Bleaney, Ihtdereonswrption
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These limïtations are brought our clearly by Míchael Bleaney,
Ilnd.ereoræwnption TheorLes, PP.42 ff and pp.98 ff '

Cf . Bleaney, llnderconswnptíon Theoz"Les, PP.54-5'

Cf. John Kingrs argument inrrMarx as an HÍstorian of Economic Thoughtrl
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Cf. Bernice Shoul, r'Karl Marx and Sayts Lawrr, QtæterLy JarnnL of
Eeonpmies, Tlz4, Ñovember 1957, p.614 and p.615.
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CHAPTER I 2

CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND THE ''LAT/S OF MOTTON''

OF CAPITALISM.

I2.I DIMENSIONS OF THE CAPITAL ACCUMULATION PROCESS IN MARX'S THOUGHT.

ln hÍs discussíon of the capital accumulatÍon process, Marx isolated

this component of the rtmotionrt of capital ism. That is to say, he argued

the causes and conseguences of capÎtal accumulat¡on Índependently of the

circulation process. c¡rculation bras presumed to proceed without

impediment whlle Marx focussed upon productîon; and we recall that it was

production which 'lunderpinnedrr ci rculation in his conceptÍon of the

capitalist economy 1C, ZZ7).t

The capital accumulation aspect of cap¡tal¡strrmotionil was for Marx

tm,útidímensiornL. Our concern is with the status of these dÍmensions in

theffTheories of surplus value'r preparatíons for CapitaL. The potential

dimensions to be considered in this context are: the incentives for capital

accumulation, the qualitative changes in capítal composition as accumulation

proceeds, the measures of these changes in capital composÍtion in terms of
the technÍcal (physical) and value ratíos of constant capítal to variable

capital, the labour productivîty effects of the changing composition of
capital as these were reflected in the dynamics of the rate of surplus value,

the effect of capital accumulation on the rate of profits, the total profit
and the profÍt share in total output, the potential mitigations of the

tendency of the rate of profíts to fall, capital accumulation as an

increase ín the use ofrrmachinery" and its effects on the employment and

revenue of workers, capital accumulation and the centralisation and

concentration of capital, the methodological problem of replacîng capital-
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in-general by many-capitals in the analysis of capital accumulatíon and the

consequent need to change value measures to príce-of-productîon measures.

tntrTheories of surplus valuerr, Marx attended to only some of these issues

and, as we establlsh below, there was much left to be done after 1863

before he could claim to have provided a definitive analysis of capital

accumulation. As is well known, he never reached that point.

Marxrs analysis of capital accumulat¡on, especial Iy as it appeared

in CapítaL, has spawned a large volume of interpretative 'l iterature. The

range of discussion in this literature covers a spectrum of stances from the

ultra-critical to the ultra-fundamental ist. Each of the above dimensions

has received some attentÍon and while much of the interpretation remains

controversÍal, there has resulted considerable clarifÎcation of what Marxrs

incomplete, and thus confusing and disorganised, analysis of capÌtal

accumulation may have meant.

There is in this literature also a varying degree of relatîvistic

consciousness in the methods of interpretation applied. Especíally does

some of the critical commentary appear to be based upon an unduly

sophisticated expectation of analytical achievement by Marx. This weakness

of Marxrs critics is common to al I aspects of his pol itical econorny, but

nowhere does it become more obvious and potentially misleading than in the

context of his analysis of capital accumulatíon. lt is our premÍse that

this sort of problem would be less evîdent if writers paid more attention to

the critico-historical origins of Marxrs thought and the analytical

standards froin which he worked. Moreover, there is a lack of explicit

consciousness in this Iiterature that the prirnary sources upon whích the

interpretations are based were largely only a result of Marx's intsestigat-

ions and were never Íntended to be the for+n of ptesentatíon of the

analyses involved. This applied to CapitaL, Volumes ll and lll as well as

to'rTheories of surplus valuerr. 0n this ground, statements of

interpretation should be made with some caution, be they critical or
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aPProv¡ ng.

The following outline of the secondary literature on the varíous

dimensions of Marxrs theory of capital accumulation is designed to serve

as a backdrop to our subsequent discussion of the critico-historÍcal

origíns of the theory. l^lhi le some of the I iterature has considered these

origins, there has been no comprehensîve exegetical analysis of the order

presented below in Section 12.2 onwards.

There is a general acceptance that Marx posited the essential

qual ity of capital as its single-minded purpose of self-valorisation.

Reproduction involved the perpetuation of the dominance of capïtal in

economic activity, but ît was always accepted by Marx as being neeessæiLy

on an expanding scale.

The most fundamental dimension of the capital accumulation Process

inherent in the erLstence of capital was the qualitative change in the

technology of production which accompanîed the Process. VJhat this meant in

phenomenal terms was that by some assessment process, there bras a

continuing increase in the ratío of rrmachinery'r to labour employed. This

impl ied that the technology ttlevel'r had risen Ín Marxrs view.

Paul Sweezyl sees this interpretation by Marx as flowing immediately

from his observations of the emerging age of ilmodern industryrr in which the

rate of mechanisation was high compared to that in the preceding age of

rrmanufacture'f.2 The analytical consequences of thïs were that the

classical pol itical economists had displayed IeSS av\'areness of the

signíficance'of technological change than Marx and encompassed less of its

effects in their work. in the age of "manufacture'r, it was less obvíous

that far reaching dynamic changes were proceeding to transform capital ism

r,from a relatively conservative and change-resistant society into a super-

dynamic society headed, in Marxrs view, for inevitable revolutîonary

overthrow".3 Ronald Meek concluded, in agreement with Sweezy, that the

most important point in this background to Marxrs theory of capÍtal
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accumulation was:

The primary stress which Marx laid on changes in the methods of
production - whÍch was undoubtedly derîved from the characteristics
of the particular hÌstorical stage ïn which he was living -
introduced a vital change into the theory of economic development.
Before Marx, theories of development had been framed in terms of
the more or less snpoth, rnore or less unínterrupted accumulatíon
of capital, and its continued and unintermittent interaction with
population growth, the progress of diminishing returns in
agri cul ture, etc. t^li th Marx, the dynamic development of industry
and the technological change associated wíth it becomes for the
first time a major determining factor. Since technological change
is highly unstable, the concept of a smooth and unínterrupted
development goes by the board, and the material foundation for a

theory of thã trade cycle is laid.4

This vlew expressed by Meek leads Michael Howard and John King to posit

technological change as the most essential dimension of Marxrs analysÍs of

capital accumulation and its implîcations for the fate of capitalÌsm.5

Controversy surrounds Marx's analytical expression or measurement

of this observed change in technology. The key category that he used was

the ongawLc eonrpositíon of capitaL. By a change in the organic compositîon

of capital, ¡t Ìs now widely accepted that Marx meant a change Ín the uaLue

composition of capital, expressed as the value rat¡o of constant to

variable capÍtal, which reflected a change in the physical technical

composition ratio in the same direction. Although lan Steedman has

appropriately expressed concern about just what quantitatíve meaning can be

ascribed to a change in technical composition Ín this sense,6 such a

physical rat¡o dÍd underpin Marx's discussions of composÍtion of capital in

value terms. ln Marxrs definition of the orgøtie cornposition of eapitaL,

ît was not possíble for changes in the value compositîon to do anything but

track with changes in the technical composítion of capital. Several

writers have expressed acceptance of this ínterpretatÍon.7 Trent Schroyer

argues that this way of looking at changing technology originated in Marxrs

view of the dual nature of capîtalist production as a unîty of material and

value facets. The organic composition of capîtal then reflected this

essential contradiction between the use value and exchange value aspects of

capital in a single indicator.S
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But, acceptance that l{arx defined the organic composition of capÎtal

in this way on sound methodological grounds, given his interpretatÌon of

the nature of capitalism, does not remove all ambiguity from the way in

whích he appLied the category. Marx observed the increasing mechanisation

of production and drew from it that as capital accumulated, the organíc

composition of capital would be rising. In Steednnnts vÎev'r, this requires

an act of faith for not only was there no way of meaningfully assessing

the changing technícal composition of capital in quantitative terms, but

also there r^ras no bray of observing the composition of capîtal in uaLue

terms. Value was an essentiaL category and not a phøtomenaZ one and it dÎd

not manifest itself as an appearance. lt was measurable only in principle,

important as it was in Marx's thought. The only empirícal indication of

the changîng technology would have been a rising ratio of market-price

weighted value of machinery to labour employed. The linking of this to the

organic composition of capital was a complex process not considered by

Marx at al I .9

ln a rare patch of agreement, neíther Paul Sweezy'nor DavÎd Yaffe

are troubled by Steedman's misgivings about the empirÎcs of the organic

composition of capital. Sweezy eæpLieitL¿l assertsr that there exists

enrpirLeaL evidence of a rising organic composition of capÏtal in the

nîneteenth century.l0 How this could have been obserued in accordance with

Marxts def initÍon he does not say. Yaffers rrfundamental ism'r al lows him to

resort to the Logie of capital in order to justify a rising organic

composition. For him ît sîmply follows that this rm'rct have been the case

because in striving to maximise the generation of surplus value in a

competitive environment, each capitalist would be requîred to employ a

higher ratio of machinery to labour in order to improve productivÌty and

lower costs. Measuring this seems to be beside the point for Yaffe.1l

Sweezy objects to Yaffe's approach, but the outcome for Marxological

interpretation is the same.l2
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Both Howard and King and Steedman establish analytïcally that the

value composition of capital is not strictly proportional to the technical

composition of capital and that changes in these ratios may be of opposite

sign.I3 0n this basis, there is no reason beyond an act of faith to

assume that the special conditions for a rising organic composition of

capital were present beneath the phenomena of the nineteenth century.

Now if we accept the necessity of a rising organic composition of

capital in the way that it was argued by Marx, we find that several dynamic

consequences follow analytically. The most obvious effect would be a

tendency to reduce the ÐaL1,rc rate of profits according to the formula:

s/
V

r=
l+cl v

where: r = rate of Profits

s = surPlus value generated

v = variable caPital advanced

c = constant capital advanced and used up in productÎon.

A continuous process of capital accumulation induced a rising organic

composition of capital (c/u\ and an underlying ten'd,eney for the râte of

profits to fall, although Marx recognised that the rïsing organÍc composit-

ion of capital implied a risïng productivity of labour and thus a rÎsing

rate of surplus value (s/u). The tendeney of the rate of profits to fall

was complicated by this additional consideration. lndeed, the stronger

assertion is made by some ínterpreters that the tendency of the rate of

profits v,ras indeterminate. 14

It is possible to argue, as Michael Lebowitz had done, that Marx

had good reasons for beginning his analysîs of the dynamÎcs of the rate of

profits with an assumed constant rate of surplus value' Marx found in his

critique of Ricardo's Py,LneipLes, that Ricardo had confused the fall ing

rate of profits with the falling rate of surplus value. ln an endeavour
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to emphasise this shortcoming, Marx set out to establish that the rate of

profits could fall even if the rate of surplus value remained constant.

Thís was simply an abstract, logical step in developîng an argument and was

not intended to reflect reality in itself.15 tle shalI examine thïs argument

in more detail below in the context of our analysis of Marxrs critique of

Ri cardo's theory of capi tal accumul at ion (Sect ion I 2.2') .

Beyond this, though, Marx bras aurare that the rising rate of surplus

value r^ras a necessary accompaniment to the risÍng organic composîtÏon of

capital. These two changes were to be treated as integral parts of the

effect of capital accumulation on the value rate of profits.16 The net

effect on the rate of profíts depended ultirnately upon the relative rates

of change of the two categories. Marx was in no doubt that the rate of

rÍse of the rate of surplus value would reach a limit dictated by the

exigencies of the working day, which delimited the generation of absoLute

surplus value, and the limited opportunities to raise reLatiue surplus

value through productivity increases. The organic composition of capital

rnas not so constrained and could go on rising without I Ímit. This bel ief

of Marx,s, adumbrated in the Gz,mdyísse (see above Chapter !, Section 5.6),

has been the subject of sorne controversy. The argument is rejected by

nrost interpreters as unsound in the forTn in uhLeh Mæn left it.17 By

contrast, David Yaffe and Mario Cogoy continue to espouse it as truth.

Cogoy attempts a',proof" of the argument but this is invalidated by Susan

Himmelwei t.18

A further complicatîng factor în Marxrs fallíng rate of profits

anatys!s was the effect of capital accumulation and technical change on the

oaLue of commodities which comprÎsed variable and constant capital.

Decreases in the values of these comrnodities due to increased labour

productivity increased the complexity of assessing what happened to the

organic composition ratio (c/). The trend Ín the organic composítíon of

capital was now the combined outcome of the change in technical
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composition of capital and the relativities of these value changes' Marx

did not give adequate attention to this puzzle.19 Steedman, however,

provides an analysis which establishes for,naLLy that wïth both the organic

composition of capital and the rate of surplus value rising, it is

possible consistently to include a declíning value of the constant capital

commodities and still generate a falìing rate of profits. This remains a

LogicaL result only and reflects a potsr¿tiaL for reality rather than

real ity as such.2o

An aspect of the falling rate of profits issue not considered by

Marx was: which rate of profits falls? Marxts analysis was only conducted

in terms of the uaLtæ rate and related to the capital-În-general category.

There uras a need to recognise that the phenomena.L rate of profits would be

derived on the basis of prices of production generated by the competition

between many-capitals of varying organic composÍtÍons. The analysis which

Marx provided was thus only a starting point at the esssr¿tiaL level. And

gîven his methodology, thÎs Ì^ras a LinrLtation of his analysÎs øs faz'as it

uent rather than a fauLt.2l

It is well recognised in the ¡nterpretative literature that the

dynamics of the rate of profits was perceived by Marx as a complex issue'

So far we have seen that he argued that the fwtdønerttaZ tendency of the

rate of profits hras to fall as the organic composition of capital increased.

There v,rere some immediate counter-effects to this tendency. These u,ere a

rise in the rate of surplus value, directly due to a rise in labour

productivity associated ur¡th the organic compositïon increase and índirectly

due to a decrease in the value of wage commoditîes upon which variable

capital advances were spent, and a fall în the value of commodities upon

which constant capÍtal advances were spent. Strictly, though, as Ronald

Meek points out, these were integrated effects of the capital accumulation

process and were not real ly counters to the tendencY.22 There u'ere' in

addition, other counters to the tendency which came about independently of
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cap¡tal accumulat¡on ¡tself. These were increases in the rate of

exploitation of labour other than due to increases in labour productivity'

the main factors here being any increase in the working day, an increased

use of child labour, and the (probably temporary) depression of the real

wage below the value of labour po¡,rer; relative overpopulation providing

an incentive to continue the use of labour intensive methods of production

with a consequent declíne in the rate of increase of the organic composition

of capital; and a cheapening of both variable capital and constant cap¡tal

commodities resulting from imports from overseas.23 The net tendency of

the rate of profits, then, depended upon the relatÎve effects of all of

these influences on it. Ben Fine and Laurence Harris go so far as to

retitle Marxrs theory as t'the law of the tendency of the rate of profit to

fall qnrt of the tendency for counteracting influences to operate"'24

All things considered, in order to establÎsh an unequivocal case for

an emyLrLeaL falling rate of profits it would require an analysïs that

r^rent v,rel I beyond the level of sophistication that Marx could have been

expected to present. Our subsequent study of the critico-historical

origins of what he did achieve, though, will reveal that he added important

dimensions to the falling rate of profÎts analysÎs found în antecedent

political economy. lt is our view that assessments of Marx's achievements

in this issue should keep these findings to the fore'

Marx was also concerned with the effects that capital accumulation

and increased mechanisation of production would have on the welfare of

workers. More specifically, he analysed the dynamics of the wage share in

aggregate income and of employment. lt was Marxrs general view that in

both of these regards the workers would be the vîctÎms rather than the

beneficiaries of capîtal accumulation'

This general view was to be understood in a reLatiue rather than Ín

an absolute sense. Both absolute êggregate wêges and employment would

rise with capital accumulation. But, at the same time, Marx argued, the
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relative wage share in aggregate income would decline and an increasing

proportion of the labour force would be left unemployed in the'rreserve

arnry of labourt'. As Michael Hor¡rard and John King point out, though, the

latter prognosis depends upon the dynamics of population in relation to

the growth of the demand for labour. Marx did not give due attention to

this consideration.25

ln Howardts and Kîngts interpretation, the increasing "reserve arnry

of labour'r was a vital component in Marx's analysís of the impact of

capital accumulation on workers. lt was the. growing "reserve army'r that

supplemented the form of the capital-labour relation of production to keep

real wages at the "subsistencerrlevel. For Marx, the combined effects of

the increasing "reserve army of labour" and the declîning share of wages

in aggregate income ensured the "inmîserisation" of the working class.

However, Howard and King questÍon the bona. fides of Marxts analysis of

this issue. They argue that he dîd not fully establish that the "reserve

armyt'would increase with capital accumulation and that hís analysis of

the relative increasing misery of workers omïtted many compl Ícatîng factors

that may have mit.igated the effect.26 In spîte of this, Ronald Meek's

conclusíon is still pertinent to any assessment of Marxrs interpretation of

the i ncreas Î ng mi sery that wou I d befa I I rnlo rkers .

ls there really very much doubt that tiarx ãLd expect the tendency
towards t'increasing miserytt to manifest itself on the surface of
reality, even if only in the sort of general way which we usually
describe by the use of such terms as "in the long run'rrr¡by and

large", "ot'ì the averagerr, etc? lf he dÎd not expect at least
this, what was his reason for postulating a tendency towards
',increasîng miseryrr at al l? t^that justif Ícation would there have
been for drawing conclusions^from it regarding the inevitabil ity
of, the soc!al isi revolution.27

ln thís passage, Meek highlights two significant aspects of Marx¡s analysis

of this component of the trlaws of nptÎonrt of capital ism. First, the

analysis was not argued with precîsion and Marxts conclusions were largely

impressionistic. At the same time, though, he believed in them

passîonately. Secondly, Ìt was the I'increasing misery" of the working class
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in the transcendence

process.

pol i tical

which was to play an important, if unspecified role

of capital ism through revolut¡on.

Michael Lebowitz has given considerable attention to this second,

concluding moment of the "motion'r of capitalism. The experiences of the

workers at the hands of capital were based upon the more or lessrreconomic"

effects of capital accumulation. The ramifications of these experiences'

though, hrere to be poLitieo-economic ín a broader sense. The transition to

socialÌsm would come about not by an economîcrrbreakdown" of capitalism

pey se but by the active revolution of a growing proletariat sufferÍng

încreasing misery as a consequence of the capitalîst I'developmentrl

The class analysis posited by Marx as an integral part of his

economy would thus become Ìncreasingly important as capitalism

neared its end. ln Lebowitzrs words:

l^lhat, in Marx,s view, made capital finite Îs that people become

inerâasingLy conscious that [tne] barriers to capital as a

form for ihã absolute development of human productive pourers are
inherent in capital.... Thus it is conscious human beings who

recognise that capÍtal is Îts own barrier, who are the Limit to
capi[a1.... That LimÎt is the proletariat, created, united, and

exþanded by capîtal in the course of its development.zo

From this argument Lebowitz went on to conclude that Marx¡s writings in

themselves fitted Ínto this scenario for the final I'motion'of capìtalÎsm:

Thus, the writing of CapitaL, the 'popularisationr of Marx's
ideas, was a pr'ofoundly political act. lt was the attempt to
bring conscíousness of the inherent barriers in capîtal to the
prolãtariat, the carrying out of Marx¡s early project - the
Lnitïng of philosophy and the proletariat. To the e¡^d, Marx

remained thä phi losopher of pz'aris, of human act¡on.29

Ronald Meek temPers Lebowitzrs a.rgument by posing the question of why it

was that Marx,s analyses led necessarily to 'rrevolutionary conclusions".

Just because you bring dynamic technological change into your
basic model oh development, it does not necessarily follow that
you thereby see the system as tending inexorably towards overthrow
and ruin. Just because your model predicts impoverishment, ìt
does not necessarily foliow that you believe that the impoverished
workers wÎll eventually rise up and put an end to the system' lt
would seem that something Íìore must be brought into our pÎcture
if we are able to give a Marxian explanation of Marxts
revolutionary political conclusions, as distínct from the context
of his basic'ró¿el .30
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significance.
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spïte of its

12.2 CRITICAL ORIGINS OF MARX'S ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL ACCUMULATION.

12.2.I PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

The above considerations have provided us with a framework for a

detailed exegetical analysis of the crÎtical origins of Marx's thought on

the dynamics of capÌtal accumulation, ln ttTheorÍes of surplus value", he

wrote about the various dimensions of the issue in the context of his

cr¡t¡que of several antecedent political economïsts. His main focus vras on

Ricardors py,inaLpLes. ln works prior to this, Marx did not find capital

accumulation a sufficiently definÎtive analytical issue to warrant critÎcal

attention. ln this regard, then, Ricardo's Princíples was again a major

contribution to political econoíry. Beyond thÍs, Marx found, Ricardors

essential message was vulgarised in the interests of portraying capitalism

as an harmonîous dynamîc system. lts îmmanent instability engendered by

capital accumulatîon and the accompanying socio-political effects of income

redistribution and unemployment were given scant attention. The potentÎal

for a penetrating critical analysis of capitalism that Marx recognised Ín

the fuineipLes was ignored by these writers. The maÍn exceptions to this

were Ricardors contemporary John Barton, the critic of capitalism Thomas

Hodgskin, the British political economÎst George Ramsay and the Swiss

pol itical economist Antoine Cherbuliez. 0nce more, the contributîons of

John Stuart Mi ll were neglected by Marx and those of Richard Jones v'rere'

în this case, relatively inconsequential'

12.2.2 RICARDO' S ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL ACCUMULATION.
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l.Je may identify several stages in the development of Marxrs crítícal

analysis of Ricardors ideas on capital accumulation and its effects. Marx

began by considering the relations between capital composition dynamics and

changes in the rate of profits. This provided him with a basis upon which

to consíder RÍcardors theory of the falling rate of profits. VJe recall

that for Ricardo, the dynamics of the rate of profits were not directly

associated with capital accumulation pev se in as explícít a way as for

Marx. ln the prineíples, changes in income distribution urere a response to

economic growth in whîch population and labour force expansion required the

production of wage conmoditîes at increasïng cost. Such expansion

required addítional capital for wage advances, but Ricardo did not emphasise

this in hîs analysis of growth. The crucial element in Ricardors theory

was differentiaL rent wÍth profit determined as a residual after the

payment of su bsistence br.ages. Marxts approach was quÍte different and his

crit¡que of Ricardo enabled him to confirm the direct operational relevance

of capital accumulation as the dríving element in capital ist I'motionr'-

After consÍdering Ricardo's analysis of the falling rate of profïts, Marx

turned to what I ¡ttle the WLneLpLes contaÎned on capital accumulation

¡tself. The most significant facet of Ricardors work on thîs theme was his

recognition of the adverse effects that increased mechanisatîon of

production could have on the welfare of workers. ln this, Marx essentially

agreed with Ricardors thesis.

Most fundamentally, Marx argued (rsv, ll, 373-6\ that Ricardors

analysis of the progress of the capitalÍst econoÍry through time was

constrained by his faïlure to formulate separately the category surplus

value and by hÍs failure to perceÎve correctly the nature of capital and

its role in product¡on and distribution. For Ricardo, the concept of an

organic composition of capital had no expl icit analytícal role- The means

of production content of capital accumulation remaÎned impl icît and

Ricardots focus in his analysis of grovirth v,ras only on the expansion of
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advances to employ labour. As a consequence of this approach, therrmotion"

of cap¡tal¡sm centred around the consequences of a risíng unÎt value of

trraw produce,t, the bulk of which was agricultural in origin and destÎned

for consumpt Íon as wage comrnod i ti es.

ln the prinaLples, emphasis was. given to the falling rate of profits

as the main manifestation of the trmotion" of capÎtalism. However, Marx

argued that Ricardo had based his theory of this phenomenon incorrectly

upon the rising cost.of "raw produceil hypothesÍs. For Marx, it was capîtal

accumulation which uras at the root of the falling rate of profíts, and he

proceeded to provide an outl¡ne of the possible effects assocÍated wÍth

capïtal accumulation that could influence the rate of profits. Most

significant in this regard was the changing comPosÎtÎon of capÍtal which

accompan Î ed accumul ation.

This changîng composÍtion of capital was expressed by Marx in terms

of his fundamental dichotomy between constant capital and variable capital.

The vital ratio which affected the rate of profits v',as that of constant to

variable capítal and he formulated two ways of exPressing it: as a

pVrysieaL ratÍo and as a uaLue rat¡o (fSV, I l, 380-2) ' The former would

later be called the'rtechnical composition of capÍtal" (fSV, ll, \55) and

it was a reflection of therrmethod of production'r in the sense of how much

labour v,ras requi red to work the means of production. Any change in this

relation împlied a change in the I'method of production". Marx noted that

it was possible for the value cornposition of capital to change with the

technical composition constant due to relative changes În the values of

commodities comprisíng var!able and constant capital. ThÏs led him to

express inpLieitLy a defînition of organïc composition of capital when he

considered that a change in technical composition could be exactly offset

by an opposite change in the value cornpositïon which arose from a change

in the comn¡odity values învolved. Under such circumstances, he concluded

that: rrthere would be no change at all in the organic compositîon lof
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cap¡tall" (rSv, ll, 381). This implied that only changes in technical

composítion which were reflected in changes in value composition could

change the organie composition. Marx was not consistent in thís, though,

for later in the manuscripts he aligned organic composition directly with

technical composition. Changes Ín the values of variable and constant

capìtal commodities no longer affected organic composÍtion so long as the

technical composîtíon remained the same (rSv, lll, 382 ff). But even at

this point he was not clear about this as the following piece denpnstrates:

The organic composition [of capital ] can be taken to n¡ean the
following: Different ratïos in whîch it is necessary to eæpend
constutt eapí,taL [emphasis added] in the different spheres of
production in order to absorb the same amount of labour. The
eonbinøtion of the søne anount of Laboun wïth the object of
labour requires either that both more raþ/ materìal and more
nnchÍnery are used in one case than in the other, or that nnre
of only one of these is used. (fSV, Ill, 387-8.)

As Marx realised, though, to t'eæpenÅ.'t on constant capîtal different amounts

did not necessarily mean that different physieaL quantities of means of

production would be involved.

Our conclusion from this discussion is that much work remained to be

done by Marx în clarifying the nature and role of the organîc compositÌon of

capital category ín the capital accumulation inducedrrrnotion'r of

capi tal ism.

Marx approached Ricardo's theory of the falling rate of profits

initially upon its own terms. He provided an extensive elaboration of

Ricardors argument in the form of a long arithmetîcal example, the results

of which were summarised in a tabular presentation (fSV,11,439 ff).

The example used was adapted from that which he had included in his critique

of Ricardors theory of differential rent (see above, Chapter 8, Section 8.2').

It was Marxrs interpretation that Ricardo had correctly rejected

Adam Smíthts idea that any tendency for the rate of profits to fall was

induced by competition for the I imited investn¡ent opportuníties that became

available as capital accumulated. Competîtion could only affect the

wtifornrity of the rates of profît as between sectors of production and not
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the LeueL of the overall rate. tn order to provide an alternative

explanation for the falling rate of profits, Ricardo focussed his attentíon

upon changes in the agricultural sector as capital accumulated and the

demand for wage commodities increased. The key component of the argument

was the rising value ofttraw produce" produced at the margin on no-rent

land. Both intensively and extensively, the extending margin was assumed

to be ever less productive (rSV, ll, 438-9).

Marx rejected Ricardors theory that the falling rate of profits

resulted from the increasing value of "raw produce" for several reasons.

Fundamentally, it was based uPon a false theory of rent. As we saw in

Chapter 8, Section 8.2 above, Marx found Ricardo's dîfferentÍal rent theory

to be an inaccurate reflection of the realities of capîtalist primary

production and too limited in Íts analytical scope. No¡r Marx reasoned that

the falling rate of profits analysis based upon this theory would

necessarÍly be inadequate too (fSv, ll, q39).

At one point, Marx revealed some insight into the methodoLogíeaL

basis for Rîcardo,s approach. The use of the no-rent margin enabled Rïcardo

to separate and emphasise the profit component of the surplus. ln thìs

context, Marx quoted the following Piece from the PrinaipLes:

in all countries, and all times, profits depend on the quantity
of labour requisite to provide necessaries for the labourers, on

that land or with that capÍtal which yields no rent. (rsv, ll,
466'¡at

He took this to imply Ricardo's belíef in a determÎning role for the

agricultural rate of profît in the formation of the general rate of profits.

As Marx saw it:

According to this lpassage], the profit of the farmer on that land -
the worsi land, which acèordïng to Ricardo pays no rent - regulates
the general rale of profit. The reasoning is this: the product
of the worst land is sold at its oaLue and pays no rent. Ì'le see

here exactly, therefore, how much surplus value remains for the
capitatist åiter deduction of the value of that part of the product
which is merely an equivalent for the worker. And this surplus

ased on the assumPtion that eost
oaLue are ídentical, that this
its cost Price is sold at íts value.
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Two thíngs are of concern to us in this passage and we consider each în

turn.

First of all, Marx's ínterpretation of Ricardo at this poïnt

diverged from the general ly accepted viel^r, posited by Piero Sraffa, that

the direct causal link between the agricultural rate of profit and the

general rate of profits was not evident in the etLneipLes. As Sraffa puts

it in accordance with the PrincipLes piece above quoted by Marx:

But while the theory that the profits of the farmer determine all
other profits disappears in the PnincípLes, the more general
proposition that the productivity of labour on land which pays no
rent is fundamental in determining general profits continues to
occupy a central position.32

Marx did, however, sense that the alleged causal link was inappropriate and

he rejected it, concluding that:

The only correct point Îs that on the land which pays a profit
but no rent, the average rate of profits becomes øppæent, is
tangîbly presented, but this does not mean at all that the average
proiit lrate] is thereby neguTnted; that would be a very different
matter. (rsv, 11 , 467.)

This leads us to the second point of concern, viz. Marxrs reason

for rejecting RÍcardors alleged argument. The reason centred upon the

value-price of production distinctîon. As Marx read it, Ricardors dírect

link between the agricultural marginal rate of profit and the general rate

would exist at the level of capital-În-general where the cornmodity sold at

its value. EffectiueLy, this implïed a "corn" model (one-commodity or

single-sector model) of analysis in whîch Ricardo himself d¡d argue such

a dîrect I ink. The emergence of more than one sector in the tuí'naipLes

meant that embodied labour value had to take over from "cornil as the

comron input-output measure. ln Sraffats words again:

It was now labour, instead of corn, that appeared on both sides
of the account - in modern terms, both as input and output: as

a result, the rate of profÎts was no longer determined by the
ratio of the corn produced to the corn used up in productÎon, but
instead, by the ratio of the total labour of the country to.the
labour required to produce the necessarïes for that labour.rr

In making thîs transÍtion, though, Rïcardo faced d¡fficulties which he dÍd

not solve adequately. He realised that a varying composition of capital as
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between sectors of production or through time would distort the direct

embodied labour value measure of aggregate production. His ernpitLeaL

pseudo-solution in which the quøntitatiue significance of the distortion

v,,as argued to be sl ight dÍd not overcomé this dÍff iculty. The requÍrement

hras, unbeknown to Ricardo, for a modified category of value, the price of

production, through which a uniform general rate of profits appeared in

the mul tî -sector nrodel . ln such an analys i s, i t was, Marx argued, the

íl.dustrial rate of profit which was dominant. HistoricaLly that was so

because capitalist productÍon domínated in industry before doing so in

agriculture. TheoretieaLLy it was so because, in lûaræts øtaLysís ' no-rent

land involved production realised at a cost-prLee in the mæket which was

beLot¡ its ín¿¿úiduøL (ùLyeet) uaLue. The posítive absoLute rent

(individual value minus cost price) was offset by the negative and equal

dí,fferentiaL rent (market value minus indÎvÎdual value) (fSV, ll, 294-5r.

The rate of profits that applied in forming thÎs cost-price was the

domînant rrrate of profit of the non-agz'icuLhæaL eopítaL, Ìnto whose

determinatîon the price of corn naturally enters as well, however far renpved

the latter may be from being its sole determÎnantr' (TSV,1l, \66-7).

Moreover, an integral part of Ricardo's dÎfficulty as perceïved by

Marx was that his rate of profits determination bras effectively confined to

a rate of surplus value determination. This is indeed the implication of

Sraffa,s conclusion just quoted where the rate of profits was determined

by the ratio of input labour to the labour value of the necessarÍes

required to support the living labour involved. The denominator of this

expressÍon was ua?iabLe capital only. This was fundamentally what led

Ricardo Ínto the false conception that it was solely the rising value of

variable capítal conrnodities that caused the falling rate of profits (fSV,

ll, 438-9). By contrast, for Marx:

The rate of profit falls, although the rate of surplus value remains
the same or ríses, because the proportion of variable capÍtal to
constant capital decreases with the development of the productive
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po\^rer of labour. The rate of prof it thus fal ls, not because labour
|ecomes less productive, but because it becomes rnore productive.
Not because the worker is less exploited, but because he is npre
exploited, whether the absolute surplus time grows or' when the
state prevents this, the relative surplus time grobrs, for
capîtal ist production is inseparable from fal I ing relatÎve value
of labour. (rsv, ll, 439.)

The falling rate of profits could, and most probably would, be accompanied

by a nising rate of surplus value. Rîcardo had not considered this in his

analysis proper, although he was ûndre of the increasing mechanÎsation of

production as capital accumulated and íts reflectîon in the reLatioe

demand for labour.

Marx elaborated upon Ricardors analysis of the dynamics of

differential rent and the rate of profits in such a hray as to explicate the

role of capital composition and the surplus value-profit distinction in

explaining the distributíonal effects of economic arowth. The model

elaborated învolved the margÌnal extensÎon of productíon to progressively

less ferti le land givi.ng ríse to a 'rlayerín9" of productivity in

agriculture as growth proceeded. Each marginal extension involved a 100

value unit additîon to the capital stock employed on the land. The total

capital employed grew in five stages from 100 to 500 units.

ln order to conform to the princìples of Ricardots analysis, the

extensions of cultivation in Marxrs approach allowed for an Íncrease Ín the

totaL labour employed, but this comprised less labour per 100 units of

capital due to the increasing unit value of labour pohrer. This effect was

reflected in a faLLing organîc composítion of capÍtal for each and every

100 units of-capîtal employed in successive periods as the margin was

extended. There was, then, in each period, a uniform organ!c composition

of capital as between the illayersrrof productîvity of land. For this

analysis, the periodic decline in the organic compositíon was not associated

with any change in the teehnieaL composition of capital (fSV,11,440).

Rather it resulted only from the increasing value of labour pobrer. For

each 100 units of capítal, this meant that the volume of labour pov,,er
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purchased uras adjusted to the varíable capïtal avallable, allowing for the

rise in the value of labour po\^rer.

Marxrs analysis centred around the case of t00 units of capital wÍth

a composition of 60 constant and 40 varÍable capïtal which ernployed 20 men

and generated surplus value at the rate of 50 percent on the varÎable

component. The value produced on a given parcel of land in this case would

be 120. From this basic example, the extension of productíon may involve,

say, a rise in the value of wage conrnodîties such that in order to employ

20 men, 50 units of varÍable capital were needed. The capital requïred to

work each equal parcel of land with the same technology would be ll0.

What Marx did was to normalise all of the extensions to Învolve 100 units

of capital by adjusting the capÍtal composition pro-tata. ln thÌs

particular case, the new proportion òf constant capital would be such that

l10:60 = 100254-6/11, and of variable capital such that ll0:50 = 100245'5/11.

Thenøu orgmtLe cornpositiòn of capitaL was then the ratio 54'6/ll:45-5/11,

the technieaL composîtÍon being unchanged. For 100 units of capital nol^r,

less'men would be employed to work less constant capital, but in the same

physical rat¡o (rsv, ll, 439-41).

Ricardo hinted at a recognitÎon of this approach to the analysis but

he did not treat ît in any comprehensive way. Marx quoted a passage from

the fuineipLes34 which included the ideas that led Marx to conclude that:

VJhereas elsewhere in his argument Ricardo always only stressed
that in order to produce the safte quøttity of prodtrct on worse land,
more Labowers have to be paid, here at last he stresses what is
decisive for the rate of profit, namely, that with the same amount
of capital føaer Laboru'ers are enrpLoyed at ínev'eased üq.ges. (rSV,
il, 464-5.)

The upshot of Marx's elaboration of Ricardo's approach to the

dynamics of distribution was that, in spite of his modifications to the

method of analysis, the falling rate of surplus value still dominated in

the fall of the agricultural rate of profit. ln the example, the rate of

surplus value fell from 87-l/Z percent to zero whîle the rate of profÎt

followed and fell from 30-10/23 percent to zero. Thus, in Marxrs
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expression for the rate of profit:

s/
Vr=

l+cl
V

the declining rate of surplus value (s/u) predominated over the declining

organic composîtíon of capital ("/ì whÍch would have tended to cause a

rise in the rate of profÎt. The rate of surplus value here was not

ïdentified with the rate of profit as it was Ìn Rícardors analysis, but the

result vvas that the formerrs decl Íne directly caused the latterts decl ine.

Marx here presented a formal analysis of a result that he rejected.

Marx went on to consider a further elaboratíon upon Ricardors

analysis which flowed from the explicit role gÍven to constant capital.

This involved a recognÍtion that, in the present example, uníts of constant

capital, to the extent that they included "raw produce", could ríse in value

too. ln the case analysed by Marx, one half of the constant cap¡tal was

assumed to comprise such produce (fSV, ll, 454). The normalised organíc

composition of capÍtal for the lO0 unit ïncrements was nov'r based upon rat¡os

which included variable and constant capítal variatÎons, but still with a

constant teeVmíeaL composition (fSV, I I , 455, 458). The effect of this

extension of the analysis was to slow dovun the rate of decline of the

organic composition of capital. Marx did not proceed very far with

formalising this case; but ¡t d¡d emphasise further the limitations of

Ricardots analysis.

ln the tuLncipLes, Ricardo treated the effects of capital accumulatîon

largely independently of the falling rate of profits argument. Marx viewed

this as a serious shortcomÍng of Ricardots comprehensíon of therrmotionttof

capitalism. lt reflected Ricardors faílure to give due regard to the role

of capital in production and reproduction, to the significance of constant

capital and to the dynamics of capital composÍtion as accumulation

proceeded. Marx reinforced this critique of Ricardo't 
"pproach 

by providing

some more detailed discussion of what Rícardo did explicate about capital
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accumulation. His discussion was in two stages: first at a general level

and then nþre specifically in the context of the Încreasing mechanisation

of production and its effects on workers.

Ricardo had asserted that saving automatically added to the capîtal

stock used as advances to employ labour. Marx opened his critique of

Rîcardors theory of accumulation by quoting the following passage from the

PrLneipLes (rsv, ll, 470):

VJhen we say that Teueylue is saued, and add.ed to eapitaZ, what we

mean is, that the portion of reuen'tæ, so said to be adÅ.ed to
capitaL, is _eonswned by produetíue instead of unproduetiue
La-bou.rers.35

It was Marx's view that this implied a serious mïsinterpretation of the

nature of the capital accumulation Process:

The conception that accumulation of capital is identÍcal with
conversion of revenue into wages, in other words, that it is
synonyrnous wîth accumuÌation of variable capital - is one-sided,
that is, incorrect. This leads to a urrong approach to the whole
question of accumulation. (fSV, ll, 470.)

Any adequate interpretation of capital accumulation had to înclude explicitly

both costant and varÍable capÎtal expansion in the analysis.

ln several passages whích Marx v,,ent on to quote from the PríneipLes'

the împlications of thïs omîssion of constant capital from the analysïs

were quite evident. Ricardo was aware that the source of saving, and thus

of capital accumulation, was the existence of a surplus. For Ricardo, the

only relevant form of this surplus in the present context was profit. Two

passages in which Ricardo had consîdered this basÍs of accumulation were

quoted by Marx (rsv, ll, 536-7).36 Rîcardo¡s approach in these Passages

was to identify the sources of saving in one and the sources of încreases

in wealth in the other. The argurnent was that an increase in the profit

revenue of the capitalists may generate an increase in saving. Any

increase in saving vlould be devoted to employing additional labour in

production and the increase in wealth would result. ln thîs case, Ricardo

argued that there would be an increase in both the quantîty of production
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(,'riches") and the value of productÍon ("value"). For Marx, the quantity

increase was in use value form while the value increase was in exchange

val ue form.

An alternative source of saving would arise if out of a constant

profit revenue less was devoted by cap¡talists to consumption expenditure

due to increased productivity in the production of the conmodities

involved (with the consequent reduction in their market value assumed) or

through cheaper imports of the conmodities. The results would be the same

as those just outlined. ln this case, though, there would be no change in

the total profit or in the rate of profits, Ricardo argued, whereas in the

previous case the saving depended upon an increase in profít and the rate

of profi ts.

Marx provided no critical elaboration of thÍs impressionístic

analysis of Ricardots and he appeared to accept it at its face value in

spite of sorne evident problems. Especial ly did Marx not consíder that

profit and the rate of profits may not move together and that a change in

the productivity of one sector of the economy could have an effect on profit

and the rate of profits overall.

Ricardo also argued that in a more general sense, a rise in labour

productivity would lead to an increase in the wealth of the nation assessed

in terms of "richest': But, reasoned Ricardo, there would be no additional

labour employed in this case. The consequence would be that "value" would

not increase - a point whîch he made explicit în the following dictum:

I'The labour of a million men in manufactures, will always produce the same

value, but wÎll not always produce the same riches" (quoted by Marx, ISV,

ll, fiB).zz Ricardo went further with this thesÎs and presented an example

of stocking manufacture in order to illustrate it (fSV, ll, 538-g).se ln

this example, the value of total production remained constant but ¡t

comprised more stockings, or the same quantity of stockings plus a quantity

of hats. This increase in output was facilïtated by the întroduction of a
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mach¡ne which raised the productívíty of the given labour force employed.

Now what troubled Marx about this analysis was its neglect of

constant capital. As a consequence, Marx argued, Ricardo confused the

dynamics ofttríchesttand "valuettby not making it explÍcit that the increase

in productivity could only be obtained by an additional outlay on the value

of the machine. Rîcardo did recognise that such an outlay would be

required în thesè cîrcumstances (fSV, ll, !l/) but he did not integrate Íts

effects into the OaLue generatíon process. Not only would rrriches" be

increased, but also "Value" (ISV, Il,538) unless I'the newly introduced

rnch inery cos ts nothirry" (ISV , I I , fiù .

Ricardots obiter dicta about capital accumulation did not give any

attentÍon to the inherent problems of capitalist reproduction that were

part of the process in its broader perspective. l,le have seen that Ricardo

was aþJare, that saving out of profit was the source of capÍtal accumulation,

but this, Marx argued, v,Jas only a beginning. The surplus value saved had

actually to be transformed, in part at least, into means of production, Î.e.

commodity capÎtal. ThÍs transformation was dependent upon certain

qualitatÍve and quantitatîve conditions belng met in production such that

the pattern of demand for means of production matched the pattern of

supply. As Marx saw it:

The question has now to be formulated thus: asswn\ng generaL
acewm1Latíon, in other words, assuming that capital is accumulated
to some extent in all branches of production - this îs in fact a

condition of capitalíst productîon and is just as much the urge
of the capitalist as a capitalist, as the urge of the hoarder is
the piling up of money (ît is also a necessîty_-if capîtalist
production is to go ahead) - what are the eonditions of this
general accumulation ...? The eon&Ltions foz'the aeewm'tLation
of eapitaL æe .. . the oery same as those for its originaL
pnodietion oz' for repnodttction ín generaL. (rsv, ll, 483.)

ln the process of capital accumulatîon, the essential conditions were

dictated by the requirements of expanded reproduction:

Just as the production and reproduction of existing capital in one
sphere presupposes pataLLeL production and reproductÎon in other
sþheres, so accumulãtion or the formation of additÍonal capÎtal În
one branch of production presupposes sitmtLtøteouÊ or paraLleL
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creation of additional products in other branches of production.
Thus the scale of production in all spheres which supply constant
capital must grou, simultaneously (in accordance Ì^rith the average
p"rticipation - determined by the demand - of each particular
sphere ìn the general growth of production).... (fSV, I l, 485.)

Ricardo had revealed no abrareness of such requirements or of the potential

problems they raised for the accumulation process. He remaÎned sanguine

about the smooth development of cap¡tal¡sm through time.

For Marx, both replacernent and additïonal constant caPital had to

be produced in the right proportions as part of the accumulatÎon process

(rsv, ll, 479-80). ln considering this production' account had to be

taken of the changïng technology involved (rsv, ll,47o ff). By not

including constant capital in his analysis of accumulation, Ricardo had not

taken proper account of technological effects. lndeed, as Marx read it,

accumulation that only involved variable capital implied a regz'ession in

technology:

Can one suppose that the formation of additïonal capital takes place

under worse conditions of production than the reproduction of the
old capîtal? Does a reversion to a lower level of productîon-
occur? This would have to be the case if the new value lwere] only
on immediate labour, which, uithout fiæed eapitaL etc.' would thus
also first have to produce this fixed capital, just as origÍnally,
labour had to first create its constant capital. This ïs sheer
nonsense. But this is the a^sswnption made by Ríeædo' ete.
(rsv, lt, 485-6.)

Marxrs appreciation of the physîcal requîrements of continuous capital

accumulation included some subtle insights. At one point he revealed a

recognition of the'racceleratoril principle of investment in which he took

account of the relationship between the capacity of the constant capital

producing industries and the demands for replacement and additional constant

capital. ln order that reproduction could proceed on an expanding scale,

the capacity of these industries had to match up to the demands (fSV, ll,

t+78 fî). But, fully to employ thîs capacity continuously there had to be

continuous growth in all.sectors demandîng the constant capital items

concerned (rsv, I l, 480-l).

The accumulatíon process also brought with it addÎtÎonal labour
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requirements. Thus, that part of surplus value devoted to expanding the

advances to purchase labour pol^rer, i.e. variable capítal, had to f Înd the

labour po\^rer avai lable Ín the required quantity (and, at a rnore concrete

level, quaLitatiue requirements would also be relevant). The additional

labour pov,rer could corne from drawing on therrreserve army of labourrror

by transferring into productive categories labour that had previously been

employed unproductively. Moreover, the use value of existing labour pobrer'

i.e. its output of exchange value, could be increased by extendíng the

working day. But, all of these sources of increase Ì^rere limited. ln the

longer view, the essential epiphenomenon of capital accumulatíon vúas an

increas ing populatîon (rSv, I | , \77-8) .

tlhat Marx made clear in these discussions of capital accumulatÍon

was that Rícardo,s analyses were by no means an adequate reflection of the

complexities of the process. There were several significant dimensions of

capÍtal ist "motion'r v,,hich Ricardo had ignored or down-played and this had

led him to present a distorted view of the nature of capitalism. Especially

did R¡cardo fail to grasp the potential for crisis Îmmanent in the

reproduction requi rements of accumulation. l,Je shall return to this issue

in our next Chapter.

ln Chapter XXXI, "0n Machinery't, whÎch Ricardo added to the third

edition of the PtineLpLes, he argued that an increase in the use of

nrachinery in production would, under most circumstances, be detrimental to

the welfare of the working class. This repudiated the opposite view whÌch

he had earlier espoused in parliament and elsewhere (although it had not

been included ín the first two editions of the tuineipLes).3S

Now Marx agreed with this revised view of RÌcardo's and granted him

a commendable degree of honesty for recanting in the matter (fSV, ll, 555).

However, Marxrs approach to Ricardors treatrnent of the íssue was st¡ll

critical for he wanted to make it more explicít than Ricardo had done that

the essential roots of the machinery effect on workers were to be located
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in the nature of capitalîsm ¡tself. To this end, Marx focussed his

attention upon Ricardo's earlier reasoning, sumnnrised in the PrinaLpLes"4o

that all classes would benefit from the introduction of machinery (fSV, ll,

255-6). This gave him an objeet for his critique even though he would

have recognised that Ricardo no longer held the views beíng attacked.

Ricardo had made this clear at several points in the PrLnaipLes and Marx

had quoted the passages concerned (rsv, ll, 565, 569-70, 570).41

It was Marxrs view that the analysis of the issue could be

expedited by considering tv,ro I'free" funds of value whÎch potentially could

emerge when machînery replaced labour in production. First, there were

funds belongïng to the capitalíst who had introduced the machinery and

dîsmissed the workers, and secondly, there were the funds of society as a

whole which originated wlth the purchasers of the commoditîes produced by

the capitalists more cheaply (rsv, ll, 557).

ln the case of the first fund, Marxts poínt was that by reducing

his use of variable capital the capÎtalist was unlikely to have any free

capital which could be devoted to employing the displaced labour in some

other production process. The machinery and associated constant capital

needs would, Marx considered, absorb all such released variable capital.

As a consequence of the introduction of the machinery, then, the total

funds available to employ labour would be reduced with a resulting increase

În unemployment. As Marx Put Ít:
prima faeie it is not likely that the introduction of machinery will
set frèe any of the capital of the manufacturer when he makes his
first investment. lt merely provides a new type of investment for
his capital, its immediate result is the dismissal of workers
and the conversion of part of the variable capital into constant
capital. (rsv, ll, 558.)

Moreover, there was little chance that the displaced labour would

find employment in the productÎon of machines. ln order to demonstrate

this, Marx quoted at length Ricardo's arithmetÎcal example from the

fuineiples chapter',0n Value" ín which it was shovrn that the introduction of
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f ïxed capital into production I'modif ied" the formation of value (fSV, I l,

550-l').42 Marx found in this example "the ans\^rer to those who bel Îeve that

the workers displaced by machines find employment in machine manufacture

¡tself". (fSV, ll, 551). He argued the point this way. lf 100 men

employed at 50 pounds Per annum were replaced by a machine of value 5000

pounds then the machÌne must be produced by less than 100 men' Part of

the 5000 pounds had to be unpaid labour whïch was the source of profit. lf

the rate of profít uras l0 percent, then, Marx reasoned, the capítal advanced

to produce the machine could be only (approxímately) 4545 pounds' Even if

this was all variable capital, the employment at 50 pounds per annum would

be only about 90 men. However, some of the capital advanced would be

constant capital. The labour employed would be less than 90 men as a

consequence depending upon the technical comPosition of capital used to

produce the machine.

As far as the second fund was concerned, the improved productivity

which bras associated wi th the introduction of rnore technological ly advanced

machinery lowered the value of commodities in all industries involved.

This freed tetsenue where the commodity was for consumption and eaVLtaL

where it was a means of production. Some of this released purchasÎng power

nøy be exercised as an increase in demand and thus ïncrease employment'

Hovuever, Marx saw l¡ttle scope for optÎmism in this for the workers

displaced in the light of increasing population and the possible foreign

trade leakage of demand. Moreover, for the pætieuLar workers dismissed

there was no-guarantee that they would be re-employed even if demand

increased (rsv, Il, 558).

The issue v,ras a complex one and the nature of cap¡tal ism mitÎgated

against its solution. There was l¡ttle doubt, Marx reasoned, that

unemployment would rise absolutely and relatively as a consequence of the

increasing mechanisation of production. The capitalist system could not

ensure that displaced labour was re-employed. Thîs outcome for labour
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ref lected th,o contrad¡ctory tendencies of capï tal î sm:

[first,] to employ as l¡ttle labour as possible, in order to produce
the same or a greater quantity of commodities, in order to produce
the same or a greater net produce, SurpluS value, net revenue;
secondly, to employ the largest possible number of workers
because - at a given level of productivity - the mass of surplus
value and of surplus product grows with the amount of labour
employed. The one tendency throws the labourers onto the streets
and makes a part of the population redundant, the other absorbs them
again and extends wage slavery absolutely, so that the lot of the
wórker is always fluctuating but he never escapes from Ít. The
worker, therefore, justìfìably regards the development of the
produôtive power of his or^,n labour as hosti Ie to hîmself ; the
capitalist, on the other hand, always treats him as an element to
be el iminated from productîon. These are the contradictíons with
which Ricardo struggles in this chapter ["On Machineryrr]. (fSV, Il,
573.1

These contradictory tendencies urere inherent in the nature of capÎtalism and,

on baLøtce, theïr consequence uras asserted by Marx to be detrÎmental to the

workers. Ricardots "struggleil brith the contradiction bras an unconscious

one for he did not approach the issue ín this way and failed to ascribe the

workers' pl ight to capital ism itself.

Ricardo was favourably disposed towards the work of John Barton, hîs

contemporary, on the machinery issue43 and Marx concurred in thîs. 0f

Barton Marx wrote that: r'lndisputably [he] has very great merit"

(rsv, I l, 577).

Barton presented a more detailed argument than Ricardo had done to

the effect that capital accumulat¡on would involve a changïng composÍtîon

of capital and a relative decrease in the employment of labour. ln Marxrs

vi ew:

Barton was the first to Point out that the dïfferent organic
componênt parts of capital do not gro\^, evenly wíth accumulation and

development of the productive forces, that on the contrary in the
process of thïs growth, that part of capíta'i which resolves into
*"g.t decreases in proportion to that part (he calls it fixed

""fit"l) which in relation to its size, alters the demand for labour
oniy to a very small degree. He is therefore the first to put
forward the important proposition trthat the number of labourers
employed is" not rrin proportion to the wealth of the stater', that
reiatively more workers are employed in an industrially undeveloped-
country tñan in one whîch is induitrÍally developed. (fSV, ll, 577.)

Marx noted that Ricardo had followed Barton in expressing the idea în the
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fuineíples that z t,The d.emand. foz, Labow uiLL eontinue to inerease tLth an

inæ,ease of eryítaL, but not ín pnoportion to its inerease; the z'atío

uiLL l.ecessarLLy be a dinrLnishing ratio't. (quoted by Marx, TSV, ll,

576\.44 Ricardo,s advance over Barton was to explicate that thÍs tendency

involved the creation of an increasing surplus of population that was

redundant uis-a-uis the expanding production process'

The limitation of Bartonls and Ricardo's analysis of this aspect of

accumulation was their adherence to the fixed-cïrculatíng capital dichotonry

which was derived from the analysis of circulation. The focus bras rIìore

appropriately production per se in this Îssue and the relevant dichotomy was

betv,,een constant and variable capital, a prineipLe which had been recognised

by George Ramsay (rsv, ll, 578'9).

Moreover, Marx argued that neither Barton nor Ricardo had given due

attention to the cause and effect interpretations of capitalist accumulatÍon.

At the causal root of the process of accumulation itself and its

consequences was the nature of capitalism. Capitalist striving for increased

mechanisatÍon of production, the resultant changing composition of capital

and the increasing redundancy of labour were all effeets with the same

essential cause in Marxls interpretatíon (fSV, llr 579-80): As far as he

bras concerned, there was no inherent reason for the relatíve decrease in

the employrnent of labour outside of the specifÍc form of the production

regime based upon capítal. For Marx, things could be different:

There is nothing in the, so-to-speak, physical conditions of
production whÎcñ forces the above to take place. Th9 workmen, if
th"y *.r" dominant, if they v,rere al lowed to produce for themselves,
wouid Very soon, and wÎthout great exertion, brÎng the_capîtal
up to the'standárd of their nãeds. The very great difference !s
whether the available means of
capital and can therefore be e
is necessarY for the increased
surplus Produce for their emPloY
means of production employ the uor.kers-, òr whether the workers, as

subjectsr:employ the tË"ni of productîon in order to produce

wealth for themselves. lt is of course assumed here that capitalíst
production has already developed the productive forces of labour in
ieneral to a sufficïently high level for this revolution to take

õ,t""" . (rsv, I l, 580.)
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Once the physical development of the means of production had reached a

certain point under the auspices of capital, the continued íncreasing

redundancy of labour could be avoided if capitalism was replaced by a

system akin to what today would be calledrrworker controltrof production.

Some revolution Ín the relations of production was requÍred, Marx thought,

in order to Prevent the lot of workers from progressively deteriorating.

12.2.3 CAptTAL ACCUMULATT0N ANALYStS AFTER RtCARDo.

ln his critique of political economy after Ricardo, Marx found only

three writers whose thoughts on capítal accumulation warranted attention.

ln thei r various v\,ays and to varying degrees, Hodgskin, Ramsay and

cherbuliez related the capítal accumulation process to the changing

composition of capital, the tendency of the rate of profÍts to fall and the

employment effects on workers.

Hodgskinrs book Labow Defended against the Claims of Capì.tal ete.

of 1825 contained a theory of the falling rate of profits which Marx found

accorded wel I with his own (rsv, I I l, z9B ffl. Hodgskínrs argument bras

that because interest or profit was the source of saving by means of which

capital hras accumulated, the increase în the capitaì stock through time

would be at a compounding rate. ln each successive period, the profit from

the previous period would be included as capital and the rate of profits

applied meant ever grouring absolute additÍons to the pre-existing capital

stock. This compounding accumulation process, though, was distorted by the

fal I íng rate of profi ts.

The fall of the rate of profits was explained by Hodgskin to be the

consequence of a shortage of labour as capital accumulated at its compound

rate. A rÍsing ratio of capital per unit of labour resulted in a reduced

rate of returning profit from production which in the long run would

dominate any improvement in labour productivity which accompanied the
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cap¡ tal accumulation (rSv, I I I , 2981 .

Hodgskints impressionistic thesis depended essential ly upon the rate

of population increase falling well behind the rate of capital accumulation,

as Marx noted (fSV, 1ll,2gg,306). Given that this occurred, Marx felt

that the principle behÍnd the falling rate of profits in HodgskÍnrs work

h,as similar to his obrn:

I have explained the decline in the rate of profit in spÎte of the
fact that the rate of surplus value remains the same or even rÌses,
by the decrease of the variable capital in relation to the constantt
that is, of the living, present labour in relat¡on to the past- 

-
labour which is emploÍed'and reproduced. Hodgskin ... explain[s]
it by the fact that it is impossible for the worker to fulfil the
dennnds of capital which accumulates like eornpozmd intez'est....
ln i ts general sense, thÎs amounts to the sarne thing. lf I say

that, "- capital accumulates, the rate of profit declines because

constant capital increases in relation to variable capital, ¡t
means that, disregarding the specific form of the different portíons
of capitat, the cãpital-employed increases in relation to the labour
employed. 

-lfne 
rate of] profit falls not because the worker is

."þloit"d, but because altogether less labour is employed in
relarion io the capital ernpioyed. (fSV, lll, 302, cf. 3ll , 313,)

In thïs conclusîog we feel that Marx was overgenerous to Hodgskin.

Beyond a superf icial appearance, there \^ras no evÎdence provided by Marx

that Hodgskin had grasped the essential origin of the falling rate of

profits in the nature of the capital accumulatíon Process and the changing

composition of capital. ln Marxts own analysis, the rising organic

composition of capital was a con'seioixs result of the behavÎour of

competitive capital ists. By contrast, for Hodgskin thís outcome v''as an

aee\d.ent of the relatÎve rates of expansion of capital and populatîon. Marx

integrated th¡s risÎng organic composition of capital into a logical frame-

work of analysis whîch, granted its lÍmitatîons, produced the fallîng uaLue

rate of profits as its result. According to Marxts oì^'n critïque,

Hodgskin did nothing like this.

The work of George Ramsay to whÎch Marx referred was An Essay on

the Disfu"ùbution of WeaLth publ ished in 1836. Ramsayrs rnerït, in Marxrs

view, centred upon his effeetípe formulation of the constant capital -

variable capital dichotonry, although he retained the fixed-circulatíng
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categor¡es and related his reformulated dichotonry only to cîrculation

instead of to production (fSV, lll, 326-7). Moreover, Ramsay came close

to expressing the category surplus value and its origin appropriately,

although tradition again impeded his intellectual progress (fSV, lll,

328-9).

ln spíte of these limitations, though, Marx found that Ramsay had

interpreted correctly the effects of capital accumulatÍon on the

composition of capital and on the welfare of workers. Because of the

former, which involved a relative reductÎon in the demand for labour, the

latter did not increase in I ine with the gror^ring wealth of the nation

(rsv, I I t, 334-6) .

Ramsay had come,tcloser to a correct understanding of the rate of

profit than the othersil (tsv, lll, 351), but the analysis of its dynamics

in the context of capital accumulatíon whîch he provided was Încomplete.

The t'correctnessrrof Ramsayrs conceptíon of the determÎnation of the rate

of profit was demonstrated in the following Passage quoted by Marx

(rsv, nl, 351):

the causes which regulate the rate of profit in individual
cases t...1 we have found to be, l) the Productiveness of the
lndustry eÃgaged in raising those articles of primary necessity
which "r. rãquired by the Labourer for Food, ClothÍng, etc.
Z) The productiveness of the Industry employed in raising those
objects which enter into the composition of FÎxed capital.
Ð Tlp tate of ReaL llgges.

Thus Ramsay hras able to go some \nay toþJards understanding the effects of

capital accumulation on the rate of profits. ln particular, to the extent

that capital 'accumulatÎon involved increased productivity in the

production of variable and constânt ("fixed") capital commodities, the

reduced values of these comnpdities would effect a rise in the rate of

profits. The oalue composition of capital could be affected by the

relativities of these changes, but what was missÎng from Ramsayrs treatment

was the dominant effect of capÍtal accumulation În raising the teeVmieaL

composition of capital which in Marxrs analysÎs was the key to the tendency
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of the rate of profits to fall. This omissÎon of Ramsayrs was not

emphasised by Marx even though it represented a major difference from hïs

own analysis. He simply noted in passing that Ramsay had not provided any

coherent analysis of the tendency (rsv, lll, 354).

ln several ways, the ideas that Marx found in CherbulÎez's Richeese

aupauurete of l84l on the capital accumulation issue urere similar to those

of Ramsay, both in their merits and in their limitations. Cherbuliez went

further in formalising the analysis of the rate of profits, but he also

failed to provide any effective explanation of the dynamics of the rate of

prof i ts. ì^f i thout the category surpl us val ue to explaín prof it, he was

left without the essential foundation for an analysis of the effects of

capital accumulat¡on.

Marx,s interpretation was that Cherbuliez had, ín princîple, grasped

the constant-varíable capital díchotonry but that he had not applied ît in

linking capÍtal accumulat¡on to its effects on the rate of profits. The

inkling that he had that the comPosition of capital was decîsive in

determiníng the rate of profits hras left undeveloped (fSV, lll, 37O). As

Marx saw it:

It is an incontrovertible fact that, as capitalist production
developr, ih. port¡on of capïtal invested in machinery and raw

materiali grows, and the portion laìd_out in wages declines' This
is the onti queÁtion with which both Ramsay and Cherbuliez are
concerned. Ëor us, however, the rnÍn thing.is: does this fact
explain the decline in the iate of profit? (ISV, lll, 36\-5.)

Evidently, for Ramsay and Cherbuliez thîs crucial question of Marxrs was

not an issue.

lronically, it can be argued that Marxts own analysis at thís point

v,ras not very clear about the involvement of the changing composi tion of

capital in the tendency of the rate of profÎts to fall (fSV, lll, 364-

7).45 In referring to the composition of capÍtal, Marx implied the ratios

"/ (" * v + s) .nd tl (v + s) (fSV, lll, 36\), both of whîch l^Iere argued to

rise as capital accumulated. The same effect was also expressed as
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(v + s) lc falling (fSV, Ill, 3671. Now these arguments were different

from that which had c/v rising (fSV, lll, 366). At the same time, Marx

continued to use the rising physieaL ratio of nnchinery to workers

(fSV, lll, 365), and at one point he brought them together in the follov'rÎng

confusing piece:

It is therefore self-evident sn a tautological proPosition that the
increasing productivity of labour caused by machinery corresponds
tã increaã"ã u"lue of lhe machinery relative to the amount of labour
employed-i.ã"tãqrently to the value of labour, the variable capïtal).
(rsv, nl, 366-7.)

Marx seemed to regard all of these expressions as nroving together as capÎtal

accumulated, but a considerable degree of imprecision remained in hÎs

thought on this matter.

ln spite of this imprecision, Marx pressed on with h¡s critïque of

Cherbut iezts endeavours. He made his attitude clear in the following

passage:

The distorted conception and b rngl i.ng appl ïcatÍon of the
approximately correct distinctîon between the elements of capital,
and the vaguä idea that profit and rate of profit are directly
connected ñ¡tft the ratio of these elements to one another, only
lead to a repetition of the generally known phrases in a rather
doctrÍnaîre iashion, in fact merely to a statement that profÎt
and rate of profit exist without, however, anything being said
about their nature. (rsv, lll, 374.)

According to Cherbuliez, the rate of profits eould decline as capital

accumulated, but Marx found his argument convoluted and contradÏctory

(fSv, I I I , 374'6'). Prof Ït was def ined by Cherbul iez as:

Tf

where: P = rrthe aggregate product of a given period of time'¡

c = t'the capital used uP'r.

The rate of profits was then:

Itr=e
where: C - "the capital investedr' (quoted by Marx, ISV, III, 374)'

!úhat happened to the rate of profits as c grew depended upon the relative

rates of growth of P and c and of C itself. ln this arguÍìent there was
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I¡ttle nþre than tautology for Cherbuliez gave no reasons for the

reìativ¡t¡es that uou|.d. cause the rate of profits to falt. Marx concluded

as fol lows:

Thus the final pearl of wisdom is that the rate of profit can fall,
that is, the ratio of an increasing amount of profit to capital
can fall when the capital increases nþre raPidly than the amount

of profit, or if the amount of profit, despite the ablo!ute growth,
deci ines relatively in comParison with the capital. This is
nothing but a dîfferent expression for the decline in the rate of
profitl But that this phenomenon is within the bounds of
þossibllity, and even its existence, has never been called Ínto
question. 

-ihe 
sole point at issue was Precisely to explain the

i"us" of this phenomenon, and Cherbuliez explains the decline in
the rate of profit, the decl ine in the amount of pr:of Ít Ín relatÎon
to the total capital, by the relative încrease in the amount of
profit which is at least proportionate to the grourth of the capÎtal-lsie1. 

He obviously surmises that the mass of living labour
ãmplõyed declines relatively to past labour, although it increases
absolutely, and that therefox,e the rate of profit must declÍne.
But he never arrives at a tlear understanding. (rsv, lll, 376-)

Marx¡s findlng at the end of this passage can only be termed generous În

the light of Cherbuliezts fundamental errors of logic in analysing the rate

of profits.

Marxrs critique of these antecedent analyses of capital accumulatÎon

and its consequences must have reinforced his belief in the superiority of

his ov,¡n exposition of the issue. The I imitations that he exposed in these

analyses r^rere considerable, most essentiatly due to their failure to work

from an appropriate conception of the nature of capÎtalism.

The culmination of Marx's analysis of capital accumulation was for

it to be integrated with the other facets of capïtalrs rrmotionrr in order

to establ ish the inrnanently crisis prone nature of capital ism' To the

critico-historical content of this endeavour we turn in our next Chapter.
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CHAPTER I 3

THE DYNAMICS OF PRODUCTION AND CIRCULAT¡ON AND

THE CAPITALIST CRISIS.

I3.l INTRODUCTION TO MARX'S THOUGHT ON THE CAPITALIST CRISIS'

For Marx, the capitalist crisìs was the ultimate object of hÎs

pol itical econonry. His analysis of capital ism, buÍ lt upon the foundation

of the theory of surplus value, was destined to be applied to exposing

and comprehending the unstabletrmotion" of the system as it moved

inevitably towards its self-destruction at the hands of the revolutionary

proletariat. Maurice Dobbrs words emphasise for us the systematic scope of

the crisis phenonìenon in Marxts thought:

Marx clearly regarded crises, not as incidental departures from

a predetermined'equilibríum, not as ft"!.le wanderings from an

established path of development to which there would be a
submissive ¡.ätrrn, but ratirer as themselves a dominant form of
movenìent which forged and shaped the development of capitalist
society. To study crises v,,as ipso faeto to study the dynamics of

uld only be ProPerlY undertaken as

forms of movement of class relations
class revenues which were their

Some decades later, this interpretation of the crisis is reiterated by

Trent Schroyer:

Marx¡s crisis theory blas an attempt to reconstruct the constitutive
dynami'c of capi tal ist accumulation uú the social consequences of
this dynamic.

ùåir,s theory of capitalist crisis attempted to grasp the totalÍty
of the ayn"ric of tire capitalist epoch. lts intention was to show

how this dynamïc recurrently generates intensified constra¡nts
upon societal and human development''

such, then, was the grand design of Marx¡s analysis of the crisis' lt

was the systematic and inrnanent key to the fate of capitalism' The analysis

itself, however, as is well known, never attained the calibre of its design
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and Marx Ieft ¡t in an incomplete state.

The state of Marx¡s theory of the ÎnstabÍlity of capitalist

development is captured by Joseph Schumpeter in the following passage:

Harxrs performance in the field of business'cycles ís exceedingly
d¡fficult to appraÍse. The really valuable part of it consists
of dozens of observations and comments, nìost of them of a casual
nature, which are scattered over alrrpst all of his writings, many
of hîs letters included. Attempts at reconstruction from such
membra dijecta of a body that nowhere appears in the flesh and
perhaps did not even exist Ín Marxrs own mind except in an
embryonic form, may easily yield different results in different
handi

Schumpeterrs remarks were indeed prophetic, for over the years much

controversy has been spawned by Marxrs confusing legacy in this crucÍal

finale to his "laws of motiont'analyses. By way of introductory background,

we outline belor¡, sorne of the issues involved before proceeding in the next

Section to a discussion of Marxrs crisis thought as Ít appeared in the

critico-historical context of ¡'Theories of surplus value".

lmpl icit in Marx's analysís v\,as a twofold meaning of the category

¡rcrïsis¡,. The analysis had to encompass the idea that capÍtalism faced a

fatal secuT.ay crisis over the long-run as well as the short-run

fluctuations in economic actîvîty which characterised the development

process and part of which was the temporary recessionary crisis. Dobb,

Schumpeter and Sweezyq all argue that these two facets of therrcrisistr

analysis belonged in an integrated format, a format þrh¡ch Marx did not

present. For most of his analysis, the capitalist system bras envisaged as

staggering from one short-run crisis to another with ever Íncreasing depths

of recession preceding the ultimate demise of cap¡tal¡sm and the transition

to socialism. The specific línks between the short-run and long-run

phenomena were never specified by Marx, but it does appear that the latter

involved dîmensions not present in the former.

Methodologically, Ben FÌne and Don Harris argue that Marx analysed

the crisis and its causes at different levels of abstraction.5 Hïs pre-

Gyundrisse studíes of crises, especially during the 1850s, were at the
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phernmena,L-deserLptiue level. The element of description remained in much

of his subsequent, npre abstract treatment of the analysîs and' as a

consequence, it lacked eryLætøto.ry content.G For Paul Sweezy', it is the

case that Marxts analysis lacked this content because even in capitaL the

seope of his work was inadequate to the task. Sweezy argues that:

the crisis as a complex concrete phenomenon could not be fully
analysed on the levels of abstraction to which Çøeitat -is confined'
What we ¿ã find are all the aspects of the crísis problem which

emerge on-atr. r,¡gner levels of abstraction. These aPpear from tÎme

to time throughoút tne analysis, though not necessarily in logical
order frãrn iÀã po¡nt of view of an overall treatment of crises.
It is probably safe to say that if_Marx had lived to complete his
analysìs of cämpetition lof capitals] and credit he would have

given u, ã thoråugh and iystemätic treatment of crÎses.7

Here the limited scope of CøpitaZ has both methodological and substantive

dimensions. Sweezy'rs interpretation is that these uJere concomitant aspects

of Marxrs programme for the analysis of capitalism' From his origÎnal

plans and the evident structure of CapitaL, there is sorne justification

for this view. ln sweezy'rs case, the extension of the analysis in

Cøpital that was required was a rnore complete treatment of capital at a

lower level of abstraction. This Ímplies' as we have also concluded (above,

Chapter 2, Section 2.3\, that the idea that crises belonged at the end of

a six-book project was dropped by Marx. Howard and King also conclude

that the crisis analysis did not belong in CqitaL, but they retain the

view that this was partly due to the failure by Marx to complete the six-

book ,rEconomics" projected in the Gtwúrisse (see above, Chapter 2, Section

2.1). This project placed crises with thertworld marketil in Book Vl with

the inference that in order to comprehend the complexities involved, the

required prerequisite was a full analysis of capital, landed property' wage

labour, the State and the State in its world context' Marx, therefore:

considereditmethodologicallyinappropriatetogiveacomplete
analysis of the cycle withiñ tft. confînes of the three publi:h"9
volumes oi Copit"t. He never succeeded in undertaking the final
stages of his'work foreshadowed in the Gznmårisse.8

But Howard and King proceed to add that thîs does not provide a full
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explanation of Marxrs limited treatment of crises. Their implied

suggestion is that Marx simply fell short of providing a complete analysis

of what he began for reasons unknown' They write:

although Marx made great strides fon¡¡ard în his cycle theory'
there "." ã."", in whicñ he did not put forward satÍsfactory
explanations. one is struck, in fact, by the.similarity with
his analysis of the transformation of values into prices of
froauctión. ln both cases the complexity is recognit"q' the
problem stated, and strong hints oî_a solution outlined, but in
neither is such a solutioñ adequately worked out.9

l^rïth this view ure agree and thus we conclude wïth less optimism about Marxts

potential for progress În his crisis analysis than Sweezy' More than an

issue of scoPe was involved.

For Marx, the most consequential outcome of capital accumulation

and the progress of capitalist development was the falling rate of profits'

The role played by this vital dimension of capital îsm's rrmotionrr ïn the

short-run and long.run cr¡ses uras not analysed coherently by Marx' This

has left room for different interpretations of what he Întended'

The falling rate of profits was a productíonbased consequence of

capital accumulation. For crisis analysis, a crucial issue was the time

dimens ion in whi ch Marx thought of this consequence' l'las i t an ul timate'

long-run trend or a short-run phenomenol, ot both? Also relevant was the

role in the time context of the countervailing factors to the fall of the

rate of profits. Did these act in the short-run or the long-run or both?

tlhat uras thei r quanti tatÍve relativi ty through tin¡e?

Given the productÎon basis of the falling rate of profits there was

to be considëred the role of the circulation process in the phenomenon.

For the initial purPose of analysing the falling tendency itself, the

isolation of production \^,as legitimate. ln analysing the crisis, though,

thelintegrated nature of production and circulation which Marx had

emphasised had to be made explicit. The falling'rate of profits, whatever

its crisis status, had to be integrated with the complexities of capitalist

circulation, including the probable failure of the Process to fulfil
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itself due to the ,,anarchy" of production and demand.

The approach of ínterpreters to the crisis analysis has been to

begin, at least, by separating the dimensions involved in terms of their

connection with production and with circulation. Paul sweezy'thus divides

the analysis between "crises associated with the falling tendency of the

rate of profitrrand I'realisation crises" with the latter being further

divided between "crises arising from disproportional ítytt and ttcrises

ari s ing f rom underconsumpt¡onrr. 10

ln a more recent contr¡bution, Makoto ltoh posits two different

types of theory presented by Marx: the "excess capital theoryrrand the

,,excess conmodity theoryt', with these tworrnot easily made consistant with

each otherrr.ll ltoh argues that they were connected, though, in the sense

that "excess commodities" may be the cause of an excess of capital and the

falling rate of profits, ønd that capital accumulation, accomPanied by the

falling rate of profits, may be the cause of excess commodities being

produced and the subsequent realisation problems. ln a crisis, then, both

,,excess conmodities'r and I'excess capÎtal" should coexist; although Marx did

not exposit this very clearly or specify which was the more essential in a

causal Sense. ln ttohts view, one should have been so specified' For him'

the "excess commodity" theory v'ras anrranti-classical residuertÍn Marxrs

capitaL analysis and involved too much emphasis upon circulation wîth the

consequence that reSuLts appeared to be causes. The "excess capitalrl

theory ltoh finds to be un¡que to CapitaL and in keeping with Marxrs

emphasis upon the essential determinÍng role of capital' This theory'

though, remained less than fully developed'12

Itoh does not see the I'excess cap¡tal'r theory as identical to

Sweezy,s falling rate of profits basis for the crisîs, the former being

independent of the latter. However, ltohts inclinations are in accord with

Sweezyrs dictum that:

It is important to. grasp the difference between crises associated
with the falling t.ñd.ncy of the rate of profit and realisation
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cr¡ses. The practical capital ist is unl ikely to see-?ny ¿ifference;
for him the trouble is always insufficient profitability from

whatever source it may arise. But from the point of view of
causal analysis, the lwo types of crises present divergent problems'

fne itårting point of the crisis is in both cases a decline
in the r"i. or pior¡t; but what lies behind the decline Ín the
rate of profit in the one case requíres a very different analysis
from what lies behind the decline in the rate of profit in the

other. I 3

The idea here is that for Marx, the falling rate of profits was the key to

the pereeptLon of the crisis. lt may origïnate in production due to the

rising organic composition of capital (net of the effects of counteractions)

or in cÎrculation due to realisation problems. Both sources of the fall

were probably present in a crisis and, whi le they l^rere separable

analytîcally, they appeared as a single result'

Now what ltoh does is to de-emphasise the falling rate of profits as

a consequence of the changing organic composition of cap¡tal ' This cause

of the fall was not related to any concept of ân ilexcess" of capital per se'

It is our view that ltohts interpretatíon aigues the cause of the crisis to

be an excess of comnrodities with thîs excess being viewed alternatively

from the supply side ("excess capital" theory) and the demand sÍde ("excess

conrnodity,, theory). The falling rate of profits is interpreted as having

no erp|-øøtory role in Marx!s crisis analysis'14

ln the interpretations of Sweezy'and ltoh, the fallÎng rate of

profits cannot take a eantsaL role Ín Marx's crisis theory' The arguments

point to the fall as only a manifestation of the crisis. This

interpretation is not universally accepted, and for some writers, the

falling rate of profits was the centrepiece of Marxrs analysis' Bernice

Shoul refers to the falling rate of profits as'rthe fundamental causal

element ln economic developmentil and "the source of periodic crisestt'15

I^t¡th this David yaffe and Mario Cogoy would agree. Yaffe is quite expl icit

this point:

There exists besides the Marxian theory of value and accumulation

iäi *r.¡iln ih" r""ond ís only a rnore concrete development of the
first) no separate theory of crisis'

on
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Åiif.,"ugl1 the actual crisis has to be explained out of the real
movement of capitalist production, credit and competition ".'
it is the-geÃàral tendencies of the accumulation process ítself
åi¿ lnã ioñg-rrn tendency of the rate of profìt to fall that
constitutãs"ttr. basis of that explanation. These tendencies have

been analysed through an understanding of the tinner nature ôf
capi talt . 16

I,lhat Yaffe does here is to emphasise the primacy whÍch Marx gave to the

nature and role of capital in production and to the capital accumulation

process and the falling rate of profits in comprehending the'rmotion" of

capitalism. Marx!s theory of the crisís v{as built up from these essential

foundations and Ít was part of an' albeit incomplete, whole' The ídea that

realisation problems can have any existence in the crÎsis analysis

independently of the falling rate of profits as their cause is rejected by

yaffe and cogoy.lT,There was În the structure of the cÍrculation part of

the expanded reproduction process the potentíaL for disruption' But

Yaffe¡s point ís that Marx envisaged the poss¡b¡lity of crisÎs due to

capital accumulation itself irrespective of circulation problems' although

the fuLL detseLopmønt of the crisis theory would encompass comPetition and

circulation. The cause of the crisis should not be confused wÎth the

structural possib¡l¡ties of ¡t.18'lt ¡s Finers and Harrisrview, though,

that Yaffe and Cogoy do not give due attention to the atttonomy of the

circulat¡on process and Sweezyl reíterates effectively the same view when

he rejects the Yaffe-Cogoy interpretation. ln Sweezy'¡s reading of Marx,

the falling rate of profits had lÎttle to-do with generating crises'

Rather it was- regarded as representing the

significant and striking contradiction of capital ism that the

increase in the productive f,ower of labour should express itself
in a manner tendìng to obstruct the unfettered development of the
system. But he diã not formulate a specÍfic theory of crises,
let alone capitat ¡st breakdo\^rn, on this basis.... For Marxr -the
falling t";ããn;t of the iate of profit was a manifestation of
only one-ãi ."pital ism's many contradictions'19

Thus, in line with his earlier contribution, Sweezy rejects the causal role

of the falling rate of profits. lndeed, he here rejects the idea of
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causality altogether excePt to ascribe this to the eontta&ietíons inherent

in the capítalist system. The crisis manifests these contradictions in

the forms of the falling rate of profits ønd. the disruption of the

circulation Process. ln this sense the two phenomena have equal status'

Michael Howard and John King also emphasise the independence of

circulation problems by noting that Marx "nowhere appears to conceive of

crises independently of a deficiency in aggregate demand ...." They

con t i nue:

Thus crises are characterîsed as periods of "overproduction", în

the sense that too much is produced Ín relation to effective
demand Thus every crisis is a "real isation crisisrt in that
there is a failure to realise the full value and, therefore, the
f ul I surpl us val ue of comnpd î ti es í n the form of Íìoney ln
consequence, crises represent the phase of disturbance or
interiupt¡oñ ¡n the process of reproduction....Crises are
characteiir"¿, ¿i,æ"' aLía, by a däcl ine in ourpur.20

Having stated the forrn of appeatartee of the crisis, Howard and King

recognise that for MarX this did not embrace the eause of the crisis' ln

their interpretat¡on, the cause of the crisis r^Jas the fall Îng rate of

profi ts .

Marxrs emphasis on the crítical role of changes Ïn the rate of
profit brings his analysis one steP closer to the concrete causal
factors inuãiu"a in crises. Conmodity production and the use of
frþney contain the possibil ity of crises. capitalisn aetunLises
these possibilitigs in so far as the requîsïte changes in the rate
of proîit occur.2l

The role of the falling rate of profits in this interpretation is similar

to that expressed by Yaffe and Cogoy with two variations of emphasïs'

First, Howard and King gÎve more prominance to the circulatÎon manifestation

of crises and', secondly, the role of the falI itself is "softened'r in that

it is here only a basís for explaining the crisis whîle for Yaffe and

cogoy the rote r^ras such as to cause Sweezy to refer to it as I'the

fetishization of the falling tendency of the rate of profi¡tt'22

Michael Lebowitz presents a further view of the role of the falling

rate of profits in Marxrs crisis theory. For Lebowitz, the fall based on

production dynamics v,ras therrfirst actrronly in the crisis of capitalism'
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The analysis needed to be immediately extended to encompass the

circulation process for only in thïs process was the fall of the rate of

profits manifested. Moreover, the circulation process itself affected

the realised rate of profits (even in its uaLue dimensÎon) through

circulation time and the potential for failure to disPose of conrnodities

at their produced val ue. Thus, concl udes Lebov'litz:

the decline in the rate of profit is the way in whïch the
contradiction between production and circulation of capítal
expresses itself, via lh. emergence of unsold commoditÎes and the
inärease in cir.úl"tion time. lt ¡s no Íþre possible to elimÎnate
from Marxts argument the tendency of the rate of profit to fall
than it is to eliminate the sphere of circulatÍon of capital.23

Here the falling rate of profits is interpreted to be a key outeome of the

expansion of production anå circulation and the essentÎal etpression of

the crisis in Marxrs analYsis.

Lebowitzts reading of Marxrs thought on crises sets Ît in the

context of the dialectÍcal process of secular decl ine which Marx sa\^, as

the central thread of capital ¡smrs rrmotionrr. The fal I ing rate of prof its

bras a "barrierrr to the capitalist development Process which emerged

periodically and stimulated responses from cap¡talists which ensured that

the disruption v\,as only temporary. As John El I iott puts it:

As with alienation and exploitation, crises clearly emanate from

basic aspects of the capitalist structure and growth Process' ln

a sense, they are dysfunctional elements, evidencing ilcontradÌctÎonstl

and constituiing ¡rbarriers'r to further development'- For Marx,

however, the uaiic law of motion of capitalist development is
dialectical . Expansion creates barrÎers to growth; -barriers, in
turn, serve "s ttimuli to further expansion. A barrier does not
necessarily constÌtute a fundamental boundary condition or an

ultimate, intrinsîc I imit. to expansion; indeed, it is a goad to
furthèr áeveloPment

Thus it was through the reduction of production and the devaluation or

destruction of capital that the falling rate of profits bras arrested and

the ,tbarrier,t transcended. The crisis itself provided its own counter-

vai I ing influences.25

Lebowitzts ínterpretation of the ttf inal actrI in capital ismrs

secular decline rejects any idea that Marx saw capitalism as stagnating in
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the sense expressed by Classical political economists. There would be a

"breakdown', of the system but it would not be exclusively the consequence

of the eeortomLe aspects of recurring crises. Elliott sees the decl ine in

the fol lowi ng terms :

Closer to Marxrs position would be a shift to a lower rate of
growth in output, combined with increased cycl ical ampl itude,
ãho"n by greater departures from full-employment output during
contractiõns ih¡s would give ample evidence of economic

contrad¡"iìãni, Uut, by ítseLfi would fall considerably short of
capital ismts demise. lndeed, unless the capital ist_economy

v,rere to settle down into a siationary state, it would continue to
grow and to demonstrate íts various creative properties, though-

iresumablV- ¡" suU¿ue¿ form. ln short, the vision of capi tal ism's

îutur. tÀåt .*"rg., from Marxrs more strictly economÎc-analysis
of crises and ratl¡n9 profit rates is that of a formerly
progressive system ïñ decay, a less creative and presumably rTþre

unpleasant-rãåiety to live'in, but not one in danger of ìmminent

collapse ;"-;;.;;ås of ttonotic fai lure per se'26

ln Lebowitzrs View, the final collapse was envisaged by Marx to Învolve

the revolutionary uprising of the proletariat, enla.rged and enraged by the

ever increasing severity of the crises. The proletar¡at would become

increasingly av,rare of the inability of capitalism ever to overcome their

deprivation and încreasingly aurare of their ourn revolutionary identíty and

destiny, Marx hoped, through his critical exposÍtions on the capitalist

econorrry. As Lebowitz puts it: "To the end, Marx remained the philosopher

of pno.rí,s, of human actiontt.2T

l.lhat is clear from the above survey of interpretations of Marxrs

crisis thought is that he left considerable room for controversy due to

the incomplete nature of his available analyses' The issues raîsed are

signifícant because of the status of the crisis as the key to the destiny

of capitalism. 0n present indications, though, it would seem that there

is just not eno,ugh textual evidence available for any definítive

interpretatíon of what Marx thought about cr¡ses to be formulated'

ln the next section of this chapter' our intentÍon is to provide a

detailed account of Marxrs crisis thought as it emerged in the critico-

historical context of rrTheories of surplus value'r. This wi I I throw I îttle
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direct light upon the unresolved, complex íssues raised above, but ¡t

will provide a fiþre complete analysis of Marxrs own views than is

presently avai lable.

13.2 CRtTtCo-HtsToRtcAL ASPECTS OF MARX'S THoUGHT 0N THE CAPITALIST

cRlsls.

Marx gave only limited attention to the crisis idea in "Theories of

surplus value". lt mainly emerged as a by-product of his critique of

RÌcardors analysis of capÎtal accumulation. An immediate focus in this

critique was Ricardots use of I'Sayts Lavu" and ît was thus the real isation

aspects of the crisis which received most attention in thís context'

LJe saw in chapter ll, Section ll.3 above that Marx was concerned

to repudiate the implicatìons ofrrsayrs Law[ for the capital accumulatîon

process because it reflected a distortion of the nature of capitalism'

For Ricardo, capital accumulation would proceed without market impediments

through the automatic generat¡on of an aggregate demand equivalent to

supply in all periods. Any short-run' inter-sector disproportionality

problems, manifested as pattiaL overproduction, would be corrected by

nnrginal reallocations of resources through competitive, profit maximising

behaviour by capital ists. l^lhat had escaped Ricardo, in Marxrs viel^" v''as

therranarchy" of uncoordinated production and demand and the mediatîon in

this'¡anarchy'r of money acting as a store of value' ln the present Section

of our study, we analyse the relationship of this critique to Marxrs

burgeoning thought on the capitalist crisis'

The crisis was for Marx a consequence of capitalismrs drive for

continuous expanded reproduction through capital accumulation' Marx

summarïsed sorne of his key thoughts on the issue in the following passage:

the whole process of accumulation in the first place resolves
itself Ínto pno&,ætíon on an erpanãing seaLe, whic! o! the one

hand correspänds to the natural- growth of the populat¡on, an{ 9n
the other händ, forms an ïnhereni basis for the phenomena whlch

"pp..r 
¿uri nô ã)"n". The criterion of this expans ion of production
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is eapitaZ itself, the existing level of the conditions of
produttion and the unl imi ted des ï re of the capi tal i sts to enri ch

themselves and to enlarge their capital, but by no means

eonswnption, which from the outset is inhibited, since_the
majoriiy of the population, the working people, can on1y expand

thei r consumption within very narrov,, I imits, whereas the demand

for labour, älthough it grots absoLutely, decreases t'eLatiueLy,
to the same extent as capitalism develops. Moreover, all
equalisations are aceùdentaL and although the proportion of
capital employed in indivídual spheres is equal ised by a continuous
process, tíre contÎnuity of this process itself equally presuPposes

the constant disproportion whir h it has continuously, often
violently, to even out. (fSV, I | , 4gZ.\

Here Marx emphasised that capital accumulation and the resulting growth of

production, v\,ere not geared to consumption demand which was decl íning

along v{îth the relative demand for labour. Also, the inter-sector

consístency of expanded reproduction was accidental. The probability was'

then, that capitalism would experience continuous disruption due to under-

consumption and di sproportional i ty real i sation probl ems.

There was, in this argument, a hint at the tendency for the

disruptions to be continuously self-correctÌng. Marx did make ît clear

that the crisîs he was discussÎng in the present context bras a short-run,

trans i tory phenomenon:

A distinction must be made here. VJhen Adam Smith explains the fall
in the rate of profit from an over-abundance of capital, an

accumulation of capîtal, he ís speakÎ.ng of a pennanent effect and

this is wrong. As against this, the transitory over-abundance of
capital, ovei-produciion and crîses are somethìng different.
Permanent crises do not exist - (rsv, I l, 497n.)

This being so, some adjustment process which removed the transitory crisis

would need to be invoked continuously. Marx did not elaborate upon this

cyclical aspect of capital ¡smrs 'rmotionil any further at this stage'

As Marx noted ïn the passage quoted at the beginning of this Section,

it was erpønd.ed. reproduction which was at the root of the crisis' Thus

production and circulation components would be involved in any analysis

of the phenomenon. lt was evident from this that Marx did not intend¡¡¡¿¡

either component should be viewed in isolation when considering the crisis'

0n this point, he wrote:
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Now before we proceed further, the following must be said: The

possibiLity of crisis, which became aPparent in the sirnpLe
metønorpho"sis of the commodity, is once nrore dernonstrated, and

further developed, by the disjunction between the (direct) process
of production and the process of cÍrculation. As soon as these
processes do not merge smoothly into one another but become

independent of one añother, thä crisis is there, (fSV, ll, 507.,

The problems for capital accumulation în production were immediately

problems of circulation for only in the latter could the former be realÎsed.

This was the sense in which Marx argued the point in the following Passage:

the further development of the potential crisÎs has to be

traced - the real crÍsis can only be educed from the real movement

of cap¡talÎst production, competition and credit - in so far as

crÍsii arises out of the special aspects of cap¡tal hrhich are
peeuLiar to it as capital, and not merely comprised in its
existence as conn¡odíty and Íìoney.

The mere (direct) produetion prcees! of capital in itself ,

cannot add anythÍng new in this context. ln order to exist at all,
its conditions are presupposed. The first section deal ing with
capital - the direct process of production - does not contribute
any new element of crisis. Although it does contain such an

element, because the production process implies aPpropriatÎon and

hence productîon of surplus value. But this cannot be shown when

dealing wÍth the production process itself, for the latter Îs not
concerned with the reaLisatLon either of the reproduced value or
of the surplus value.

This can only emerge in the circuLgtion proeess which Îs ìn
itself also a pvoeess of-reproduetion- (rsv, ll, 512'3')

Here Marx posited the scope of the requìred explanation of the crisÍs

phenomenon. He went on then to argue that in developing the analysis, the

circulation phase of reproduction should be the required startÎng point in

that it focusses upon the orígin of capital accumulatîon' presumably here

in an historical sense. But he immediately qualified this by noting that

the object of analysis was developed capitalism and that any treatment of

crisis in the context of circulation would be încomplete. lntegration

with the analysis of capital and profit at the production level, v"as a

necessîty. The crisis, then, involved the complex interaction between

production and circulation and Marx concluded that:

The circulation process as a whole or the reproduction process of
capital as a whole is the unity of its productïon phase and its
circulation phase; so that Ìt comprises both these processes or
phases. Therein lies a further developed possibility or abstract
iorm of crisis. The economists who deny crises consequently assert
only the unity of these two phases. lf they brere only separate
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without being a unity, then their unity could not be established
by force and there could be no crisis. lf they v\,ere onl_y a unity
without being seParate, then no violent separation would be

possible impiyini a crisis. Crisis is the forcible establ ishment

äf unity Uelwäen.elements that have become independent and the
enforced separation from one another of elements which are
essential ly one. (rsv, I l, 513-)

Thus it was reiterated by Marx that the crisis uras one transitory phase in

an on-goi lg pToeess of the immanent interactions of production and

cïrculatîon whose unity could not be preserved and, once split, had to be

restored in order for capitalism to survive'

ln',Theories of surplus valuerr, Marx did not cover the scope of the

crisis analysis argued above for the role of capital in production and

the dynamics of the rate of profits and accumulation Inere not consÎdered

in any detail. lndeed, there was only one obtuse reference to the falling

rate of profits as part of the crisis and in this the fall had a eausaL

role. lt was the case that with a lo\ner rate of profits, the capitalists

would not be able to meet thei r fined charges for rent and interest'

presumably a crisis of bankruptcies would ensue (rsv, ll, 516)' No

arnLysis of the idea was Provided'

In providing an analysis of the crisis, it was essential, Marx

argued, to keep the rtnLuz¿ of the capìtalist system to the fore' lt was

his basic criticism of antecedent polítical economists that they had failed

to do this and thus missed the pne&isposítion of capïtalism to fall into

crisis. This was due, in part, he thought, to theÍr lack of recognition

that production was for exchange rather than di rectly for use and that

exchange was ¡ot simply barter (fSV, ll, 495). The analytical expression

of this failure was the adoptîon of "Sayts Lawrtwhich served to obscure

the distinct properties of the cap¡tal¡st system which involved

contrad¡ctions. These contradictions manifested themselves as crises' As

Marx put i t:

ln order to prove that capitalist production cannot lead to general

crises, aìl ìts condÎtions and distÍnct forms, all its principles
and specif ic features - in short capitaLíst prodtrctíon itself -
are denied. (rsv, ll, 5ol .)
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And he

For Marx,',... in reality crises exist because contradictions exist¡|

(rSV, I l, 519). In avoiding formal ising the contradictions of capital ism,

the antecedent political economists did not face up to the realities of

the system and failed to emphasÎse the analysis of the crisis.

Crises are thus reasoned out of exÍstence here by forgetting or
denying the first elements of c
of the Product as a corTmoditY,
in commoditY and fiìoney, the con
in the exchange of conrmodities
f inal tY the relation of rlìoney

I I , 5O2.)

0n the theme of products as commoditÎes produced for sale, Marx

recalled that for Adam Smith, there v\tas an internal lÌmit to the marketrs

ability to absorb production. This potentïally constraïned the growth of

rrwealth". ln order to avoid this, there r^,as a need for rrAn external '

colonial and world marketil in whîch the excess domestic production which

emerged as the economy grew could be realised. Ricardo had reacted agaÎnst

this on the basis of "Sayts Laurrr, arguing that the use of external markets

was a matter of choice (fSV, ll, 525). For Ricardo, it was aggregate

capital which limited both production utd demand simultaneously. ln the

sense that only what was produced could be demanded this was true as Marx

realised. But the issue had to be phrased in the oPposite sense to be

neaningful, i.e. rrwhether - on the basÏs of capÍtal ist production - as much

can and must be consumed as is producedrr (fSV, I l, 52Ol' ln Marxrs vieur'

a significant causal element in the crisis explanation r^ras the failure of

aggregate market demand to expand in concert with production (lSV, ll,

52\-5)

argued the denial in the following specifÍc terms;

ln the crises of the world market, the contradictions and

"nt"gonisms 
of bourgeois production are strikingly revealed'

lnstãad of investigãting the nature of the conflicting elements

which errupt in thã catãstrophe, the apologists content themselves
*itf, a"nying the catastrophe'itself and insisting, in the face of
their reiuìãr and periodic recurrence, that if production were

carried on according to the textbooks, crises would never occur.
Thus the apologeticã consist in the falsîfication of the simplest
economic relations, and particularly in.clinging to the concept

of unity in the faåe of tontt"diction. (rsv, ll, 500')
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As Marx saw it, the expanded reproduction of the cap¡tal¡st economy

was founded upon the irmanent contradiction that while a unity of sale

and purchase v,ras requi red they were în fact separate acts. The assertion

of this independence v,ras one root of the crÍsís and it was facil itated

by nnney as a store of value. Thus:

No crisis can exist unless sale and purchase are separated from
one another and come into confl ict, or the contradictíons contained
in money as a rrìeans of payment actually come into play; crísis,
therefore, cannot exist without manifesting Ítself at the same

time in its simple form, as the contradiction between sale and

purchase and the contradiction of money as a means of payment.
But these are merely forrns, general poss¡bilities of crisis, and

hence also forms, absiract-fõrms, of actual crisis. (fSlt, ll,
512, cf. 507-9.)

Moreover, this potentiaL for crisís was exacerbated by Marxrs understanding

that the capÎtalist was fotced to sell at the fÎrst stage ín the

cîrculation phase of the reproduction cycle. This raÍsed the possibility

that the sale may not realise the full value of the comrrndíty, especially

where the cap¡tal¡st hras in debt and forced to'rsell in order to pay" (fSV,

I l, 503). ln Marxrs interpretation, then:

A man who has produced, does not have the choice of selling or not
selling. He must seLL. ln the crisÎs there arises the very
situation in which he cannot sell or can only sell below the cost
price or must even sell at a positive loss. (fSV, ll, 503.)

lJhat concerned Marx further was that Ricardo treated nþney merely as a

medium of exchange (fSV, lì, 5Ol). This overlooked the role of money as

an independent, generalised exchange value whÌch could disrupt the barter

paradigm upon which Ricardo had focussed.

Money is not only t'the medium by which the exchange ïs effec¡.¿rr28:
..., but at the same time the medium by which the exchange of
proåuct wïth product is divided into two acts, whích are independent
of each other, and separate in time and space. I^ri th Ricardo,
hovuever, this false conceptîon of tnoney is due to the fact that he

concentrates exclusively on the qunrttítatitse detenftínation of
exchange value, namely, that it Ís equal to a definite quantíty
of labour time, forgelting on the other hand the quaLitatíue
characteristÍc, that individual labour must present itself
abstnact, genetaL sociaL labour only through its alienation.
(rsv, ll, 504, cf. 505.)

Marx was also concerned I^Iïth the problem of partiaL as against

He noted that RÌcardo had allowedgeneraL overproductÍon of commod i t ies.
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for the former as a ternpo!'a:V disequilibrÍum phenomenon but had ruled out

the latter (fSV, I l, 529). Marx interpreted the rejection of general over-

production as implying that only the disproportionality between sectors in

partial overproduction raised a problem for capitalist reproduction' Those

who espousedrrsayrs Law" would argue that provided the scale of production,

whatever it may be, involved appropriate inter-sector balances, there

could be no generaì glut. The only problem, then, was yeLatitte over'

production, that is, overproduction that bras not tmiuev'saL (fSV, ll, 530)'

Marx thought this argument to berrmiserable sophistry" which had the

essential weakness of presuming that the sale of firnZ commodities was

effectively barter and thus could not be impeded (fSV, ll, 532-3)'

For Ricardo, also, a general overproduction of conmodities would

have impl ied an excess of capi tal . He expl ici tly rejected the poss ibi I i ty

of such an excess and Marx quoted passages from the wi'neipLes to this

effect. lncluded was a footnote in which Ricardo challenged an

Ínconsistency in sayrs argument in which he allowed that an excess supply

of capital could lead to a reduction in the rate of interest on loans

(fSV, ll, \g4, 4g7).29 As far as Marx ì^ras concerned, Ricardo was correct'

for an excess of conmodÎties and an excess of capital were two ways of

looking at the same thing (fSV, ll, sfi-Ð. Marx emphasised this when he

criticised writers after Ricardo who attempted to preserve "Sayts Law"

while arguing that an excess supply of capital could emerge' As Marx put

it:
llhat then would Ricardo have said to the stupidity of his successors'
who deny overProduction in one for
commod¡iies in the market) and who

another foçm, as overProduction of
over-abundance of caPi tal , but act
point of their doctrine?r-"'- 

ñot-ã-s¡nélã-."iponrible economîst of the post-Rîcardian
perio¿ ããnies tñe pl et|rora of capi tal . 0n the contrary, al I of them

regard ít as the cäuse of crises'( in so-far as they do not explaïn
l'ñË-i"ttÀ. by factors relating to credît). Therefore, they al I
aámit over-production in one iorm but deny its existence in another'
ifr" ""lV-r.r"¡"i;; 

qu.tiion thus is: whai is the relatïon between

these two forms oi ou.tptoduction, i.e., between the form in which
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it is denied and the form in which it is asserted? (rsv, I l, \97.)

The question posed was not relévant for Ricardo, but very relevant for

the writers referred to in the Passêge. They provided no answer'

Marx regarded RÎcardo's denial of the crisis based upon general

overproduction as an outcome of the era in which he wrote' The observed

crises of the early nineteenth century Marx felt could be rat¡onalised by

var¡ous accidental events, e.9. poor harvests raising the pr¡ce of corn and

the effect of political events on market access (fSV,11,497). Later

writers were, though, faced with a more systematic periodicÎty of crises

and were forced to provide some explanation'

Later historÍcal phenomena, especially the almost regular
periodicity of crises on the world market, ño-longer permitted
'Ricardors successors to deny the facts or to interpret them as

accidental. lnstead - "p"rl from those who explain every_thing by

credit, but then have to admit that they themselves are forced to
presuppose the over-abundance of capital - they Învented the nice
di stinction between otsez'-abtmdsnce of cqitaL and ouetpz'odtrction'
(rsv, ll, 498.)

The denial of the overproduction of conmodities left a critical inconsist-

ency in these writersr attitude to the capitalist crÎsîs, even though Marx

recognised as an advance any analysis whïch gave emphasis to the role of

capital in crises (rsv,11,499.)

ln all of his crisis thought, Marx revealed an awareness of a

s.ignificant methodological problem. lt was clear to him that the potentíaL

for crises existed in the quantitative and qual itative stz'uetWaL

requi rements of capital ist expanded reproduction. such potential, however,

did not in itself provide a suffíeient basis for the occurrence of críses

which resulted from the operations of capitalism. only at the npst

abstract level could such potentîal be utilised to infer the probable crisis

outcome. ln reality, the potential for crisis could not be used to erpLøLn

the existence of an aehnL crisïs. Marx made this explicit at several

poînts in the present context, for example in the following passage where

it was argued that ¡t Ís Învalid
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ro explaÍn the crises by these simpl.e p-ossibiLities of crisis
contained in the metamorphosis of conmodities - such as the

separation between purchase and sale. These factors which explain
thä possibi I ity of trises, by no m-eans. explain their. actual
occurrence. Tirey do not expl ain uhy the phases of the process

come into such cónflict that their inner unîty can only-assert
itself tn.áugh a crÍsis, through a violent process; - This sepaz'ation

appears ¡n-¡ñ" crÍsis; it is [h" elementary form-of the crisis'
i'"'á*pU+n the crisis on the be sis of this, its elementary form,
is to explain the existence of the crisis by describing its most

abstract form, that is to say, to explain the crisis by the crisis'
(rsv, ll, 502, cf. 509, 512, 514, 515.)

A coherent theory of the crisis, then, required more analysis than that

presented in rrTheories of surplus value"'

13.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS.

our object in these concludi.ng remarks is to provide a summary of

the burgeonÍng ideas that Marx expressed inrrTheories of surplus value"'

It is not appropriate, on this basÎs alone, to formulate anythïng

definitive about the ilfinalrrstate of hîs thought on the issue. our remarks

pertain only to what is evident in the context díscussed, but it is our view

that the ideas outlíned provide a neglected, and potentially ÎnfluentÍal

backdrop to the interpretative wrangles discussed in the fÎrst section of

this Chapter.

The analytícal and explanatory content of Marxts crisis discussion

in rrTheories of surplus value" v,,as minimal. The discussion was largely

carried on at an abstract, impressionistic level. ln spite of this, his

work was full of insights into the essential nature of the phenomenon and

the sort of framework of analysis that would be required adequately to

comprehend i t.

Marx rooted the crísis in the capîtalists'drive for capítal

accumulation, through maximised surplus value generation, and the expanded

reproduction process that this involved. This drive took place in the face

of the contradictions inherent in the system and which constantly raised

rbarriersrr to its progress; Theserrbarriersil had to be transcended for the
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system to be preserved.

The crisis was primarily a periodically occùrring, short^run

phenomenon inrrTheories of surplus value'r. Marx gave no attention to its
long-run implications in that context, except to make cleai that by some

means, not specified in any detail, the crÍsis effects would be overcome

each time they appeared and the system would stagger from one recession

to the next.

Methodologically, Marx r^ras ahrare that while the forrn of the capital

accumulation and expanded reproduction processes predisposed the capitalist

system to crises, the eæpLætatorg analysis of the phenomenon could not

proceed only at this stzwetuvaL level. He saw the need for the analysis

to move from presenting the abstract poss¡b¡lity of the crisis to the

concrete occurrence of itr:although at this stage he achieved little in

this direction.

The framework of the analysis would have to encompass both

production and circulation in an integrated format which presented as the

expanded reproduction process. As we read Marxts thoughts at this stagen

the essential causal elements involved were the contradictions evoked ín

these processes. In production, capital accumulation generated a tendency

for the rate of profits to fall and for the relative employment of labour

to be reduced. ln cÍrculation, the separation of purchase and sale

facilitated by money acting as a store of value and the complexity of inter-

sector exchanges required to ensure reproduction meant that the process was

unlikely to proceed wîthout imped¡ments.

lnrtTheories of surplus value", one of Marxrs rnost immediate concerns

was the critique of the ubiquÍtous "sayts Lav,,rr. The invoking of thisrrlawrt

had enabled antecedent political economists to avoid the general glut

potential of capitalism in their analyses. ln so doîng, Marx thought that

they had portrayed a false image of the t'laws of motion" of the system and

he set out to overconìe this. This had the effect of biassîng his discussion
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towards the realisation aspects of the crisis. The production based

content of the crisis l^ras relatively neglectéd ln thls context.

tt was st¡ll evident, though, that llarx saw the production based

falling rate of profits and the èirculation based overproduction of

cormodities (and capi tal ) as interd.epend.ent outeomes in the crisis

analysis. Although the nature of this interdependence bras not analysed by

Marx, it is, in our view, not possÍble to read in the inferences any

cau^saL relationship between these aspects of the phenomenon. The

specification of the relationship involved was left by Marx as one item

among many on the agenda of future,work to be done on crises.
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I4ARX ' S POL I T I CAL ECON0MY PR I 0R '10 CAPÏTAL z

A SUMMARY STATEMENT.

our study traces the evolution of Marxrs political econorrry prior

to h'is writing of the main manuscripts that became CapitaL. His political

econorrry involved a critical reformulatÎon of the interpretation of

capitalism on the basÍs of the theory of surplus value, the objectïve of

his analyses being to reveal the inunanently contradictory nature of the

system and to explain the form of t'motiont' which flowed from these

contradictions.

The roots of Marxrs pol Ítical econonry were rtClassîcal'r and are to

be found especially in the work of the Physiocrats, Adam Smith and David

Ricardo. But the paradigm that he devised went beyond that of the

I'Classicals", especially in that it was framed around different issues and

employed some different categorïes in a different methodology.

For Marx, Labouy was the basis of all social and economic activity.

It was the source of all oaLue, Íncluding the surplus value expropriated

by the capítal ist class. The capital ist system was În trmotiont' as an

inrnediate consequence of the strivíng by the capÍtalists to enlarge their

individual wealth through accumulating capÎtal out of surplus value. But

capîtal accumulation brought about a realisation of the contradÍctions of

the system. These appeared as "barriersrr to the development of capitalïsm,

but it was inherent in the nature of the system to transcend these t'barriers"

as they emerged. Marx argued, though, that the crises associated with the

periodic appearance of therrbarriers" would become progressively b/orse.

More and rrìore people would be less than adequately sustained by the system.

A revolutionary transcendence to t'social ism" would ensue, with Marxrs
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polit¡cal economy envisaged as acting as the catalyst by raising

proletarian consciousness that capitalism could never provide for theír

needs and des i res.

It Ís our view that three chronological stages may be defined in

the evolution of Marxrs pre-CapitaL political econoÍry. our study focusses

upon the second and third of these stages'

First; Marx began reading pol itical econoffry in the early l84os'

tt revealed itself to him as the npst fundamental component in understanding

the anatomy and physiology of capitalist society. He wrote some early

pieces as a consequence of this reading, but his exposïtions did not

portray an independent analysis of the political economy of capitalism'

His work showed some critical awareness of the limitations of received

political economy as an interpretation of the nnLtne of capitalism but

he provided no alternative paradigm which explained his own interpretation

of the system.

ln the second stage, which we find to have begun with Marxrs nþve

to exile in London in 1849, his analysis took on a more independent stance'

Unfortunately, we have very little knowledge of and no access to Marxrs

writings Ín London prior to 1857 except for sorne journal pieces ' t'le surmise

that his Îndependent thought on political econorry was burgeoning ín this

period because the Gnndyisse of 1857-58 contained an outlïne of a profound

new interpretation of the workings of capitalism' The critical origins of

the revised paradigm were not dÍscussed in detail in the manuscript so we

can say little about the actual forrnation of the ideas revealed wíthout

further documentary evldence from the early 1850s (if such writings ever

exi sted).

The Gtnmdyisse is a crucial work În tracing the evolution of Marxts

political economy. our study provides a detaÌled analysis of its core

themes and reveals their limitations in the light of Marx¡s evident

objectives. VJe also consider the immediate extension of the Gruttårissets
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discussion of the commodity, value and money provided in the published

A Contu¡bution to the crLtíque of PoLitieaL Eeonoma of 1859. This was

the first form of pnesentation of the ideas on these topics inuestigated

i n the GrttndYisse.

The third stage which we identify in the evolution of Marxrs

political economy prior to CapítaZ centres uPon therrTheories of surplus

value" part of the I 861-63 I'Critique of Pol itical Economyil manuscript.

ln this work, Marx took the core of analysís from the GrnmdrLss¿ and the

lg5g Critique and re-opened his critical assessrnent of antecedent political

econorny. There were, bre argue, two main outcomes of thïs mOve' Qne waS

a reinforcement, perhaps a confírmation, of the superiority of Marxrs own

interpretation and analysis of cap¡tal¡sm over the main writers of the

past, and the other uras an increased analytical sophistication with whîch

he was able to express his ideas having been required to work through them

again. gur study shows that t'Theories of surplus valuert contaîned some

important advances over the GznntdrLsse anaìyses'

The framework of analysis of capitalism which we find that Marx

formulated through the second and third stages above involved sorne

particular methodological premises. The most ¡mPortant of these in our

view was the integration of production and circulation into a reproduction

schema. This idea had been adumbrated by the Physiocrats but lost to

political economy until Marx revived ¡t. ln this framework, the production

process based on capital played a dominant role În the interpretation of

capitalism in its social and economic dÎmensions. Both the reLations of

production, essentially between capital and Iabour, and the forrn of

production, v{ere crucial Ín the interpretation. The dÎstribution process

was also dÍctated by the production base and Marxts conceptualisation of

the surplus value category, based upon therrclassical" idea of a surplus,

the potential of which for comprehending cap¡tal¡sm had not so far been

realised, proved to be the centrepiece of the integrated analysis of
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production, ci rculation and distribution'

ln the capitalist distrlbution process, the most essential division

of produced value was between constant capital replacenrent, payment of

v,rages based upon the value of labour pourer and the residual surplus value'

The surplus value emerged thro.ugh a process of exploitation. Through

their sole possession of the means of production, the capitalist class h,as

able to purchase labour power at íts value and utilise it to produce and

subsequently expropriate value in excess of that purchased' The workers

who embodied the labour Pourer had no choice but to submit to this

exploitatíon for thei r surt)'Luq,Z depended upon them selling their only

commodity, labour Power.

Methodological ly, Marx developed his pol itÍcal econorrry of capital ism

at three absL;æaet levels within the above framework. First; he analysed

the corrnodity in the Process of t'simple circulationrr. The commodÎty

represented the most essential pVrysical outcome of capitalist production'

Taking Ít as a given initÍally enabled Marx to analyse the most apparent

expression of capïtalism, viz. the market Process of exchange and

circulation facilitated by nroney. At the second level of analysis,

production and circulation were,considered in their unÎty in an aggregated,

one-sector nrodel of capítal ism based on what Marx termed I'capital -Ín-

generaltt. For this purpose, capital was assumed homogeneous in its

composition. The third abstract level of Marx¡s rnethodology involved the

extension of the essential Pr¡nciples revealed in the "capital-in-generalt'

analysis to a.mult¡-sector or "many-capitalsrr model in whÎch competÌtion

between capÎtals became s.ignificant.

l,larx found that the extension of his analysÎs into thÌs thîrd level

led to some important changes oís-a'uís the analysis applied at the

,,capital-in,-generalrr level . Al lowi.ng for more than one sector of production

meant that a comPetitively determined general rate of profits had to be

explained in spÎte of differences in the organic compositions of capital
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in the various sectors and recognisi.ng that a uniforrn rate of surplus value

would be established. For Marx, it was mandatory that the labour theory

of value be preserved as the essential basis of the comPetitive outcorne'

His solution was to devise the price of productíon category. These

npdified values v\,ere such that when fully realïsed in circulation they would

generate a uniform general rate of profits by means of an effective

redistrÍbution of irmediately generated sectoral surplus values'

Marxts anaLysis of the articulation between values and prices of

production remained incomplete prior to CapitaL. l'that he had established'

though, vì,as that the labour theory of value principle appl ied in observed

nnrket outcomes in the competitive capitalist economy' The labour theory

of value was not only an empirÎcal approximation in th¡s context as

Ricardo had inferred and in Marxrs analysis the crucial role of 'l'dbour in

capi tal ism rernined evident'

ln admixture with these levels of analysis, we find another dimension

of methodology. The ultimate objective of Marxrs political econorm/ was to

provide a coherent understandi.ng of the rrlaws of motionrr of capital ísm'

ln thls endeavour, it was necessary for hininítiaLLy to model the|tstaticrt

characteristics of the system. Two facets hrere involved in this

rnodelling: first, the logically coherent formulation of the articulation

between value-surplus value and prices of production - profit' and

secondly, the formulation of the stvweLure of the capitalist reproduction

schema. The immediate requirement was then to set both of these facets

into the anatysis of capital ismrs rrnþtiontr'

tt was evÎdent to Marx, r^re argue, that the 'rmotionrr of capital ism

had several dimensions which exÎsted as a unity. As a preliminary to an

integrated analysis of these dimensions, Marx gave varying degrees of

attention to them as separable objects of analysis' ln this context'

though, the articulation between the llcapital-in-general" and "many-

capitals" levels of analysis received I ittle attention.
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Marx recognïsed that the structural framework of the analysis of

'rrnotion'r would be the expanded reproduction schema activated by capital

accumulation. t^rîthîn thÍs framework, only I imited analytical progress

could be made at the level ofttcapital-in-general", âlthough it was

possible initially to separate off those effects of the contradictions

inherent in capital accumulation which could be handled at this level of

analysis. A primary contradiction of capital accumulation in production

was the rising organic compositîon of capital which induced a

competitÍve reduction in the general rate of profits in uaLue terms (in

spite of countervaili.ng influences). A dÎrect outcome of thÍs process,

Marx argued, was an increase in unemployment of labour, manifested as an

íncreasing ttreserve army of labour" and an increasÎng "immiserisationrt of

the working class. At the level of cÎrculatÍon, the main capitalÌst

contradiction was between the use value and exchange value embodÌed În

the cormodity. Production based upon exchange value faced the probable

impediment of Ínsuf f icient .aggregate demand facï I i tated by the separation

of purchase and sale in a monetary economy. Money as a universal,

homogeneous manifestation of excha,nge value could act as a store of value

such that C-M did not have to be followed immedÍately by M-C. ln some þray

and in some form that remaíned unclear in Marx's pre'Captital political

econorrry, these separable elements of "motion" brere to be integrated to

form the basis of an explanation of the capital ist crisis.

Now alI of this could be handled wîth "capital-În-general'¡ as the

root category. The analysis had to proceed beyond this for two reasons.

First, Marx was abrare that the most immediate basis for explaining

capitalist phenomeTrct was the price of production - profit domain of

competitíon between capitals in the different sectors of production.

Secondly, one of the main analytical features of the expanded reproductÍon

framework was that it revealed the complex qualÎtative and quantitatíve

interdependencies between sectors of productÎon that had to be met ¡f
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capital accumulation was to proceed without any impediments arisïn9 from

inter-sector disproportional ities. This issue v''as not evident at al I at

the level of t'cap¡tal-in-generalt"

Thus Marx realised that by shifting his analysis to the level of

,,many-capitals,,he would be able to reflect more adequately the complexities

of capital ismts rrmotionrr. ln so doing, though, it is evident that the

increased degree of analytical sophistication required eluded him' The

Itmany-capitalsl level of analysis did not appear in hís analyses of

rrfiìotion" except in the actual exposÎtion of the sectoral interdependencies

of the reproduction process; Marxls analysis of thetrlaws of rnotionrrof

capitalism remained in uaLue terms'

It is the most significant finding of our study that in drafting

out the magnum opÆ, CryitaL, Marx d¡d l¡ttle which altered all of this'

Any exposition of the main themes of capitaL would reveal a reproduction

and elaboration of the above paradigm. The øtaLytieaL advances made by

Marx in his "finalrr work relative to the pre-CapitaL writings were

nnrginal. Most of the important limitations noted above remained even

thoughtheanalysisbecafiìeprogressivelymoresophisticated.
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